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Editorial Remarks
We have extreme pleasure to bring out this Volume (Vol.VIII,
Issue I, January -June 2021) of Pratyabhijµa UGC Care Listed
Research Journal published by the Department of Sanskrit Sahitya,
Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady. The edition of
Pratyabhijµa Journal starts from 2014 by the interest of Dr.
Dharmaraj Adat, our Former Head of the Department. The foremost academic interest of this journal is to document the achievements of knowledgeable writings to the connoisseurs. The Dept. of
Sahitya has currently published around 32 books in various academic aspects.
The latest edition of Pratyabhijµa Journal contains 37 research
articles that deals with different disciplinary topics of Sanskrit and
Indological studies. 7 of the 37 articles are written in Sanskrit while
the rest are in English. The articles are written by various faculty
members, research scholars and renowned professionals from both
within and outside our university. These articles are related to Sanskrit Language and literature, aesthetics, poetics, rhetoric, Indian
philosophy, Vy¡kara¸a, Ny¡ya, Yoga, Ayurveda, Mathematics,
Tantra, Psychology, Narratology, education, dance and other Art
forms.
Dr. K Murali reveals the nature and health - Ayurvedic perspective. Dr. K K Geethakumari goes through the beauty of Rain through
the views of K¡lid¡sa by the title: Rain as a Metaphor and Phenomenon in K¡lid¡sa's work. Dr. P Unnikrishnan observes M N Roy's
role in Indian Philosophy by the title M N Roy - A radical humanist
and an identifier of harbingers of fascism. Dr. Pushpadasan Kuniyil
observes the views of Chattambi Swamikal: Icon in the Vedic Philosophy. Dr. Lakshmy C, Lakshmy PV, Anjuna KM and V
Pradeepkumar evaluate the different dimensions of ári áankara's
works and Advaita Vedanta. Dr. Jyotsna and Maneesha S explores
the Vy¡kara¸a ¿¡stra through commentaries. Dr. S Sivakumar, Ciji
CK and Lijisha P are investigating the aspects of Ny¡ya Dar¿ana
and its digests. Dr. Sujaykumar explains the concept of dharma in
Mah¡bh¡rata through the Malayalam commentary of Kuttikrishna
Marar. Somnath Sarkar also explore the topic related to
Mah¡bh¡rata, titled Ethnicities as mentioned in the Mah¡bh¡rata:
Transformation of popular culture through narratives.
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Dr. Dhanasurjith D excises the Dhvani in the Mah¡bh¡rata plays
ascribed to Bh¡sa's plays. Dr. Pushpalatha goes through the
Ramayana studies of Kuttikrishna Marar. Ramdas VH see through
the features of narratology and a study based on Indian narratology.
Dr. G Poornima investigates the concept of aesthetic experience in
Da¿ar£paka. Dr. Jinitha KS goes through the Moral codes reflected
in Taittiriyopanisad. Dr. Geetha reviews the view of Sanskrit
poeticians on the treatment of poetic flows. Srinivasan PK and
Lakshmi Kumar jointly wrote the art forms as a ritual offering - A
study based on Kutiyatta and Krishnanatta. Aparna Aravind observes
the N¡¶ya¿¡stra and theatrical art forms of Kerala. Dr. Ramakrishnan
analyses the dance and music in ancient Indian literature. Anitha
US observes the history and techniques of leather puppet play.
Devahar R evaluates the quest of standardization: linear measurements in V¡stuvidya. Rekha PH observes the art of cooking reflected in M¡nasoll¡sa. Dr. Lima Raj gave a psychological observation by the title Mental health and externalizing behaviors: moderating role of perceived self-derogation mother among adolescents.
Smera Chandran familiarizes hastamudras in HastalakÀa¸ad¢pika.
PV Gopakumar observes the contributions of Ramaswami Sastri.
Thejus Nampoothiri see through the process of Tantric initiation or
D¢kÀa in á¡rad¡tilaka. Anoop VP goes through the cultural and
Historical background of Thirunavaya Brahmaswom Matham.
Raghishma goes through the Sun worship in Îgveda. Dr. Ranjini
goes through the mythological aspects of goddesses in Pur¡¸a. Another interdisciplinary article by Athira K Babu entitled Algebraic
operations: reflections of zero in B¢jaga¸ita, Yoga¿¡stra related topic
by Rima AB are also included in this Volume.
The articles of the contributors have been published in the present
volume without much editorial changes in the content and form.
Hence, we would like to make it clear that the contributors themselves hold the responsibility for the views and ideology taken by
them in their articles.
We express our sincere gratitude to the contributors of articles
for their time and contributions, our university to give financial support and Channel G, Kalady for the DTP work. We hope this journal will inspire Sanskrit scholars and we are happy to present this
volume before the Sanskrit scholars.
Editorial Board
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Dr. K. Murali

NATURE AND HEALTH-AYURVEDIC PERSPECTIVE

Ayurveda, the science of life, is a knowledge system that derived its working theories from the 'nature' (svabhaava-samsiddhalakshana) . It is the same forces that govern nature and its dynamicity
thatregulate the body and its functions. Nature or svabhaava is an
important principle recognized by Ayurveda. The external environment has got its own uniqueness (svabhaava) the totality of which
cannot be explained perfectly. So the term svabhaava well suits to
the nature. The svabhaava is also stable. If unstable, it cannot be
termed as svabhaava. So, basic doctrines of Ayurveda have not
changed since centuries though there are supplementary concepts.
Evolved out of nature, human body essentially should have all
the elements of nature. Likewise, even the minutest component of
the body must exist in the nature. This concept in Ayurveda is named
as loka-purusha-saamya . It is this commonness that enables to explain the influence of the body by external factors.Samanyaviseshasiddahnta also was formed out of this concept.
The panchabhuta-siddhaanta is one of the basics of Ayurveda.
This was actually evolved from the speculations on the gross manifests (i.e. earth, water, fire, wind and the sky) conceived in the nature. Though the concept of panchabhuta is common to all the philosophical systems, it is Ayurveda that developed it into a siddhaanta
having applications atvarious levels. Organs are identified with predominance of each of the bhuta. There are properties with which
the predominance of bhutasin dravyas (drug or food) is recognized
. This bhautic structure determines the bodily effect of the dravya.
This is represented in the table below.
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IDENTIFICATION OF BHUTA PREDOMINACE IN
DRAVYA
BHUTA
PREDOMINANCE

Paarthiva
Aapya
Agneya
Vaayavya
Akaasheeya

PROPERTIES

Guru, stulastira,
gandha
Drava, sita,guru,
snigdha,manda,
sandra,rasa
Ruksha, tikshna,
ushna, vishada,
sukshma, rupa
Ruksha, visada,
laghu, sparsha
Sukshma, vishada,
laghu, sabda

BODILY EFFECTS

Gaurava, stairya,
sanghata,upachaya
Snehana, vishyanda,
kleda, hlada, bandha
Daha, bha, varna,
prakasha, pachana
Raukshya, laghava,
vaisadya, vichara, glani
Saushirya, laghava

It is interesting to note that the role of each bhuta in embryogenesis (development of fetus from the zygote) is also considered in
Ayurveda. Some texts like Rasavaisheshika elaborates the
panchabhautic influence in the growth of a plant.
It is the keen observation of the nature that formulated not only
drugs used, but the doctrines of Ayurveda also. Thus Ayurveda can
be called a 'natural' science.
To explain body and its functions during health and illness, the
doctrine of tridosha evolved after centuries of speculations. Vatapitha
and kapha are termed as doshas to highlight their significance in the
genesis of diseases. These too are combinations of panchabhutas,
biologically modified and integral part of human body. The theory
tridosha withstood the test of the time and still enables the physician
understand the diseased body to suggest effective remedies.The
importance of wind, fire and water in maintaining the total environment might have kindled the thought of Aayurvedaacharyas of the
past. Thus here we find the influence of nature.
If we consider each of the gross manifestations of panchabhutas,
the bhuta which is most stula, prithvi is represented by desa (geographical area). Geography is nothing but the nature. Desa is classified as jaangalaanupa and saadharana .Aanupa is the place with

abundant vegetation and water resources. Jaangala is the opposite
while saadharana the intermediate. Living in anupa and consuming
the products of this area, causes kapha diseases. Dravyas from
Jaangala are easily digestible hence ideal for health. Prevalence of
diseases is also less in jaangala.
Natural environment is to be considered while collecting the herbs
. It should be from saadharana or jaangala with adequate exposure
to sun and moon. Abundance of certain plants like kusha
(Saccharumspontaneum Linn.) and rohisha (Cymbopogon martini
(Rox.)Wats) indicate the quality of the herbs. The soil from where
the raw drug is to be procured must be very fertile and not ploughed.
Presence of termites is not ideal. The roots of bigger trees should
not have encroached the area from where herbs are to be collected.
Most potent herbs are available from Himalaya and its surroundings. These are sita in virya and congenial to the body. Drugs from
Vidhya plane are basically ushna .
Geographical identification of panchabhuatic predominance is
very interesting. This is tabled below .
GEOGRAPHICAL IDENTIFICATION OF BHUTA
PREDOMINANCE
BHUTA

CHARATERISTICS

1

Prithvi

Presence of many rocks, bulky trees, soil very
hard with black colour

2

Jala

Near to water sources, soil not dry and whitish in
colour, greenish with grass and trees,

3

Agni

Vegetation is less but with variety in colour and
with less flowers

4

Vayu

Dry soil, trees are with holes, water content in
vegetation is less.

5

Akaasha

Plane area with presence of hills in between,
natural empty wells.

Drugs collected from prithvi-jala predominance are more nourishing in action. For samana purpose, plants can be collected from
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the area of akaasa predominance. Drugs for virechana and vamana
are ideal from agni-vayu and prithvi-jala areas respectively.
The next gross element is most important to life i.e. water. It is
even equated to praana (life). There are conditions where intake of
water is to be restricted or completely avoided. But all the Acharyas
agree in the opinion that this is not possible as water represents life.
In certain references, water is termed dhaatu (bodily factor that maintains life) .
The ideal source of water is rain. Rain water is termed as
divya(divine). Puraanas consider the rains as the flow from Ganga
of the sky, hence the term gangaambu. If collected directly, in the
season but not during the first rains, this is the ideal one. It is not
possible to collect, enough quantity for consumption, from the rains
alone. There are medicines to be prepared with rain water and traditionally the physicians of Kerala choose the particular days of
Malayalam month Karkidakam for collection.
For day to day consumption we have to depend on kupa (well)
saras (natural pond) tadaka (dug pond in countryside)
chanda(spring)prasrava (stream)audbhida (small natural collection
of water)vaapi (large, man- made pond) andnadi (river). The quality of water from these sources is determined by several factors including their location, exposure to sunlight, wind and
moonlight.Properties of river-water depend upon the mountains from
which they originate. When flow becomes stagnant the quality differs.
Both warm and cold water have got therapeutic values. The first
one promotes digestion, clears throat, and enhances bowel movement. Urination is also promoted. It is recommended in several disorders like hidhma (hiccough), adhmana (flatulence), kasa (cough),
pinasa (rhinitis), svasa (respiratory illnesses) early stages of jvara
(pyrexia), etc. which are kapha-vata predominant. Cold water is
generally used in diseases like madaatyaya (disease due to intake of
alcohol), chardi (vomiting), trishna (excessive thirst),visha-badha
(toxicity) etc.Dhara (continuous pouring) with water is resorted to
some mental diseases and snake bites.
For day to day use, boiled and cooled water is considered ideal.
Agni in nature is represented as sun. Exposure to sunlight is one
of the modality of treatment included in samana type. It induces

perspiration and is considered as a svedana-chikitsa. Aggravating
pitha and rakta, it causes bhrama (vertigo),daha (burning
sensation),murcha (fainting) and vaivarnya (discoloration) . Sunlight is even used in the preparation of certain medicines like
guggulumarichaditailam (bhanupaka). Moonlight has the opposite
properties. It is similar to the effect of madhura and seetadravya.
Exposure is recommended in certain sexual disorders.
Wind is another factor available in nature. It can induce rukshata
(roughness),vaivarnya (discoloration) and stambha (sluggishness of
bodily functions). Breeze is curative of daha (burning sensation) trit
(diseases characterized by excessive thirst) etc. . The effect of wind
differs from the side from which it comes perhaps by the influence
of the geography of the area from which it originates. Most of the
panchakarma procedures are to be administered in a room without
blowing wind.
Magnificent manifestations of seasons are a very important component of nature. Kaala is the term used in Ayurveda to denote the
total climate while ritu is the component season. Periodical appearance of the appropriate ritu is essential for total life system on earth.
So ritu determines the health of nature. Their number may differ
from region to region. Six are identified by Ayurveda. These are
identified by environmental changes .
In hemanta, the visibility is less due to fog. The wind from North
is very chilly. This is the flowering season forlodhra
(Symplocoscochinchinesis (Lour.) Moore- pachotti-), priyangu
(CallicarpamacrophyllaVahl-jnazhal-),punnaga (Celastruspaniculatus Willd.-punna-), and lavali (arinelli-). These add beauty to the
environment. Hemanta is the mating period of elephant, goat, buffalo, horse, crow and pig. The water in the rivers is covered with
ice. Fishes and birds are not seen generally. Water from the well is
warmer.
All these become aggravated during the next season, sisira.
This is followed by vasanta, the season of flowers. The wind
generally blows from the South. The rays of Sun are pink in colour.
Trees bear tender leaves. Barks are also renewed. Sky is clear. The
colorful flowers of kimshuka(Buteamonosperma (Lam.) Taub.-plash), asoka (Saracaasoca(Roxb.-asokam-) de Wilde), chuta
(Mangiferaindica Linn.-mavu-) and other wildly trees decorate the
environment.
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Grishma is the next ritu. The power of Sun becomes extreme
and by colour similar to atasi flower. The whole earth is in peril with
the rise in temperature making life forms feverish. Wildfire is common. Rivers are turbid with frequent visits of elephants and buffalos. Water level is also low with more sandy banks. Trees do not
provide shade as leaves are shed. The bark of the trees is very dry
and the climbing plants wither away. The wind from the Southwest
is smoothening.
The winds form the West brings showers in varsharitu. All the
plant life is more active. Sky is 'dirty' with clouds. The steps in the
ponds are immersed as the water level rises. Lotusblossoms in this
season. The sounds of peacocks and frogs are in the air. Lightning
and rainbows are common. Fire flies appear in abundance. Certain
trees like Kutaja (Holarrhenapubescens(Buch.-Ham.) Wallich ex
Don-kutakapala-) flower during the season. Mushrooms are a common sight.
Sarat follows varsha. The sky becomes clear with bright white
clouds here and there. This is the flowering season for Kasa, saptahva
(Alstoniascholaris (Linn.) R.Br.-ezhilampaala-) and kumuda
(NymphaeanouchaliBurm.f.)-aambal-). Sun is released by the clouds
and is with warm rays. Krouncha birds are seen flying in groups.
The water in rivers and ponds is clear. Fishes and swans are more
active.
To the South of Vindhya ranges there are two rainy seasons
(varsha and pravrit) but in North the cold seasons are two (hemantha
and sisira).
All these manifestations are indicators of health of the environment which in turn contributes to human health.Charaka narrating
the emergence of disease in humans expresses that during the early
days of kritayuga, all people were healthy and the plants had ideal
growth. He actually extorts the relationship .
But there some changes in the body due to seasons. This is interpreted in terms of doshas . The doshic relation of seasons is explained in the table.

SEASONS AND DOSHAS
Vata
Pitha

Seasons
Kapha
Sisira
Chaya
Vasanta
Kopa
Greeshma
Chaya
Sama
Varsha
Kopa
Chaya
Sarat
Sama
Kopa
Hemanta
Sama
Chaya-aggravation; Kopa-Vitiation with clinical manifestations;
Sama-reversal to normalcy
To prevent the manifestations of diseases due tokaala, specific
regimen is formulated which is called ritucharya. Avoiding exposure, adherence to food and activities opposite to the dosha predominance (of the ritu) areat the core of the ritucharya. Sodhanachikitsa during the initial days of vasanta, varsha and sarat are also
recommended to prevent diseases due to kaala. All these are relevant only if the ritus are normal in their timing and degree
(samyakyoga).
There are chances for them to be extreme, deficient and perverse which are called atiyoga, hinayoga and mithyayoga respectively. The last one is the untimely presence of a season. In all these
three (collectively called asamyakyoga) the regimen has to be modified according to the manifestation.
All the three important elements of nature i.e. water, earth and
air, can be get polluted. There are indications for its assessment.
Classics of Ayurveda narrate these in the context of responsibilities
of royal physician (Rajavaidya). He has to accompany the King
wherever the latter goes especially during military operations.
Rajavaidya has to check the environment well before the King and
escort reaches there .
Polluted water is discarded by animals and birds. The taste and
temperature are altered much. Presence of foams and bubbles is
another feature. Water may have colored streaks. The earth is polluted when it looks as if burnt. Worms may be found dead. Grass
and other vegetation have unhealthy look. The air is felt warm in
cold seasons and vice versa,if it is polluted. Even breathing may
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cause giddiness and fainting. When the pollution is widespread it is
not possible to correct. Medicines can be tried in minor cases. The
pollution of all the factors can lead to kaaladushti . This is erratic
behavior of the seasons which cannot be remedied.
As mentioned earlier in the text, panchabhuta theory enables
Ayurveda to understand and interpret everything available around,
as medicines. So the medicines are classified as originated from
plant, animal and earth sources. Due to abundance and accessibility, plant resources are the foremost among these. All the parts like
root, leaf, flower, bark, etc. are made use. The whole plant
(panchanga) is considered for some plants. Janthava (animal origin) includes milk and milk products, all the body parts, even the
excreta as in case of cow (gomaya -dung; gomutra-urine). 'Earthly'
sources of medicine include metals and minerals. These are to be
purified and micro fined (sodhana and maarana) before use.
In a way, Ayuvedaexploits nature for medicine, even though it is
for the benefit of the human being. But there are ideas of conservation
of nature embedded in Ayurvedic practice. For example, roots of a
tree spread to the North are to be collected for drug; here it can be
thought that roots of other sides are spared for the tree's survival. Minimal medication, specific to the sequel of the disease saves money and
also nature. Susrutha opines that one has to take medicines, made out
of the resources around him. This makes the Vaidyafind out remedies
for common illnesses form the surroundings.
Ayurveda also contributed to public awareness of the environment in a very different way. Many of the plants related to rituals
are of medicinal value. Divinity attributed to these can be due to
their therapeutic efficacy. Dasapushpas are ten plants which are
considered sacred. Many of these do not bear flowers and also are
not attractive ones; yet the total plant is called flower. All these,
individually and collectively are used as medicines.Dasapushapas
are planted in house premises and Hindu women wear these in their
hair, especially in the Malayalam month of Karkataka for prosperity. Saptachadaand panal (Glycosmisarborea (Roxb.) DC)the plants
related to Ayyappa cult. Another is the concept ofnakshatra-vriksha.
One has to protect and worship the tree related to one's star of birth.
Here also the medicinal property may be the reason to identify such
plants. None of the above mentioned plant has got any food value
or other kind of attraction.

During the current era, industrialization and commercialization
of Ayurvedicsystem pauses a real problem. There is severe scarcity
of medicinal plants. Lack of efficient regulations and unethical practices also adds to this. Export of raw or prepared Ayurvedic drugs
must be prohibited at any cost. India cannot supply herbal drugs to
the whole World as Ayurveda goes global. The health of the Indian
people has to be given priority. Unfortunately the policies of the
Government and attitude of manufacturers are the opposite.
Conclusion
The basic theories of Ayurveda are derived from the speculative
observation of nature. Ayurveda has interpreted the bodily effects
of every factor of the nature to which human body gets exposed.
These doctrines enable to seek the effect of everything available in
nature. Thus their utility, in maintaining health and also for therapeutics can be explored in a systematic way.All the gross manifestations of panchabhutas are used as therapeutic agents. Pollution of
these is also identified with remedies. Ritus (seasons) can be a tool
for assessmentof the health of nature. Ayurveda contributed to the
public awareness of flora through social customs. Yet many factors
led to the rapid depletion resources for medicines. This is to be appropriately addressed for the survival of the system.
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Dr. K. K. Geethakumari
RAIN AS A METAPHOR AND PHENOMENON IN
KËLIDËSA'S WORKS

INTRODUCTION
K¡lid¡sa the greatest storehouse of India's national heritage continues to beam throughout the world as one of the prominent exponents of Indian Sanskrit culture. The keen observation of human
nature and feelings alluring treatment of nature and its elements,
ebullience of imagination, superb characterisation harmonization of
events, refined presentation of the scared and high ideals of Indian
culture constitute his artistic attainment. The collectedness of his
artistic attainment has garnered him an elevated position in the galaxy of world poets.
K¡lid¡sa 's power of imagination holds a balanced fusion of two
elements, i.e natural beauty and human feelings. The way in which
he portrays the universal relationship between nature and human
being is quite appreciable. His works are in fact a treasure house
where one could find all the ecological elements viz plants, flowers,
trees, birds, water, rivers, clouds, rain. Through his majestic, unique
and significant description of nature he earns the world wide recognition as the poet of nature. Hence the aim of this paper is to find out
how K¡lid¡sa employed rain i.e one of naturalistic element as a
phenomenon and metaphor it only concentrates on the presence of
rain in his works. It has been seen that almost all authors use symbol
within their works of literature either to pull the attention of the readers or to create secondary meaning. Symbols often also helps in
connecting gaps in a particular work. The presence of water can be
seen in many forms in literature including lakes, rivers, waterfalls,
streams or rain. Focusing on the presence of rain in the realm of
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literature, it is clear that the rain has its own position in this realm
from the Vedic period itself. Vedic people considered rain as a gift
from Gods. Evidences from the ancient literature reveal that rain is
an aspect of nature and one of its modifications, which bring cheer
as well as sadness in the mortal world according to the fate of the
world and play of gods.
Presence of rain in the lyrical works
Îtusamh¡ra
India has always believed in the harmonious relation between
man and forces of nature and the importance of each season has
been beautifully brought into light by the great poet K¡lid¡sa in
Îtusamh¡ra a poem written in six cantos. The influence of the six
seasons on the everyday life of human beings and other living and
non-living beings on nature is the main theme of this work. K¡lid¡sa
describes the rainy season in the second canto of the poem as followed by the summer season. He describes the rainy season's approach as that of a chivalrous king who proceeds for victory and
thus symbolizes rain as a boon, and a relief. The second canto portrays the overall impact of rainy season by employing rain as a metaphor and phenomenon. When say everything looks spic and span
and not a speck of dust is seen anywhere, rain stands as a metaphor
for a purifying agent which cleans all dirt. His keen observation of
the rainy season is evident in his description of water laden clouds
which appear like rutting war elephants, thundering as the beating
of drums etc. The minute details of rainy season in this work shows
that K¡lid¡sa employed rain not only as a metaphor but also as a
phenomenon.
The dancing of the peacocks is considered as a break into the
joy of liberation and freedom from the misery and heat of the summer season. The descriptions like the following that the earth shines
with the Indrogopa worms appearing here and there like the shoots
of grass like the Vaidurya gems spreading over with the petal of
Kadali, looked like a beautyful damsel decorated with gems of different colours other than while points out to the natural beauty that
which rain adds to the environment. The further description of the
rainy season like the trees in the forest regions are putting forth
fresh twigs. Green patches of grass with tender sprouts are chewed
and injured by the mouth of the female deer shows that the rainy
season has the capability of rebirth or growth or productivity which
glads the earth with its own virtue.

With his keen observation he relates the rain or its other forms to
human and their feelings. He compares the uncontrollable rivers
which uproot the trees grown on it's banks to the unchaste women.
When he described the peculiarity of rainy nights he added that
such nights are darkened by the thick clouds which produce the
high sound of thunder. He also stated that without fearing the thunder the beloved proceed on her way in the dark night by the flashes
of lightening. By depicting that the uncontrollable rivers and the
brave courtesan in a hurry to join their lovers during the rainy season, K¡lid¡sa the poet symbolizes the necessity of harmony among
people and the elements of nature.
Meghad£ta
The minute details of a rainy season like the black clouds, rumbling thunder, the cool and gentle breeze constitute how magical is
the equilibrium of our environment in that season. Through the presence of cloud along with the rain in his description, he points out
the cyclical process which brings rain. The cloud sucks water of the
river and discharges it as rain on mountain valleys and plains. The
nourishing capability of rain also got expression in this work.
K¡lid¡sa picturises how the beautiful girls pick the great jasmines
which are nourished by new rains.
The description of nature at the outset of the rainy season by
K¡lid¡sa informs the importance of rain, which in turn is the elixir of
life. By picturising that rivers flow, intoxicated elephants roar, forest
regions shine, peacocks dance, monkey find resorts, brave beloved
set out to unite with her lover, separated lovers weep, he shows how
rain is connected to the different aspects of life and environment.The
beautiful lines which gives the picture of fresh water streams down to
slops, grown pallid with insects, dust and grass moving in a zig-zag
flow, like slithering snakes, watched by many fearful frog, symbolizes the green life energy and pleasure in the conditions of nature. By
depicting that the monsoon excites the love of men with its blooming
flowers like Ketakas, Kadambas, Ku¶ajas etc. and on decorating themselves in various ways with these flowers shows the close relationship
between rain and flowers.
The charm and liveliness triggered by the rainy season which
eloquently described in Îtusamh¡ra find its fulfillment in Meghad£ta.
In the Meghad£ta, possibly the most famous poem set in the rainy
season, there are 120 verses and it is divided into two parts viz,
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P£rvamegha and Uttaramegha respectively. A newly wedded YakÀa,
who was appointed in the service of Kubera, the custodian of riches,
for gross negligence of his duty was exiled by his master from A½aka
to R¡magiri for a year, there he took shelter on that mount, abounded
in trees yielding hike shade and waters sanctified by S¢t¡ 's ablutions. Seeing a piece of cloud, the love, mudded YakÀa becomes
anxious and desires to send his message of well-being to his beloved through it. Thus, the whole poem is a message of longing and
hope through a cloud rain and passion is purified and desire is enabled in this work. The geographical scene of India is clear in the
Meghad£ ta. At the advent of rainy season, the YakÀa praise to the
cloud to deliver the message tohis wife at A½aka. The rain fall occurs according to the monsoon. The monsoonal route is clearly and
scientifically painted in the Meghad£ta. The geographical places,
the rivers, the mountains etc. through which the monsoon followed
by the cloud, proceeds are beautifully depicted.
The nature plays an important role in the Meghad£ta. Both the
love and nature are divine. For the establishment and development
of eternal love, the necessity of nature is inevitable. The love depicted in Meghad£ta is eternal, so for the success of that love, the
nature is painted beautifully in the Meghad£ta. Each and every natural scene depicted in the Meghad£ta is based on reality.
Meghad£ta, is the fruit of K¡lid¡sa s lofty imagination. It is the
first creation of the poet's fancy to invest the inanimate cloud with
the feeling of the animate. The accompanying gentle breeze of the
rainy season is described as a stimulation which stimulates lovers
with the sweet perfume of the Kadamba, Saraja, Arjuna and Ketaki
flowers. K¡lid¡sa treats the season as a lover. The season behaves
as a lover will do. The rainy season causes flower to bloom and
makes creepers grow and prosper. It weaves a beautiful garland of
multi-coloured flowers for the beloved. The season is depicted as
attractive and charming. It befriend lovers in union. It breathes life
into the forest-world and is vital to all creatures. K¡lid¡sa draws
upon the R¡m¡ya¸a, Mahbh¡rata, Bhgavata and the M¤cchaka¶ikam
the treatment of rainy season. K¡lid¡sa describes the influence of
this season on human beings by employing rain as a metaphor of
joy, rebirth, purity, harmony and reunion. He also depicts rain as a
phenomenon which turns out to a necessity to all human kind. Here
the cloud is not a passive messenger, it interferes, supports and inspires the natural phenomena. The cloud brings the rainy season

and face of nature is suddenly transformed into green. The cloud
itself in fact is a combination of fire, light, water and smoke. Thus,
physical features unitedly make the rain cloud, which gives the water
of life to all living beings. When the cloud comes into the Citrak£¶
a mountain the forests become wet. The wives of Siddhas who are
residing in the mountains are thrilled to feel the wind and watch the
black cloud that resembles the peak of mountain. Thus, uses rain to
instil the idea of rebirth and joy. K¡lid¡sa says people will gaze the
cloud with respect and admiration as it is the benefactor of the fields.
He portrayed the coming of rain as a great boon to the dry forest of
the summer season. Because of the extreme heat the forest on the
mountain comes under huge forest fires and these are extinguished
by heavy rains. The poet's rivers have female characteristics. The
different states of rivers correspond to the different moods of ladies.
The beautiful pictures of life full of optimism and mutual trust of
living beings is what K¡lid¡sa has drawn in Meghad£ ta by using
the cloud as a metaphor. Through metaphorical image of cloud, he
has shown in Meghad£ta how the earth is throbbing with life during
the arrival of the rainy season.
Presence of rain in the Court Epics
Raghuvam¿a
Raghuvam¿a, is another epic by K¡lid¡sa containing nineteen
cantos describing the life of Raghu together with a record of his
ancestors and descendants. The Raghuvam¿ais famous for its beautiful descriptions and incidental narratives, which give the poem a
somewhat episodic character. Life is not a separate thing from nature but it develops out of co- existence and of co-operation. This
idea is found in Raghuvam¿ain some of the verses that describes
qualities of king Dil¢pa. Here rain appear as a metaphor and similar
in some instances like the following. In the 17th verse Dil¢pa is compared to sun that form rain cloud's which carries out some essential
functions, which is needed for the existence of life on earth. It is
said that the king is like the sun in his collection and distribution of
wealth around people for their prosperous life. The metaphor of
rain that K¡lid¡sa employed here conveys the idea that like the sun
takes water from the sea and gives back thousand-fold, Dil¢pa too
collect royal revenues only for prosperity of his subjects. Here the
poet symbolizes rain as a shower of boon whichbenefits people.
The unselfish and just activities of the king are compared to the
natural phenomena that take place in summer and rainy seasons. In
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the 25th verse of Raghuvam¿a there is another comparison and mentioning of rain. The king Dil¢pa utilized the earth for yajna, Indra
used the sky for the benefit of plants. i.e, the king collected royal
revenues for the benefit of his subjects and Indra used stay for the
benefit of plants, there by the people. Rain is symbolized as a benefactor.
The practice of Yajna or Y ¡ga for rain is also mentioned in this
work. To his family priest, VasiÀ ha, Dil¢pa says, the Havis; the
oblations offered to the God which are tossed with reverence into
the fire by VasiÀ¶ha will provide rain to the wilted plants. This instance too implies metaphorically the necessity of water to the living beings. Leaving the government of his kingdom to his ministers, Dil¢pa starts for VasiÀ¶ha's hermitage with the company of his
wife, SudakÀin When Dil¢pa entered the forest, the forest received
him full heartedly. He feels the same royal pleasure that he had
experienced in his palace as he passed through the cool and rich
Wilderness. When the king entered the forest the trees and birds
welcomed him. The forest trees showered leaves and flowers on
him as girls at the city do when he travels on the highways of the
capital city. The showering of leaves and flowers actually implies
rain i.e, rain without water. The mentioning of such a showering too
implies the healing capacity and the joyous atmosphere that which
rain can bring to the humanity. Rain is usually attributed to the metaphorical presentation of joy. In the Raghuvam¿a, when Para¿ur¡ma
had gone away, Da¿aratha attained joy after he had experienced
pain for a moment. Da¿aratha's joy is expressed for described like
the shower of rain over the tree seized by wild fire. This instance
from Raghuvam¿a adds to the evidence that rain can stand as a
metaphor for joy, happiness. In the 12th canto of Raghuvam¿a, the
instance in which, Kaikeyi contrives, King Da¿aratha's plan to declare R¡ma as the new king by means of two boons which her husband had promised her creates much tension. The sudden tension
and twist in the storyline is represented through a metaphorical implication of rain. Kaikey¢'s sudden remembrance of the boons and
her strange wishes troubles Da¿aratha. The impact of her wishes is
represented as the snakes driven out of their burrow due to the sudden rain by the Indra, the rain diety. Thus K¡lid¡sa not only employed rain as a means of joy but also resort it as a means to express
the inevitable doom, tension and the total change in the atmosphere
and human mind.

Kumrasambhava
The Kumrasambhava is an epic relating how P¡rvat¢ won the
love of áiva in order to bring Kumra (i.e, K¡rtikeya), the god of war
to destroy the demon T¡raka. In Kumrasambhava we can see the
description of nature in all cantos. This poem's story happens in
Him laya mountain and it starts with the long description of Him
laya. In the first canto, the fifth verse shows that K lid sa incorporated rain in the description of Him laya. K¡lid¡sa reveals how clouds
and rain helps the Siddhas on the Him laya: The Himalaya has its
peaks higher up than the region occupied by the clouds. When the
Siddhas were too much oppressed by the sun's heat on the peaks
they would go down to the table land below and enjoy the shades of
the clouds which could only move along the waist or the middle
portion of the mountain. When again they would be troubled by the
showers of rain from the clouds or by frost, they, would go up to the
peaks and bask there in the sun. Here K¡lid¡sa also mention the
close tie that exists among Him laya, clouds and rain. Showering of
flowers or rain by flowers always denote happiness, special occasions, unforgettable events etc. In Kumrasambhavawhen the poet
talks about the birth of Main ka there is a mentioning about such
type of rain i.e, flower showering. "On the day of Main ka's birth,
there were no clouds in the sky; nature herself brightened and was
rejoiced at the event. Gentle breezes began to blow, being free from
dust which oppressescreatures. The gods themselves celebrated the
event by showering flowers from the sky and by blowing the auspicious conches" - so says K¡lid¡sa In the Kumrasambhavawhen the
speech of B haspati was concluded Brahma uttered a speech which
is imagined to be a rain shower falling after thunder. B haspati's
speech corresponds to thunder by virtue of its breathing an air of
fear and plaintive tone and Brahma's speech to rain shower due to
its pleasing nature. So here the rain implies the pleasing atmosphere.
A diving speech comforting Rati who was prepared to abandon
her life is imagined to be like first showr of a rain comforting a fish
distressed by the drying up of a pond, which refers to the death of
Cupid. Here K¡lid¡sa shows the soothing and comforting side of
rain. Likewise the unexpected arrival of the sages in the house of
Him laya is imagined to be like a rain shower without the previous
rise of clouds.
When P¡ rvat¢ performed tapas to marry áiva she had undergone the most rigors self mortification. Even the strong wind and
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rain didn't affected her concentration she with stood the rainy season day sitting on a rock and chanting lord áiva's mantra. Without
fearing the continuous rain, she abdoned the Par¸a and faced the
strong rain with her devotion. K¡lid¡sa with his imaginative power
picturised this situation in a crystal clear way. He said that the rain
with its lightening eyes looked P rvat¢ who is sitting on a rock. Here
K¡lid¡sa used rainas a metaphor for a witness. He said that the
rainwith its lightening eyes witnessed the great tapas of P¡rvat¢.
K¡lid¡sa compared the thapasvini P¡rvat¢ to a drought land because of Indra. He implied that the drought land is longing for the
blessing of Indra and likewise P¡rvat¢ longs for the blessings of
lord áiva. Sometimes rain indicates a desire which itself turns out to
be a necessity. Here in this poem the K¡lid¡sa compares the
Devaga¸a's plead for Lord áiva's son to that of a thirsty hornbill
pleading to the rain clouds for rain. Being insecure from T raksura,
the Devaga¸a's pleased to Lord áiva for the birth of Kumra, so that
they will get ultimate Mukti from T¡raksura. Here all these instances
from this poem too show that rain is an important metaphor and
phenomenon.
Presence of rain in the plays
Vikramorva¿¢yam
The Vikramorva¿¢yam is another five-act play by K lid sa relating the love story between the terrestrial king Agnimitra and celestial Urvas¢, where K¡lid¡sa endows poetic grandeur in the delineation of nature. In this play also the poet associates various types of
animate and inanimate objects of nature which plays vital roles as
the characters of this play. K¡lid¡sa comparsesUrvas¢ to the water,
which in turn is affected by rain. By saying the following that a
peacock with his crest beaten by violence of wind, is looking at the
cloud anticipating a shower, K¡lid¡sa depicts a sweet environment
of the rainy season and its impact upon the flora and fauna. K¡lid¡sa
depicts the impact that which rain makes on Swans. He said that
seeing the direction of the cloud the royal swans are ready to go for
the Manasalake. Thus in this play too K¡lid¡sa employs rain as a
phenomenon which affects natural objects and living things including human beings. The love mudded Pururava in Vikramorva¿¢yam
observes a young Kandali - plant with its flowers having red lines
on them and surchanging with rain water which remained him the
eyes having tears through anger. Through Purrava's such observation, K¡lid¡sa indicates that the rain can also symbolize anger and
rain drops can be compared to tears.

M¡lavikgnimitram
The M¡lavikgnimitram is known as the first attempt of dramatic
creation of K¡lid¡sa containing the love - story between the King
Agnimitra and M¡ lavik¡ as its central theme. From the beginning
to the end, in delineation of the main theme, the poet associates
various types of pictures of different seasons. The M¡lavikgnimitram,
the affiliation of the poet towards nature or environment and the
theme of the play takes steps hand to hand with each other.In the
M¡lavikgnimitram K¡lid¡sa shows the impact of various seasons
upon other living beings except human life. According to K¡lid¡sa
nature has the same feelings and emotions as human beings.
Abhijµana¿¡kuntalam
K¡lid¡sa's masterpiece the Abhijµana¿¡kuntalam is a unique play
in seven acts. The love story between áakuntal and DuÀyanta is the
main theme of the play, through which the dramatist has been able
to occupy a unique position not only in Sanskrit literature also in
the world literature too. In the whole play, K¡lid¡sa keeps no distinction between living and non-living objects of nature or environment. Here too K¡lid¡sa employs rain as a metaphor and phenomenon. In the third act of the play when áakuntal¡ says that she love
him, her friends Anas£y¡ and Priyamvad¡ remarks that a great river
always runs into the sea. In this situation the king DuÀyanta joyfully
replies that he heard what he longed to hear and this is the love that
smitten him on a rainy, sultry day which washed his grief away.
Here K¡lid¡sa employed rain indicate DuÀyanta's joy and he also
implied that rain can washes ones grief away especially if he is a
person who longs for love. In the third act itself Priyamvad¡ , compares áakuntal¡ 's joy to a peahen in summer when the first rainy
breezes come. This instance too adds to the fact that rain is used as
a metaphor to indicate joy, happiness and confidence.In act VII of
the play DuÀyanta says to Ka¿ypa that flowers come first, then the
fruit and cloud appear before the rain, indicating the natural phenomenon behind raining. Towards the end of the play Kashypa
hopes that may the rain deity Indra send abundant rain as a repayment to the sacrificial gain. This instance implies the metaphorical
meaning that the rain gives i.e, a metaphor for joy, union and love.
CONCLUSION
Rain is used as symbol/metaphor in literature that which adds an
added level of insight into a character's emotional state or the gen-
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eral tone of a scene. Writers from all over the world use rain to
symbolize birth, rebirth, death, deconstruction as well as setting the
tone for particular scene or mood that is absolutely necessary for an
enjoyable reading experience, and which by the way creates a really nice three dimensional quality to the reading experience whether
the reader is aware of that intervention or not.
K¡lid¡sa, one of the celebrated Sanskrit poets has focused on
the underlying interconnection between nature and the human world
in his works. Through the usage of rain as a metaphor and phenomenon, K¡lid¡sa conveys the importance of rain, one of the natural
elements on human life. In the Îtusamhra the poet vividly portrays
the psycho-ecological impact of all seasons (including the rainy season) on all living creatures including human beings. In the Meghad£
ta also, the poet uses a piece of raincloud for his poetic purpose
which plays the vital role in lyrical literature. In the epics like
Kumasambhavaand Raghuvamsa, the depiction of rain or the presence of rain is remarkable. In his plays like M¡lavikgnimitram,
Vikramorva¿¢yam and Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntalam rain is employed to
add to the intensity of the scenes or to intensify the emotional undertone of the play. So as a whole, there is no doubt in the fact that
K¡lid¡sa employed rain as a metaphor and phenomenon to enhance
the beauty of his works.
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Dr. P. Unnikrishnan
MN ROY - A RADICAL HUMANIST AND AN
IDENTIFIER OF HARBINGERS OF FASCISM

Abstract: - MN Roy may be considered debatably as one of the
most underrated Indian philosophers who had actually played a pivotal in deciphering the underlying link between philosophy, politics
and social life. He had successfully demonstrated how propagation
of Brahmanical orthodox philosophy facilitated and ensured a hierarchal society thereby negating any influence of possible revolutionary initiatives. From starting his life as revolutionary, then evolving to communist, Marxist, prodigy in interpreting world philosophy and finally culminating as a radical humanist, MN Roy had one
consistent underlying trait - an uncompromising stance against Fascism and always prioritizing human element over patriotism, nationalism, partisanship, etc. During his journey while his philosophical
outlook changed from Marxist communism to radical humanism,
Roy always maintained an open mind to ensure pragmatic applications and theoretical inferences had successful harmony and one reenforced the other. In case of conflict he was ready to rethink and
refine either.
The paper tries to explore various facets of journey of MN Roy
that included a revolutionary phase, a Marxist phase and finally
being a radical humanist. The paper would also like to focus a key
aspect of MN Roy's life, his ability to identify fascist tendencies
before his contemporaries. Let us explore same through some of
key interventions and arguments he raised on a timely manner.
Born in a Bengal village, Urbalia in a priestly family, Narendra
Bhattacharya joined the revolutionary movement in Bengal as a
schoolboy of fourteen. He was soon distinguished as one of its bold
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and brave members and soon after the outbreak of the First World
War, left the country, in disguise, to secure arms for overthrowing
the alien rule. Narendra travelled through Burma, Indonesia, China,
Japan and the Philippines and reached the USA in pursuit of his
mission. Conditions in the USA changed with America's entry in
the war and he was arrested. It was in the United States that Narendra
Bhattacharya became Manabendra Nath Roy, a name that stuck till
the end. Roy jumped bail and escaped to Mexico. The break with
militant nationalism and conversion to Marxism began while he was
in Mexico and culminated in his founding the Communist Party of
Mexico, the first Communist Party outside the Soviet Union. Roy
was soon invited to the Soviet Union by Lenin. He reached Moscow in time for the Second Congress of the Communist International and soon won the confidence and admiration of Lenin who
described him as " the symbol of revolution in the East." He was
elected to the Presidium of the Communist International and was
for several years the Head of its Eastern Section. In 1926, he went
to China as the sole emissary of the International to guide the revolution there. In 1928 came from the break with the International and
after a brief spell in Germany, Roy returned to India in I930-nearly
sixteen years after the departure from the country in search of arms.
He occupied leading positions in the movements of Nationalism,
Communism and Humanism. While holding positions of authority
and influence and rubbing shoulders with some of the greatest figures of contemporary history, he did not hesitate in choosing the
uncommon or unpopular path, in the context of the situations he
faced, seemed to demand the choice. He combined firmness of commitment to the basic values of freedom and truth with a remarkable
open-mindedness, capable of absorbing new ideas and learning from
fresh experience. He constantly applied rationality to reevaluate socio
political landscape and never believed in a dogmatic approach. In
the aftermath of World War II Roy moved away from orthodox
Marxism to espouse the philosophy of radical humanism, attempting to chart a third course between liberalism and communism.
Despite his shift in ideologies, there exists a constant thread of
anti-imperialism and pursuit of freedom in Roy's thinking throughout his life. It is the same that drove him initially towards militant
nationalism. When he turned to Marxism in late 1910's, he synthesized Marxist ideas with his specific context of colonial India. Marxism expanded Roy's quest for freedom from just nationalistic ambi-

tions to internationalist direction. From Marxism he moved to 'radical humanism 'in late 1940's again to the expand the horizon of
freedom for which he considered indigenous hierarchical society as
another detriment to true freedom.
Exploring the phases in detail.
1. The revolutionary phase: The period after Bengal partition in 1905 by Lord Curzon, the
region had become breeding ground for many revolutionary movements. Roy a native from the Bengal also began his public life interventions as a rebel revolutionary. He was involved in various cases
of robberies to raise funds for the revolutionary activities and to
acquire arms and ammunition. He travelled extensively to organize
various militant groups around early 1910's. He was arrested more
than once in this period by the British authorities for his involvements.
As the clouds of First World War were gathering, Roy and his
group got in touch with the German officials in Calcutta to obtain
arms and funds. It was this search which took him to the then Dutch
ruled Indonesia in 1915 and from then on to the United States of
America (USA) via Japan. He landed on the West coast of the USA
with which first phase of his life ended. The British officials knew
about Roy, and he was under constant surveillance of British Imperialism even in the USA. In the USA he met Indian revolutionaries
who were organizing revolt in the British India. They were known
by the name 'Ghadar' which meant 'rebellion'. They were led by
Lala Lajpat Rai who later became famous for anti-Simon Commission agitation in Lahore in 1928. Search was still on for Roy as the
British wanted him.
2. The Internationalist Phase: Roy met his first wife Evelyn in the USA. She introduced him to
the Western ideas and was responsible to bring a shift in his focus
from nationalistic causes to the internationalist ones. To avoid the
British spies, he went to Mexico in 1917 with his wife. There he
formed the Mexican Communist Party, first in the entire Western
Hemisphere and also first outside the Soviet Union. Through his
writing and work in Mexico, Roy became very popular. He was
introduced to the European arts and culture in Mexico which broadened his overall outlook. Roy was specifically attracted towards the
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process of renaissance, reformation and enlightenment in Europe.
Because of his work in Mexico, Roy got an invitation to attend the
Second Communist international 1920.
3. The Marxist Phase: MN Roy while attending in the Second Congress, discussing the
colonial world, took a position opposite to the Congress consensus
which was united front should be taken to oppose colonial governments. Communist parties were to be involved in the national liberation struggles. Lenin himself had supported this idea. But M N
Roy argued against this line of thinking. He was of the opinion that
communist movements in colonies should be supported; but not
bourgeois led national freedom struggles. Roy, with his synthesis of
Indian experience and Marxism, also expounded in the Second International that to overthrow capitalism in the metropolitan countries of the west, their colonies in Asia should first be liberated which
would reduce the capacity of the colonial capitalism to exploit colonies and sustain itself. It means, capitalism of Europe depended on
colonies in Asia. So, struggles in colonies for freedom attained importance as they were in effect opposing the imperialism and capitalism of the west which Communists were also opposing.
This formulation then raised an important question as to whether
to support ongoing national liberation movements in colonies or
not. According to Roy, bourgeoisie in the colonized societies were
not to be trusted for revolution. Their help should be taken so far as
they are useful for ending the Imperialism in colonies. But then,
communist parties in the colonies should remain at the forefront of
this struggle because national bourgeoisie remains in alliance with
the old, feudal structure. India of early 1920's was swayed over by
Gandhian method of nonviolent struggle and his overall politics.
British imperialism was their prime target, but the mainstream of
freedom movement was also not radical enough for Communists.
Roy established Indian Communist Party in Tashkent, present day
in Uzbekistan, and formed an Indian military academy to train Indians-in-exile in communist ideology and military tactics. This activity was later stopped under the pressure of British Government on
Bolsheviks.
4. The Indian Freedom Fighter Phase: Roy felt that the possibilities of a revolution for independence in
India are very slim. According to him, the British government was

aware of the anger spreading among the people, and before it turned
into a revolution, it would make concessions to bourgeois society.
ch. (Bharadwaj, 2020 : Newsclick) British writer and intellectual
Phillip Spratt, who had spent considerable time in India, believed
that "Lenin wanted to destroy the bourgeois world... [while] Roy...
maintained that Indian bourgeois would not revolt but would gradually acquire de facto power.
When Roy returned to India in 1930, he was arrested by the
British on charges of conspiracy. He was sentenced to 11 years in
prison, which was later reduced to six years. After his release, Roy
joined INC. He became a Gandhian, but not for long. According to
him, Gandhi's ideas represented an attempt to re-establish the old
spiritualism in India. He opined that Gandhi's doctrines got coinage
due to persistent cultural backwardness in India. Roy also believed
that Gandhi's leadership inadvertently played the role of cooling the
fires of a rational revolution amongst the masses. He felt that Gandhi's
Quit India Movement against the British would amount to favoring
Hitler and that if the latter won the ongoing war.
In 1939, Roy launched Radical Democratic Party and in its parliamentary session held in 1946, a 22-point agenda was adopted
that served as the basis for his 'radical humanism' ideas, which occupied the later part of his life and war, in colonies like India which
would drift further from freedom.
5. The Humanist Phase: According to experts, when he became disillusioned with Marxism, Roy started leaning towards liberalism. Largely, it was after the
Second World War. He delved into "neo-humanism" from here on,
launching in 1948, the Radical Humanist Movement in India and
writing several books on it. Neo-humanism believed in endless possibilities of freedom and, like Gandhi, Roy emphasized the importance of means to achieve this goal. To him, freedom of man lies in
the expansion of knowledge as well as aspirations. Roy held the
view that each ideology is based on already-available knowledge
that is bound to a pre-determined goal and urged people to develop
a scientific temperament and rationality. In his discourse on material philosophy, he surmised that nothing is permanent, sacrosanct
or eternal, and that man, to change the world, must change himself
in the process.
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6. Identification of Harbingers of Fascism:While in Mexico, he wrote about world peace being more conditional upon the liberation of the colonies than upon the overthrow
of capitalism. Roy, yet, was to advocate that nationalism is mere
emotional upsurge and has no political or cultural basis. He also
believed extreme nationalism wouldn't alleviate the sufferings of
the masses but merely cultivate another type of bourgeoisie class
Roy also did not concur with Hitler's 'socialism' from the very
beginning. He was among the few who declared that the treaty of
non-aggression between Germany and Russia in the Second World
War would be broken soon. He had also predicted the possibilities
of the Cold War. Thus, to many, Roy was the first international
political leader, before Jawaharlal Nehru. His associate, GD Parikh,
had expressed the view that Roy was the first Indian thinker to appreciate the significance of the major breach in the citadel of imperialism by the forces generated by the second World War (Bharadwaj,
2020 : Newsclick).
His opposing views to Gandhism and India's freedom struggle
fixated on mere nationalism was because he feared that mere eviction of Britain wouldn't end imperialism but rather create fascist and
capitalist tendencies of new bourgeoisie. Freedom without class revolution would merely lead to substitution of British imperialism by
national one. Also drawing lessons from Hitler's Germany extreme
nationalism will lead to another cycle of Fascism.
Roy was all along a prolific writer. In jail, he did a lot of writing
despite the hard conditions that were imposed upon him. His wellknown books "Fascism and Historical Role of Islam" were written
in jail as also his controversy with Sir Shah Suliman, the Chief Justice of the High Court of Allahabad, later published under the title,
Heresies of the Twentieth Century. There is besides a large volume
of still unpublished material. It bears particularly on the philosophical consequences of modern science, a topic to which Roy devoted
keen attention during the period of his imprisonment. In every letter
from jail, he was all along asking for more and more books on the
topic. His great regret during the period was that he could not discuss his ideas on the subject with some of his friends in Europe who
were competent to discuss them. It is to be regretted that the work is
still unpublished.

During the phases of his life, MN Roy's philosophical outlook
also evolved. Initially Roy accepted socialism without its materialistic philosophy, but soon got convinced and changed to a fullfledged Marxist. As he once quoted - "Dialectical Materialism is the
greatest human heritage and it is the quintessence of human knowledge" (Roy, 1982: 239). He was an anti-idealistic thinker and espoused materialism advocated in Marxism based on authority of
scientific rationale that recognizes the existence of things independent of consciousness and sensations. He considered matter to be
the ultimate base of everything and believed world order was maintained due to laws governing nature of matter. During his Marxist
phase he believed that materialism was the only viable philosophy
as an instrument of change. Hence it appealed to only those classes
and sections in the society who have no stake in the established
social order. From the Marxist phase when he moved on to radical
humanist phase, he believed humanism was the only solution to
humanitarian problems. However, he stood firm on ground of materialist thought but, Roy didn't link materialist philosophy with economic determinism. Roy felt Marxian materialism as dogmatic and
unscientific since it negated individual freedom that should have
been regarded as a constant element of human nature. At this juncture he says, "What is needed is a restatement of materialism so as
to recognize explicitly the decisive importance of ideas in all process of human evolution- historical, social, political and cultural"
(Roy, 1989: 11).
Perhaps the greatest learning we can all draw from Roy's life and
philosophy is the warning that when we fail to link nationalism and
humanism then fascist tendencies will rise and ultimately leading to
deterioration of human life quality in totality. So, it is essential to
maintain harmony between nationalism and international humanism to realize true human development and freedom.
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Dr. Pushpadasan Kuniyil
CHATTAMPI SWAMIKAL: ICON IN THE VEDIC
PHILOSOPHY

Chattampi Swamikal was the unique daring and powerful person who unveiled bravely and strongly very abhorrent, unethical,
vulgar and wicked social norms of his age, especially among the
Hindus, which were formed on the racial and cast discriminations.
As a charitable worker, and propaganda of principle of eternal consciousness and at the same time accepting the scientific concepts he
raised the cultural contents of Kerala up to the sky and thus remained is the brightest star in the firmament of Kerala social circle
for the period of seven decades. The hallo of his personality reaches
in to the hearts of people not only as a spiritual thinker but better
than his super manly vigorous stamina to free the non Brahmin society who never enjoyed lacto of freedom. The hallo of his personalities penetrate in to the hearts of the people not only as a spiritual
thinker, but mere that his super manly vigorous stamina to free the
non Brahmins who never enjoyed the lacto of freedom. The Vedas
are written for all types of people and more than they are the devices to scoop out the virtues and wickedness of mankind. So the
study of Vedas is available to everybody and no need of menwomen, Brahmin, á£dra in discrimination. Similar practicable ideology can be produced only by person equal to the saint like
Chattampi Swamikal.
{… Æ˙j……h……™… ∫……v…⁄x……®…¬
¥…x……∂……™… S… n÷˘πEﬁÚi……®…¬
v…®…« ∫…Δ∫l……{…x……l……«™…
∫…Δ¶…¥…… ®… ™…÷M…‰ ™…÷M…‰**

Thus Chattampi Swamikal was one of the greatest births occurs
during the intervals of centuries.
Education of Chattampi Swamikal
Chattampi Swamikal was incarnated on August 25 in 1853 as
the first son of the great scholar Vasudeva Sharma and Nangi¡ramma
pilla at Kallammula of Koll£r village in Thiruvananthapuram. The
birth in to a poor family prevented his primary education. Any how
he spent his boyhood in the temple nearby making floral ornaments
and studied Sanskrit under the Sastri for six years. Later he studied
mathematics, music, and Tamil from a school run by one Raman
Pillai. He was studious and vigorous in browsing the knowledge,
which made him to become his teacher's lovable student. That made
him to be selected as the monitor (Chattampi) in the class room. He
adopted this nick name in his life, and later became very famous by
this name, as a reward given by his teacher. During the school periods, he showed extra ordinary talent in Mathematics and other subjects he opens him to appointed as a clerk in the court of T. Madhava
Rao, Thiruvitamkoor divan during the same period he studied Tamil,
science and literature under the renowned professor swami Nathan
of Maharaja College. Later he was blessed to be a student of
Subbajata pathikal and assimilated philosophy Upanishad, grammar logic and yoga. This was a fateful turning point in his life.
The spiritual monk
The versatile knowledge in different subject from Subbajata
pathikal accelerated his spiritual way. He becomes very expert in
many subjects. He was actually swimming in to secret depths of
logic, Vedas and spiritual hymns. Then he started his great journey.
He visited Tiruppathi, M£kambika Kaµc¢puram, and other famous
temples and thus commented spiritual knowledge. He performed
penance in a cave of Maruthv¡mala place on the south part sahya
peak (Near to Nagarkovil) for same months. During these travels he
carefully estimated and comprehended the secrets cosmic and received consciousness of what should be his orbit on the way of
spiritual journey.
Then after the death his mother he reached Marutv¡mala and
started performing penance. But his suspicious, anxious mind was
still burning for not getting correct answer to certain question. I'm
this time, he happened to meet a man apparently civilized and that
man poured the great secret philosophy in to the ears. Swami's anxiety
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faced away and felt the concept that "I am the all". He was changing
in to Vidyadhiraja Swamikal.
He did not war saffron and earrings, but only pure white dress.
His stature was quite different from other monks of our imaginations. He was with long hands long beard, ironing and rudr¡kÀa
garland. Here Janakav¡kya of Mahabharata can be remembered.
EÚ…π……™…v……Æ˙h…Δ ®……Ëhf¯¨Δ
j… ¥…π]ı§…v…Δ EÚ®…hb˜±…®…¬
À±…M……x™…÷i… ¥…l… ¶…⁄i…… i…
x… ®……‰I……‰™…‰ i… ®…‰®… i…**
Fully shaved head, ear rings and saffron dress will instead and
with this no one get eternal salvation.
Worship to teacher and benevolence to disciples
Chattampi Swami first and foremost disciple was Sree Narayana
Guru, who proclaimed the world "one caste, one religion and one
god" though there were many disciples to his credit there were only
three important disciples who followed the way of monks and while
others confined in house. Sree Neelakantha Theerthapada Swami
and Theerthapada Parama Hamsa are other two disciples excluding
Sree Narayana Guru.
Though Sree Narayana Guru had a compulsory marriage, he remained as a celibate. While Sree Narayana Guru met Chattampi
Swami and demanded him the promise of penance, under the nourishment of Swami, Sree Narayana Guru lived for a period of five
years. Swami gives Sree Narayana Guru the most sacred secret "advice of wisdom" and thus received the total salvation of soul. Guru
proclaimed,
J¡tibhedam matadveÀametumill¡te sarvarum
S°daratvena v¡zhunna m¡truk¡ sth¡nam¡mitu
This declaration contained Chattampi Swami's great goal of eradicating the racial discriminations1.
The words written Chattampi Swamikal about Sree Narayana
Guru's salvation in 1924 is very famous2.
The time, when swami's knowledge was appeared to Theertha
Pada as invaluable treasure, while this little Neelakantha Pilla received the advice of wisdom in to his ear by Chattampi Swamikal,
and gave him the status of disciple. Ten he began to known as

Neelakantha Theertha Pada.
The third disciple of Swami was BrahmarÀi Theerthapada Parama
Hamsa. His early name was Nanukkuruppu. He happened to know
about Swami's great knowledge from Cochin Veluppilla and desired to meet him. Swami understood that he was clever enough to
be the monk at the early age sixteen and made him his disciple
offering him the advice of wisdom and blessings. Nanukkkuruppu
was transforming as Theerthapada Swamikal.
Swami had many disciples from different castes. To the great
surprise, the devotees have not the bar of caste, race, wealth, and
figure and job status3.
Writings
Swami was the complete owner of the world of knowledge of
almost every discipline and his research like studies are beyond is
the time and centuries and they are standing higher than the level of
a spiritual monk. In the book pr¡c¢na Malayalam he referred about
the origin land importance. He did re-enquiry about the past history
of Kerala and added modern concepts with them. According to
Swami Kerala was not constructed by Parasurama. He argued that
the N¡g¡s who were residents of Malay¡calam were the first owner
the place where the sea stood away from the shore and them that
place came to know Kerala later. Similar inquisitive type concepts
of Swami are being discussed.
Another important work of Swami is ¡dibh¡Àa. It is verification
that ¡dibh¡Àa is Tamil-Dravidian language origin. The mother language became Tamil and in Dravidian culture and foreign culture
there were ancient Dravidian was originated. Swami told these facts
earlier than history found them out.
The advaita cinta paddhati was written in early time. So that even
the common people can be conceived the content easily. The subjects that are concerned with trim£rt¢s souls embodied and in embodied spirits and preservation and destruction origin cosmic description of mah¡v¡kya are defined early.
Ved¡dhikara¸a nir£pa¸am was published in 1921. It is a unique
book and prepared to study Vedas and itihasas deeply. It proclaims
that study of Vedas can be done without the discrimination s of sex,
caste, and religious.
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M°kÀaprad¢pa kha¸¶anam is another unique work of him it contained the spiritual concepts. This is a reminiscence of Alathur
Sivayogis salvation.
In 1978 he wrote j¢vak¡ru¸ya nir£pa¸am. This book declares
that all the creatures of their world are one and they have the equal
status and rights to live here.
Cit¡k¡salayam, advaita panjaram, bhrahma tatva nirbh¡sam,
sarvamata s¡marasyam are another important great works of Swami.
The most relevant contribution of Swami to the society was that
he tried to change the wicked and institutional founded, social tendency of the Hindu society. Under the domination of higher caste,
there grew superstitions, and un- hygienic rituals among the society. Swami taught against those systems. He hated and protected
the un-touch ability, division among giving deduction and similar
caste ridden suppressions in the society. He tried to convince the
people that man has only one caste". This concept promoted his
disciple Sree Narayana Guru to declare the very famous slogan "one
caste, one religion and one God.
Swami believed that when the theory of non-violence reaches its
culmination them only one can attain the total salvation. Swami
proved that it can be attained by showing benevolence to these other
creatures and keeping love, doing duties properly.
Knowledge of Vedanta Philosophy
The trimurt¢s are formed from Brahman, the sky, the five elements souls, sprits, bodies and un bodies, origin destruction and
other relevant things are properly assessed and described by Swami
very transparently and comprehend. His famous book dvaita
cint¡paddhati is the best example to credit this fact. This book contained five chapters. They are describing adhy¡r°pav¡dangal, sar¢ra
tatvasangraham, jaganmithyatvavum Brahma s¡kÀ¡tk¡ravum,
tatvamasi, mah¡vaky°padesam, caturveda mah¡v¡kyangal and ¿ruti
s¡ra mah¡v¡kya prakara¸a, s£kÀma ¿ar¢r°lpathi, sth£laprapaµca sriÀti,
paµc¢kara¸am, apav¡dam, sth£la sar¢ralayakramam,
st£lapaµcab£tangalude layakramam, s£kÀma paµcab£tangalude
layakramam, trim£rtt¢layam are described in the first chapter. The
other matters concerned with five elements are in the second chapter. K¡ryak¡ra¸a v¡dam, satth¡thrividyam, asatkaryav¡davum,
kha¸danvum sat k¡ryav¡dam kha¸danvum, aj¡tavadavum

param¡¸u k¡ra¸av¡davum, avastha trayavum tur¢yavum,
sam¡dhiyum brahm¡nubhavavum, sam¡dhiyum suÀuptiyum,
brahmavum m¡yayum, are in the next chapter. Saktivritti,
tvampadanididhy¡sanam, are in next chapter, vedattinte
paramapr¡m¡¸yam, praj¸¡nam Brahma, aham brahm¡smi,
tatvamasi are in next chapter and prapaµca svar£pam,
parim¡¸av¡dam, nityatvav¡dam, vivarttav¡dam are in the closing
chapter.
This book is the perfect example to show the Swami deep understands about the knowledge in Vedas, and Upanishads.
His practical philosophy is to translate the Veda contents to become these right people to study Vedas. He disposes this frank idea
in his book-ved¡dhik¡ra nir£panangal. The Veda always called
apouruÀeyam is only men made argument. Rig-Veda s£ktam one is
written by Madhu riÀi (son of Viswamithra). Swami succeeded in
creating he revolutionary concept that the authors of all sukt¡s are
each personal. He gained the equal status to both Brahmins non
Brahmins to study Vedas.
In cid¡k¡¿alayam swami won in recoiling the Veda secrets and
giving them to the common man. The lines here are very relevant.
Akha¸da brahm¡nand¡mrutarasam sarvatra nirantaram ninakku sv¡nubh£tir£pam¡yi prak¡¿ikkatte
These are the lines that Swami wrote as a response when the
book lekhanamalika written by Theerthapada sent by Parama Hamsa
to Swami.
The t¡r¡¶¶up¡¶¶u written by Swami named (pillath¡l°lippu) is a
beautiful one in which Veda philosophy is in a digestive manner.
Brahmame, satyam kiliye, kutt¢
en makane, nin pit¡vum
nanmula nityam ninakku nalkum
ammayum ¡ sv¡mi tanne
Conclusion
Chattambi Swamikal was a great monk who poured the sweet
lacto of total knowledge to everybody for the growth of society
development. He was a friend in need, without the apparel of monk
of our imagination to any small and big creatures in the world. A
man has with immense and abundant knowledge in spiritualism.
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He was a great scholar, a god teacher to so many disciples. The pre
fixes to Swami are ends. The great man always raised the society to
renaissances. Swami also unveiled the unanimity of cosmic to the
world taking his life as an example compiled with great devotion to
God. The unbeatable success of Swami is that travelling through
the devotional movement and renaissance movement he could open
earn to the human beings.
Notes:
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+…¶…… i… {…Æ˙®…¥™……‰Œ®x…
{… Æ˙{…⁄h…« EÚ±…… x… v…&
±…“±…™……EÚ…±…®… v…EÚ®…¬
x…“i¥……xi…‰ ∫… ®…Ω˛…|…¶…÷&
x…∫¥…®…¬ ¥…{…÷∫∫…®…÷±∫…ﬁV™…
∫¥… •…¿ ¥…{…÷Æ˙…Œ∫l…i…&
3. x……Œ∫i… i…‰π…÷ V…… i… ¥…t…∞¸{…
E÷Ú±…v…x… GÚ™…… n˘ ¶…‰n˘&
(x……Æ˙n˘¶… HÚ∫…⁄j…®…¬, {…÷.154)
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Dr. Poornima G.
THE CONCEPT OF AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE IN
DAáARÍPAKA

The primary function of dramas is indeed the generation of aesthetic experience. The well-known aphorism on it˛ ¥…¶……¥……x…÷¶……¥…¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙∫…Δ™……‰M……p˘∫… x…π{… k…& in the N¡¶ya¿¡tra of Bharata (I Cen.
BC) has undergone several hermeneutical expositions over the years.
Along with numerous treatises on N¡¶ya produced after
Bharatai, many commentaries on N¡¶ya¿¡tra also have been lost. It
is from Abhinavabh¡rati of Abhinavagupta (11th cen. A.D.) one gets
reference to the interpretations of Bhattalolla¶a, áankuka and
Bha¶¶an¡yaka on Rasas£tra. Abhinavagupta himself establishes rasa
theory by interpreting the aphorism in the light of the theory of suggestion, postulated by Ënandavardhana. To him, the relation of
vibh¡va-s, anubh¡va-s and vyabhic¡ribh¡va-s with sth¡yin is
vya´gyavyaµjakabh¡va. Sheldon Pollock in this article 'Vyakti and
the History of Rasa' points out that Ënandavardhana's approach to
Rasadhvani is concerned with the production of rasa which in turn
is analytical and linguistic. He gives the credit to Bha¶¶an¡yaka for
redirecting the formalistic notion of rasa to the level of psychological reception. He also argues that Dhanika in the Avaloka on
Da¿ar£paka provides exposition of the arguments made by
Bha¶¶an¡yaka against Dhvani theory in Hrdayadarpana which is
available only through fragments. Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya of 10th
century A.D. oppose suggestiveness of rasa. Their attention is towards the nature of rasa; that is, how rasa is experienced by the
spectators. They adhere to Bha¶¶an¡yaka's bhuktiv¡da. The last
Praka¿a of Da¿ar£paka deals with rasa exposition. The paper attempts to throw light on how Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya refute the

theory of suggestiveness of rasa and also how they represent the
nature of rasa.
Definition of Rasa
According to Dhanaµjaya, by vibh¡va-s, anubh¡va-s and
vyabhic¡ribh¡va-s, the basic emotion or sth¡yin in sensitive spectators attains enjoyability and it is called rasa.

¥…¶……¥…ËÆ˙x…÷¶……¥…Ë∑… ∫……Œi¥…EËÚ¥™…« ¶…S…… Æ˙ ¶…&
+…x…“™…®……x…& ∫¥……ti¥…Δ ∫l……™…“¶……¥……‰ Æ˙∫…& ∫®…ﬁi…&** (IV. 1)
Dhanika explains vibh¡va-s, anubh¡va-s and vyabhic¡ribh¡vas in terms of spectators or readers. The terms used to denote the
sensitive readers are bh¡vaka-s and rasika-s. The characters and
situations are termed vibh¡va-s, when they get generalised in the
minds of responsive spectators. At this time, without the external
existence of characters, spectators or readers really experience them.
Anubh¡va is defined thus:
+x…÷¶……¥……‰ ¥…EÚ…Æ˙∫i…÷ ¶……¥…∫…Δ∫…⁄S…x……i®…EÚ&* (IV. 3)
Dhanika, explaining this portion clarifies that the actions of characters stand as reasons for the spectators or readers to experience
the bh¡va. "Bi…‰ S… + ¶…x…™…EÚ…¥™…™……‰Æ˙{™…x…÷¶……¥…™…i……Δ ∫……I……r˘…¥…EÚ…x…÷¶…¥…EÚ®…«i…™……x…÷¶…⁄™…xi…
<i™…x…÷¶…¥…x… ®… i… S… +x…÷¶……¥……& Æ˙ ∫…E‰Úπ…÷ ¥™…{… n˘∂™…xi…‰* ¥…EÚ…Æ˙…‰ ¶……¥…∫…Δ∫…⁄S…x……i®…EÚ < i… i…÷
±……Ë EÚEÚÆ˙∫……{…‰I…™……, <Ω˛ i…÷ i…‰π……Δ EÚ…Æ˙h…i¥…®…‰¥…''ii
Explaining, bh¡va Dhanaµjaya writes:

∫…÷J…n÷˘&J…… n˘EÚË ¶……«¥…Ë¶……«¥…∫i…r˘…¥…∫……v…x…®…¬*
The emotions like pleasure and pain are represented as residing
in the respective characters. But they evoke emotions in the spectators and so they are termed bh¡va-s. "+x…÷EÚ…™……«∏…™…i¥…‰x……‰{… x…§…v™…®……x…Ë&
∫…÷J…n÷˘&J…… n˘∞¸{…Ë¶……«¥…Ë∫i…u˘…¥…∫™… ¶……¥…EÚS…‰i…∫…& ¶……¥…x…Δ ¥……∫…x…Δ ¶……¥…&* ™…k…÷ Æ˙∫……x…÷ ¶……¥…™…x…¬ ¶……¥…&
< i… EÚ¥…‰Æ˙xi…M…«i…Δ ¶……¥…Δ ¶……¥…™…x…¬ ¶……¥…& < i… S… i…n˘ ¶…x…™…EÚ…¥™…™……‰& |…¥…i…«®……x…∫™… ¶……¥…∂…§n˘∫™…
|…¥…ﬁ k… x… ®…k…EÚl…x…®…¬*''iii Transitive as well as basic emotions should be
cognized in terms of spectators. Using the simile of ocean
Dhanaµjaya beautifully defines vyabhic¡rins and sth¡yins thus:

¥…∂…‰π……n˘… ¶…®…÷J™…‰x… S…Æ˙xi……‰ ¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙h…&*
∫l…… ™…x™…÷x®…Mx… x…®…«Mx……& EÚ±±……‰±…… <¥… ¥…… Æ˙v……Ë**
¥…Ø˚rË˘Æ˙ ¥…Ø˚rË˘¥……« ¶……¥…ËÃ¥…ŒSUÙti…‰ x… ™…&*
+…i®…¶……¥…Δ x…™…i™…x™……x…¬ ∫… ∫l……™…“ ±…¥…h……EÚÆ˙&** (IV. 34)
The sth¡yins being relished by spectators is called rasa and it is
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indeed of the nature of ¡nanda. To quote Dhanika:
"¥…I™…®……h…∫¥…¶……¥…ËÃ¥…¶……¥……x…÷¶……¥…¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙∫……Œi¥…EËÚ& EÚ…¥™……‰{……k…ËÆ˙ ¶…x…™……‰{…n˘Ã∂…i…Ë¥……«

ª……‰i…ﬁ|…ËI…EÚ…®……®…xi…Ã¥…{… Æ˙¥…i…«®……x…& Æ˙Œin˘¥…«I™…®……h…±…I…h…& ∫l……™…“ ∫¥……n˘M……‰S…Æ˙i……Δ
x…¶…«Æ˙…x…xn˘∫…Δ ¥…n˘…i®…i……®……x…“™…®……x…& Æ˙∫…&* i…‰x… Æ˙ ∫…EÚ…& ∫……®…… V…EÚ…&, EÚ…¥™…Δ i…÷
i…l…… ¥…n˘…x…xn˘∫…Δ ¥…n÷˘x®…“±…x…Ω‰˛i…÷¶……¥…‰x… Æ˙∫…¥…n¬˘ +…™…÷P…ﬁi« … ®…i™…… n˘¥™…{…n‰˘∂…®…i…¬*''iv
Refutation of Suggestiveness of Rasa
Dhanika ensures that the relation between creative literature and
aesthetic experience is bh¡vyabh¡vakatva and not
vyangyavyaµjakatva. "+i……‰ x… Æ˙∫……n˘“x……Δ EÚ…¥™…‰x… ∫…Ω˛ ¥™…R¬ÛM™…¥™…\V…EÚ¶……¥…&* ÀEÚ
i…ÃΩ˛? ¶……¥™…¶……¥…EÚ∫…®§…xv…&* EÚ…¥™…Δ Ω˛ ¶……¥…EΔÚ, ¶……¥™……∫i…÷ Æ˙∫……n˘™…&*''v As A. K.
Warder opines Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya are influenced by
Bha¶¶an¡yaka in this view. In course of formulating the theory of
aesthetic experience, Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya make use of the
concept of intended sentence-meaning propounded by M¢m¡msakas. Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya are of the opinion that when the realization of rasa can be explained by abhidh¡¿akti or t¡tparya¿akti of
the sentences, formulation of a separate power called suggestion is
unnecessary.
In ordinary cases, by knowing the connection of words one
cognises the sentence meaning that is, the intention of the speaker.
At times, even if the verb in a sentence is not uttered, the hearer
apprehends the sentence meaning on account of the contextual meaning. In k¡vya-s also by way of primary meaning or context or representation of vibh¡va-s, the readers apprehend the intention of the
poet. In the case of d¤¿yak¡vya-s, the intention of playwrights is to
evoke sentiment in responsive spectators through the representation of the respective vibh¡va-s etc. The t¡tparya¿akti in the poetic
sentences gets exhausted only after attaining this intention of the
author.

¥……S™…… |…EÚÆ˙h…… n˘¶™……‰ §…÷ r˘∫l…… ¥…… ™…l…… GÚ™……*
¥……C™……l…«& EÚ…Æ˙EËÚ™…÷«HÚ… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…∫i…l…‰i…ÆË˙&** ( IV.37)
According to M¡m¡msaka-s every sentence uttered carries a purpose; whether the sentence is pauruÀeya or apauruÀeya. In the same
way, in k¡vya-s representation of vibh¡va-s etc. intends the
realisation of rasa. The ultimate aim of k¡vya-s is ras¡sv¡da. Dragged
by these intended rasa-s, the t¡tparya¿akti of poetic sentences make
the cognition of rasa. "x… S……{…n˘…l…«∫™… ¥……C™……l…«i¥…Δ x……∫i…“ i… ¥……S™…Δ, EÚ…™…«{…™…«¥…∫…… ™…i¥……i…¬

i……i{…™…« ∂ …H‰ Ú &* i…l…… Ω˛ {……Ë Ø ˚π…‰ ™ …®…{……Ë Ø ˚π…‰ ™ …Δ ¥…… ¥……C™…Δ ∫…¥…» EÚ…™…« { …Æ˙ ® …¬ *
+i…i{…Æ˙i¥…‰%x…÷{……n‰˘™…i¥……n÷˘x®…k…… n˘¥……C™…¥…i…¬* EÚ…¥™…∂…§n˘…x……Δ S……x¥…™…¥™… i…Æ‰˙EÚ…¶™……Δ

x…Æ˙ i…∂…™…∫…÷J……∫¥……n¥™… i…Æ‰˙EÚ‰ h… |… i…{……t|… i…{……n˘EÚ™……‰& |…¥…ﬁ k… ¥…π…™…™……‰& |…™……‰V…x……xi…Æ˙…x…÷{…±…§v…‰&
∫¥……x…xn˘…‰r⁄˘ i…Æ‰˙¥… EÚ…™…«i¥…‰x……¥…v……™…«i…‰˘''vii Thus in poetry, aesthetic elements i.e.

vibh¡va-s etc. stand as word meanings and the respective sthayins
as the sentence-meaningviii. Or, those can be termed as poetic sentences, in which the vibh¡va-s etc. and sthayins represent word
meanings and sentence meanings respectively. Only the sensitive
readers or spectators who have the imaginative power to comprehend the sense of the combination of vibh¡va-s etc. can attain the
cognition of this intention of aesthetic joy.
Dhanika further explains the logic behind rejecting the suggestiveness of rasa by quoting verses from his K¡vyanir¸aya (the book
is unavailable now). As suggestiveness is the intension of the author, dhvani or suggestive sense cannot be excluded from the intended sense. Suggestion can be admitted as a separate verbal modality only if it generates a new sense completely disconnected from
the sentence meaning. The primary power of poetic sentences stands
till the attainment of the intended sense.

|… i…{……t∫™… ¥…∏……Œxi…Æ˙{…‰I……{…⁄Æ˙h……t n˘*
¥…H÷ÚÃ¥…¥… I…i…|……{i…‰Ã¥…∏……Œxi…¥……« x… ¥…… EÚl…®…¬**
{……ËØ˚π…‰™…¥……C™…∫™… ¥…¥…I……{…Æ˙i…xj…i……*
¥…Cj… ¶…|…‰i…i……i{…™…«®…i…& EÚ…¥™…∫™… ™…÷V™…i…‰** ix
Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya who revived the tradition established
by N¡¶ya¿¡tra, relies on the linguistic concept of t¡tparya¿akti and
the cognition of intended meaning propounded by M¢m¡msaka-s.
Actually M¢m¡msaka-s postulated such a theory in terms of the
intended meaning of Vedic passages. One can be reminded of the
argument of M. P. Sankunni Nair here that the power of suggestiveness enters into poetry from theatre or N¡¶ya¿¡la and not from
Vy¡kara¸a¿¡stra. He quotes Amarako¿a (¥™…\V…EÚ… ¶…x…™……Ë ∫…®……Ë) to substantiate this. He also points out that Ënandavardhana himself opines
that the natural suggestiveness in the sounds of actors are admitted
by even those who hesitate to admit suggestion as a verbal modality.x
Aesthetic Experience in Rasika-s
To explain the nature of aesthetic experience, Dhanika uses another concept of M¢m¡msaka-s viz. bh¡van¡.xi The relation between
the aesthetic elements vibh¡v¡di and the basic emotion is
bh¡vyabh¡vaka type. This entity bh¡van¡ is admitted by
M¢m¡msaka-s. Even if others oppose this, Dhanika continues, in
poetry it is experienced. " EÚ\V… ®…… S……x™…j… i…l……∫i…÷* +x¥…™…¥™… i…Æ‰˙EÚ…¶™…… ®…Ω˛
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i…l……¥…M…®……i…¬* ''xii He quotes the famous N¡¶ya¿¡tra-k¡rika starting
¶……¥…… ¶…x…™…∫…®§…r˘…x…¬.... for substantiating this. Dhanika says that poets
write k¡vya-s to generate rasa in sensitive readers and not in the
characters like r¡m¡di.
Rasa or aesthetic experience resides in sensitive spectators or
Rasika-s.

Æ˙∫…& ∫… B¥… ∫¥……ti¥……n¬˘ Æ˙ ∫…EÚ∫™…Ë¥… ¥…i…«x……i…¬*
x……x…÷EÚ…™…«∫™… ¥…ﬁk…i¥……i…¬ EÚ…¥™…∫™……i…i{…Æ˙i¥…i…&** (IV.38)
p˘π]÷ı& |…i…“ i…μ…“b‰˜π™……«Æ˙…M…u‰˘π…|…∫…R¬ÛM…i…&*
±……Ë EÚEÚ∫™… ∫¥…Æ˙®…h…“∫…Δ™…÷HÚ∫™…‰¥… n˘∂…«x……i…¬** (IV.39)
The question now is what is the role of the actors here? The
actors who represent the characters evoke sthayin in spectators who
in turn, experience rasa. As mentioned earlier at this point these
characters are devoid of their peculiarities and are termed as vibh¡vas. Such vibh¡va-s are the causes of rasa.xiii
Explaining the purpose behind the representation of the characters Dhanaµjaya writes:
GÚ“b˜i……Δ ®…ﬁh®…™…Ë™…«u˘n¬˘ §……±……x……Δ u˘Æ˙n˘… n˘ ¶…&** (IV.42)

∫¥……‰i∫……Ω˛& ∫¥…n˘i…‰ i…u˘SUÙ…i‰ …ﬁh……®…V…÷x« …… n˘ ¶…&*
Children playing with toy elephants are enjoying on account of
their own enthusiasm. In the same way, through the actions of the
actors even if they are artificial, responsive spectators enjoy their
own sentiments. Dhanika also explains that vibh¡va-s are different
from the causes of experience of worldly sentiments. It is also added
that like spectators, actors also can enjoy the aesthetic experience.
EÚ…¥™……l…«¶……¥…x……∫¥……n˘…‰ x…i…«EÚ∫™… x… ¥……™…«i…‰ (IV.42)
The Psychological Nature of Rasa
It is found that when spectators or bh¡vaka-s identify with the
poetic sense represented by vibh¡va-s etc., they experience eternal
pleasure or enjoyment. This experience can be broadly considered
as general one. But psychologically, it has four dimensions. In the
case of ¿¤´gara the identification of the spectators with vibh¡vas is
characterized by vik¡sa (progress or development) of his mind. So
as in the case of h¡sya. In v¢ra and adbhuta, vist¡ra i.e. expansion
of mind happens. KÀobha i.e. commotion or perturbation is the state
of mind in the case of b¢bhatsa and bhay¡naka. Raudra and karuna
are characterised by cittavikÀepa i.e. destraction or absence of mind.

Dhanika ensures that these cittabh£mi-s in course of identification
of respective emotions is the base of the Natyasastrakarika "∂…ﬁR¬ÛM……Æ˙…SS…
¶…¥…‰r˘…∫™……‰ Æ˙…Ëp˘…SS… EÚØ˚h……‰ Æ˙∫…&* ¥…“Æ˙…SS……¶n÷˘i……‰i{… k…§…‘¶…i∫……SS… ¶…™……x…EÚ&**'' There
is no causal relation between ¿¤´gara and h¡sya, v¢ra and adbhuta,
b¡bhatsa and bhay¡naka or Raudra and karuna.
The question now arises is that in tragic representations, if the
effect of the mind is not a favourable one, then why should a spectator wish to watch it. Dhanika answers that the experience here is
not a painful one as in the case of worldly tragedies. The enjoyment
here is of the nature of sukha-dukkh¡tmaka. The poetic experience
is completely different from ordinary worldly experiences.
Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya are of the opinion that the nature of
¿¡ntarasa cannot be described in terms of cittabh£mi-s as it is
characterised by the non-existence of sukha-dukkha-s, cinta-s, dveÀar¡gas and all types of iccha-s. As this is experienced in the state of
salvation, no sensitive reader is enjoying it.- x… S… i…l……¶…⁄i…∫™… ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™…
∫…æ˛n˘™……& ∫¥……n˘ ™…i……Æ˙& ∫…Œxi…*xiv Yet the four cittabh£mi-s viz. ¡nanda,
maitr¢, karu¸a and upekÀ¡, which are the means towards the attainment of ¿ama, have some identification with vik¡sa, vist¡ra, kÀobha
and vikÀepa respectively.
Conclusion
The tenth century Indian thinkers Dhanaµjaya and Dhanika in
the treatise on dramaturgy viz. Da¿ar£paka and its Avaloka explain
the concept of aesthetic experience in detail. The first three Prak¡¿as provide practical guidance to playwrights. Generation of aesthetic
experience in sah¤daya-s being the ultimate aim of poetry, the fourth
Prak¡¿a is completely devoted to the theoretical exposition of it. In
this exposition, Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya use several concepts propounded by previous Indian thinkers. In the karika-s like,

{…n˘…l…Í Æ˙xn÷˘ x…¥…Ên˘Æ˙…®‰ ……\V…… n˘∫¥…∞¸{…EËÚ&*
EÚ…¥™…… u˘¶……¥…∫…\V……™…«x…÷¶……¥…|…J™…i……Δ M…i…Ë&*
¶…… ¥…i…& ∫¥…n˘i…‰ ∫l……™…“ Æ˙∫…& ∫… {… Æ˙EÚ“Ãi…i…&* ( IV. 46 & 47)
Bha¶¶an¡yaka's theory of rasa is reflected. In refuting suggestiveness of rasa, they adopt the linguistic concept of cognition of
sentence-meaning or intended meaning through the verbal modality abhidh¡ and t¡tparya propounded by M¢m¡msaka-s. The arguments refuting the concept of suggestion are seen in detail in the
Avaloka. Dhanika has done this by considering Ënandavardhana's
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dhvani theory as the purvapakÀa. Adherence to Sastric concepts is
reflected here. At the same time, they admit bh¡vana as an entity
exclusive to poetry and establishes that the relation between literary
work and aesthetic experience is bh¡vyabh¡vakatva. While dealing with the nature of rasa, beyond entitling it as keval¡nanda, they
speak of the states of mind or cittabhumi-s of the receptors. That is,
they explain how the rasa affects the minds of sensitive spectators
or readers. This psychological exposition of aesthetic experience
makes the theory of Dhanika and Dhanaµjaya an innovative one.
Footnotes
i Referring to Sangitaratnakara Sreenivasarao in his blog points out that
after Bharata numerous treatises on Natya were produced by different
scholars like Sandilya, Kirttidhara, Drauhini, Rahula and Harsa.
ii Vide. Da¿ar£paka, p.232
iii Ibid,p. 234
iv Ibid, p.228
v Ibid, p. 297
vi A. K. Warder, 1972, p. 37
Sheldon Pollock argues that Dhanika's Avaloka offers fullest
exposition available of the ideas of H¤dayadarpa¸a. Vide. "Vyakti and
History of Rasa" p.235
vii Vide. Da¿ar£paka, p.295
viii +i……‰ ¥……C™…∫™… + ¶…v……∂… HÚ∫i…‰x… i…‰x… Æ˙∫…‰x……EﬁÚπ™…®……h……
i…k…i∫¥……l……«{…‰ I…i……¥……xi…Æ˙ ¥…¶……¥…… n˘|… i…{……n˘x…u˘…Æ˙ ∫¥…{…™…«¥…∫…… x…i……®……x…“™…i…‰* i…j… ¥…¶……¥……n˘™…& {
…n˘…l…«∫l……x…“™……∫i∫…Δ∫…ﬁπ]ı…‰ Æ˙i™…… n˘¥……«C™……l…«&*
ix Quoted in Avaloka, p.297
x Natyamandapam, 1987, p.123
xi Even if this is seen in Bha¶¶an¡yaka, Dhanika never literally refers to
Bha¶¶an¡yaka or his work. By saying bh¡van¡v¡di he refers to
M¢m¡amsaka-s
xii Da¿ar£paka, p.298
xiii i…… B¥… {… Æ˙i™…HÚ ¥…∂…‰π……& Æ˙∫…Ω‰˛i…¥…&*
xivIbid, p.307
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BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE WORKS OF MAHA¯KAVI
AáVAGHÕâA

The first prominent Sanskrit poet who lived in 1AD, had been an
exponent of Buddhism.1 We come across the characteristics of the
poet in his Mah¡k¡yam, entitled 'Soundaranandam'. This son of
Arya Swarn¸¡kÀ¢ and P¡r¿´van had been the most prominent
Scholar in the court of KanisÀka. There are hints about his birth
place as S¡ketam and that he had been a great master among Buddhist Saints. The Soundarananda and Buddhacarita of A¿vaghoÀa
are greatly acclaimed by the world of scholars. Both belong to the
class of Mah¡k¡vyam. Besides, books like S£tralank¡ram, vajras£ci,
Ga¸dÅi Strotram etc. also belong to him. S£tr¡lank¡ram and
Vajras£ci are works on Buddhist philosophy. Ga¸dÅi stotram is a
poetic composition. These works reflect his inimitable scholarship.
Though a disciple of Buddha he had profound depth in Veda,
Ved¡´ga, BrahmanopaniÀads and Sm¤tis. His scholarship in theistic as well as atheistic works also had been measureless.
He employed poetry as a vehicle for spreading religious principles. His main concern had been the transmission of Buddhist religion. He introduced the messages of Buddha through his poetic
compositions towards entertaining and enlightening the readers
greatly. The usual tendency of readers towards philosophic works
is one of reluctance and monotony. But the message gets read with
involvement and interest when rendered readably through poetry.
SOUNDARANANDAM
The main characters of this composition are Sundari and Nandan.
The work is named Soundaranandam since it discusses the story of

Sundari and Nandan. The theme relates to the entry of the Buddhist
ideologies into the life of Nandan when he had been leading a life
of material pleasures with Sundari. Later on he feels fed-up with the
sensual life, turns into a sany¡si and attains ultimate redemption.
The story tells us how the principles of Buddhism exert influence in
the materialistic mind of Nandan. The poet introduces thought- provoking spiritual lessons in the heartiest way through his work. This
reflects his great knowledge in psychological philosophy and related subjects. Though there is strangeness in description and imagination, the selection of theme and co-ordination of interesting features along with thoughtful introduction of inherent existential philosophy are inevitable treasures of this classic work. The richness
of psychological insight of this poetic monument is rarely seen in
other Sanskrit works. Dr. K N Ezhuttacchan views that the work
reveals the strategy employed by Buddha in teaching students with
varied characteristics using different and interesting method. This
Mah¡k¡vyam is the first among the species that has been written to
glorify the Buddhist philosophy and treatises. The educational concepts inherent in this work are relevant for the present study.
Learn philosophy through poetry:
A¿vaghoÀa opens his composition revealing his objective of introducing philosophic treatise most effectively through the medium
of poetry. He introduces the best means of utilising poetry to communicate philosophic subjects into the mind of readers who are distorted with innumerable material and existential problems. 4
Ananyamanas¡m ¿rot¤¸¡m Graha¸¡rtham K¡vyopac¡r¡tk¤t¡h' and
'Yat MokÀak¤tam Tad Maya K¡vya Dharma¯t K¤tam, Tiktam
Ausadham, Madhuyutam, Hr¤dyam p¡tum Yath¡sy¡t tath¡ Karttum'.
The initial sentence reads that the Buddhist principles are capable
of taking the attention of the readers who are highly pre occupied
with various issues linked to materialistic life. In the latter, he says
that, modern philosophic lessons are released through the vehicle
of poetry almost in the same way as how bitter medicine is mixed
with honey to make it drinkable.
The poet makes it clear that the most suitable method of transferring philosophic knowledge is through poetic compositions. Students will accept the content enjoyably through story or poem, however tough and boring the subject is. This psychological insight gets
exemplified through the above given lines. The definition of
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Visvanathakavir¡ja, "V¡kyam Ras¡tmakam K¡vyam"5 is to be remembered here.
Individual difference:
Every human being is different from others in one way or the
other. The individuality of one gets moulded through inborn tendencies and acquired habits. Still continuous teaching and training
can bring about radical changes in human personalities. Though
Nandan is the half-brother of Buddha, the characters of both have
been entirely different. Nandan was immersed in carnal and material pleasures. But Sri Buddha had completely forsaken all worldly
pleasures realising that desire will cause bondage. His p£rv¡s´ram
name (name before becoming saint) was Siddh¡rthan. The view of
Nandan was that the world itself was truth. But Siddh¡rthan believed that the ultimate truth is different from the impulses of the
material world. The poem Soundaranandam reveals that changes in
personality can be introduced through the ways of didactic teachings.
Teacher and child centred learning:
The Kapil¡¿ram was situated close to the Himavan and had been
highly congenial for Tapa. Buddha taught disciples here. The
Ashram had been a virtual home of ¿anthi (peace). Brahmac¡ris
frequented this Ashram for the attainment of knowledge. The lines
make it clear that the learning centres had been the residence of the
Guru too. The mode of teaching and learning followed the Gurukula
tradition. It was to this Gurukula that the gracious-looking prince
had entered in search of truth and knowledge. Later it became both
his school and residence.
"TesÀ¡m Munirup¡dhy¡yo Gautamah Kapilobhavat"7 The prince
reaches the Kapil¡¿ram during his pilgrimage in search of knowledge. He comes across his Guru with all the required qualifications
and abilities. The lines reveal the truth that learned saints acted as
teachers in those days even to princes. Even while being saint,
Gouthaman had assisted his Guru in teaching (Up¡dhy¡ya). The
word used by the poet is relevant here. Up¡dhy¡ya implies "upasam¢pe Addhyayanam K¡rayati". It refers to the one who teaches
keeping close to the learner. This diction shows that the teacher
used to discern the absolute abilities of the learner, recognised his
limitations and strength and taught by giving individual care and
attention. This methodology of the past is the modern concept of

child-centred teaching.
The attributes of the learner:
The kings of the IkÀv¡ku dynasty are being called the á¡khy¡s.
The responsible factor for this is the attainment of Siddh¡rthas
Bhodhodayam (enlightenment) under the shade of á¡kha (banyan)
tree. The prince resided in the shade of á¡kha tree on reaching
Gurukulam and attained knowledge there. This poetic expression
reveals that an ideal student is the one who is ready to undergo
sufferings at the sacrifice of pleasures for the sake of knowledge. In
spite of being a prince, Siddh¡rtha abandoned comforts and pleasures. He settled down in the shade of the tree and made it his abode.
This is capable of arousing powerful thoughts in us about the characteristics of an ideal student. The seriousness of the knowledge
acquired depends closely on the sufferings of the student experienced in acquiring it. Plenty of sufferings have to be undergone for
knowledge acquisition. Buddha underwent hard Tapa under the
á¡kha tree till the attainment of Bodhodayam (knowledge and enlightenment) and later on came to be known as á¡khyan, so says
the poet.
Subjects of study:
It is mentioned that Gurukulas were centres of learning. In the
situation of Siddhartha converting the city of Kapilavasthu as the
centre of learning and knowledge, according to the instructions of
scholarly architects, it is said that the chief subject taught in the
Gurukulas in those days were Vedas and Ved¡´g´¡.
Ved¡´g´¡viduÀastuÀah âa¶su Karmasu á¡ntaye V¤ddhaye caiva
tatra Vipr¡naj¢japat"9 Kapilavastu, which had been the main centre
of holy rituals, became the centre of learning V®das and V®d¡´g¡s
too. The main topic of the study was V®das. Ved¡´g´¡s also seconded better learning and scholarship. They consisted of áikÀa,
Kalpa, Vy¡karan¸a, Niruktam, Chandas and JyotiÀam. The expression "tasm¡t s¡´gamadh¢tyaiv brahmaloke mah¢yat®'' conveys the
glory and greatness of the study of Ved¡´g¡s. Dictions like ¿¡ntaye
v¤ddhaye reveal that the objective of learning was obtaining ¿¡nti.
It catered internal peace, welfare and other virtues that support the
description of the poet that Kapilavastu is the source of wealth, welfare, knowledge and glory.
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Qualities Acquired Through Knowledge:
The main objective of education is the development of ideal personalities. Character moulding is directly linked to acquired habits
and hobbies in life. The poet thus explains the traits of character to
be fostered up through education. The Vikr¡nta sound says that a
prince should be learned both in sciences and art of archery. The
term Nayav¡n refers to the one who is learned as well as bold. Ignorance reflects cowardice. On another occasion the expression
K¤ta¿astra K¤t¡strah is used which reflects the qualities of a prince,
as mentioned above. The word S´rutav¡n conveys meanings as the
learned, the much-heard, and observed and experimented one. This
highlights the glory of oral study and learning. It accounts to the
acquisition of knowledge beyond text and note books.10 The main
features of education are comprehension of valuable and relevant
matters of life and apply them with practical wisdom during necessary conditions and situations. The áloka further implies the development of physical traits of the knowledge- aspirant too.
Self-Actualisation through Control of Senses:
The ultimate goal of primitive education had been selfactualisation. It is helpful for driving away the urges of the senses.
The poem explains that king áuddhodhana possessed the abilities
of controlling his emotional instincts through the adherence to ethical and moral values in life.11 It is made clear that the king is a scholarly person, who has the capability to control his feelings and desires; he is an adorer of learned ones; he deserves a life of salvation
with his characteristic features, moral courage and control of senseurges. His quality of governing people is also hinted at. The 12th
Sargam named 'Vivekam' discusses the essential qualities of human
beings, such that they should be able to discover and experiment
philosophic values and principles in life. It strengthens their meditative abilities and concentration and helps them control sense organs
effectively.12 Vair¡gyam (detachment) is said to be the basis of selfactualisation and leads to salvation. It can be attained only through
genuine knowledge.
MokÀasyopaniÀatsaumy a Vair¡gyam iti G¤hyatm
Vair¡gyasy¡pi Samvedah SamvidoJµ¡nadar¿anam13
Ideal characteristics of a Student:
The most valuable capital of a good student is care and attention

or concentration.14 An attentive student becomes expertised in the
subject of study. The scholarly view is that the most glorious among
wealth is ¿raddha or concentration. It is a positive bent on learning.
Intelligence, added to concentration, makes learning an easy and
enjoyable experience. Here intelligence is regarded as 'Rasa'. The
word Prajna means rational and discriminating ability. Knowledge
of Rasas provides with blissful state of mind. A student who is desirous of acquiring knowledge feels contented and happy. Such a
student enjoys spiritual comfort and escapes from the curse of ignorance. The poet preaches valuable lessons here that only the attentive one will be able to acquire knowledge and this alone can give
him necessary wisdom, satisfaction and pleasures in life. The
Bhagavat Gita reflects the essence of this principle.15
Say No to Displeasing truths:
The 'Sanatana Dharma 'dwells within truth. It is explained as
follows "Satyam Br£y¡t Priyam Br£y¡t Na Br£y¡t Satyamapriyam,
Priyam Ca N¡n¤tam Br£y¡t eÀa Dharma San¡tanah." Adherence to
moral and ethical virtues is the obligation of every student. Buddha
also gave primary importance to the pursuit of Dharma and proclaimed that everyone should be aware of the ultimate value of truth
and moral virtues
An¤tam Jag¡da Na Ca Kascit d¤tamapi Jajalpa N¡priyam
S´lakÀ¸amapi Ca Na Jahavahitam Hitamapyuv¡ca Na Ca
Pai¿un¡ya Yat
Education and Value of Life:
The poet presents his own observations about the ultimate values and objectives that one has to actualise through education. The
poem gives a number of situations which look upon the attainment
of knowledge as the sole means of salvation. He says that the reason for knowledge acquisition should be great and noble. The real
attempts in life should be conducive to the attainment of Dharma
jnanam; (knowledge of moral and ethical values). The essential
qualities that a student has to acquire through education are also
discussed in detail.17
Hitasya Vakt¡Pravarah Suh¤dbhyo Dharmasya Khodo Gu¸av¡n
S´ram®bhyah
Jµ¡n¡ya K¤tyam Paramam Kriy¡bhyah Kimindriy¡¸¡mupagamya
d¡syam
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The greatness of Yoga:
The poet makes us aware of the greatness of Yoga as the most
fruitful means for self-actualisation through the control of sense organs, by the removal of ignorance and dedication to philosophy.
Yoga to one who tries to attain knowledge of philosophy is equal to
that of the concern of a warrior for self-protection in fight. The poet
enlightens that the one who takes up philosophy will be free from
fear of death. Here he explains the glory of yoga.18 A well- controlled and balanced mind is the uniqueness of individuality. The
concept of Sthitaprajna (balanced and integrated personality) is equal
to that of the mature and integrated personality explained in modern
psychology. People of the past had opined that yogic exercises and
experimentation can promote physical as well as mental integrity of
human beings. The 8th sarga named 'Streevignam' also refers to the
characteristics of a balanced personality.
ViÀayeÀu tu DoÀadarsinah ParituÀ¶asya S´uc®ram¡nitah
S´amakarmasu Yuktacetasah K¤tabudherna Ratirna Vidyate19
In physical subjects the balanced personality refers to the one
who is free from pride and arrogance and whose mind dwells in
perfect peace. Such a one enjoys real bliss of life through the intelligence in Dharma. The 9th sargam states that the wise ones are talented at sense control and do it effectively as a charioteer controls
his horses.20
BUDDHACARITAM:
The Buddhacaritam is a great poetic work by Asvaghosan which
consists of very prominent story elements in the Tripidakas related
to the chronicles of Buddha. Dr. M.S Menon is of the opinion that
this unique poetic composition is based on the Lalitavistara of
Sarvastivadis and Mahavastu of Lokottaravadis.21 The first Sargam
vividly describes the rich and glorious changes of Kapilavastu on
the birth of Sarvartha siddha and the noble characteristics of king
Suddodhana. The second Sargam describes the adolescence and
the pursuit of education of Siddartha. This section provides with
many significant educational concepts.
Vidyarambha- Upanayana:
Siddhartha exhibited unnatural abilities right from birth. There is
reference to the observance of Upanayana and related rights in connection with the attainment of favourable education. 'Upa-Samipam-

Nayati' refers to 'Upanayanam' or sending the disciples to the Guru
for education. The Upanayana is one among the 'Àodasa cultures';
which is related to the commencement of education. Siddhartha finished his education, after all Upanayana rituals on reaching his youth,
within beginning from adolescence. Hard work and studious disposition of mind helped him to possess the entire required knowledge
within a short span of time. The expression 'alpairahobhi' specifies
the qualities of intelligence and power of concentration essential for
the attainment of knowledge.22
MokÀa / Self actualisation:
It is brought into awareness that the sole means of J¢van- mukti
(salvation of life) is the removal of material sorrows and desires.
Buddha preaches that the biggest of Adharmas is the concern for
material pleasures. Control of sorrows is the greatest of Dharmas.23
This poem is a source of inspiration to all to lead a life of simplicity
and attain spiritual heights. The poet explains that education is the
sum and substance of all forms of information and experience in
human life.24 The afflictions experienced in adolescence, youth and
old age affect memory, creativity and hardworking abilities adversely. The poet preaches everyone to strive for ultimate goals and
objectives of life.25 There is reference to the Tapasvis (holy saints)
gathering the capital of meditation (acquired knowledge) just as the
materialists gathers wealth for physical pleasures of life.26
Eligibility Test:
The poem has lines that verify the Guru providing studentship to
disciples only after testing their ability.27 Gurus were accustomed to
testing all students before accepting them; still there is reference
that states that Buddha was accepted as disciple without any test of
eligibility. Knowledge of various sciences used to be provided only
after comprehending the student through years. Still Buddha didn't
experiment any such test. The summary of Guru's words reads that
the hard working and great-looking disciple need not be subjected
to any trial at all.
Teacher:
The present day exponents of education have compared the
preaching of Guru to divine light and teachers to pace setters or role
models to students; like lights to those who desire to see; like the
guide to those who desire to set out; like the boat to those who
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desire to cross water.28 According to Tagore teacher is a lamp lighting other lamps, but a lamp cannot put light into other lamps if it
does not burn itself and shed light. The teacher is a guide and facilitator. 29 Knowledge contributes greatly in the production of
'Namarupas', names and forms. So knowledge depends mainly on
the names, structures and appearance of universal substances as its
basis.30
Conclusion:
The Buddhist period was a golden age in the educational history
of India. Due to the importance given in the dissemination of knowledge, famous higher education centres like Nalanda and Taxila flourished during this period. In addition to acquiring knowledge the
Buddha emphasized on imparting knowledge to the common people.
When Buddha adopted the method of preaching his ideas in the
language of the common people, Asvaghoshan thought in a different way. As the poetry can always remain in the hearts of the people,
Asvaghoshan thought that poetry was the best way to convey the
ideas to the minds of the readers more easily than he could advise. It
can be said that the poet is succeeded in presenting the philosophies
and teachings of Buddha in a poetic and figurative manner so that
the common people could understand them easily, at a time when
the Vedas, Puranas and Epic were prominent. This variety of idea
by the poet was accepted widely by the readers in a spontaneous
manner.
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< i… |… i…{…… n˘i…&*
={…∫…ΔΩ˛…Æ˙&
+…Œ∫®…x…¬ {…j…‰ +™…l……l……«x…÷¶…¥……n‰˘¶™…& ∫…Δ∫EÚ…Æ˙{…™……«xi……x……Δ M…÷h……x……Δ x…∞¸{…h…Δ EﬁÚi…®…¬* EÚ®…«{…n˘…l…«∫™…,
∫……®……x™…{…n˘…l…«∫™…, ¥…∂…‰π…{…n˘…l…«∫™…, +¶……¥…{…n˘…l…«∫™… ±…I…h…… n˘EÚ®…j… ¥…¥…‰ S…i…®…¬* ∫…{i…{…n˘…l…Êπ…÷
π……‰b˜∂…{…n˘…l……«x……®…xi…¶……«¥……‰% {… +j… ∫…ΔI…‰{…‰h… ∫…ΔE‰Ú i…i…®…¬*
O…xl…∫…⁄ S…EÚ…
1. ∏…“¥……i∫™……™…x…¶……π™…∫…Δ¥… ±…i…®…¬ M……Ëi…®…“™…®…¬ x™……™…n˘∂…«x…®…¬, ∫…®{……n˘EÚ& B¥…Δ +x…÷¥……n˘EÚ&, ∫¥…… ®…
u˘… Æ˙EÚ…n˘…∫…∂……Œ∫j…, §……Ër˘¶……Æ˙i…“, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“, 1999
2. ®…Ω˛Ãπ… M……Ëi…®…EﬁÚi… x™……™…∫…⁄j……h……Δ ∏…“¥……i∫™……™…x…®…÷ x…|…h…“i…®…¬ x™……™…¶……π™…®…¬, ∫…÷v…“|…EÚ…∂…x…®…¬, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“,
1986
3. x™……™… ∫…r˘…xi…®…÷HÚ…¥…±…“, ¥…∑…x……l…{…VS……x…x…&, ®…÷Œxπ…Æ˙…®…¬ ®…x……‰Ω˛Æ˙±……±…¬, x™…⁄ n˘Œ±±…, 1984
4. {…n˘…l…«v…®…«∫…ΔO…Ω˛, |…∂…∫i…{……n˘, ∏…“v…Æ˙…S……™…«EÚﬁ i… x™……™…EÚxn˘±…“¥™……J™……, S……ËJ…®§…… ∫…Δ∫EﬁÚi… ∫…“Æ˙“∫…¬,
¥……Æ˙…h… ∫…, 1987.
5. u˘…n˘∂…n˘∂…«x…∫……‰{……x……¥… ±…, ∏…“{……n˘∂……∫j…“ Ω˛®…⁄Æ˙EÚÆ˙, S……ËJ…®§…… ∫…Δ∫EﬁÚi… ∫…“Æ˙“∫…¬, ¥……Æ˙…h…∫…“, 1984.
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Dr. Jyotsna G.
HRIDAYAHARINI COMMENTARY - THE HRDAYA OF
SARASWATIKANTHABHARANA

There are two works written by Bhoja with the name
'Saraswatikanthabharana', one, a Sahitya work and another, recast
of the Astadhyayi. The work taken here to do this paper is the
Hridayaharini commentary of the second one, i.e., the
Vyakaranasutras written by the king Bhoja Deva. In the
Saraswatikanthabharana, Bhoja tries to make his grammar complete
by adding Paribhasha, Unadi, Vartikas etc. to the sutrapatha itself.
This book becomes full-fledged, only with the commentary named
Hridayaharini written by Dandanatha Narayana Bhatta. Many scholars like Narayanabhatta, the author of Narayaniya, quoted Bhojadeva
several times in his works like Prakriyasarvaswa and has written a
work named Apaniniyapramanyasadhanam in which he justifies the
authoritative nature of Bhojavyakarana. So, this is a clear evidence
that this grammar was very popular in Kerala. In this paper, an attempt is made to go through the commentary of Dandanatha taking
special reference to the Karaka part only.
As the name suggests the commentary Hridayaharini captivates
the heart of the scholars by transmitting the mind of the sutrakara
through many examples, quotations from various texts and an excellent way of interpretation
In some cases, Bhoja tries to make corrections to the Sutra of
Panini considering the opinion of Patanjali. In the Sutra,
M… i…§…÷ r˘|…i™…¥…∫……x……l…«∂…§nEÚ®…«EÚ…h……®… h… EÚi……« ∫… h……Ë ˘(AS1/4/52), Patanjali in
his Mahabhasya adds this explanation on the meaning of the word
∂…§n˘EÚ®…«. i.e. the word ∂…§n˘EÚ®…« can be explained in two ways,∂…§n˘…‰ ™…‰π……Δ
GÚ™…… or ∂…§n˘…‰ ™…‰π……Δ EÚ®…«. If we take the former interpretation, the roots
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æ™… i…, GÚxn˘ i…˛ and ∂…§n˘…™…i…¬ have to be excluded from the rule and the
roots, ∏…÷, Y…… with ¥… and ±…¶…¬ with ={… must be included. Thus, we will
get, ∏……¥…™… i… ¥…Y……{…™… i… ={…±…¶…™… i… n‰˘¥…n˘k…®…¬. If we adopt the second interpretation, the roots V…±{…¬, ¶……π…¬ with +… and ±…{…¬ with ¥… must be included
in the rule, V…±{…™… i…- ¥…±……{…™… i…-+…¶……π…™… i… n‰˘¥…n˘k…®…¬* But by including, ∏……¥…™… i…

only in the Sutra, it can be assumed that Bhoja agrees with explanation ∂…§n˘& ™…π…… GÚ™……* That is why he has ∂…§n˘ GÚ™…… instead of ∂…§n˘EÚ®…« in
his Sutra M… i…Y……x…|…i™…¥…∫……x……l…«∂…§n˘ GÚ™……EÚ®…«EÚ∏…÷q˘π…“x……®…h… EÚi……« h……Ë (SKBh 1/1/
42). He also adds the Vartika o˘∂…‰∏S… (Va 1108)in his above Sutra. All
these facts are well explained in the Hridayaharini commentary. Here
Dandanatha quotes from Vakyapadiya,

M…÷h… GÚ™……™……Δ ∫¥……i…xj™……i…¬ |…‰π…h…‰ EÚ®…«i……Δ M…i…&
x…™…®……iEÚC®…∫…ΔY……™……& ∫¥…v…®…Êh…… ¶…v…“™…i…‰ I.e. the agent who becomes the

object of the act of performing is called by his own characteristics
because he retains his independence in regard to his own minor
action and also because of the restriction of the name Karma.
Let us see a few more examples from Hridayaharini where the
commentary touches the Hridaya of Bhojadeva. Bhoja differs from
Panini in the case of some Sutras.
For example, ∫{…ﬁΩ‰˛Æ˙“Œ{∫…i……‰ ¥…… (SKBh1/1/60) is the Sutra of Bhoja in
the place of Panini's ∫{…ﬁΩ‰˛Æ˙“Œ{∫…i…& (AS1/4/36). But Bhoja by putting ¥……
also in the Sutra makes the rule optional. In Paninian system when
the intention is not <«Œ{∫…i… but only if there is ¥…π…™…i……®……j… ¥…¥…I…… then {…÷π{…… h…
∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i… can be used. (The usages like E÷Ú®……™…« <¥… EÚ…xi…∫™… j…∫™…Œxi… ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™…Œxi…
S… justify this opinion.) But VP says that along with ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i…, the rule
∫{…ﬁΩ‰˛Æ˙“Œ{∫…i…& is an exception to the rules employing EÚ®…«∫…ΔY…… and ∂…‰π…π…π`ˆ“.
Helaraja, the commentator of VP also supports this view. According to him the usages {…÷π{…… h… ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i… and {…÷π{…‰¶™…& ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i… are wrong.
Here the SK says that when there is only <«Œ{∫…i…i¥… then {…÷π{…‰¶™…& ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i…
and when there is <«Œ{∫…i…i…®…i¥… then {…÷π{…… h… ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i…* But Bhoja makes
this optional when there is <«Œ{∫…i…i¥… (desire). i.e. According to him
{…÷π{…… h… ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i… and {…÷π{…‰¶™…& ∫{…ﬁΩ˛™… i… can be used when there is just desire.
There is one rule of Bhoja as +l……«Ãl…{…⁄¥…«{…Æ˙EÚ±…Ω˛ x…{…÷h… ®…∏…∂±…Ih……‰x……l…Í&
(SKBh3/1/224). i.e. Along with the words +l…«, +Ãl…, {…⁄¥…«, +{…Æ˙, EÚ±…Ω˛,
x…{…÷h…, ®…∏…, ∂±…Ih… and the words with the meaning >x…, the third case
is employed. For example,®……∫…‰x… {…⁄¥…«& (before one month). There is no
Sutra corresponding to this Sutra in Astadhyayi. But we can infer
this from the Paninian Sutra {…⁄¥…«∫…o˘∂…∫…®……‰x……l…«EÚ±…Ω˛ x…{…÷h… ®…∏…∂±…Ih…Ë& (As 2/
1/31). The meaning of this Sutra of Panini is that, a word ending in

the third case affix is compounded with the words {…⁄¥…«, ∫…o˘∂…, ∫…®…,
>x……l…«, EÚ±…Ω˛, x…{…÷h…, ®…∏… and ∂±…Ih… and the resulting compound is
Tatpurusa. It is interesting to note the opinion in Balamanorama in
this regard. It says ™…t…{™…¥… v…i¥…∫…®§…xv…‰ +x™……Æ˙… n˘i…Æ˙i…Ê- - - - < i… n˘C∂…§n˘|…™……‰M…‰
{…\S…®…“ |……{i……, n˘ ∂… o˘π]ı& ∂…§n˘& n˘C∂…§n˘ <i™…¶™…÷{…M…®……n¬˘* Tatvabodhini also
says <Ω˛ ∫…®…∫…o˘∂……¶™……Δ ™……‰M…‰ i…÷±™……l…Í- - - - - < i… i…ﬁi…“™……. All these factors are
better explained in Hridayahari quoting all the relevant citations.
Even though this is the case, there are some instances where the
Hridayaharini cannot be seen. In some circumstances Bhoja employs some sutras which can be inferred from Panini and direct sutra
of Panini is not available. For these sutras we cannot see the
Hridayaharini where explanation is much essential. In the available
text today the commentary for that part may be lost. For eg- ∫…{i…®…“
S…… v…E‰Úx… ¶…⁄™…∫…& (SKBh 3/1/274). This means that along with the word
+ v…EÚ abundantly the locative case is used and ablative case also
comes occasionally. For example, ±……‰E‰Ú ±……‰EÚ…u˘… + v…EÚ…‰ Ω˛ Æ˙&. In the
place of this Sutra, there is no corresponding Sutra for Panini. But
this is inferred from the Sutras i…n˘Œ∫®…z… v…EÚ ®… i… n˘∂……xi……R¬Ûb˜& (AS5/2/45)
and ™…∫®……n˘ v…EΔÚ ™…∫™… S…‰∏¥…Æ˙¥…S…x…Δ i…j… ∫…{i…®…“ (AS2/3/9). In the above Sutra,
the locative case is used as +Œ∫®…z…˘ v…EÚ®…¬* and ablative case is used as
™…∫®……n˘ v…EÚ®…¬* So it is inferred that these two cases are employed along
with + v…EÚ and this matter is made use of by Bhoja in his Sutra.
Here we cannot see the commentary of Dandanatha.
For the sutra i…ﬁi…“™……±{…“™…∫…& (SKBh 3/1/275) also we cannot see the
commentary. The meaning is, along with the word + v…EÚ the instrumental case also is used very rarely. For example, + v…EÚ… J……Æ˙“ p˘…‰h…‰x….
There is no Sutra for Panini in this regard. But in the Udyota commentary of the Mahabhasya, about the Sutra + v…EÚ®…¬ (AS5/2/73), it
is seen that + v…EÚ… J……Æ˙“ p˘…‰h…‰x…i™…j… i…ﬁi…“™…… |…EﬁÚi™…… n˘i¥……r‰˘i……Ë ¥……, EﬁÚi…‰ i…
{…n˘…v™……Ω˛…Æ˙…iEÚi…« Æ˙ ¥…… i.e. In the example + v…EÚ… J……Æ˙“ p˘…‰h…‰x… Bhoja employs
the third case by a separate Sutra mentioned above. But in Paninian
system the usage of instrumental case is granted by the Vartika
|…EﬁÚi™…… n˘¶™… ={…∫…ΔJ™……x…®…¬ (Va 1466) or Ω‰˛i……Ë (AS 2/3/23) or by the Sutra
EÚi…ﬁ«EÚÆ˙h…™……‰∫i…ﬁi…“™…… (AS 2/3/18) by adding the word EﬁÚi…….
For Bhoja, there are some different usages compared to Panini.
In the Place of +x™……Æ˙… n˘i…Æ˙i…Ê n˘C∂…§n˘…\S…⁄k…Æ˙{…n˘…V…… Ω˛™…÷EÚ¬ (AS2/3/29) of Panini,
Bhoja has the aphorism |…¶…ﬁi™…x™……l……«Æ˙… n˘i…Æ˙ n˘C∂…§n˘…\S…⁄k…Æ˙{…n˘…V…… Ω˛™…÷H‰Ú (SKBh
3/1/248). Here Bhoja adds |…¶…ﬁi™…l…« and omits the word @Òi…‰* For @Òi…‰
Bhoja has another Sutra as that of Candra. The grammars like
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Mugdhabodha also employ the fifth case along with the words with
the meaning of +…Æ˙¶™…. Here Bhoja also does the same. But Panini
does not speak about this.
In the place of n⁄˘Æ˙…Œxi…EÚ…l…Í& π…π`ˆ¨x™…i…Æ˙∫™……®…¬ (AS2/3/34), Bhoja has the
aphorism n⁄˘Æ˙…Œxi…EÚ…l…«§… Ω˛Ã¶…& {…\S…®…“ S… (SKBh 3/1/257). Here he adds
one more word ¥… Ω˛ along with the Sutra of Panini. Thus, he has one
more example as O……®……n¬˘, O……®…∫™… ¥…… §… Ω˛ (outside the Village). These
factors are explained by Dandanatha in his commentary with relevant citations from different grammatical works.
There are cases where Bhoja takes the same aphorism of Panini,
but still there are differences. Bhoja takes the same Sutra n˘¥…∫i…n˘l…«∫™…
(AS2/3/58) of Panini. But from the commentary of the Astadhyayi,
one can understand that the Anuvrtti of the word ∂…‰π… is not there in
the Sutra of Panini. Thus, the object is not expressed as mere relation and so ∂…‰π…π…π`ˆ“ cannot be employed here. So, he begins another
Sutra as n˘¥…∫i…n˘l…«∫™… (AS2/3/58). The prohibition of the formation of
Samasa is not the intention in the formation of this Sutra.
But the commentary of Bhojavyakarana says that the object of
n˘¥…¬ takes the sixth case when it expresses mere relation. So unlike
Panini, for Bhoja the intention of this Sutra is the prohibition of
compounding with krt itself.
The Sutra ¶……¥…‰ ¥…… (SKBh 3/1/300) substitutes the word x…π`ˆ… in x…
±……‰EÚ…¥™……™… x…π`ˆ…J…±…l…«i…ﬁx……®…¬ (AS2/3/69). The meaning is, along with x…π`ˆ…
in the ¶……¥…‰ usage, sixth case is optionally employed. For Panini the
usage UÙ…j…∫™… Ω˛ ∫…i…®…¬ should come as ∫…®§…xv…∫……®……x™…π…π`ˆ“ i.e. In Paninian
system the usage UÙ…j…‰h… Ω˛ ∫…i…®…¬ means UÙ…j…EÚi…ﬁ«EÚΩ˛ ∫…i…®…¬ and UÙ…j…∫™… Ω˛ ∫…i…®…¬
means UÙ…j…∫…®§…Œxv…Ω˛ ∫…i…®…¬. Bhoja combined both these concepts of Panini
and made it ¶……¥…‰ ¥…… (SKBh 3/1/300). But from the Sutra of Bhoja the
difference in the meaning is not understood. Bhoja's intention was
just to ordain the cases and it is doubtful whether he noted the difference in the ∂……§n˘§……‰v…. So technically Panini is perfect in this regard.
Bhoja also has the Sutra ∫…Ω˛…l…Ê (SKBh1/1/161) like that of Candra
and here he also corrects Panini's Sutra, i…ﬁi…“™……l…Ê (AS1/4/85).
Bhashyakara rejects seven Sutras from ¶…“j……l……«x……Δ ¶…™…Ω‰˛i…÷& (AS1/4/
25) up to ¶…÷¥…& |…¶…¥…& (1/4/31). There he takes the meanings thus,
S……‰Æ‰˙¶™……‰ §…¶…‰ i… has the meaning ¶…™…… z…¥…i…«i…‰, S……‰Æ‰˙¶™…& j……™…i…‰ has the meaning
Æ˙I…h…‰x… S……ËÆ‰˙¶™……‰ x…¥…«i…™… i…, {…Æ˙…V…™…i…‰ has the meaning M±……x™…… x…¥…i…«i…‰, ¥……Æ˙™… i…
has the meaning |…¥…ﬁÀk… |… i…§…vx… z…¥…i…«™… i…, x…±…“™…i…‰ has the meaning x…±…™…x…‰x…

¥…i…«i…‰, +v…“i…‰ has the meaning ={……v™……™…… z…& ∫…Æ˙xi…Δ ∂…§nΔ˘ M…ﬁºh…… i…, •…¿h…& |…{…\S……‰
V……™…i…‰ has the meaning i…i……‰%{…GÚ…®… i… or x…M…«SUÙ i…, and for |…¶…¥… i…, ¶…¥…x…{…⁄¥…«EΔÚ
x…&∫…Æ˙ h …®…¬ * Thus according to Patanjali, in all the above cases
w…÷¥…®…{……™…‰%{……n˘…x…®…¬ itself is enough to employ the fifth case. But see the

observation of áabdakaustubha in this regard-

¥…∫i…÷ i …∫i…÷ x…¥…ﬁ k… ¥…∫®…Æ˙ h …… n˘ v ……i¥…xi…Æ˙ … l…« ¥… ∂…π]‰ ı ∫¥……l…Ê ¥…ﬁ k…®…… ∏…i™…
™…l……EÚl……Œ\S…n÷˘HÚ|…™……‰M……h……Δ ∫…®…l…«x…‰% {… ®…÷J™……l…«{…÷Æ˙∫EÚ…Æ‰˙h… π…π`ˆ“|…™……‰M…& n÷˘¥……«Æ˙& x…]ı∫™…
∏…ﬁh……‰i…“ i…¥…n¬˘* x… ¡÷{……v™……™…x…]ı™……‰& GÚ™……x…÷E⁄Ú±…¥™……{……Æ˙…Δ∂…‰ ¥…∂…‰π……‰ ¥…H÷ΔÚ ∂…C™…&*
+x… ¶…v……x…•…¿…∫j…®…… ∏…i™…… |…i™……J™……x…Δ i…÷ x……i…“¥… ®…x……‰Æ˙®…®…¬* B¥…Δ V…÷M…÷{∫…… ¥…Æ˙…®…---<i™…… n˘¥……i…«EÚ®…{™……Æ˙®¶…h…“™…®…¬* i…l…… S… ∫…⁄j…¥……Ãi…EÚ®…i…®…‰¥…‰Ω˛ |…§…±…®…¬* i…l…… w…÷¥…®…¬, ¶…™…Ω‰˛i…÷&,
+∫……‰f¯&, <i™…… n˘∫…Δ Y… x…nÊ˘∂……‰% {… ∫……l…«EÚ&* {…Æ˙i¥……k…k…i∫…ΔY……|……{i……¥… {… ∂…‰π…i¥… ¥…¥…I……™……Δ x…
®……π……h……®…∏…“™……n¬˘ <i™……n˘… ¥…¥… π…π`ˆ¨… <π]ıi…™…… i…j……{……n˘…x…∫…ΔY……™……& ¥……Æ˙h…“™…i¥……n¬˘*
Bhoja might have thought in the same way stated above and he
retains the above Sutras as that of Panini. These factors are well
explained in Hridayaharini commentary with the help of which we
can understand the Hridaya of Bhojadeva better.
Also, Bhoja omits the head sutra +x… ¶… Ω˛i…‰ (AS2/3/1). Patanjali
also supports the view when Karaka is indicated by the case ending
and Bhoja follows the same line. Here Dandanatha explains the situation in detail why that sutra is omitted by Bhoja.
In short if we want to study Saraswatikanthabharana it's inevitable that Hridayaharini also should be there along with the text.
ABBREVIATIONS
1. SKBh - Saraswathikanthabharana
2. AS - Astadhyayi
3. VP - Vakyapadiya
4. SK - Siddhantakaumudi
5. Va - vartika
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Dr. Jinitha K. S.
MORAL CODES REFLECTED IN
TAITTIRIYOPANISHAD

Introduction
Morals are the guidelines on right and wrong behavior of individuals in a particular society. These moral principles stabilize and
control the life of mass. Ancient scriptures show light on their concepts on morals. Vedas provide knowledge on ancient Indian society, culture, various philosophical and practical systems etc.
Samhitas, Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanisads provide vast information on ancient ethics and moral principles. Upanishads, the
jnanakanda of the vedas are meant for the awareness on spiritual
concepts and thoughts.

v…®…Ê Æ˙Ω˛∫™…÷{… x…π…i∫™……n¬˘* ={… x…π…ti…‰ |……{™…i…‰ •…¿ ¥…t… +x…™…… < i… ={… x…π…i…¬* ={… x…π…“n˘ i…
|……{x……‰ i… •…¿…i®…¶……¥…‰ +x…™…… < i… S… ={… x…π…i…¬* Sacred or religious lore, philo-

sophical discourses and practical aspects have been recorded in
Upanishads. Among numerous Upanishads, Taittiriyopanishad
holds a prominent position.
Taittiriyopanishad
Taittiriyopanishad belongs to Krishnayajurveda which consists
of three chapters, Sikshavalli, Brahmanandavalli, and Bhrguvalli.
The concepts on alphabet, the proper pronunciation with reference
to the short and long vowels and the proximity of consonants, the
utterance of vowels with accents, correct chanting of vedic hymns
with proper accent, intonations etc. were described in Sikshavalli. It
concludes with comprehensive practical instructions given by the
guru to his disciples at the time of their departure after completing
education and are meant for leading an ideal worldly life.
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Brahmanandavalli, the second chapter describes the search for a
real understanding of the self. The third chapter Bhrguvalli depicts
an individual, who strives to know Brahman. By these three chapters the Upanishad gives moral education on philosophical observations and practical aspects which are inevitable for societal steadiness.
Moral Codes reflected in Taittiriyopanishad
Upanishads provide information on theoretical and practical aspects of life, introspecting into the problems and guides to find out
solutions. These texts can be read from philosophical and material
perspectives as they provide many valuable directions or moral codes
which can be adopted by the humanity.
This Upanishad goes through the different life situations of the
people, from cradle to grave and hence it can be adopted even in
the present, modern life situations. It emphasizes on various moral
aspects like, observe prayer, impart knowledge to seekers, teaching
and learning along with maintaining personal manners, provide information on social behavior, provide information on how to observe good deeds and to find out models etc. Such directives are
relevant in the modern era also and a contemporary analysis of
Taittiriyopanishad is being illustrated here.
Observe Prayer
In a traditional manner Taittiriya starts with a salutation to gods;
">Δ ∂…Δ x……‰ ®…j…& ∂…Δ ¥…Ø˚h…&* ∂…Δ x……‰ ¶…¥…i¥…™…«®……* ∂…Δ x… <xp˘…‰ §…ﬁΩ˛∫{… i…&* ∂…Δ x……‰

¥…πh…÷Ø˚Ø˚GÚ®…&* x…®……‰ •…¿h…‰* x…®…∫i…‰ ¥……™……‰* i¥…®…‰¥… |…i™…I…Δ •…¿… ∫…* i¥……®…‰¥… |…i™…I…Δ •…¿
¥… n˘π™…… ®…* @Òi…Δ ¥… n˘π™…… ®…* ∫…i™…Δ ¥… n˘π™…… ®…* i…x®……®…¥…i…÷* i…u˘HÚ…Æ˙®…¥…i…¬* +¥…i…÷ ®……Δ*
+¥…i…÷ ¥…HÚ…Æ˙®…¬* >Δ ∂……Œxi…& ∂……Œxi…& ∂……Œxi…&*''1
May the Mitra be good to us. May the Varuna be good to us!
May the Aryama (sun) be good to us! May Indra and Brihaspati be
good to us! May Vishnu of great strides be good to us! Prostrations
to Brahman! Prostrations to Vayu. Thou indeed art the visible
Brahman! I shall proclaim thee visible Brahman.
Many people consider prayer as an exercise of wishing for material achievement and pray when they are in a difficulty. There exists some sort of passive attitude that god will do everything; individuals only have to pray again and again. These prayers are just
begging. Prayer is the science which attunes human mind and con-

sciousness which channelizes the energy towards the correct direction. A good prayer gives the ability to concentrate and an ability to
free the mind from distractions. The powerful energy flows through
the body and gets power that can be used in any outward endeavor.
Meditation is an important part of prayer that interiorizes the mind,
reveals the divine spirit within; develop the will power, resulting in
psychological and biological changes.
Prayers are really meant for concentration which provides constant and undeviating attention. An external object is needed to concentrate mind easily and the deities become an object for concentration. Concentration tranquil the internal chaos and mind gets power
to start even hardest endeavors. Prayer helps to attain confidence to
think carefully and strength to solve problems. Taittiriyopanishad
provides the technique of concentrating mind, to refresh and start in
a good manner. The text is a model itself.
Impart knowledge to seekers

+…®……™…xi…÷ •…¿S…… Æ˙h…& ∫¥……Ω˛…* ¥…®……™…xi…÷ •…¿S…… Æ˙h…& ∫¥……Ω˛…* |…®……™…xi…÷ •…¿S…… Æ˙h…&
∫¥……Ω˛…* n˘®……™…xi…÷ •…¿S…… Æ˙h…& ∫¥……Ω˛…* ∂…®……™…xi…÷ •…¿S…… Æ˙h…& ∫¥……M……* 2
Guru insists that seekers should come to him from all sides and
from every walk of life, and that they should be competent with
self-control and steadfastness and other qualities.
The person who acquired knowledge should impart the learning
to those who seek it. So the wisdom will be available and useful to
others. A learned person should make the knowledge available and
useful to others and to posterity. He desires the seekers should come
to him from all directions. The seekers should be competent with
self control and steadfastness and other traditionally prescribed qualifications. Teaching will help the learned persons in leading a virtuous life also.

™…l……{…& |…¥…i…… ™…Œxi… ™…l…… ®……∫…… +Ω˛V…«Æ˙®…¬* B¥…Δ ®……Δ •…¿S…… Æ˙h……‰* v……i…Æ˙…™…xi…÷ ∫…¥…«i…&
∫¥……Ω˛…* Anuvaka 4.3.
As waters run downwards, as months into the year, so unto me
may seekers come.
A wise and compassionate person attracts seekers of wisdom from
all sides. Just as gravitational pull attracts water to lower levels, the
contentment and peacefulness of the man of wisdom strongly attracts seekers of Truth. Teachers' desire is the contentment and
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peacefulness in life. When seekers are drawn to him, the wise one
feels the joy of self accomplishment in having made his life successful. It is evident that the text holds importance to impart knowledge to seekers and gives this message to the entire teaching community.
Learning and Teaching along with maintaining personal manners

@Òi…Δ S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* ∫…i™…Δ S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* i…{…∂S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…*
n˘®…∂S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* ∂…®…∂S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…*
Right action (justice), the study and the teaching of the vedas
ought to be practiced. Truth, the study and the teaching of the vedas,
penance the study and teaching of the vedas, control of the senses,
the study and the teaching of the vedas, tranquility, the study and
the teaching of vedas.
Svadhyaya or self study and listening to the expositions of guru
play a crucial role in spiritual progress. Pravacana is the discourse
or teaching of the vedas. These two must go hand in hand. This
anuvaka emphasizes the study of the vedas combined with practice
of prescribed duties viz., the nitya and naimittika karmas. Righteousness together with self study and listening to the expositions of
the guru is to be understood as Brahman. Truth, austerity, withdrawal of sense organs, withdrawal of the mind, humanness etc.
together with svadhyaya and pravacana is to be understood as
brahman. Here, Upanishad holds on personal duties; i.e., truthfulness, righteousness, humanity, withdrawal from external happiness,
etc. Maintaining moral qualities along with active teaching and learning activities is really important.
Rtam signifies the truthfulness in thought and right knowledge.
Tapas is the penance like fasting and other kinds of bodily mortification. Dama is the control of the senses. Sama indicates the tranquility, serenity of the mind born of self-control and control of the
mind.
The persons who are having these qualities only can be termed
as gurus. Presently many instances explore the cruelty, cheating,
lack of teaching ability, and urge for sensual pleasures of teachers.
Observing these prescribed moral codes may lead to an effective
teaching learning process.

Social Commitment

+Mx…™…∂S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* +ŒMx…Ω˛…‰j…Δ S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* + i…l…™…∂S…
∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* ®……x…÷π…Δ S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* |…V…… S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* |…V…x…∂S…
∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* |…V…… i…∂S… ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x…‰ S…* 3
Procreation, propagation of the race etc. together with svadhyaya
and pravacana is to be understood as brahman. Manusha is the
worldly duties which should be performed towards humanity, and
social duties such as marriage, etc. Praja is the progeny, offspring;
i.e., he should perform garbhadhana and other antecedent sacramental rites to child-bearing. Prajanana indicates sexual intercourses.
Prajati, the begetting of a grandson, stresses that son ought to be
married, and hence the race may be propagated.

n‰˘¥… {…i…ﬁEÚ…™……«¶™……Δ x… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬* ®……i…ﬁn‰˘¥……‰ ¶…¥…* {…i…ﬁn‰˘¥……‰ ¶…¥…* +…S……™…«n‰˘¥……‰ ¶…¥…*
+ i… l…n‰˘¥……‰ ¶…¥…* Anuvaka 11.2
Let there be no neglect of the duties to the gods and ancestors.
Be one to whom the mother is a god. Be one to whom the father is
a god. Be one to whom the guest is a god.
Duty to the gods and to the manes (sraddha & tarpana) ought to
be performed. Always consider father, mother, teacher and guests
as gods, pay them due respect and serve them with great respect.
As Man is a social animal, he should be conscious of his family
and society. Develop his clan, take care of his progeny and make
them responsible individuals are his basic duties. The social relations can be managed by treating the relatives in a proper manner.
Parents may be considered as gods, i.e. give them support in all
aspects including physical and mental. All possible efforts have to
be done for the benefit of parents who had sacrificed their lives for
their progeny. The duties pertaining to the belief have to be observed. There are instructions in worshipping deities which are ultimately meant for personal hygiene and health. The concepts of
'god's punishments for crimes committed' were also meant for maintaining an equilibrium state in the society. These value based instructions are highly relevant today.
Observe good deeds
Every society has their own concepts of righteousness and evils.
Most probably these concepts may suit for their life, geographical
and economic conditions. But some values are universal and eter-
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nal. Some such values described are;

¥…‰n˘®…x…⁄S™……S……™……«‰%xi…‰¥…… ∫…x…®…x…÷∂……Œ∫i…* ∫…i™…Δ ¥…n˘* v…®…» S…Æ˙* ∫¥……v™……™……x®…… |…®…n˘&*
∫…i™……z… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬* v…®……«z… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬* E÷Ú∂…±……z… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬* ¶…⁄i™…Ë x… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬*
∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x……¶™…Δ x… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬*
Speak the truth. Do your duty. Never swerve from the study of
the veda. Never swerve away from Truth. Never swerve from duty.
Never neglect your welfare. Never neglect your prosperity. Never
neglect the study and the teaching of the vedas.
These are the instructions of the master to his disciples at the end
of the formal education. The teacher has the responsibility to impart academic, social, cultural and value based knowledge to the
students. Truthfulness is the action without hypocrisy and motive
to do injury. One should never tell a lie, under any circumstances.
Regular study of the scriptures and spiritual literature reminds about
the truth contained in it. The ultimate goodness can be realized by
observing the truth. Knowledge of truth, the practice of it and imparting it to others are quite necessary. Dharma is the obligatory
duties as enjoined in srutis and smrtis. All the sacrificial rites are the
dharmas. The mind will be purified and the supreme knowledge
can be attained by performing the obligatory duties. It is the responsibility of the guru to provide the value based awareness which
is apt for their society.

™……x™…x…¥…t… x… EÚ®……« h…* i…… x… ∫…‰ ¥…i…¥™…… x…* x……‰ <i…Æ˙… h…* ™……x™…∫®……EΔÚ ∫…÷S… Æ˙i…… x…
i…… x… i¥…™……‰{……∫™…… x…* x……‰ <i…Æ˙… h…* Anuvaka 11.2
Let only those actions that are free from blemishes be done, and
not others. Only those that are good acts to us should be performed
by thee and not others.
The indication given here is to guide those who want to take
their own decisions. The suggestion is that whatever deeds are blameless, they are to be practiced, not others.
A direction was also given to those who want to follow their
great, superior personalities. The master warns the disciple to adopt
only the noble deeds of a greater person, and not to adopt all his
deeds. To err is human. Hence even in adopting the behavior patterns of superiors, the responsibility for evaluating and adopting or
rejecting their deeds rests with us. Here the Upanishad indicates a
general problem of human life;

+l… ™… n˘ i…‰ EÚ®…« ¥… S… EÚi∫…… ¥…… ¥…ﬁk… ¥… S… EÚi∫…… ¥…… ∫™……i…¬* ™…‰ i…j… •……¿h……&
∫…®®…Ã∂…x…&* ™…÷HÚ…& +…™…÷HÚ…& +…±…⁄I…… v…®…«EÚ…®……& ∫™…÷&* ™…l…… i…‰ i…j… ¥…i…ÊÆ˙x…¬* i…l…… i…j…
¥…i…Êl……&* +l……¶™……J™……i…‰π…÷* ™…‰ i…j… •……¿h……& ∫…®®…Ã∂…x…&* ™…÷HÚ…& +…™…÷HÚ…&* +…±…⁄I……
v…®…«EÚ…®……& ∫™…÷&* ™…l…… i…‰ i…j… ¥…i…ÊÆ˙x…¬* i…l…… i…‰π…÷ ¥…i…Êl……&* Bπ… +…n‰˘∂…&* Bπ… ={…n‰˘∂…&* Bπ……
¥…‰n˘…{‰ … x…π…i…¬* Bi…n˘x…÷∂……∫…x…®…¬* B¥…®…÷{…… ∫…i…¥™…®…¬* B¥…®…÷ S…Ëi…n÷˘{……∫™…®…¬* 4
The nature of deeds (karma) is slightly delicate. In every moment of life many face the problem of how to react properly to a
particular situation. These situations demand proper decision making. In such perplexed conditions, if one is unable to find out
proper solutions, the best way is to look at the wise men and imitate
them. Making them a model, one can execute the situation with
determination, willfulness and responsibility. This direction has been
given here for those who lack the power of finding the apt decision.
The wise or the rational elders have the power of judgment, a balanced state of mind and a practical perspective. They love righteousness because they want the right humanity and the right social
order. Thus, the Upanishad advices the intelligent ones, as well as
the non-intelligent ones, and guides them both to handle diverse life
situations which are relevant today.
Dana-a revolutionary attitude

∏…r˘™…… n‰˘™…®…¬* +∏…r˘™……%n‰˘™…®…¬* ∏…™…… n‰˘™…®…¬* ø™…… n‰˘™…®…¬* ¶…™…… n‰˘™…®…¬* ∫…Δ ¥…n˘…
n‰˘™…®…¬* 5
Gifts should be given with faith, it should never be given without
faith, it should be given in plenty, with modesty, with sympathy.
It is the duty of a house holder to provide gifts or offerings for
public and religious purposes. The gifts must be given with full
faith in the person to whom they are offered, or with full faith in the
purpose for which they are given. Contributions should also be
made in plenty according to one's ability. Dana should be in a cheerful mood. It should be given in abundance according to the need of
the persons and should be given with modesty.
Conclusion
Upanishads provide an in-depth knowledge on philosophies. Very
serious conversations on the eternal truth are dealt with. They are
also the leading lamps on moral codes which are ultimately meant
for a happy and successful living. Taittiriya teaches both the supreme knowledge of brahman and the practical knowledge of daily
life.
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In the gurukula, disciples study vedas with vedangas from the
guru. Acarya also provides information on how to live virtuously
in the society. For the well being of the society, everyone should
observe righteousness, tolerance etc. So acarya told to his students,

∫…i™…Δ ¥…n˘…* v…®…» S…Æ˙* ∫¥……v™……™……x®…… |…®…n˘&* ∫…i™……z… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬* v…®……«z… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬*
E÷Ú∂…±……z… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬* ¶…⁄i™…Ë x… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬ and he also holds importance to

self study and teaching. Though the student studied well all the
philosophies, if he did not refresh it regularly, his knowledge will
be a closed episode. In order to maintain his scholarship he had to
brush up regularly what he was taught and also teach others. That is
why guru always stresses; ∫¥……v™……™…|…¥…S…x……¶™……Δ x… |…®… n˘i…¥™…®…¬*
Along with this self study and teaching one should observe all
duties as a social being. He should live with his family; he has to
look after his parents and relatives and extend race through the descendants.
As the liberty is attained by knowledge, some hymns are dedicated for obtaining wisdom, some others for knowledge and wealth,
for the benediction of knowledge and for worldly possessions.6 The
prayer is also meant for the fitness of body which is essential for
meditation. Fitness of the senses is also important. The prayer is
also for the protection of what he learnt, heard and not to forget it.
Knowledge gives the strength to fight against the inequalities and to
achieve the privileges. Taittiriyopanisat imparts the importance of
knowledge.
The Upanishad didn't deny the importance of worldly possessions7 as it is essential for living. +…¥…Ω˛xi…“ ¥…i…x¥……x……* E÷Ú¥……«h……S…“Æ˙®……i®…x…&*

¥……∫……Δ ∫… ®…®… M……¥…∂S…* +z…{……x…‰ S… ∫…¥…«n˘…* i…i……‰ ®…‰ ∏…™…®……¥…Ω˛* ±……‰®…∂……Δ {…∂…÷ ¶…& ∫…Ω˛
∫¥……Ω˛…*8 The student prays for wealth; 'after giving me wisdom bring
me wealth together with sheep, goats and cattle. Supplicants are
important for living. A shelter to live fearlessly, quality food, good
water, clothing to protect body from external weather, and wealth is
essential for everybody's life.
By applying these moral instructions of Taittiriyopanishad, a
good, righteous, and rhythmic society can be maintained. It did not
deny the very existence of human race in this world, it is not meant
for the ancient sages who lived in thick forests. Both worldly opulence and the splendor of wisdom are prayed for. This Upanishad
does not dismiss worldly necessity when they soar to the higher
domains of wisdom and Taittiriya is a leading lantern to achieve a

good practical life and a higher wisdom.
End Notes
1. Anuvaka 1.
2. Anuvaka 4.2. May the Brahmacharins come to me. May the
Brahmacharins come to me from every side. May the Brahmacharins
come to me in large numbers. May the Brahmacharins control their
senses. May the Brahmacharins become calm in mind, Svaha.
3. Anuvaka 11.1. The three holy fires, the study and the teaching of the
vedas, offering to fires, the study and the teaching of the vedas, the
entertaining of the guests, the study and the teaching of the vedas; the
performance of human duties, the study and the teaching of the vedas,
children, the study and the teaching of the vedas, ought to be practiced.
4. Anuvaka 11.4. Now if there should arise in thee any doubt as regards
any action or conduct, thou should act in those matters as do those
Brahmana's there, who are thoughtful, religious not set on by others, not
cruel, devoted to Dharma. Now as regards persons accused of sin, do
thou deal with them as do the Brahmanas there, who are thoughtful,
religious, not set on by others, not cruel, devoted to Dharma. This is the
injunction. This is the teaching. This is the secret of the vedas. This is
command. This should be observed. Thus is this to be mediated upon.
5. Anuvaka 11
6. ™…∂UÙxn˘∫……®…ﬁπ…¶……‰ ¥…∑…∞¸{…&* UÙxn‰˘¶™……‰%v™…®…ﬁi……i∫…Δ§…¶…⁄¥…* ∫…®…‰xp˘…‰ ®…‰v…™…… ∫{…ﬁh……‰i…÷* +®…ﬁi…∫™…

n‰˘¥… v……Æ˙h……‰ ¶…⁄™……∫…®…¬* ∂…Æ˙“ÆΔ˙ ®…‰ ¥…S…π…«h…®…¬* V…º¥…… ®…‰ ®…v…÷®…k…®……* EÚh……«¶™……Δ ¶…⁄ Æ˙ ¥…∏…÷¥…®…¬*
•…¿h…& EÚ…‰∂……‰ ∫… ®…‰v…™…… {… Ω˛i…&* ∏…÷i…Δ ®…‰ M……‰{……™…* Anuvaka 4.1.
7. ™… B¥…®…‰i…… ®…Ω˛…∫…Δ Ω˛i…… ¥™……J™……i…… ¥…‰n˘* ∫…Δv…“™…i…‰ |…V…™…… {…∂…÷ ¶…&* •…¿¥…S…«∫…‰x……z……t‰x… ∫…÷¥…M™…Êh…
±……‰E‰Úx…* Anuvaka 3.7 He who thus contemplates on these conjunctions
or these above mentioned great samhitas as explained, obtains progeny,
cattle, the light of brahman, all kinds of food and the world of Heaven.
8. Anuvaka 4.2 Then vouchsafe to me who is the Self, the prosperity
which brings, increases and accomplishes quickly for me clothes, cattle,
food, and drink forever, and which is associated with furry and other
animals. Hail! May seekers of truth approach me variously. May
seekers of truth approach me properly.
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E‰ÚÆ˙±…“™…x……]ı¨∂……∫j…… ¶…v……x…‰x… |… ∫…r˘…‰
§……±…Æ˙…®…¶…Æ˙i……x…÷∫……Æ ˙ +x…÷÷§…xv…S…i…÷π]ı™…®…¬

+x…÷§…xv…S…i…÷π]ı™… |… i…{……n˘x…Δ ∂……∫j……x…÷∫……Æ˙ ¥…π…™…®… v…EﬁÚi™… + x…¥……™…«i…™…… |… i…{……n˘x…“™… ®… i…
∫…®…∫™…… |……S…“x……S……™…Í& +x…÷Œπ`ˆi……* ∫…¥……« h… ∂……∫j…… h… S…i…÷Ã¶…& +x…÷§…xv…Ë& ™…÷HÚ… x… ¶…¥…Œxi…*
+x…÷§…vx…… i… < i… +x…÷§…xv…&* EÚ…‰%∫™… ∂……∫j…∫™…… v…EÚ…Æ˙“, EÚ…‰ ¥…π…™…&, EÚ& ∫…®§…xv…&, ÀEÚ
|…™……‰V…x… ®… i… Æ˙“i™…… +x…÷§…xv…S…i…÷π]ı™…∫™… |… i…{……n˘x…Δ ∫…÷ ¥… n˘i…®…‰¥…* +j… E‰ÚÆ˙±…“™…x……]ı¨∂…∫j… ®… i…
|… ∫…r‰˘,˘ EÚ…Ãi…EÚ i…Ø˚x……±®…Ω˛…¶……M…‰x…( GÚ∫i…÷¥…π…Ê 1724-1798) ¥…Æ˙ S…i…‰ §……±…Æ˙…®…¶…Æ˙i…… ¶…v……x…‰
O…xl…‰ +x…÷§…xv…S…i…÷π]ı™… ¥…¥…Æ˙h……‰HÚ ∫……®……x™… ¥…π…™……x……®…¥…±……‰EÚx…®…‰¥… +j… |…§…xv… ¥…π…™…&* §……±…Æ˙…®…‰h…
EﬁÚi…Δ ¶……Æ˙i…Δ < i… ¥™…÷i{…k…™…… +∫™… EÚi……« §……±…Æ˙…®… < i… ∫…n¬˘v™… i…* =±±…⁄Æ¬˙ ®…Ω˛…∂…™…‰x…
'§……±…Æ˙…®…¶…Æ˙i…®…¬' < i… ¥™…¥…æ˛i…®…¬* + ¶…x…™…n˘{…«h…∫™… ¥™……J™……i…… ∂…®…«®…Ω˛…∂…™…‰x… '§……±…Æ˙…®…¶……Æ˙i…' ®… i…
x……®… ∫¥…“EﬁÚi…®…¬* x……]ı¨ ¥…π…™…EÚ|… i…{……n˘x…Δ n˘…∂…« x…EÚÆ˙“i™…… EﬁÚi… ®… i… EÚ…Æ˙h……i…¬ ™……‰M…®……M…«|…¥…“h…,
+…i®… ¥…t…|…¥…“h… <i™…… n˘ ¥…∂…‰π…h…Ë& +™…Δ O…xl…EÚi……« ∫…÷|… ∫…r˘&* x……]ı¨∂……∫j…∫™… +π]ı®…-x…¥…®…™……‰&
+v™……™…™……‰& |… i…{…… n˘i…& +R¬ÛM……‰{……R¬ÛM…|…i™…R¬ÛM…… ¶…x…™…|…EÚ…Æ˙ B¥… +∫™… O…xl…∫™… |…v……x…& |… i…{……t
¥…π…™…&* Æ˙…V™…¶…Æ˙h…EÚi……«, |… i…¶……v…x…& ∫…¥……Ê{… Æ˙ EÚ±……‰{……∫…EÚ& +™…Δ Æ˙…V…… ∫¥…∫…n˘ ∫… ¥…i…«®……x……x……Δ
¥…n÷˘π……Δ +¶™…l…«x…™…… +∫™… O…xl…∫™… x…Ã®… i…Æ˙EÚÆ˙…‰ n˘ i… O…xl……n˘¥…M…®™…xi…‰*
x…ﬁ{…E÷Ú±… i…±…EÚ& ∏…“i……±…®……±…… ¥…¶…⁄π……{… Æ˙EÚ ±…i… x…V…∏…“EÚ…Œxi…∫…®{…⁄h…«M……j…&*
Æ˙ ∫…EÚV…x…∫…Ω˛ª…Ë& ∂……‰ ¶…i……™……Δ ∫…¶……™……Δ
¶…Æ˙i… ®…Ω˛ ¥…v……i…÷Δ |……Ãl…i……‰ ¥…Œ\S…Æ˙…V…&**
+R¬ÛM…¶……¥…®…¥…±……‰C™…∫…÷xn˘ÆΔ˙ Æ˙R¬ÛM…®…v™…¥…Æ˙¥…Œ\S… ¶…⁄{… i…&*
+R¬ÛM…Ω˛…Æ˙ Æ˙ ∫…˙EÚ…‰k…®……R¬ÛM…i……∫i¥…R¬ÛM…x……]ı¨®…v…÷x……x¥… S…xi…™…i…¬**
±……∫™…i…xj…®…¥…±……‰C™… ¥…∂……±…®…¬*
∂……∫j…®……Æ˙ S…i…®……i®…∫…÷J……™…**
+™…Δ S… x……]ı¨i…ii¥… ¥…∂……Æ˙n˘& EÚl……E‰Ú ±… Æ˙ i… |… ∫…r˘…™……& E‰ÚÆ˙±…“™… x……]ı¨EÚ±……™……& ®…hb˜±…‰
+i…“¥… i…i{…Æ˙…‰ ¶…¥… i…* i…j… ÆΔ˙M…|…™……‰M……l…» x…ﬁk…Æ˙ix……EÚÆ˙-x…Æ˙EÚ…∫…÷Æ˙¥…v…… n˘ §…Ω˛¥…& O…xl……& i…‰x…
¥…Æ˙ S…i……& < i… ®…x™…xi…‰* ™…t {… +™…Δ ¶…Æ˙i…EÚ…‰Ω˛±……n˘“x……Δ x……®…… x… O…xl……Æ˙®¶…‰ +x…÷∫…Æ˙ xi… i…l…… {…
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E‰ÚÆ˙±…“™… x……]ı¨ÆΔ˙M…∫…®§…Œxv… {… Æ˙Y……x…®…‰¥… +∫™… O…xl…∫™… x…®……«h…∫™… x…n˘…x… ®… i… O…xl……n˘∫®……i…¬
Y……i…÷Δ ∂…C™…i…‰*
§……±…Æ˙…®…¶…Æ˙i……x…÷∫……Æ˙®…¬ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“ (Aspirant)
BEËÚEÚ∫™… ∂……∫j…∫™… + v…EÚ…Æ˙“ ±…I…h…Δ ¥…π…™…M……ËÆ˙¥……x…÷∫……ÆΔ˙ ¥…Ë ¥…v™…Δ ¶…V…i…‰* ∫…… Ω˛i™…∂……∫j…‰
Æ˙∫……‰ ¥…π…™… <i™…i…& Æ˙∫… ¥…π…™…EÚ x……]ı¨∫…R¬ÛE‰Úi……x……Δ +¥…M…®…x……™… {… Æ˙∂…“±…x……™… S… EÚ& ∫…®…l…«
+l…¥…… EÚ…‰ ™……‰M™… < i… ¥…π…™…‰ §……±…Æ˙…®…¥…®…«h…& =q‰˘∂…∂…÷ r˘& ∫……l…«EÚi¥…Δ ¶…V…i…‰* +x™…⁄x……R¬ÛM…™…÷HÚ&,
∫…÷∞¸{…¥……x…¬, ™……Ë¥¥…x…™…÷HÚ&, i……±…M…“i…‰π…÷ E÷Ú∂…±…&, ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙M…÷h…∫…Δ™…÷i…&, +x… i…∫l…⁄±…n‰˘Ω˛&,
Æ˙…M‰ ……±…∫™… ¥…¥…ÃV…i…&, ¶……¥…Y…&, ®…ﬁn˘÷¶……π…“, ®…i…¶…÷M…¬, ¥… V…i…‰Œxp˘™…&, E÷Ú±…“x…&, M…÷Ø˚¶…HÚ&, n‰˘¥…i……‰{……∫…EÚ&,
J…±…-®…⁄J…«-+∫…i™…¶……π…h…‰x… ¥…¥…ÃV…i……‰ x…i…«EÚ B¥… x……]ı¨‰ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“* =HΔÚ S…-(§……±…Æ˙…®…¶…Æ˙i…®…¬,97200)
+x™…⁄x…… i… Æ˙HÚ…R¬ÛM……‰ ∞¸{…¥……x…¬ ™……Ë¥…x…Œ∫l…i…&*
i……±…M…“i…‰π…÷ E÷Ú∂…±…& ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙M…÷h…∫…Δ™…÷i…&*
+x… i…∫l…⁄±…n‰˘Ω˛∂S… Æ˙…‰M……±…∫™… ¥…¥…ÃV…i…&*
¶……¥…Y……‰ ®…ﬁn÷˘¶……π…“ S… ®…i…¶…÷M…¬ ¥… V…i…‰Œxp˘™…&**
E÷Ú±…“x……‰ M…÷Ø˚¶…HÚ∂S… n‰˘¥…i……‰{……∫…EÚ∫i…l……*
J…±…®…⁄J…« ¥…]ı…∫…i™…¶……π…h…‰x… ¥…¥…ÃV…i…&**
Bi……o˘∂……‰ M…÷h…Ë™…÷«HÚ…‰ x…i…«EÚ& {… Æ˙EÚ“Ãi…i…&*
+ v…EÚ…Æ˙“ ∫… B¥… ∫™……z…i…«EÚ…‰ ±……‰EÚ∫…®®…i…&**
x… E‰Ú¥…±…Δ §……¡…R¬ÛM…∫……Ëπ]ı¥…Δ + {… i…÷ +xi…&EÚÆ˙h…∂…÷ r˘Æ˙ {… + ¶…±…π…h…“™… ®… i… S…xi……, ™……‰M…x™……™…… n˘ n˘…∂…« x…EÚ®…⁄±™…i…k¥…… x… ∫…®™…M……SUÙ… n˘i…®…¬ i…‰x……Œ∫®…x…¬ ¥…π…™…‰, O…xl…‰π…÷ ∫…¥…«j…* {…Æ˙xi…÷ Œ∫j…™…&
{…÷Ø˚π……‰ ¥…… x……]ı¨‰ + v…EÚ…Æ˙“ <i™…j… x… Œ∫j…™…& < i… i…∫™…… ¶…®…i…∫™… ™…÷ HÚ& i…÷, O…˙xl……Æ˙®¶…‰
®…R¬ÛM…±…∂±……‰EÚ…¥…i…Æ˙h……¥…∫…Æ‰˙ i……hb˜¥…Δ, i……hb˜¥…‰∂… <i™…… n˘ |…™……‰M…‰x… |…l…®……‰ x…i…«EÚ i……hb˜¥…‰∂…
B¥…‰ i… ®…x… ∫… x…v……™… x…i…«EÚ < i… {…÷Œ±±…R¬ÛM…‰ |…™……‰M…& EﬁÚi…&* i…n÷˘HÚ®…‰¥…®…¬Z…±…ΔZ… ±…i…EÚR¬ÛEÚh…Δ i…EÚi…EÚ…ŒR¬ÛQ…∫…Δi…… b˜i…Δ
CEÚh…i…¬ CEÚ h…i…x…⁄{…÷ÆΔ˙ Ω˛Æ˙Ω˛Æ‰˙ i… ∂…§n˘…‰VV…¥…±…®…¬*
v… ®…Œxv… ®…i…n÷˘xn÷˘ ¶…v¥… x…P…x……E÷Ú±…Δ ®…q˘±…ËP…«h…ΔP…h…P…h…v¥…x…VV…™… i… i……hb˜¥…Δ ∂……®¶…¥…®…¬**
x…¥…x…¥…Æ˙∫…∫……ÆË˙x……«]ı¬ ™…∫…R¬ÛM…“i…i……±…ËÆ˙ ¶…x…™…E÷Ú∂…±…… ∫…… S……n¬˘¶…÷i……‰±±……∫…¶……¥……*
n˘x…EÚÆ˙Ø˚ S…¶……∫…… ∂……‰ ¶…i……π]ı…n˘∂……R¬ÛM…Ë&
EÚÆ˙h…M… i… ¥…n˘Mv…Ëx…«Ãi…i…‰∂… |…™……¥™……i…¬**
¥…π…™…& (The subject matter)
+x…÷§…xv…S…i…÷π]ı™…‰ ¥…π…™…∫™……¥…i…Æ˙h…®… x…¥……™…«&* ∂…§n˘EÚ±{…p÷˘®…‰ {…\S……R¬ÛM…‰π… ÷ + v…EÚÆ˙h…‰π‰ …÷ BEÚ…‰
¶…¥… i… ¥…π…™…&- ¥…π…™……‰ ¥…S……Æ˙…Ω«˛ ¥……C™…Δ ¥…∂…™……‰%∫™……™…®…l……Ê x… ¥…‰ i… ∫…Δ∂…™…&**(∂…§n˘EÚ±{…p÷˘®…&,
{…÷.449) i…k¥…i…& ¶……¥…-Æ˙∫……‰{…‰i… + ¶…x…™…|…EÚ…Æ B¥……j… °Ú ±…i……‰%l…«&* x……]ı¨∂……∫j……‰HÚ +π]ı®…x…¥…®……v™……™…™……‰Ø˚HÚ®…¬ ™…i…¬ ={……R¬Û˛… ¶…x…™… ¥…S……ÆΔ˙ ®…x… ∫… x…v……™… §……±…Æ˙…®…¥…®…«h…… EÚl……E‰Ú±™……& {… Æ˙{……‰π…h……l…»
∫…¥……«& +R¬ÛM……‰{……R¬ÛM…|…i™…R¬ÛM…… n˘ x……]ı¨ ¥…π…™…… +Œ∫®…x…¬ x……]ı¨O…xl…‰ ∫…÷π]÷ı& |… i…{…… n˘i……&*
§……±…Æ˙…®…¶…Æ˙i……x…÷∫……ÆΔ˙ ¥…π…™……‰ Æ˙∫… B¥…‰ i… ∫…÷¥™…HÚ&* =HΔÚ S… - x…i…«EÚ…R¬ÛM… GÚ™……V…x™…Æ˙∫……‰ ¥…π…™…

=S™…i…‰* E‰Úπ……Δ EﬁÚi…‰ ¥…π…™… < i… ¥…S……Æ‰˙ ∫… i… ∫……®…… V…EÚ…x……Δ EﬁÚi…‰ < i… ∫……®…… V…EÚ…x……Δ x…]ıx…‰ Æ˙∫…Δ
∫… V…x…™……‰x®…÷n˘… < i… ¥…S…x……i…¬ Y……™…i…‰* i…n˘v……‰ n˘“™…i…‰x…i…«EÚ…R¬ÛM… GÚ™……V…x™…Æ˙∫……‰ ¥…π…™… =S™…i…‰*
¥…‰h…÷®…q˘±…i……±…Ë∂S… ∏…÷ i…M…“i…Æ˙∫…… n˘ ¶…&**
BEÚEÚ…±…∫…®…÷i{…z……‰ ¶……¥……‰ Æ˙∫… <i…“ Æ˙i…&*
∞¸{…™……Ë¥¥…x…∫…®{…z…∫…i{……j…… v…Œπ`ˆi……‰Æ˙∫…&**
∫……®…… V…EÚ…x……Δ x…]ıx…‰ Æ˙∫…Δ ∫… V…x…™…‰x®…÷n˘…*
®…÷J…Æ˙…M……R¬ÛM…S…‰π]ı… ¶…ß…⁄x« ……∫……x…‰j…¥…“I…h…Ë&**
¶…… ¥…i…& {…… h…{……n˘…¶™……Δ ∫¥…Æ˙¥…h…«∫…®…÷n¬˘¶…¥…&*
M…t{…t…i®…EÚ∂±……‰EÚ {…n˘¥…h…«±…™……i®…EÚ&**
+l…«Y……x…Æ˙∫……‰ ±……‰EÚ…x……x…xn˘™… i… ™……‰ Æ˙∫…&*
Æ˙∫…Y……x…Δ Ω˛ ¥…π…™…& ∂……∫j…‰ i…÷ {… Æ˙EÚ“Ãi…i…&**
Æ˙∫…Y……x…Δ ¥…x…… ={……R¬ÛM……x……Δ x…π|…™……‰V…x… ®…i™…i…& Æ˙∫… ¥…¥…Æ˙h……‰{…‰i……‰{……R¬ÛM…… ¶…x…™… ¥…¥…Æ˙h…®…‰¥… +Œ∫®…x…¬
={… x…§…r˘®…¬* =HΔÚ S… i…‰x… -Æ˙∫…Y……x…Δ ¥…x…… ={……R¬ÛM……x……Δ |…™……‰V…x……¶……¥……i…¬ < i…*({…÷.113)* +R¬ÛM……‰{……R¬ÛM…‰π…÷
∂…§n˘…l…«™……‰& ¶……¥…∞¸{…®…xi…¶…«¥…i…“ i… EÚ…Æ˙h……i…¬ +R¬ÛM……‰{……R¬ÛM…™……‰& |…∫… HÚ& EÚl……E‰Ú±™……®…¬* i…‰x……‰S™…i…‰
Æ˙∫…∫i…÷ u˘ ¥…v…& ∫l……™…“¶……¥…& ∫…\S……Æ˙“¶……¥…∂S…‰ i…* ∫… S… <Œxp˘™…… n˘ ¶…Æ‰˙¥… |…EÚ…∂…i…‰* <Œxp˘™…… n˘π…÷
+ v…Œπ`ˆi……‰ Æ˙∫…& ¥…ﬁ k…Y……x…… ∏…˙i……‰ ¥…π…™…‰π¥… {… ¶……¥…®…÷J…‰x… |…EÚ…∂…i…‰ < i…*
¥…π…™…|… i…{……n˘x…‰ ¶……¥…Æ˙…M…i……±……x……Δ +l…«{…÷Œπ]ı&
Æ˙…M…∫…®§…r˘i……±… GÚ™……{… Æ˙SU‰Ùt ¶……¥…x……x…÷¶…¥…i¥…Δ ¶…Æ˙i…i¥…®…¬ < i… ±…I…h…®…÷Ci¥…… ¶……¥…Æ˙…M……i……±…x……Δ
{…Æ˙∫{…Æ˙{…⁄Æ˙EÚi¥…Δ n˘…∂…« x…EÚÆ˙“i™…… ∫…®™…M…÷{…{……n˘ ™…i¥…… +R¬ÛM……‰{……R¬ÛM…|…i™…R¬ÛM…‰π…÷ {…⁄¥…«{…I…Æ˙“i™…… Æ˙∫…™……‰V…x……Δ
∂……∫j…O…xl…∫…®……x… ®…¥… ¥…¥…ﬁh…÷i… ®… i… ¥…∂…‰π…i…… +Œ∫®…x…¬ O…xl…‰ ¥…i…«i…‰* M……x…Δ S… ¥……tΔ S… x……]ı¨Δ S…
¥… ¥…v……∏…™…®…¬ < i… ¶…Æ˙i…®…÷ x…x……, M…“i…Δ ¥……tΔ x…i…«x…Δ S… j…™…Δ ∫…R¬ÛM…“i…EÚ®…÷S™…i…‰ < i… ∂……R¬ÛM…«n‰˘¥…‰x… S…
i……Ë™…« j…EÚ∫™… (x…ﬁk…Δ-M…“i…Δ-+…i……‰t®…¬) ∫¥…∞¸{…Δ {…⁄¥…«®…‰¥… EÚ l…i…®…¬* B¥…Δ S… ¶……¥…Æ˙…M……i®…E‰Ú ¶…Æ˙i…∂……∫j…‰
i……Ë™…« j…EÚ∫™… ∫…n¬˘¶……¥……i…¬ i…‰π……Δ x…∞¸{…h…®……n˘…Ë O…xl…EÚ…Æ‰˙h… +x…÷Œπ`ˆi…®…¬* ®…R¬ÛM…±…∂±……‰EÚ…x…xi…ÆΔ˙ O…xl…∫™…
={……‰n¬˘P……i…‰ ¶…Æ˙i…∂…§n˘∫™… ¥™…÷i{… k…Æ‰˙¥…ΔΔ ¥…∂…n˘“EﬁÚi…Δ o˘∂™…i…‰¶……¥……‰ Æ˙…M…∂S… i……±…∂S… ¶……Æ˙i™…… +Δ∂…∫…®¶…¥……&*
i…n˘…x…xi…Æ˙∫……‰{…‰i…… ¶……Æ˙i…“ V…™…i……x®…÷n˘…**
¶…EÚ…Æ˙…‰ ¶……¥…x…Ë™…÷«HÚ…‰ Æ‰˙°Ú…‰ Æ˙…M…‰h… ®… ∏…i…&*
i…EÚ…ÆΔ˙ i……±… ®…i™……Ω÷˛¶…«Æ˙i……l…« ¥…S…I…h……&**
¶……¥…∂S…i…÷Ã¥…v…&
¶……¥…™…xi…“ i… ¶……¥……&* ¥……M…R¬ÛM…∫…i¥……‰{…‰i……x…¬ EÚ…¥™……l……«x…¬ ¶……¥…™…xi…“ i… ¶……¥……& (x……]ı¨∂……∫j…‰,
7, {…÷.342-342-346)¶……¥……‰ x……®… +…i®…®…x…∫…Δ™……‰M… GÚ™…… ¥…∂…‰π…& ∫…÷J…n÷˘&J…… n˘ x…¥…Æ˙∫……i®…EÚ&*
∫… i…÷ ®…x……‰®…™……‰ ¶……¥…& Y……x…‰Œxp˘™…EÚ®…ÊŒxp˘™…u˘…Æ˙… §… Ω˛Ãx…M…«SUÙ i…* ™…n˘… +™…Δ Y……x…‰Œxp˘™…u˘…Æ˙… §… Ω˛Ãx…M…«SUÙ i…
i…n˘… ¶……¥……i®…EÚ&* ™…n˘… i…÷ EÚ®…ÊŒxp˘™…u˘…Æ˙… §… Ω˛Ãx…M…«SUÙ i… i…n˘… ∫…& GÚ™……i®…EÚ&* ∫… i…÷ +…ŒR¬ÛM…EÚ∫……Œi¥…EÚ-¥…… S…EÚ-+…Ω˛…™…«∞¸{……∂S…* +…ŒR¬ÛM…EÚ…‰ x……®… +R¬ÛM…V…x™……‰ ¶……¥…& ±……‰EÚv…®……Ê x……]ı¨v…®…«∂S…*
∫……Œi¥…EÚ…‰ x……®… ∫…k¥…∞¸{…& +…i®…V…x™……‰ ¶……¥…& S…k…¥…ﬁi™…Ã{…i…… §……¡¥…∫i¥…x…÷∫…… Æ˙h…“ S… ¥…ﬁ k…&*
¥…… S…EÚ…‰ x……®… ¥…h…«V…x™……‰ ¶……¥…& EÚ…¥™…x……]ıEÚ… n˘* +…Ω˛…™…«∫i…÷ EÚŒ±{…i…x……]ıEÚ…n˘…Ë
Ω˛…Æ˙E‰Ú™…⁄Æ˙EÚ]ıEÚ… n˘¶…⁄π…h…¶…⁄π™…¶……¥…&* B¥…Δ ¶……¥…∂S…i…÷Ã¥…v…&* Æ˙∫…∫i…÷ u˘ ¥…v…& ∫l……™…“¶……¥…&
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∫…\S……Æ˙“¶……¥…∂S…‰ i…* ∫… S… ∫l……™…“¶……¥…& <Œxp˘™…… n˘ ¶…Æ‰˙¥… |…EÚ…∂…i…‰* <Œxp˘™…… n˘π…÷ + v…Œπ`ˆi……‰ Æ˙∫…&
¥…ﬁ k…Y……x…… ∏…˙i…& ¥…π…™…‰π¥… {… ¶……¥…®…÷J™…‰x… |…EÚ…∂…i…‰ ™…i…& Æ˙∫…∫i…÷ <Œxp˘™…… n˘¥…‰t +…i®…V…x™…M…÷h…&*
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Dr. Somnath Sarkar
ETHNICITIES AS MENTIONED IN THE
MAHABHARATA: TRANSFORMATION OF POPULAR
CULTURE THROUGH NARRATIVES

The Mah¡bh¡rata, one of the most widely read literary work of
the world, is also known for teachings on the Indian Knowledge
systems. One of the most striking features of the Mah¡bh¡rata, textual tradition is the fact that it has come down in more than a dozen
different languages of India. This happens because before the 18th
century, that is, before the introduction of printing in India,
Mah¡bh¡rata, was rendered into local vernacular languages in a
number of local scripts. Thus, in the Mah¡bh¡rata, textual tradition
the concomitance between script and version has, in many instances,
been considered a traditional feature of its evolution. This present
paper applies a two-fold approach to the study of Mediaeval Bengali
Mah¡bh¡rata, texts of popular type. Those texts are the specimen
of multi-dimensional literary form with its contemporary historiocultural illustration and also for the popular Culture.
The Mah¡bh¡rata, corpus, as it has come down to us, has
evolved, absorbed and incorporated many traditions across the centuries, particularly during the period between the 2nd century BCE
and the 2nd century CE when it was mainly compiled. As it developed from Jaya to Bh¡rata to Mah¡bh¡rata, it became the story of
the people of all India. Indeed, the Mah¡bh¡rata, is a great assemblage of peoples. The Mah¡bh¡rata, probably the first comprehensive ethnography of India, has been explored as such by scholars,
particularly historians, who have generally applied the colonial concept of tribe to describe the people or jana. Certainly the
Mah¡bh¡rata, presents a picture of a mixed society with people,
particularly rulers, marrying across social groups, speaking differ-

ent languages and practising different cultures, and of an emerging
synthesis, which has been the hallmark of Indian civilization from
the beginning. As mentioned earlier, the Mah¡bh¡rata, is the most
comprehensive ethnography of ancient Indiain terms of the identification and listing of communities or janas and their territories or
janapada. They were 363 of them in all. The Mah¡bh¡rata, mentions j¡ti occasionally as segments of jana; for example, various
j¡tis of Kir¡tas are mentioned, or j¡ti and jana seem to be interchangeable terms. There is also a mention of kula. The best example in the text is the episode of Kir¡ta and Arjuna in the
Vanaparvan.
In the Mah¡bh¡rata, (Mbh), perhaps the longest epic poem in
the world, we find many legends of folk character knitted along
with the principal theme. Folklore elements can be detected in many
of these stories, which are often unlinked with the principal theme
of the epic. If 'folklore denotes as William J. Thoms suggests, "the
beliefs, traditions, legends, customs, and superstitions of the people,
a good number of the secondary stories of the Mbh. can be drawn
in this category of folk literature When the Mbh. is called Pur¡na,
Ëkhy¡na, G¡th¡ etc it is indicated that these terms denote the store
of the secondary tales of the Mbh. The nature of this motley o stories may be viewed from another angle. Folklore, as we know, is
never static and it travels through the oral and literary traditions of
succeeding societies. Sometimes the stories are handed down from
generation to generation.
Kir¡ta and Arjuna-episode narrated in the Vanaparvan of the
Mbh. is a very interesting tale which has exerted tremendous influence on narratives and folk culture of subsequent ages. In this episode Arjuna is seer to have pleased Mah¡deva in the form of Kir¡ta
and ir this aspect Arjuna's personality is far from the romantic one.
At Yudhisthira's command, Arjuna with his celestial bow and a
sword of golden colour entered the dense and terrible forest at the
foot of the Himalayas, and there he devoted himself to ascetic austerities. The forest was full of thorny plants, trees, flowers, and fruits
of various kinds. It was inhabited by variety of creatures, animals,
siddhas and caranas
n¡n¡puÀpa-phalopetam n¡n¡pakÀi-niÀevitam||
n¡n¡mrga-ga¸¡k¢¸am siddhac¡ra¸a sevitam||
The forest was destitute of human beings (m¡nuÀavarjitam) and
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sounds of conchs and drums were being heard in the heaven. A
thick shower of flowers fell upon him from the sky. Passing over
the thorny wood Arjuna reached the breast of the Himalayas (himavatprÀthe)".
He was delighted at the sight of several rivers resonant with soothing notes of male cuckoos, and the notes of peacocks and cranes.
The charming banks of rivers created in his mind great pleasure. In
that woody region he started his rigid austerities. Clad in grass-made
rags, furnished with a black deer-skin and a stick, he commenced
his penance there, in the beginning eating only dry leaves fallen on
the ground. He passed the first month by taking fruits at the interval
of three nights (p¡r¸e p¡r¸e trir¡tresu m¡sam ekam phal¡Àanam),
the second by eating at the interval of six days and the third month
by eating at the gap of fifteen days (pakÀe¸¡h¡ram ¡caran)5. During the fourth month he refrained froth eating (v¡yu-bhaksa)". With
hands uplifted and taking no support and standing on the tips of his
toes he carried on his austerities for days together. In consequence
of regular bath, part of his locks attained the hue of lightning and
other part of that of lotus.
Then sages having come to know about Arjuna's fierce asceticism approached Mah¡deva and intimated the affair to him. They
also expressed their anxiety in regard to the intention of Arjuna.
Mah¡deva assured the sages that he was aware of the desire in
Arjuna's mind and told them that Arjuna was not wishing for heaven,
or prosperity or for long life (n¡sya svargasp¤ha k¡µcin naisvarasya
na c¡yuÀa?)''. Receiving consolence, the sages with delighted heart
returned to their respective residences. Then Mah¡deva a assumed
the form of a Kir¡ta, dazzling like a golden tree (k¡µcana-druma
sannibham), took up a handsome bow and a number of arrows resembling snakes and went to the place of Arjuna's penance.
Mah¡deva was accompanied by Um¡ in the guise of a Kir¡ta
woman. Many other ladies and the Bhutas decorated with various
dress followed the God of Gods. As a result, a grand beauty pervaded the place. But all of a sudden, the forest region became still
and the sounds of springs and birds came to a stop.
kÀa¸ena tad vanam sarvam ni ¿abdam abhavat tad¡|
n¡dah prasravan¡µca pakÀi¸¡m c¡py up¡ramat
When Mah¡deva a was nearing Arjuna, he saw the D¡nava by
name M£ka trying, in the form of a boar, to kill him. Arjuna luckily

saw the boar and knowing his evil intention, took up the G¡¸·¢va
weapon and a number of arrows looking like poisonous snakes. He
addressed the boar and said - "I am a newcomer here and have no
intention to cause any injury to anyone. As you have planned to kill
me, I shall take you to the abode of Yama". When Arjuna was on
the point of discharging the arrow, Mah¡deva in the form of the
Kir¡ta stopped him saying that it was he who had set an arrow on
the boar first. Phalguna i.e Arjuna, however, disregarding those words
launched an attack on the boar. The Kir¡ta targeted at the same
object an arrow resembling flaming fire and swift-moving like the
thunder bold. These two arrows were discharged simultaneously,
and these fell upon the body of M£ka at the same instant (tau muktau
s¡yakau t¡bhy¡m samam tatra nipete tau), generating thunderous
sound. M£ka again was struck by numerous snake-like arrows produced from the two shafts of the two heroes and assuming the form
of a R¡kÀasa he fell dead on the ground. Arjuna, now, beheld before him the Kir¡ta having the form of blazing gold (puruÀam
kaµcanaprabham)"and accompanied by a band of damsels. Arjuna
smilingly wanted to know from him as to who he was, roaming in
the solitary forest, surrounded by women. He further stated that the
R¡kÀasa came first to him and had been first aimed at by him. Arjuna
reprimanded the. Kir¡ta for breaching the hunting procedure, as a
hunter never hunts a prey already aimed at by another hunter. As
the Kir¡ta's behaviour was against the customs of hunting, Arjuna
threatened him that he would take his life. Mah¡deva smiled and
softly said that he (Arjuna) should not be afraid of him; this forest
was the proper abode for the Kir¡tas, and not for the newcomers
like the present ascetic who was delicate and accustomed to luxury.
Mah¡deva advised him to leave the solitary forest. Arjuna boldly
remarked that depending on the G¡¸·¢va and the arrow was called
N¡r¡ca blazing like fire, he would live in this forest. He reminded
the Kir¡ta that the terrible demon that appeared before him in the
form of an animal to kill him had been slain by him. Mah¡deva said
that he was the first who had killed the beast with an arrow shot by
himself from his bow; the beast came here as his target and so it was
under the total possession of the Kir¡ta whose strike deprived the
beast of its life. The Kir¡ta (Mah¡deva) warned Arjuna not to show
his pride in front of him or else he would be separated from his life.
He challenged Arjuna to be equipped with his arrow and to come
forward to fight with him.
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Arjuna became angry and attacked the Kir¡ta with his arrow.
Mah¡deva, however, with a thrilled heart received the shafts upom
himself and passed insulting remarks against Arjuna. In the fight
that ensued, Arjuna began to shower arrows on the Kir¡ta but
Mah¡deva cheerfully received that downpour on his body.
Mah¡deva bearing the shower of arrows remainded unwounded and
unmoved like a hill (akÀatena ¿arire¸a tasthau girir iv¡calah)12.
Arjuna became astonished, beholding all his arrows ineffective
against the Kir¡ta, and exclaimed, "Excellent, Excellent". Arjuna
who was seriously anxious to know the real identity of the Kir¡ta A
reflection transpired in his mind that as his rival could easily bear
the force of thousands of arrows shot by him, the former could be
none other than Mah¡deva. Soon after Arjuna's arrows became exhausted, noticing which he was terribly alarmed. He then engaged
in fighting with his divine bow only, as there was no arrow left with
him, but that bow was also swallowed by the God Arjuna then took
up his sword, rushed to the foe, and with the whole might of his
arm, struck it upon the head of the Kir¡ta But at the touch of the
Kir¡ta 's head, the sword broke into pieces. The Kir¡ta then withstood the shower of trees and stones that were thrown from Arjuna's
side. Then the terrible conflict of blows lasted for a moment, resulting in total helplessness of Arjuna. In consequence of the dual fighting
involving in high pressure of the arms and breasts of the two fighting heroes, their bodies started to emit smoke like charcoal fire,
tayor bhujavinikÀep¡t samgharÀe¸orasa stath¡|
samaj¡yata g¡tre?u p¡vakong¡radh£mav¡n||3
Mah¡deva attacked Arjuna in anger with full energy, deprived
him of his senses and made him incapable of motion. Arjuna's limbs
were male bruised and mutilated as a result. He became motionless
and reduced to a lump of flesh. He fell down on the earth breathless
and looked like a corpse. After a short span of time, Arjuna regained his consciousness and seeing his body covered with blood,
became overcome with grief. He made a clay idol of Lord Siva, and
worshipped it with oblation of floral garlands. But to his astonishment, Arjuna saw the garland, offered to the idol of Siva, resting on
the head of the Kir¡ta. At this incident, Arjuna became filled with
joy and recovered his full senses.
tac ca m¡lyam tad¡ p¡rthaÅ kir¡ta¿irasi sihitam||
apa¿yat pa¸dava¿reÀ¶ho harÀe¸a prakstim gataÅ|||4

Knowing the identity of the Kir¡ta, Arjuna prostrated himself at
his feet. The God, beholding the amazement caused to Arjuna
(j¡tavismayam ¡lokya)") and noticing his body emaciated because
of rigorous austerities, said to him that he had been pleased with
him for his unparalleled act Mah¡deva assured that he would give
Arjuna the vision with which he would be able to vanquish all his
foes, even the dwellers of the heaven and as Mah¡deva was pleased
with him, he would grant him an irresistible weapon (d¡syami yad
astram aniv¡ritam)16, Arjuna, being convinced that the God was
pleased with him, worshipped Mah¡deva with the recitation of several laudatory verses. At the God's grace, Arjuna's body became
free from pain and disease. Mah¡deva expressed his willingness to
grant Arjuna any boon of his choice. The latter desired to have the
celestial but terrible P¡¿upata weapon, also named as Brahmairas.
Arjuna sought the favour of Mah¡deva so that under his grace and
with the help of the P¡¿upata weapon, he would be able to annihilate and burn to death Bh¢Àma, Dro¸a, K¤pa and Kar¸a of ever
abusive tongue in the ensuing terrible conflict, and could complete
the extinction of the inimical D¡navas, R¡kÀasas, evil spirits, Pi¿¡cas,
Gandharvas and N¡gas. Arjuna requested the God to grant him the
favour that the P¡¿upata weapon, when hurled with mantras, might
produce £las i.e darts by thousands, fierce-looking maces, and poisonous arrows. Lastly Arjuna expressed his foremost desire that
through the grace of Lord Pasupati, he might be able to fight with
all his enemies and obtain success. The prayer was obviously granted
to him by the Lord of the Gods. Here the principal theme of the
Kir¡ta Arjuna episode, where Arjuna, the superb archer, pleases
Lord Mah¡deva in the form of a Kir¡ta, comes to the end.. The
dramatic representation of the penance, consumption of the forest
food, diet, fasting etc. of Arjuna, and his conflict and subsequent
suffering at the hand of the Kir¡ta can be artistically shown on the
stage in a forest background. Modern performers may remain faithful to the spirit of the epic tale, but with moderation and refined
dialogues their presentation can be accepted as a creative art for its
general ecstatic appeal to the connoisseur. The Director of the dancedrama (better to call it in Bengali a p¡l¡) should note here that the
body of the actor performing the role of the Kir¡ta should have
yellow painting, as in the present Mbh-episode, the Kir¡ta is stated
as having the resemblance of a tree of gold and Arjuna is said to
have seen a man, shining like gold (dadar¿atha tato jiÀ¸uÅ puruÀam
k¡µcana-prabhavam)?.
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Taking all the material including dialogues and the natural setup from the Kir¡ta -Arjuna episode described in the Vanaparvan of
the Mbh., an interesting script and choreography can be prepared to
satisfy the taste of the viewers for the popular culture. Above is the
best example of multi-dimensional approaches of popular culture
through narratives. This epic contains several enumerations of tribes
or clans. Almost every parvans of the text mentions about the tribe.
18 The Bahlikas were the inhabitants of Balikha mentioned in the
Ram¡ya¸a and the Mah¡bh¡rata. Mah¡bh¡rata mentions about a
whole region inhabited by áakas called áakadvipa to the north-west
of ancient India. Madra is the name of an ancient region and its
inhabitants, located in the north-west division of the ancient Indian
sub continent. Mah¡bh¡rata describes the armies of the Madra kingdom led by the king Salya.
The Mah¡bh¡rata mention that the Yadus or Y¡davas, a confederacy comprising numerous clans were the rulers of the Mathura
region. The text also refers to the exodus of the y¡davas from
Mathura to Dwaraka owing to pressure from the Paurava rulers of
Magadha, and probably also from the Kurus. In this present paper
an attempt has been made to analyze and critically examine the multidimensional forms of popular culture through narratives regarding
ethnic groups of the Mah¡bh¡rata. For example Madra is the most
important clan in this regard. The Madra kingdom was a kingdom
grouped among the western kingdoms in the epic Mah¡bh¡rata
M¡dri's brother áalya was the king of Madra. Though affectionate
to the p¡¸davas, he was tricked to give support to Duryodhana during the KurukÀetra war. Himalayas in the north which was also
called Uttarakurude¿a according to Aitareya-br¡hma?a text and
mentioned as a non Aryan living country were Among the tribes
termed 'Mleccha' were Sakas, Hunas, Yavanas, Kambojas, Pahlabas,
Bahlikas and Rishikas. The text Amarako¿a of Amarasimha described the Kir¡ta s, Pulindas as mleccha j¡tis. The Manusm¤ti states
that the Khasas and several other tribes like Sakas, Yavanas,
Kambojas, Paradas, Bahlikas were originally noble kÀatriya, but later,
due to their non-observance of valorous kÀatriya codes and neglect
of chivalry, they had gradually sunken to the status of mlecchas.
The Mah¡bh¡rata contains a collection of knowledge of past societies, transmitted to future societies for the preservation of Being,
where Being is to be of culture', meaning the protection of existence
facilitated on a cognitive level. Through the popular narrative tradi-

tions the Mah¡bh¡rata stands its rich position in Indian knowledge
system.
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Dr. Ramakrishnan
DANCE AND MUSIC IN ANCIENT INDIAN LITERATURE: AN ANALYSIS

Abstract
If we analyze human history, it is obvious that art had been very
close to man's culture and nature, and the entire human culture is
closely associated with it. Almost all groups of humankind have
great traditions to claim the importance of various art forms from
the very beginning of their history. Most of the ancient literature
gives an account of the position of art forms in the development of
humanity and human progress. From the origin of human civilization dance and music became two major art forms that always influenced the spiritual as well as ordinary life of people. The great Indian writings like Vedas, Upanishads, Epics, and Sanga literature
give various accounts of the importance of dance and music in various periods. Today most people think that dance and music are
modern art forms, and they are for entertainment, but the reality is
entirely different, dance and music have a history as old as human
history. Through this paper, we are going to explore ancient Indian
literature to find out the depiction and importance of dance and music
in the history of humanity.
Key Words: Dance, Music, Vedas, Upanishad, Epic, Sangha Literature
Introduction
Art is an inevitable part of human life. The history records that
the music dances, as well as performing dances, had been originated from the culture and habits of ancient humans. Humans started
to imitate the sounds and rhythms of nature, arranged them system-
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atically, and brought necessary changes in it hence it got the present
form and structure of art. They have reconciled in human life as
singing dancing and playing. 'Geeta and Vadya"(singing and playing) dances are complimenting each other. Therefore, it is said by
Sharangadevan that 'Geetham, vadyam, thatahnrithathreyamsangeetamuchathe';
both song and instruments together form a good dance performance.
The literary works as well as the inscribed works help for the
true historical evidence and proof for a particular thing. A lot of
information related to music and dances is being depicted in olden
literary works. The growth and transformation of certain arts are
mentioned there. The musical dance forms of those periods had
been depicted in Vedas, Puranas, Epics, Literature, and Dramas
especially during the Sanga period is going to be presented in this
paper.
1. Vedas
The importance and greatness of Vedas are understood to the
entire word, t is considered as the oldest written document that depicts the creative accounts related with man and priestly writings; a
lot of depictions had been found in Rigveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda,
and Atherveda related with dances and songs. Here we can see both
music and dance had been an inseparable relation with human history.
In the story of 'The Origin of Natya,' the sage Bharathamuni says
that Natya Veda is originated from the four Vedas. Bharathamuni in
his reputed book Natyasasthra translated by K.P Narayana
Pisharadygives the account of art in Sloka 10 as:
"Jagrahapatyamrigvedad| Samabhyogeethameva cha||
Yajurvedadabhinayan| Rasanatarvanatapi"|| (83).
The above verse from 'Natya Shastra' states that Vedas have an
inseparable connection with art and human life.
1.1 Rigveda
The first account of Indian culture Rigveda sites many times about
musical dances. Rigveda Sooktham 18 gives a beautiful account as:
"Emaejeevavimrithairavavrathra| Nadboodbhadra deva
hoodirnnoadya
Pranchoaagamanridayehasaya|Daghreeyaaayu:
pratharandhadhana:"(980).

These Rigveda verses depict that musical and performing dances
have an inevitable space in almost all auspicious occasions of human life. During the period of Rigveda musical dance had been
regarded as an important art performance and it gave a lot of entertainment and enjoyment to all human beings and it was considered
as a sacred or spiritual performance.
1.2 Yajurveda
Yajurveda states about efforts and various activities in human
life. Here again, we can see certain accounts of musical and performing dance forms. Balakrishnan and Leelavadi, in their translated book Yajurveda give a beautiful account of dance and musical performance as:
"Nrithayasoothamgeethayashelooshamdharmayasabhacharam
NarishtayaiBheemalamnarmayarebhahasayakarimanandhaya
Sthreeshakhampramadekumariputhram
Medhayairadhakaramdhairyayathakshanam"(463)
These verses say that everybody has their karma, this karma is
important and inevitable part of human life. If a person has born on
this earth he must be bound to his karma or duties. It also gives the
account of various dance and musical performance.
1.3 Samaveda
If we take the entire Vedas, Samaveda holds a special place, the
very reason is that musical nature is the prime feature of Samaveda.
It gives importance to music; this is the greatness of Samaveda and
it is also related to forms. The geeta (song) in 'Natyolpathi' (origin
of natya) is taken from Samaveda.Dr. Venganoor Balakrishnan in
his transalated work Samavedam, Khantam 3, and Sooktham 150
states:
"Indreagnanamobrihatsuvyakthimerayamahe|
Dhiyadhenaavasava"(159).
The above quoted verse is the praising of Lords Indira, Agni,
etc. in Samaveda the devotional songs are related to duties. This
praise strongly emphasizes the importance of music in prayer and
devotion.
1.4 Adharvaveda
The verses of Atharvaveda depict the people of the earth, who
are singing, dancing, and doing merry with musical instruments.
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"Yasyamgayanthinrithyanthibhoomyammarthyamvailava:
Yudhantheyasyamakrandhoyasyamvadathidhumdhubhi:
Sam nambhoomi: pranuthathamsapatnanasapatnam ma
prithvikrinothu"(273).
2. Upanishad
Almost all universal principles like life, arts, and literary activities are being included in Upanishads. Narendrabhooshan in his translated work Dasopanishathgives the account of the story of Najikethas
in Katopanishadand states that musical dances are the important art
of enjoyment.
"Adhayadigeetavadithraloakakamobhavathisankalpadevasya
Geetha vadithresamuthishttathasthena
Geethavadithralokenasampannomaheeyathe"(1903)
Music or Geetha is so close to our heart and it gives a lot of
pleasure and enjoyment to our life, even we can find the meaning of
life through music.
3. Epics
If we are going to discuss and explore the two well-known Indian Epics Ramayana and Mahabharata,we can find out the importance of art and music there. The first great Indian epic
Ramayana,and Mahabharatha, the most influenced writing of Indian life and culture give the account of music and dance and their
importance in human life.
3.1 Ramayana
The first-ever Indian epic Ramayana by Valmiki gives many
accounts of musical and performing dances in Ramayana particularly in the part Ayuodhyakantamsargam 6 gives a beautiful narration regarding music and dance, Leelavadi in her translated work
states it as:
"Nadanarthakasanghanamgayakanamchagayatham
Mana: karnasukhavacha: shushravajanathathatha:"(126).
During the time of Rama's coronation, the music and dances give
a feast to spectators' eyes, even people are extremely enjoying them.
It is obvious that all most all the important events and functions
were associated with dance and music from ancient times onward
even it is very much relevant today.

3.2 Mahabharata
Mahabharata is the great Indian epic written by Vyasa it has been
translated into many languages, the relevance of this epic is known
to everyone, particularly in our country. Almost all life spheres of
Indians have been influenced by Mahabharata. It has 18 parts, here
we can see that how people enjoyed and performed various music
and dance forms in their life.KunjikuttanThampuran in his translated work gives a beautiful depiction regarding the importance of
dance and music in Mahabharata as:
"Panavumcheythunandhichuviharichathuyadavar
Aattampattumkottumayittevarumkeliyadinar'(685).
4. Sangha Literature
The Sanga period starts from the beginning of the Christian Era
till 5th century. Almost all ancient Tamil literature had been originated during this period. The writings of this period are known as
Sanga Literatures by historians. The Sanga Literatures
includingTholkappium, Chilappathikaram, Manimekhala,
Pathittupathu, Pathupattu, Akananooru, Purananooru give the accounts of musical and dance forms. These writings are always considered classical Indian writings.
4.1 Chilappathikaram
The story of Kannaki and Kovalan, the descents of the Perumkudi
Vaisya family at Poompattanam of Kavery is the plot of
Chilappathikaram. It gives the account of popular artists of musical
and performing dances.Nenmara P. Viswanathan Nair in his translated work Chilappathikaram its part Pukarkantam and
ArangettakathaiSlokam 12-25 gives a beautiful description as:
"EruvakaikoothinilakkanamarinthuPalavakaikoothumvilakkinarpunarthuPathinoradalumpattumkottum| VithimankolkayilvilangavarinthaNgadalumpadalumpaniyumthookkum |
Koodiyaneriyinakoluthumkalai||
Pindiyumpinayalummezhirkayymthozhirkayyum|
Kondavakaiyarinthukoothavarukalai"(66)
The above verses explain the heroine of the story; Madhavi who
was very popular in indoor and outdoor dance forms. The Sang
Literatures describe male dancers as 'Koothans', female dancers as
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'Viralis' and singers as 'Panans', they are expert singers cum dancers and players of musical instruments.
"Veenguneernjalamalvonvazhkena |
Konganakootharumkodungarunadarum||
ThangulakkothiyathakaichalaniyinaThirulpadapothuliyachurulirungunchi"||
(Sloka 105-108)
This verse from Chilappathikaram gives the account of the
'Koothans' (dancers) from Konkana and Kodunkurunadars in the
special costumes and they are singing, dancing, and praising the
King of Chera for long living. Apart from these 11 dances are depicted here that are performed by Madhavi. She is regarded as a
classical art performer in the history of traditional Indian literature.
4.2 Tholkkappiyam
Tholkkappiyam is a well-structured Tamil literary work with good
grammar and structure. It is divided into three 'Ezhuthathikaram'
(Writing), 'Chollathikaram' (Enchanting), and 'Porulathikaram' (Interpretation). The third part states about 'rasas and dances.M.
Elayaperumal and S.G. Subrahmania Pillai in their translated work
give the account of music and dance as:
"ChootharEthiyathuyiledainilayum
Kootharumpanarumporunaruviraliyum"(241).
A person who likes and considers dance and music as his passion knows the importance of dance and music in his life, he considers it as his essence, it is the very nature of his existence.
4.3 Manimekhala
Manimekhala is considered aswell-versed literature, it is the story
of a beautiful young woman who became a sage at a young age. It
is one of the five great works of the period and gives an account of
musical dance forms.Vydhyar P Janardhana Pillai in his translated
book Manimekhalatalks about slokas 82-89 as:
"Aadalkoothinodavinayamtherivor |
Natakakappiyanannoolnunippor||
Thannumaikkaruvikkanneritheirvor |
Kuzhalodukandamkolacheerniruppor||

Pazhuniyapadalpalarodumakizhvon |
Aaramparinthamuthamkappor||
Eerampularnthachanthamthimirvor |
Kunkumavarunamkonkayilezhaippor||
Anchengazhuneeraazhithazhpinippor |
Nannedumkoonthalnaruviraikudaivor"|| (325).
The said verses explain that along with dance performance it
reveals the meaning of the song by hand gestures. The dance performance is the combination of various instruments, performers,
classical singers, the experts of flute, Mridangam, they bring harmony and happiness by their performance.
Al the Sanga literature gives the account that there had been classical art performers during this period as well as various art forms
got classical and scientific structure by this period.
Conclusion
The Vedic Literature, Upanishads, Epics, and Sanga Literatures
give the account of ancient culture as well as the practice of art,
music, dance, and literature among various people during that period. Even those people used various art forms as prayers to please
the natural powers, for their well-being in day-to-day life. Songs,
dances, and musical instruments give balance, rhythm, and entertainment to human life. Vedas give the account of the ancient form
of various arts, whereas Sanga forms of Literature talk about the
development of art forms like classical and scientific structure. The
above literary works emphasize that from time immemorial dance
and music had an inseparable space in human life. Knowing and
learning history always gives good light and clarity to our knowledge and understanding, hence the history of dance and music that
are depicted in ancient literature would give us a lot of insight and
we will change our constrained and biased understandings.
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Dr. Geetha H.
VIEW OF SANSKRIT POETICIANS ON THE
TREATMENT OF POETIC FLAWS

Poetics is an important topic in Sanskrit. But the origin and the
early history of poetics is not well-known to us. Few people imagine that the history of poetics started in India during the Rgvedic
age. It is an important branch of knowledge in Sanskrit literature. Its
another name is Alankarasastra.. The meaning of alankara is "not
beauty, but" ∫……Ëxn˘™…«®…±…ΔEÚ…Æ˙&.i It change in to an essential factor of poetry. The controversy between alankara and alankarasastra make a
responsible task among poeticians to think about the soul of poetry.
This gave rise to develop different school of poetics. During in the
middle age, 10th century AD, Alankarasastra changed its name
sahityasastra. The word sahitya derived from the kavya definition
of Bhamaha -

∂…§n˘…l……«Ë ∫… Ω˛i……Ë EÚ…¥™…®…¬*
'According to Rajasekhara, poetics occupies the fifth place in
the sphere of knowledge -

{…\S…®…“ ∫…… Ω˛i™… ¥…t… < i… ™……™……¥…Æ˙“™…&ii
Aristotle, the Greek philosopher name it as poetics. Literary criticism acquired this name in the course of history. It help the poets,
how to compose poetry and enables them to free from all the flaws
or defects and secure only good qualities.
Dosas - The views of different poeticians
Most of the poeticians wrote their own treatises based on the
search for the soul of poetry. Accordingly they gave their own definitions of poetry. In which, all of them talks about the avoidance of
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dosas. Many of them, especially later poeticians recognise that what
is the 'obstacle to rasa realization' is called dosa that destroyes the
poetic beauty. Dosa does not signifies the prepoderence of dosas,
but that the propotion of gunas are very low. The treatment of dosas
in many Alankara work are quite very important. But the number
and definitions of these are quite different. Though some of them
have their common nature in name and definition.
Natyasastra
Bharata discusses kavyadosas in chapter XVII of Natyasastra.
According to him dosas -

Bi…‰ n˘…π‰ ……∫i…÷ ¥…Y…‰™……& ∫…⁄ Æ˙ ¶…x……«]ıEÚ∫¥…™…&*
Bi…‰ B¥… ¥…{…™…«™…∫i…i…& M…÷h…& EÚ…¥™…‰π…÷EÚ“Ãi…i……&**iii
He considers guna and dosa are equal in numer. He has not formulated any definitions and illustration to dosas. He consider dosas
are in ten number -

M…÷f¯…l…«®…l……«xi…Æ˙Ω˛“x…Δ ¶…z……l…«®… ¶…{±…÷i……l…«®…¬*
x™……™……n˘{…‰i…Δ ¥…π…®…Δ ¥…∫…Œxv… ∂…§n˘i™…÷i…Δ ¥…Ë n˘∂… EÚ…¥™…n˘…‰π……&**iv
According to Bharata, alankara, guna and dosa are the three principles occupied in the mind of critics.v
Kavyalankara of Bhamaha
Bhamaha contributed much to Sanskrit poetics on the discussion
of blemishes. He was the first poetician who introduced two sects of
poetic faults in the first and fourth chapters relating to logic and
simile. The poetic flaws mentioned in the first chapter are-

x…‰™……l……» ŒC±…π]ı®…x™……l…«®…¥……S…EÚ™…÷ HÚi…®…i…¬*
M…÷f¯∂…§n˘… ¶…v……x…Δ S… EÚ¥…™……‰ x… |…™…÷V™…i…‰*vi
-

The poetic faults discussed by Bhamaha in the faults Chapter as

+{……l…«¥™…l…«®…‰EÚ…l…» ∫…Δ∂…™…®…{…GÚ®…®…¬*
∂…§n˘Ω˛“x…Δ ™… i…ß…π]Δı ¶…z…¥…ﬁk…Δ ¥…∫…Δ v… S…**
n‰˘∂…EÚ…±…EÚ±……±……‰EÚx™……™……M…®… ¥…Æ˙…‰ v… S…*
|… i…Y……Ω‰˛i…÷o˘π]ı…xi…Ω˛“x…®…¬ n÷˘π]Δı i… x…‰I™…i…‰**vii
There dosas are named by Bhamaha as conventional dosas.
Bhamaha's discussion on upamadosas are seen in the second
pariccheda of Kavyalankara -

Ω˛“x…i……/∫…®¶…¥……‰ ±…R¬ÛM…¥…S……‰¶…‰n˘…‰ ¥…{…™…«™…&*
={…®……x…… v…EÚi¥…Δ S… i…‰x……∫…o˘∂™…i…… {… S…**viii
Bhamaha does not accept that poets, who use difficult words to
fill up the metric and lengthy lines etc. to lengthen their composition.
Kavyadarsa of Dandin
Dandin speaks about defects in the third chapter. He accepts that
Kavya avoid of dosas. The dosas of Dandin are ten in number -

+{……l…«¥™…l…«®…‰EÚ…l…» ∫…∫…Δ∂…™…®…{…GÚ®…®…¬*
∂…§n˘Ω˛“x…Δ ™… i…ß…π]Δı ¶…z…¥…ﬁk…Δ ¥…∫…Œxv…EÚ®…¬**
n‰˘∂…EÚ…±…EÚ±……±……‰EÚx™……™……M…®… ¥…Æ˙…‰ v… i…*
< i… n˘…‰π…… n˘∂…Ë¥…‰i…‰ ¥…h™……«& EÚ…¥™…‰π…÷ ∫…⁄ Æ˙ ¶…&**ix
Dandin refers flaws of simile in the second chapter of Kavyadarsa.
They are lingabheda,vacobheda. hinata and upamanadhikatvam.
Kavyalankarasutravrtti of Vamana
He classifies gunas and dosas are categories under the ∂…§n˘ & +l…«.
Vamana's definition of dosas are opposite of Bharata. He was the
first who challenged the authority of Bharata. He discusses dosas in
second adhikarana of Kavyalankarasutravrtti. He defines dosas are
-

M…÷h… ¥…{…™…«™……i®……x……‰ n˘…‰π…&x
He classifies dosas under four heads 1 Padadosa
2 Padarthadosa
3 Vakyadosa
4 Vakyarthadosa
He also enumerates six upamadosas in the second adyaya of the
fouth adikarana. They are hinata, adhikata, lingabheda, vacanabheda,
asadrsyata and asambhava. These are explained by the predecessors and nothing more added by Vamana.
Kavyalankara of Rudrata
His definition is slightly different from Vamana. He explains
padadosas and vakyadosas in the Vth chapter and XIth chapter describes the dosas of artha & upamadosas
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Padadosas are -

+∫…®…l…«®…|…i…“i…Δ ¥…∫…Œxv… ¥…{…Æ˙“i…EÚ±{…x…Δ O……®™…®…¬*
+¥™…÷i{…Àk… S… n‰˘∂™…Δ {…n˘ ®… i… ∫…®™…M¶…¥…‰qŸ˘π]ı®…¬**xi
Vakyadosas are -

¥……C™…Δ ¶…¥… i… i…÷ n÷˘π]Δı ∫…ΔEÚ“h…» M…Ã¶…i…Δ M…i……l…» S…*
™…i{…÷x…Æ˙±…ΔEÚ…ÆΔ˙ x…n˘…«‰π…Δ S…‰ i… i…x®…v™…®…¬**xii
Arthadosas are described in XI chapter as -

+{…Ω‰˛i…÷Æ˙|…i…“i……‰ x…Æ˙…M…®……‰ §……v™…™…ix…∫…®§…r˘&*
O……®™……‰ ¥…Æ˙∫…∫i…u˘…x… i…®……j…∂S…‰ i… n÷˘π]ı…/‰ l…«&** xiii
Rudrada's upamadosas are -

∫……®……x™…∂…§n˘¶…‰n˘…‰ ¥…Ëπ…¶™…∫…®¶…¥……‰/|… ∫… r˘∂S…*
Bi™…i…‰ S…i¥……Æ˙…‰ n˘…π‰ …… x……∫…¶™…M…÷{…®……™……&**xiv
And he advises to create poetry with delightful meaning which
he coins a new name
{…÷π]ı…l……«±…ΔEÚ…Æ˙& I xv

{…÷π]ı…l……«±…ΔEÚ…ÆΔ˙ ®…v™…®…Δ + {… ∫……n˘ÆΔ˙ Æ˙S…™…‰i…¬**
Dhvanyaloka of Anadhavardhana
Anandhavardhana considers that gunas and dosas are rasadharmas. He opines that dosas are the same position with guna and
Alankaras with referece to rasa. He is the first who introduces a new
category called rasa - dosas. He classifies blemishes in to two1 Avyutpattikrta dosa and
2 Asaktikrta dosa

+¥™…÷i{… k…EﬁÚi……‰ n˘…‰π…& ∂…Ci™…… ∫…Δ μ…™…i…‰ EÚ¥…‰&*
™…∫i¥…∂… HÚEﬁÚi…∫i…∫™… ∫… Z… ]ıi™…¥…¶……∫…i…‰**
In great poets these dosas are (avyutpattikrta) well covered. He
gives certain rules for Alankara, otherwise they will become fault.
According to him srutidusta may be avoid in the case of srngara -

∏…÷ i…n÷˘π]ı…n˘™……‰ n˘…‰π…… + x…i™…… ™…‰ S… n˘…Ã∂…i……&*
v¥…x™……i®…x™…‰¥… ∏…ﬁR¬ÛM……Æ‰˙ i…‰ Ω‰˛™…… <i™…÷n˘…æ˛i……&**xvi
He treats to srutidusta and other flaws are anityadosa. In the third
udyota he discusses about the fault of rasas which is named as rasa
- virodhins or deterrents of rasas, which leads to anaucitya.

Anadhavardhana considers it as the greatest flaws in the poet
and worded it as nirasatva -

x…“Æ˙∫…∫i…÷ |…§…xv……‰ ™…& ∫……‰{……∂…§n˘EÚ¥…‰&*
∫… i…‰x…… EÚ ¥…Æ‰˙¥… ∫™……n˘x™…‰x……∫®…ﬁi…±…I…h…&**xvii
And he says that 'there is no excellence or faults in poetry'. The
difference is only known through the critic and it is not allowed to
discover the faults in great poets. He declares that it is better by
showing the contrast between the major weakness in small poets
and major excellence in great poets -
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i…k…÷ ∫…⁄ HÚ∫…æ˛n˘™……‰ i…i……i®…x……Δ ®…Ω˛…i®…x……Δ*
n˘…π‰ ……‰r˘…π‰ …x®……i®…x…… B¥… n⁄˘π…h…Δ ¶…¥…i…“ i… x… ¥…¶…V™…n˘Ã∂…i…®…¬**xviii
Above all, Anandhavardhana opines that all dosas are directly
pertains to rasa and hinder its realization .
Vakroktijivita of Kuntaka
Kuntaka mostly discusses about the gunas of poetry. In the first
unmesa, while discusses about the gunas like soubhagya and aucitya,
he notices that the faults of anaucitya or impropriety in great poets.
It is another notable point that among the -Aestheticians Kuntanka
only explains about the least flaws. He merely gives definition to
aucitya as -

+…\V……∫…‰x… ∫¥…¶……¥…∫™… ®…Ω˛i¥…Δ ™…‰x… {……‰π™…i…‰*
|…EÚ…Æ‰˙h… i…n˘…Ë S…i™…®…÷ S…i……J™……x…V…“ ¥…i…®…¬**
™…j… ¥…H÷Ú& |…®……i…÷¥……‰ ¥……C™…Δ ∂……‰¶…… i…∂…… ™…x……*
+SUÙ…ti…‰ ∫¥…¶……¥…‰x… i…n˘{™……Ë S…i™…®…÷S™…i…‰**xx
He recognizes the three styles of composition sukumara, vicitra
and middle. He thinks that rasa is revealed and unhindered through
sukumara style. Such poetry is called faultlessness poetry.
Vyaktiviveka of Mahimabhatta
Mahimabhatta, whom we call as Dosajna or 'purobhagi.' He wrote
Vyaktiviveka to demolish the theory of rasa. He point out that the
ten dosas are linked with dhavni theory.
He defines dosas of poetry in the second chapter of Vyaktiviveka
First he divides the impropriety as intrinsic and extrinsic. The
extrinsic impropriety divided into five. They are -

xv
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1. ¥…v…‰™… ¥…®…∂…«&
2. |…EÚ®…¶…‰n˘&
3. GÚ®…¶…‰n˘&
4. {……Ëx…Ø˚HÚ™…Δ
5. ¥……S™…¥…S…x…®…¬
He elaborately omits the rasa - dosas. He termed all faults under
a superclass as anucitya. Besides the above mentioned five faults,
he point out 'avachyavacana' means expression of the needless .
Sarasvatikantabharana of Bhoja
He desires dosa as 'Ω‰˛™…&EÚ…¥™…®…¬'. He borrowed 'Ω‰˛™…' from Vamana's
sutra -

∫…n˘…‰π…-M…÷h……±…®EÚ…Æ˙-Ω˛…x…-+…n˘…x…¶™……®…¬
n˘…‰π…& {…n˘…x……®…¬ ¥……C™……x……Δ S… π……‰b˜∂…*
Ω‰˛™……& EÚ…¥™…‰ EÚ ¥…xpË˘™…« i……x…‰¥……n˘…Ë |…S…I®…Ω‰˛**xxiii
He divides dosas in three divisions such as padadosas, vakyadosas
and vakyarthadosas.
Kavikanthabharana of Ksemendra
Kshemendra also directs poet's discussion on the above
excellences and faults. His dosas are sabdakalusyam or sabdadosa,
arthakalusyam and rasa kalusyam. His gunas and dosas are equal in
number and does not define them. According to them they have
separate position.
Kavyaprakasa of Mammata
Kavyaprakasa considered as the important and last and largest
treatise dealt with dosa. He discusses dosas in chapter VII called
dosadarsana. He defines dosa as -

®…÷J™……l…«Ω˛ i…n˘…π‰ ……‰ Æ˙∫…∂S… ®…÷J™…∫i…n˘…∏…™……u˘…S™…&*
=¶…™……‰{…™……‰ M…x…& ∫™…÷& ∂…¥n˘…t‰x… i…‰π¥… {… ∫…&**xxivv
He divides dosas under three heads like padadosa,vakyadosa
and padaikadesadosas. His dosas are -

n÷˘π]ı {…n˘ ∏…÷ i…EÚ]÷ı S™…÷i…∫…∫EﬁÚi™…|…™…÷HÚ®…∫…®…l…‰®…¬*
x…Ω˛i……l…«®…x…÷ S…i……l…» x…Æ˙l…«EÚ®…¥……S…EÚ j…v……/∂±…“±…®…¬*
∫…Œxn˘Mv…®…|…i…“i…Δ O……®™…Δ x…‰™……l…«®…l……¶…¥…‰ŒiC±…π]ı®…¬*
+ ¥…®…ﬁπ]ı ¥…v…‰™……Δ∂…Δ ¥…Ø˚r˘®… i…EﬁÚi∫…®……∫…M…i…®…‰¥…*xxv
He defines rasa dosas in the basis of Dvanyaloka

¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙∫l……™…“¶……¥……x……Δ ∂…§n˘¥……S™…i……*
EÚπ]ıEÚ±{…x…™…… ¥™… HÚÆ˙x…÷¶……¥… ¥…¶……¥…™……‰&**
|… i…E⁄Ú±… ¥…¶……¥…… n˘O…Ω˛…‰ n˘“Œ{i…&{…÷x…&{…÷x…&*
+EÚ…hb‰˜ |…l…x…SU‰Ùn˘…¥…R¬ÛM…∫™……{™… i… ¥…∫…ﬁŒπ]ı&**
+R¬Û M…x……‰/x…÷∫…xv……x…Δ |…EﬁÚi…“x……Δ ¥…{…™…«™…&*
+R¬ÛM…∫™…… ¶…v……x…Δ S… Æ˙∫…‰ n˘…π‰ ……&∫™…÷Æ˙“q˘∂……&**xxvi
Vagbhatalankara of Vagbhata I
Like Bhoja, Vagbhata discusses dosas in the second chapter of
Vagbhatalankara. He divides dosas in to three heads such as
padadosa, vakyadosas and vakyarthadosas.
Padadosas -

+x…l…«EΔÚ ∏…÷ i…EÚ]÷ı ¥™……Ω˛i……l…«±…I…h…®…¬
∫¥…∫…ΔEÚ‰ i…|…EﬁÚi……l…«®…|… ∫…r˘®…∫…®®…k…®…¬*
O……®™…Δ ™…\S… |…V……i…‰i… {…nΔ˘ i…z… |…™…÷ti…‰*
C¥… S… n˘π]ı… S… ¥…u˘ ¶…Æ‰˙π……®…{™…{…n˘…π‰ …i……**xxvii
Vakyadosas -

J…Œh]ıi…Δ ¥™…∫i…∫…®§…r˘®…∫…Œ®®…i…®…{…GÚ®…®…¬*
UÙxn˘…Æ‰ ˙“ i…™… i…ß…π]Δı n÷˘π]Δı ¥……C™…®…∫… GÚ™…®…¬**
Vakyarthadosas -

n‰˘∂…EÚ…±……M…®……¥…∫l……p˘¥™…… n˘π…÷ ¥…Æ˙…‰ v…i…®…¬*
¥……C™…‰π¥…l…» x… §…Ω˛x…“™…… u˘ ∂…π]Δı EÚ…Æ˙h…Δ ¥…x……**xxviii
By considering with the vakyadosas, some are special in name
and significance. Among vakyadosas, avasthavirudha and
dravyavirudha are peculiar.
Candraloka of Jayadeva
Jayadeva discusses dosa in the second chapter of Candraloka.
He defines dosa as-

∫™……SS…‰n˘…‰ ¥…∂…i…… ™…‰x… ∫…I…i…… Æ˙®…h…“™…i……*
∂…§n˘…l…» S… EﬁÚi……‰i®…‰π…Δ n˘…‰π…®…÷n¬˘P……‰π…™… i… i…®…¬**xxix
According to him 'interruption of beauty' is called Dosa. He divides dosa in to two - nitya and anityadosas. His dosas srutikatu
etc., rasa dosas are also treated as anitya.
Ekavali of vidyadhara
He discusses dosas in VIth chapter. They are-
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1. avimrstavidheyamsa
2. vakyagata avimrstavidheyamsa
3. prakramabanga
4. avacyavacana
5.paunaruktya.
Prataparudriya of Vidhyanatha
He discusses dosas in Vth chapter. He divides dosas in to two 1) Connected with word or padadosas
2) Connected with meaning or Arthadosas. He also recognizes
defects of sentiment.
Sahityadarpana of Viswanatha
He discusses dosas in the 7th chapter. He defines dosa as -

Æ˙∫……{…EÚπ…«EÚ… n˘…‰π…&
Firstly he divides dosas such as nitya and anityadosas. The dosas
again sub- divided in to three. They are1. sabdadosas
2. arthadosas
3. rasadosas.
Alankarasekhara of Kesavamisra
He discusses dosas in the second chapter. He discusses dosas as -

n˘…‰π…&∫…¥……«i®…x…… i™……V™……‰ Æ˙∫…Ω˛… x…EÚÆ˙…‰ Ω˛ ∫…&*
+x™…‰M…÷h……‰/∫i…÷ ¥…… ®……∫i…÷ ®…Ω˛… z…n˘…π‰« …i……M…÷h……&**xxx
Conclusion
The poetry become beautiful with the use of alankaras etc. and
dosas which spoil the beauty of poetry. That types of poetry is called
flaws of poetry. According to Dandin even a good looking figure is
spoilt by the spot of leprosy -

i…n˘±{…®… {… x……‰{…‰I™…Δ EÚ…¥™…‰ n÷˘π]Δı EÚl…ΔS…x…*
∫™……n˘{…÷& ∫…÷xn˘Æ˙®… {… ∂…¥…j…‰h…ËE‰Úx…n÷˘¶…«M…®…¬**xxxi
And Bhamaha also says that nobody is enjoyed by the scriptures
to write poetry under pain of suffering punishment. He adds more
that bad poetizing is certainly death itself -

x……EÚ ¥…i¥…®…v…®……«™… ¥™……v…™…‰ n˘hb˜x……™… ¥……*
E÷ÚEÚ ¥…i¥…Δ {…÷x…& ∫……I……i®…ﬁ i…®……Ω÷˛®…«x…“ π…h…&**xxxii

So it is a desirable task of a poet to compose good poetry without any flaws and secure good qualities.
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Dr. Dhanasurjith D.
DHVANIPËÙAS IN THE MAHËBHËRATA PLAYS
ASCRIBED TO BHËSA

Introduction
Bh¡sa was an intelligent Sanskrit playwright because he transgressed the restrictions of Sanskrit dramas, especially rules depicted
by Bharata. Among the controversy of the authorship of the unearthed thirteen plays which have been ascribed to Bh¡sa. A. D
Pusalker has put forward details related to the controversy on Bh¡sa's
plays in Bh¡sa A study. These plays have been performed in the
K£¶iy¡¶¶am theatre. The Genuineness of real life is explored through
the plays; such elements weaved each sentiment (rasa) in performances. The narration of the staging manual, Ë¶¶aprak¡ra collectively have found references about the style of Bh¡sa.
Bh¡sa has a perception of the rules of play production and how
the plays needed to be performed on stage, which he unveiled
through his writings. The Mah¡bh¡rata plays of Bh¡sa are
Madhyamavy¡yoga, D£tav¡kya, D£tagha¶otkaca, Kar¸abh¡ra,
Írubha´ga and Paµcar¡tra. The plays rejuvenate the entire story
of the epic from the exile period of P¡¸·avas to the end of the
KurukÀetra war. The realistic thoughts of his plays grant space to
directors for reinterpretations and liberty to actors. The reinterpretation of the plays can be connected to the Dhvani theory of
Ënandavardhana. N¡¶ya¿¡stra of Bharata is the first staging manual
of Sanskrit theatre. Hence, the concept of r£paka (D¤¿yak¡vya)
and its rules have been completely changed through the writings of
eminent playwrights. The performances of the plays sowed seeds
for the rejuvenation of aesthetics among readers and spectators. The
plays of Bhasa are the finest example of such rejuvenation.
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The concept of Dhvani
Dhvany¡oka of Ënandavardhana is the main literary text, which
defines the theory of suggestion. It mainly focuses on the literary
beauty of the poetry; hence, the second division of the literature has
in histrionic forms deals with the Dhvanip¡¶as. The most enlarged
version of Dhvanip¡¶as can be traced from the Mahabharata plays
of Bh¡sa. Ënandavardhans's arguments have furnished through the
interpretation Locana of Abhianavagupta. Ënandavardhana defines
the uniformed definition of Dhvani in the first Udyota,

™…j……l…«& ∂…§n˘…‰ ¥…… i…®…l…«®…÷{…∫…V…«x…“EﬁÚi…∫¥……l……Í *
¥™…R¬ÛHÚ& EÚ…¥™… ¥…∂…‰π…& ∫… v¥… x… Æ˙ i… ∫…⁄Ø˚ ¶…& EÚ l…i…&**
K.Krishnamoorthy translates the definition of that kind of poetry, wherein the conventional meaning renders itself secondary or
the conventional word renders its meaning secondary and suggests
the implied meaning, is designated by the learned as Dhvani or suggestive poetry. The suggestive meaning has been applied through
poetical form as well as histrionic sense throughout the plays of
Bh¡sa. Suggestive meanings in the plays present innovation to the
epic also rejuvenate simultaneously both in an aesthetic and histrionic sense throughout the plays.
Important features of Dhvani in Bhasa's plays
In Madhyamavy¡yoga, while Gha¶otkaca meets the Br¡hma¸a
family and argue one male for the completion of his mother's ritual
sacrifice. He allows the selected middle son of Br¡hma¸a to make
water oblation. While his delay makes a loud calling to retrieve,
such time Bhima enters and realized the situation from Br¡hma¸a
and suggested the demon to release the family. However, Gha¶otkaca
ignores the advice and replies that he never releases the family even
by his father orders.

®…÷S™…i…… ®… i… ¥…∫j…§v…Δ •…¥…“ i… ™… n˘ ®…‰ {…i…… *
x… ®…÷S™…i…‰ i…l…… ¡‰π… M…ﬁΩ˛“i……‰ ®……i…÷Æ˙…Y…™…… **
The verses reveal several matters in a suggestive meaning at first
Gha¶otkaca's affection and obligation towards his mother that whatever she orders that he instantly agree in action. There can suggestively read the affection of Gha¶otkaca towards his mother somewhat resembles that of P¡¸·avas to Kunt¢.

In the same play, Bh¢ma never reveals his identity to Gha¶otkaca,
which finally leads to a fight between father and son. Bh¢ma gives
shreds of evidence for his being called the middle one (Madhyama).
Bh¡sa to release the family from agony creates a scene of
Gha¶otkaca's calling the second son of the Br¡hma¸a in a loud noise
that finally becomes a hint to Bh¢ma, who is engaged in physical
exercise nearby. He feels the effect of sound similar to Arjuna. In
their fortuitous meeting both of them are struck by some sort of
unknown feeling, which the playwright brings before the spectators, not by visible gestures, but some dialogues, say instance the
one from Bh¢ma's part.

®…v™…®……‰%Ω˛®…¥…v™……x……®…÷Œi∫…HÚ…x……Δ S… ®…v™…®…& *
®…v™…®……‰%ΩΔ˛ I…i……Ë ¶…p˘ ß……i…ﬁh……®… {… ®…v™…®…&**
®…v™…®…& {…VS…¶…⁄i……x……Δ {……Ãl…¥……x……Δ S… ®…v™…®…& *
Meanwhile, Bh¢ma is the middle son of Kunt¢ as he is in the middle
of all matters, he being to the son of V¡yu comes in the middle of
five elements (Paµcabh£ta) and so he is Avadhy¡Å (immortal) vigorous in the war field, he gives credits to his mother, P¤th¡ being
her second son. In the same play while he meets with Hi·imb¡;
V……i™…… Æ˙…I… ∫… x… ∫…®…÷n˘…S……Æ‰˙h…* She is the only demoness by birth not in
her behaviour and appearance.
Message of YudhiÀ¶hira in D£tav¡kya
The entire theme of D£tav¡kya is based on the message of
YudhiÀ¶hira, which reflects the context of the play. After observing
a long period of thirteen years of exile, they argued their paternal
share, which they rightfully deserve.

+x…÷¶…⁄i…Δ ®…Ωn¬˘¬ n÷˘&J…Δ ∫…®{…⁄h…«& ∫…®…™…& ∫… S… *
+∫®……EÚ®… {… v…®™…» ™…n¬˘ n˘…™……tΔ i…i…¬ ¥…¶…V™…i……®…¬ **
YudhiÀ¶hira's message reveals the suffered agonies of P¡¸·avas
and the completion of their pledge of thirteen years exile. The verses
make a suggestive sense to recollect all the decision of Duryodhana
against them, such as burning of lac house, deceiving in dice etc.
Right for using the Sanskrit language in Paµcar¡tra
Bharata represents each language as a medium to classify the
society in N¡¶ya¿¡stra. Elite people communicated in the language
Sanskrit, while the low caste transacted in P¤¡k¤t or vernacular dialects. Bh¡sa in his plays did not subscribe to this classification. In
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Paµcar¡tra the King Vir¡¶a allowed B¤hannal¡ (a disguised form of
Arjuna) to speak in Sanskrit as he has done great effort to regain the
royal kine from Kauravas >ÃV…i…Δ EÚ®…« ∫…Δ∫EﬁÚi…®… ¶…P…“™…i……®…¬* It is not a
class or caste that ennobles a person, but the nature and behaviour
of the person qualify to use Sanskrit.
Condition of the five nights
In Paµcar¡tra, fro the fulfilment of the Yajµa, conducted by
Duryodhana request GurudakÀi¸¡ to Dro¸a and the preceptor requests the paternal share of P¡¸·avas to themselves. Duryodhana
takes counsel from his uncle and áakuni advice. When Duryodhana
insisted that he could not go back from his promise, áakuni told
Dro¸a that he would, agree to the gift, if he could bring news about
the P¡¸·avas in the course of five nights.
Bh¡sa intrinsically explicates and articulates the social hierarchy
among people in the society +ŒMx…Æ˙ŒMx…¶…™……n‰˘π… ¶…“i…ËÃx…¥……«∫™…i…‰ u˘V…Ë&* E÷Ú±…‰
¥™…÷iGÚ…xi…S…… Æ˙j…‰ Y…… i…Y……« i…¶…™…… n˘¥…** the flame compares the untouchability and caste discrimination of the society.
The affection of Duryodhana his family in Írubha´ga
Bh¡sa represents Duryodhana in the form of the ideal King, Son,
Husband and Son with the conversation to them. When seeing his
son Durjaya in the last moments, unfairly defeated by Bh¢ma against
the mace dual. Durjaya, his son has been a great delight to his heart
and a delightful vision to his eyes. However, by the cruel stroke of
fate, the moon has turned out to be a devouring flame Durjaya used
to sit with his lap in all freedom.
The paternal affection of Dh¤tar¡Àtra is the real cause of the
KurukÀetra war. Dh¤tar¡Àtra has a great affection towards
Duryodhana and indirectly supports all the deeds of Duryodhana.
Dh¤tar¡Àtra became sad being the father of hundred sons, who died
in war and the last one in half dead being chased to death.
G¡ndhar¢ remains as a very affectionate mother, who never applies the maternal break to her sons aspiration. Though Duryodhana
realizes that he is on the side of the fault, he tells his mother that if
there is a life after death, he wishes to be reborn as her son. He tells
her that in all the future births he takes, she should be his mother.
She assures him that he speaks as if he has read her mind.

The term Ërya and An¡rya in D£gha¶otkaca
The term Ërya and An¡rya are used as terms of honour and
humiliation respectively in D£gha¶otkaca. The term +xÉÉªÉÇ is
used in Sanskrit plays for humiliation to a character. For instance,
Gha¶otkaca enters the Assembly Hall of Kauravas with the message
of K¤À¸a also to salute Dh¤tar¡Àtra. Gha¶otkaca thinks of the grandfather, Dh¤tar¡Àtra as the procreator of a hundred worthless sons.
The addressing occurs in the previous deeds of Kauravas, which
suggestively intended through the dialogue.
Kar¸a neglecting the affected misdeeds in Kar¸abh¡ra
Bh¡sa encompasses the silences of Vy¡sa and depicts the character Kar¸a perishing his veil in Kar¸abh¡ra. The acquired knowledge
surely fade away from memory, firm trees once fall, sufficient watershed often died up and remains one's fame after death through his gift
and oblations. The verse summarizes the trifle of human life.

∂…I…… I…™…Δ M…SUÙ i… EÚ…±…{…™…«™……i…¬ ∫…÷§…r˘®…⁄±…… x…{…i…Œxi… {……n˘{……&*
V…±…Δ V…±…∫l……x…M…i…Δ S… ∂…÷π™… i… Ω÷˛i…Δ S… n˘k…Δ S… i…l…Ë¥… i…π`ˆ i…**
Bh¡sa's plays follow a style of presentation especially, tragic elements against the rules of N¡¶ya¿¡stra tradition. Nevertheless, most
of the plays end in happy or in heroic attitudes. Bh¡sa centralizes
anti-heroes of epics and provides them as the hero and leading role
of the plays. Bh¡sa revolutionized the traditional concepts and made
a direct and realistic view through all his plays, which pointed at the
realization of the realities of Indian drama. Bh¡sa's plays abound in
dramatic excitement and suspense. The deep psychological insights
of Bh¡sa find evidence in all the ascribed thirteen plays.
Conclusion
Bh¡sa is the incontrovertible playwright, who gave a definite
structure to the Indian drama. The period of Bh¡sa, his thirteen plays
and the authorship are questionable subjects even in the contemporary era. Suggestive sense of the plays ascribed to Bh¡sa hint at the
nature of the society, liberal social values, the priority and influence
of epic traditions etc. The plays of Bh¡sa are preserved and enacted
in the K£¶iy¡¶¶am theatre from early periods. The thematic representations of the plays give more space to the stage performances.
The literary works of K¡lid¡sa are like a flourished tree, but
Bh¡sa's plays resemble the form of a seed having the power to grow
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into a huge tree. The nature and boundaries of conventional Sanskrit play strictly observe the treaties of dramaturgy, which limits
the performances on stage. The plays of Bh¡sa overcome these limits of dramaturgy through those Dhvanip¡¶as.
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Lakshmi P. V.
ADVAITA VEDANTA OF SANKARACHARYA AND SRI
CHATTAMPI SWAMIKAL

Abstract :- Sankara is the most outstanding philosopher in India.
During the short span of life, he contributed greatly to the knowledge system. He restated the spiritual values and comprehended a
powerful philosophy, Advaita Vedanta, based on upanisadic tradition. Sankara Advaita has made impact on us and got so many disciples and followers. In the contemporary period, thinkers made
use of Advaita as a practical philosophy for the social progression.
This paper discusses the philosophy of a neo- vedantin from Kerala,
Sri Chattampi Swamikal, and try to search the influence of Sankara
Advaita in his Advaita philosophy.
Key words : Sankaracharya, Chattampi Swamikal, Advaita
Vedanta, Neo Vedanta.
Introduction
India has a philosophical heritage of more than three thousand
years. Indian philosophy occupies a prominent position in the history of world philosophy. Advaita Vedanta is India's contribution to
the world fund of philosophy. India can be very much proud of this
historical fact. Advaita Vedanta is one of the notable darsanas in the
Indian philosophy. The word Advaita refers to the denial of dualism. The fundamental teaching of Advaita Vedanta is the identity
of Brahman, the universal self and the Atman, the individual self.
Brahman is the eternal principle of all beings in the universe. Brahman is the power, which creates, sustains and absorbs itself into all
beings and the universe. It says that "Brahma satyam, jagat mithya,
jivo brahmaiva na parah" (Brahman is real, the world is false, and
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the individual self is none other than Brahman). Brahman is within
us, and is identical with atman. Thus ourselves are Brahman, and
this is expressed in the words: tatvamasi (that thou art) and aham
brahmasmi(I am Brahman).
Sankaracharya and Advaita Vedanta
According to tradition, Sankara was born in Kalady, Kerala, to
Sivaguru and Aryamba. The incidents in the life history of Sankara
and his achievements during his Digvijaya have been narrated in
the Sankaravijayas. Sankara left his home when he was just eight
years old. He went to the north searching for a guru. He met Govinda
Bhagavadpada, a disciple of Gaudapada and became his disciple.
Sankara received instruction from his guru and wandered all over
India on foot as a sanyasin. During his Digvijaya he met scholars
and debated with them on various issues of Darsanas. It is said that
none of his opponents could ever won in the debates. All the debates always ended in Sankara's victory. In the course of his travel,
he composed several philosophical treatises. He founded four mathas
(monastery) at the four corners of the nation in order to spread the
advaitic core to mankind. At south, Sringeri; at north, Badri; at east,
Puri; and at west, Dwaraka mathas are founded by sankaracharya
and Suresvara, Totaka, Padmapada and Hastamalaka were placed
respectively in charge of them.
The philosophy of Sankara is essentially a world idea which is
neither linked to a particular group of people nor to any theory of
divinely ordered state. He tried his best to develop a universal outlook in harmony with science, logic and experience.
According to Sankara, reality must be one without second and
that reality is alternately called Brahman. Brahman is the central
point of Sankara's Advaita Vedanta. Brahman is the only reality. It
is absolutely indeterminate and non-dual. It is indescribable because
it is beyond the senses, speech and mind. The best description of it
is through the negative formula of 'neti-neti' or 'not this, not this'.
Brahman is defined in terms of svarupa laksana or essential nature
and tatastha lakshana or qualification per accidents. According to
Sankara, the source of this world is Brahman. It is the material and
efficient cause of the world. Brahman is one without second. The
ultimate reality is neither objective nor subjective. Two forms attributed to Brahman are unqualified Brahman and qualified Brahman. The unqualified Brahman is free from all limitations. Quali-

fied Brahman is intended for worship. Brahman associated with maya
is saguna Brahman which is also called Isvara. It is the controller
and dispenser of the world and individual souls.
The doctrine of maya is the keystone of Sankara Vedanta. it is
the theory of maya which enabled Sankara to propound the principle of Advaita or the conception of ultimate reality. Maya is false
knowledge of the world and arises when we perceived the rope as a
snake. The world which can only be described as inexpressible is
sometimes called maya. According to Sankara, the world of thought
and matter has a phenomenal or relative existence, and is superimposed upon Brahman, the unique Absolute Reality. It is neither nonexistent nor existent nor is it both combined. It is anirvacaniya or
indefinable. It is the avidya that causes the one Brahman to appear
as many jivas, and it is maya that causes the world of phenomena.
The ignorance causes three qualities called sattva, rajas and tamas.
The ignorance has two powers. They are avarana-concealment and
viksepa-projection. The concealing power conceals the real nature
of Brahman. Its projection power projects the world appearance in
the same.
According to Vedanta, the jagat or world is a superimposition or
adhyasa on Brahman. Adhyasa is also called adhyaropa. According
to Sankara, the adhyasa is 'the superimposition of the nature of recollection of the appearance of which have seen before.' Sankara
refers to three orders of being. They are prathibhasika (illusory),
vyavahariaka (empirical) and paramarthika (transcendental).
Sankara's contention is that the everyday experience of the world is
the vyavaharika satta. Through right means of knowledge, logic
and experience, the world which is being perceived in Brahman
through ignorance is sublated and its substratum, Brahman, is seen
as it is.
According to Sankara, the realization of the identity of jiva and
Brahman is moksa. Libration is neither nothing more nor less than
being known and experiencing ones true self. Moksa is defined as
being Brahman by Sankara. As moksa is nothing but the realization
of original nature as bliss, it can be attained by knowledge only.
Jnanamoksa (liberation through knowledge) is an important tenet
of Advaita Vedanta. Before Sankara, jnana-karma-samuccaya (synthesis of jnana and karma as means of liberation) was regarded as
the popular means to liberation. Sankara observed that the liberation can't be secured by such means.
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Sri Chattampi Swamikal and Advaita Vedanta
There are men of eminence who contributed to the cultural renaissance of Kerala. Sri Chattambi Swamikal occupies the foremost
position among them as responsible for socio-cultural renaissance.
He lived at a time when the society was stratified into upper class
and lower class and turns the social life of those days non-rhythmic.
It was necessary to reform the beings from such social evils. Sri
Chattambi Swamikal took the Advaita Vedanta principle of nondual truth and propagated it as a practical theory for the promotion
of cultural renaissance. It was thought that there is no difference
between man and man, man and other living beings. This helped to
wipe off evil thoughts and enabled human beings to love each other
and co-operate. Sri Chattambi Swamikal interpreted Advaita Vedanta
from this angle.
Chattambi Swamikal was born in an ancient Nair family on 25th
August 1853 in Ullerecodu at Kollur villege near
Thiruvananthapuram. His parents were Vasudeva Sarma and
Nangamma Pillai. He was born in an age that was darkest in the
history of sanathana dharma. During the period the so called low
caste people were prohibited from entering to temples by the upper
caste and were cut off from the main stream of social and spiritual
life in the name of untouchability and unapproachability. All this
was sanctioned a privileged priestly class and tacitly aided and abetted by the feudal ruling by putting the seal of authority on the pattern of living in the name of texts and traditions as cleverly interpreted by them.
Chattambi Swamikal pointed out that the eternal principle of
Advaita Vedanta is discussed in his 'Advaitacintapadthati' in detail.
It was simple in nature and even the layman can read and assimilate
its contents. 'Advaitapanjaram', 'Brahmatvanirbhasam',
'Nijanandavilasom' and 'Vedanta saram' are the other major works
of him.
In Advaitacintapadthati, Chattampi swamikal observes that Brahman is the truth, knowledge infinite, attributeless and the Absolute.
It has no modification or change. It is beyond all contacts. It is
beginningless and endless. It is beyond the limitations of time and
space. In Advaitacintapadthati, Brahman is defined as the one which
is changeless in the states of awakening, dream and sleep. It shines
in its own nature. Chattampi Swamikal, in the work

Nijanandavilasam, holds agreeing with the Advaita concept that
Brahman shines with all its nature sat, cit and ananda. Further he
clarifies that it is without attributes and is Brahman itself without
any qualities.
According to Sankara, the world of thought and mater has a phenomenal or relative existence, and is superimposed upon Brahman,
the unique absolute reality. It is neither non-existent nor existent
nor is it both combined. It is not describable as either existent or
non-existent. It is of the nature of mithya and is eternal. Maya is
existent, because it is eternal like God. It is the creative power in the
universe. It is non-existent because apart from God, it has no existence. Chattampi Swamikal asserts that the world is false and nonsignificant; so also maya is false and non-significant; what is nonexistent cannot produce any motive towards the change in the true
substance which is the base of support. Therefore through the acceptance of maya no harm is going to happen to the unity or integrity of Brahman and the Advaita doctrine. Chattampi Swamikal, in
his Advaitacinthapadthati, explains that maya is one only because
there is only one atman to be veiled and multiplied. In this book, he
opines that there is no difference between maya and avidya. Maya
is defined as the one which makes names and forms in the universe.
Avidya is defined as the one which is destroyed by vidya.
In the Aparoksanubhuthi of Sankara, the whole universe is nothing but Brahman. Chattampi Swamikal accepts that Brahman is the
cause of universe. To him, the universe os a very fantastic thing
based on gunas and having many and conflicting names and forms
and this universe is the transformation of Brahman and the evolution of maya. In the Advaitacintapadthati, Swamikal is of the view
that though the universe is palpably present as time; one can conclude that it is not eternal and liable to annihilation. Hence the universe is asat(false). The universal illusion- the illusion of world phenomena- continues throughout a man's whole waking life unless he
becomes aware of the truth through knowledge of Brahman. The
illusion, according to him, is that the universe is eternal is derived
from a delusion of the mind. That it is not eternal is the truth.
Liberation means freedom from pain without any possibility of a
return to this state. This is the summum bonum. It is the highest
desirable goal. Chattampi Swamikal asserts agreeing with all the
schools of Vedanta that the ultimate aim of the human being is the
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attainment if the realization of the supreme. Sakara's description of
moksa corresponds with his description of Brahman and the atman.
Liberation is the state of brahmanhood. The only experience that
can give him permanent satisfaction is the realization of Brahman.
It is the supreme state of joy and peace. Swamikal asserts that the
highest value to be attained is the realization of Brahman.
Conclusion
Sankara and Kerala are closely connected. Adi Sankara seems
to be the most famous Keralite in the world. The most valuable
contribution of Sankara is his philosophy, Advaita Vedanta. His
philosophy has made impact on all over the nation. Sankara Vedanta
is revivalist. The preached the Advaita theories to the society. Later
during 18th and 19th century, philosophers used these theories to
reformation. The main impact of Sankara Advaita in Kerala is the
social changes. The greatest contribution of Advaita Vedanta to the
social changes in Kerala was the Neo Vedanta. In the 19th and 20th
century Kerala, Advaita Vedanta got the role of practical philosophy rather than theoretical philosophy of Sankaracharya, to the social change. The main advaitic thinker in kerala is Chattampi
Swamikal. The philosophy of Sankara and Swamikal had somewhere similarities. Swamikal made use of Advaita philosophy as a
practical philosophy.
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Dr. Lima Raj
MENTAL HEALTH AND EXTERNALISING BEHAVIOURS:
MODERATING ROLE OF PERCIEVED SELF-DEROGATION OF MOTHER AMONG ADOLESCENTS

Children occupy central place in family life as they maintain the
continuity of family tree, provide psychological satisfaction, and
help the family economically (Srivastava & Misra, 2003). Adolescent population constitutes one of the precious resources of any
country and received prodigious attention among the researchers,
mental health professionals and policy makers across the globe.
According to UNICEF, there are more adolescents in India than in
any other country (UNICEF, 2012). As they form an important segment, there is a call for focused attention with regard to their physical as well as mental health. For the first time, adolescents were
added to the core of United Nation's Global Strategy for the period
2016-2030 illustrating their critical role as key drivers of change in
the post -2015 era. Therefore mental health problems and related
behavioural issues during adolescence have to be addressed with
due seriousness and care for its association with significant impairments and future psychopathology (Hofstra et al., 2001). There are
a plethora of studies conducted among adolescents examining the
role of different individual-familial and societal factors on emotional
and behavioural outcomes of adolescents (Smith & Stern, 1997;
Pathajay & Mulchopadhyay, 2010)
During adolescence, several cognitive changes occur within the
individual, most importantly the development of autonomy and identity and advances in cognitive abilities (Spear, 2000). Such cognitive transitions tend to influence the parent-child relationship at various levels (Collins & Steinberg, 2006). Among several factors,
adolescent's perception play a significant role in colouring the feel-
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ings and attitude towards their parents and this in turn influences
their mutual relationship too. It is also imperative that adolescent's
individual views and perceptions about self and significant others
have an impact on their emotional and behavioural outcomes (Eva,
Brito & Julio, 2000; De Los Reyes, Alfano, & Beidel, 2011;
Ohannessian, 2012). Moreover, perception differences may reach
their peak during adolescence and studies ascertained that adolescents are influenced more by their perception of parenting rather
than by actual parental behaviour or the one reported by their parents (Demo et al., 1987). Advanced researches have exemplified
the significance of shared as well as individual perceptions with
greater emphasis upon the variance unique to mother and adolescent perceptions (Collins & Steinberg, 2006; Milkie, Nomaguchi &
Denny, 2015). The impact of parental involvement, engaged
parenting, rejecting, alienation and detachment on parent-child relationship has been well documented (Rothbaum & Weiz, 1994;
Aseltine, 1995; Barber, 1996; Treutler & Epkines, 2003).
The child rearing practices in India are predominantly family
focussed, where mothers were given a huge responsibility. Having
family systems deeply embedded in patriarchy, the bearing and rearing children is a main purpose in the lives of women (Trawick, 2003).
This view continues to form an integral part of the Indian social
reality. Feeling close to one's mother appears to be better predictor
of positive adolescent outcome than any other factor (Field et al.,
1995). Furthermore research also shows that mother's negative and
unfavorable attributes can have a significant impact on their children in all spheres of life (Glick & Rose, 2013). Moreover mothers
are in a key position to influence their children in significant ways
(Kaslow et al., 1994; Chorpita & Barlow, 1998; Grusec & Danyliuk,
2014). Therefore it is important to consider mother's attitude towards herself while examining the mother-child relationship in the
context of mental health of children. The present study focusses on
mothers and the way their self-attitude being perceived by their adolescent offspring.
Person with self-derogation perceives oneself negatively and
often believes that they are responsible for the entire undesired outcomes even though the reality may be different. Moreover, they
often feel inferiority complex and try possible ways to keep away
from social interactions. Self-derogation negatively affects the psychological management of an individual (Nidheesh, 2008), self-es-

teem (Katz & Burt, 1988), and overall adjustments (Gupta, 1996),
Moreover self-derogation is negatively related to the mental health
of an individual and its extreme form exemplified in different modes
of psychological and/or socially outlined deviance thereby making
an individual's behaviour pathological, for example depression
(Frazier, 1990), neuroticism (Kaplan, Robbins and Martin,1983) etc.
Considerable number of researches have been conducted on the
moderating role of various familial factors such as parenting style,
disciplinary practices, family environment, and family dysfunctions
(Bradshaw et. al 2006; Cerezo, Méndez, & Ato García, 2013). It
was observed that parental attitude towards oneself, significant others, and the impact it has on their children are some important areas
which requires further exploration. The present article reports the
findings of an empirical study conducted by the author on the moderating role of perceived self-derogation of mother on adolescents'
mental health and externalising behaviours. in this study mental
health is considered as a state of well-being in which the individual
realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of
life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a
contribution to his or her community (WHO, 2001) and externalising
behaviours are defined as the problem behaviours that are manifested in children's outward behaviour and are negatively acting on
the external environment.
The sample for the present study constituted 1080 adolescents
studying in various schools in Kerala. All of them belong to the
middle adolescent age group ranged from 15 to 17 years. The present
study adopted random sampling method and data was obtained following normative survey method.
Based on the theoretical and practical understanding the researcher
has arrived at the proposition that the extreme negative attitude of
mother as perceived by their children will have a moderating effect
on the association of mental health and externalising problem
behaviours. For performing moderation analysis, externalising
behaviour was considered as dependent variable (predicted), mental health as independent variable (predictor) and perceived selfderogation of mother as the moderating variable. In order to examine this, moderator analysis was performed using statistical techniques which is presented in table 1.
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Table 1
Moderating role of perceived self-derogation of mother (PSDM)
on the relationship between mental health and externalising
behaviour of adolescents

ΔR2 = .0124, F (1, 1076) = 30.885, p = .000; PSDM: Perceived

Self-derogation of Mothers
Summary of moderation analysis presented in the table 1 indicates that interaction of mental health and perceived self-derogation
is a significant predictor of externalising behaviour (β = -.002, t = 5.558, p< .01). R2 change due to the interaction variable is also
found to be significant, (ΔR2 = .0124, F (1, 1076) = 30.885, p<
.000).
The coefficient of determination, R2 (0.569) is the percentage of
variance in the dependent variable (externalising behaviour) explained by the independent variables (mental health and perceived
self-derogation of mother). In this case, the percentage of variance
in externalising behaviour accounted for by mental health and perceived self-derogation of mother is about 56.9% which means that
56.9% (R2 = 0.569) changes in externalising behaviour of adolescents by mental health and perceived self-derogation of mother is
predictable. Together this model explains 56.9 % of variance in the
dependent variable (ΔR2 = .0124, F (1, 1076) = 30.885, p = .000).
Thus the results clearly indicates that adolescents' perception of selfderogation of their mother have a significant moderating effect and
contribute to more than fifty percentage (56.9 %) changes in negative behavioural outcomes. A conditional analysis was performed
afterwards, in order to find out the effect/strength of mental health
on externalising behaviour at different levels (low, average, & high)
of perceived self-derogation of mothers (PSDM). The conditional
analysis results showed that the effect of mental health on
externalising behaviour is significant at all levels of perceived self-

derogation of mother and found to be stronger at high levels of
perceived self-derogation (β = -.5260, t = -25.46, p< .01) compared to average (β = -.445, t = -27.67, -25.46, p <.001) and low
levels (-.364, t = -16.01, p <.001) of perceived self-derogation of
mothers.
Role of parental influence on their children's behavioural and
emotional outcomes are beyond question. And more specifically
mothers are in a key position to influence their children in significant ways and children normally model the behaviour and attitude
of their parents (Grusec & Danyliuk, 2014). The significant moderating effects of perceived self-derogation of mother on externalising
behaviour provide insight on the implication of adolescent perception, its impact on adolescent-parent relationship and the subsequent
behavioural outcomes. Mothers tend to be the primary caregivers in
both traditional and single parent Indian families and thus are with
their children more than anyone else. Moreover the responsibility
to bring up and discipline the child primarily rests on the mother
whether or not they are employed. As mothers play a crucial role in
family dynamics, their negative attitude and subsequent behaviour
may be passed on to those around especially children and immediate family members. Being in a powerful position, mother's negative attitude towards oneself or others, tend to create an unpleasant
home environment and subsequent family functioning. Such negative self-attitude may get easily noticed and influenced by their children as well. When children get constantly exposed to it, they absorb such attitude and behaviour which may have serious consequence on his/her emotional, cognitive and social development and
their emotional regulation. Those mothers who are perceived as
having high self-derogation tend to show poor parental involvement and a decrease in the overall time spend with children. This
also affects the parent-child relationship. Since engaged parenting
is found to be related to a reduction in antisocial behaviours among
adolescents over time (Barnes et al., 1994; Aseltine, 1995), mothers
who are perceived as having extremely negative self-attitude may
get less engaged or involved in their children's affairs. Emotional
neglect of children, parenting that is unresponsive or rejecting, parental unavailability, lack of active involvement in child's activities,
experience of alienation and detachment were found to have a close
association with poor mental health outcomes of children (Kaslow
et al., 1994; Rothbaum & Weiz, 1994; Chorpita & Barlow, 1998).
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Adolescents' perception of extreme inferiority complex, self-devaluation attitude and acts of seclusion of their mother tend to have
an impact on their self-attitude too. Generally, mental health problems have a 'ripple effect' on families, affecting the entire healthy
functioning of the family. The extreme negative self-attitude of an
individual is not only dysfunctional for the person, but also affects
those around his/her immediate environment as well. There is a
higher probability that the perception of extreme negative attitude
of mothers tends to have an influence on the self-conception, including self-esteem of their children. Negative self-attitude often
leads an individual to engage in deviant behaviours including delinquency and conduct problems. Subsequently, poor self-conception of adolescents tends to increase the probability of deviant
behaviours including aggression, delinquency and conduct problems. A great deal of studies also support the contention of the present
study substantiating the association between low self-esteem and
high scores on several signs of emotional distress, including aggression, delinquency and hyperactivity among adolescents indicating an overall poor mental health. Moreover high levels of inferiority significantly worsens the emotional, social, educational, and
general adjustments of mothers (Gupta, 1996), which in turn likely
to affect the mental health and overall adjustments of their children
too. From the conditional analysis of the study variables, it was found
that the effect of mental health on externalising behaviour is significant at all levels of perceived self-derogation of mother and found
to be stronger at high levels of perceived self-derogation. In other
words the more adolescents' perceive their mothers' having inferiority complex, self-devaluation and seclusion, the association between mental health and externalising behaviour becomes stronger.
Subjective perception about significant others, family environment and the society significantly mould the attitude and behaviours
of adolescents, although it needs further exploration especially in
the Indian context. The present study has given a major focus on
the perception of adolescents and their view about the self-derogatory attitude of their mother. The findings highlight the crucial role
of adolescent perception, mother-child relationship, impact of
mother's attitude and behaviour on emotional and behavioural outcomes of their children. The study provides insight to mothers that
their self-attitude and subsequent behaviours, either positive or negative, are being perceived by their children which in turn influences

the overall mental health and increases the risk of externalising
behaviours. The findings clearly indicates the necessity of providing awareness to mothers regarding the importance of maintaining
as well as expressing a high positive self-regard in their interactions. The study is highly relevant in the present scenario where
parent-child conflicts are very common and identified as a major
determinant to the well-being and quality of life of both parents and
children. In terms of practical implication, the psychosocial interventions and training programs aiming towards enhancing the mental health and reducing the externalising behaviours of adolescents
should especially consider the quality of mother-child relationship
and its potential impact.
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Dr. Ranjini M. V.
MYTHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF GODDESSES IN
PURËÛAS

In the religious history of India Pur¡¸as. occupy an irrefutable
place. The famous saying 'Itih¡sa Pur¡¸¡bhyam vedasamupabrmhayet'
(Vedic ideals shall be further expanded and disseminated through
the Itih¡sas and Pur¡¸as) explicitly suggests the main aim of this
bulk of literature. To make practical this mission, one of the effective means accepted by the composers of the Pur¡¸as was to adapt
or assimilate deities other than Brahmanical tradition into the Pur¡¸a
pantheon. Vijay Nath, who has attempted an in-depth study of the
Pur¡¸as from a historical-anthropological perspective, observes that
the mythological frame of these texts was utilized for this assimilation. She states: 'The Brahmanical concept of the triad, Brahm¡ as
the creator, ViÀ¸u as the preserver and áiva as the annihilator of
this universe, which had already evolved by the beginning of the
Christian era, provided to the composers the basic structural framework for developing such an elaborate pantheon'. Thus, one can
see a detailed list of various non- Vedic and ingenious deities, their
modes of worship, etc. in the Pur¡¸as . The Dev¢ or áakti cult also
has given an important place in several Pur¡¸as .
Traditionally the 18 Mah¡ Pur¡¸as are classified about the trinity God Brahm¡, ViÀ¸u , and áiva. But there is another tradition of
classification, which accepts that among them two are more related
to the Dev¢ cult. But their name is not at all mentioned anywhere.
One who goes through the Pur¡¸as can see that in almost all Mah¡
Pur¡¸as ample material is available on the deeds and concept of
Dev¢, though she has not given an independent status. M¡¤ka¸·eya
Pur¡¸a (M·p), Linga Pur¡¸a, and Brahm¡¸·a Pur¡¸a (B·p) give

a more detailed exposition of the Dev¢ cult which is discussed in
detail in this paper.
Goddesses as Divine Consorts
The concept of the triad, Brahm¡ as the creator, ViÀ¸u as the
preserver and áiva as the annihilator of this universe is a basic structural framework on which the elaborate Pur¡¸ic pantheon is developed. The three main goddesses in Hinduism, Sarasvat¢, LakÀm¢,
and P¡rvat¢ are considered as the divine consorts of the three Gods,
Brahm¡, ViÀ¸u, and áiva respectively.
In Îgvedic mantras, Goddess Sarasvat¢ has been conceived as a
river Goddess and is praised for her ability both to cleanse and to
fertilize. In later Vedic literature, she is consistently identified with
V¡gdev¢, the Goddess of speech. Pur¡¸as, sustaining her identity
as Goddess of Speech, depicts her as the consort of Brahma. The
mythical accounts are given in Matsya Pur¡¸a and Brahmavaivarta
Pur¡¸a she is portrayed as consort to Brahma1. Thus, the Vedic
river divinity is later elevated to the position of Goddess of speech
and learning and is associated with Brahm¡ as his wife.
LakÀm¢ occurring in the early Vedic literature as in the sense of
prosperity and wellbeing (Good fortune)2 came to be regarded as
the Goddess of fortune and the wife of ViÀ¸u in the Pur¡¸a texts.
Her association with so many different male deities like God Soma,
Dharma, Indra, and Kubera are also famous3. Her association with
ViÀ¸u as his wife comes about the context of the mythological
story of the churning of the Milk Ocean by the Gods and Demons
and in Pur¡¸ic mythology, this concept got wide acceptance.
Scholars like N. N Bhattacharya point out that in the post Îgvedic
age a revival of the pre- Vedic Mother Goddess cult took place and
the Vedic Ëryans adopted several non-Vedic Deities like Ambik¡
Um¡ and K¡l¢. The Um¡ the daughter of Himav¡n mentioned in
KenopaniÀad as Haimavat¢. Ambik¡ is described as Rudra's spouse
in Taittir¢yara¸yaka5. As a continuation of this the Pur¡¸as , she is
identified with in the form of P¡rvat¢ and Durg¡ as the wife of áiva.
War Goddesses
Demon slaying conception of the Goddesses and her terrible forms
are not at all referred to in earlier Pur¡¸as like V¡yu, Brahm¡, and
Matsya. In VaiÀ¸avaite and áaivate Pur¡¸as ViÀ¸u and áiva are
given more importance. But in M·p and later á¡kta Pur¡¸as the
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glory of the Goddess is revealed in its full extent. Demon slaying
conception of the Goddess and her terrible forms are narrated elaborately in these texts. The Dev¢m¡h¡tmya portion of M·p in three
episodes, narrate the destruction of several Asuras like Madhu,
Kai¶abha, MahiÀ¡sura, áumbha, Ni¿umbha Ca¸·a, and Mu¸·a. In
the first episode, she is related to ViÀ¸u . She is not at all a war
Goddess. In the MahiÀ¡suravadha episode Dev¢ is depicted as a
manifestation born of the energies of all the Gods (Dev¡m¿asambava)
i.e. she is not related to either áiva or ViÀ¸u . In the last episode,
two manifestations of Dev¢ are seen. Referred to the first is Kau¿ik¢
or Ambik¡ or K¡lik¡ who emerged in the body of P¡rvat¢ and the
second is C¡mu¸·¡ or K¡li, who originated from the forehead of
Kau¿ik¢ or Ambik¡
Annihilation of Bha¸d¡sura
La½itopakhy¡na, a portion appended to B·p, narrates the legendry origin of Dev¢as La½ita as the destroyer of Bha¸d¡sura. He
was accidentally created from the holy water over the ashes of
K¡madeva sprinkled by áiva for his rebirth. The supreme strength
of the demon spoiled the righteousness of the three worlds. Indra,
the king of Dev¡s performed a Yajµa according to the advice of
áiva and as a result of this Yajµa, the Goddess Lalit¡ appeared,
embodying the powers of creation, protection, and destruction. The
Devas praised her in eloquent terms as Universal Mother. The Goddess Lalit¡ marched towards the army of Asura, which is led by
Kurantha and five Asura commanders and after a terrific war, she
killed Bha¸d¡sura.
Rurujit Episode
The mythological account connected with the Badra K¡li and
M¡t¤s is provided in chapters LXXXIII, LXXXVII, and CXVI of
Dev¢pur¡¸a. It is said that a demon called Ruru was created from
the sharp beak of May£ra, the vehicle of K¡rthikeya. About sixty
years of worship of Parame¿vara, Ruru got a boon of 'Avadhyatva'
from áiva. Accordingly, he will not be killed either by a demon or
by human beings. He will be killed only by the Sakti of áiva. Finally, Ruru was killed in a terrific fight and the world was protected
from him by the Sakti of áiva. In this task, Camu¸·a was assisted
by M¡trga¸a. This legend is also described in the nineteenth chapter of M¡t¤sadbh¡va with subtle variations. This episode is given in
another way in Padmapur¡¸a6.

D¡rukajit Episode
Linga¢pur¡¸a deals with the D¡ruka episode in which P¡rvat¢ is
depicted as a war Goddess. áiva asks P¡rvat¢ to destroy the demon
D¡ruka, who has been given the boon that he can only be killed by
a female. P¡rvat¢ then enters áiva s body and transforms herself
from the poison that is stored in áiva s throat. She reappears as K¡li
ferocious in appearance and with the help of flesh-eating pi¿¡c¡s
attacks and defeats D¡ruka7.
The Concept of Sapta M¡t¤s
M¡t¤k¡s/ M¡t¤s are the group of Goddesses. The earliest and
clear descriptions of these Goddesses are appearing in the
Mah¡bh¡rata. Here they represent many village Goddesses throughout India. They are widely worshiped by the common people and
associated with disease or prevention of diseases, especially those
that afflict children8. In Pur¡¸as the best-known mythological account of the M¡t¤s is found. In the third episode of the
Dev¢m¡h¡tmya portion of M·p the mythological account of the
origin of Saptam¡t¤s is given. The Demons áumba and Ni¿umba,
who have usurped the Gods from their positions, are confronted in
battle by the Dev¢. When the demon armies approached her, the
male Gods, who were present there to see the battle created these
seven to help her. These áaktis are conceived there as the female
counterparts of the Gods themselves. The description given in the
text shows that in appearance they resemble the male Gods from
who they arose. The Vehicles, the dress, the ornaments, weapons
are similar to their counterpart deities.
Dev¢ -The Supreme Deity
However, the three á¡ktapur¡¸as, K¡½ik¡ pur¡¸a (K½p),
Dev¢pur¡¸a (Dp) and Dev¢bhagavata pur¡¸a (Dbp), elaborate the
exploits of Dev¢ narrated in the Pur¡¸as M·p, Li¸ga pur¡¸a, etc.
they focus on the exposition of Dev¢ worship based on T¡ntric tradition and their philosophical aspects.
In Dbp, Dev¢ is conceived as primordial energy or Ëdy¡¿akti.
The presiding deity of Dbp is who is depicted as Prak¤ti itself. She
is evoked as M£laprak¤ti. It is also said that in every creation this
M£laprak¤ti manifests herself in parts, smaller parts and further subdivisions (Am¿ar£pi¸¢, Kal¡r£pi¸¢, and K¡lam¿ar£pi¸¢,)
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Am¿ar£p¡ Kal¡r£p¡ y¡h K¡lam¿asambhav¡|
Prakrte prativi¿veÀu devya¿ca sarvayoÀ¢t¡h|| ( Dbp IX, i. v.58)
Du¤g¡ LakÀm¢, R¡dh¡ Sarasvat¢ and S¡vit¤¢ are conceived as
'Am¿ar£p¡' manifestations. Gang¡, Tulas¢ Manas¢,
âaÀ¶¢magalaca¸·ik¡ and K¡l¢ are Kal¡r£p¡ ' manifestations9. All
other female deities are given there as her manifestations in smaller
parts.
In this Dp, Dev¢ appears as a war goddess. She is Ëdya¿akti and
is not different from áiv¡dev¢. She is named as C¡mu¸·a and saved
the life of ViÀ¸u , in the time of yore from the rage of K¡l¡gn¢
Rudr¡. C¡mu¸·¡ is said to be the powerful áakti i.e, she can create,
protect and destroy the universe10. The form of worship of Dev¢given
in this pur¡¸a is mainly T¡ntric and requires the use of T¡ntric
Mantras, Nyasas, and Mudras. This pur¡¸a permits Can·¡las and
other outcaste groups to perform the rituals and sacrifices to the
goddess. It even states that Dev¢prefers for the worship of a virtual
á£dra to a worthless member of one of the higher caste11. The use
of wine and meat for the devotees is allowed.
Camu¸·¡ is the controller of Gods like Brahm¡, ViÀ¸u , and
áiva as well as the creator and ruler of the gods, demons, birds,
animals and inanimate beings12. She is a great goddess having different forms 13 like Du¤g¡, á¡kambar¢, Gaur¢, Vindhy¡v¡sin¢,
K¡ty¡yan¢, Mah¡dev¢, Mah¡bhog¡, Mah¡¿vet¡, Ca¸·¢, P¡rvat¢,
Bhag¡vat¢ etc.
K½p deals with the exploits and worship of K¡l¢, who is described
primarily as the Yoganidr¡ and M¡y¡ of ViÀ¸u (ViÀ¸um¡y¡) and
later on became the wife of áiva. References to the temples of several Goddesses like Siddhe¿var¢, T¤ipur¡, and K¡mar£pa, etc are
seen in this text. Yoganidr¡ and ViÀ¸u m¡y¡ is, according to K½p,
the universal mother called Ambik¡ herself. She is also known as
MahiÀ¡sura-mardin¢, Durg¡, K¡me¿avar¢, Bhadrak¡l¢, Ca¸·ik¡.
The pur¡¸a describes her as the most beautiful lady in the world
wearing gold ornaments and having a fair complexion, decked with
three eyes and four hands having the weapon and Siddha S£tra in
her right hand and Abhay¡ and Varad¡ gesture in her left hand. She
is also said to be having eighteen hands. The fragment flowers, lamp,
and all luxurious things are used for her worship. Balid¡na, the offering of meat of the animals to the Goddess is described herein
detail14. Mah¡m¡y¡ is also K¡m¡khy¡, residing in K¡mar£p¡15.

Durg¡ (Da¿abhuja), Ambik¡ (AÀ¶da¿abhuja), Bhadra K¡l¢,
(âo·a¿abhuja) are the manifestations of Dev¢.
T¡r¡ or C¡mu¸·¡ is another form of Mah¡m¡y¡. She is described as with her complexion is like the color of blue lotus. She
has four arms and in her right hand, she holds Kha¶v¡nga, and
Chandrah¡sa and in her left hand Cha¤ma and P¡¿a. She wears a
tiger- skin and puts a garland of the skull on her neck. She is slender, long with a horrifying body, with long teeth having a protruding tongue; extended ears wide face, and red eyes, sunk in a socket.
She is shown seated on Kabandha16.
According to K½p, the goddess Kau¿ik¢ sprang from the body of
K¡lik¡. K½p represents the goddess Kau¿ik¢ in a very pleasing manner as in Dev¢ Mah¡tmya. Her locks are well controlled in braids
and she wears a down-turned half-moon on her forehead just above
the mark (Tilaka). Bejeweled earrings touch her checks. She is
adorned with a crown and ornaments. She wears a gold necklace
set with jewels and garlands of N¡gas. In her left-hand holds á£la,
Vajra, sword and B¡¸a and right-hand hold Gad¡, Gha¸¶¡, C¡pa,
Charm¡, and Conch. She sits on a tiger skin placed on the back of a
lion.
Dikva¤Ài¸¢ is a new goddess imported in K½p. She is worshipped
in the eastern region of Assam. The goddess has two forms T¢kÀ¸a
K¡nt¡ (Dreadfully attractive) and Lalit¡ K¡nt¡ (Gracefully attractive)17. Her mode of worship, in general, conforms to that of the
goddess K¡m¡khy¡. Her most delectable offerings consist of strong
spirituous liquor, human sacrifice, modhaka, flesh curry, coconuts,
and sugarcane18. She is also called Ugrat¡r¡.
The Goddess Lalit¡ K¡nt¡ has popularly titled as Mangal¡ Ca¸·¢
worshipped even today in Assam and Bengal. She has two arms in
Varada and Abhaya poses, her body is yellow, she sits on a red
lotus, is adorned with a bright crown, and is attired in red silk. Her
auspicious face is in a constant smile and her charming body is
endowed with fresh youth. Mangal¡ Ca¸·¢ is to be meditated either
on a picture, or image or a pot19. She is invoked to VaiÀ¸avaite
Tantra. In K½p Goddess Um¡ is described as having a golden complexion and two arms. In her left hand, she holds a blue lotus, and
on the right a white C¡mara. She stands on the right side of áiva
resting her hand on him20.She is having eight attendant deities Jay¡,
Vijay¡, Mata´g¢, Lalit¡, N¡r¡ya¸¢, S¡vit¤¢, Svadh¡ and Sv¡ha.
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The goddess Rudr¡ is depicted as having two arms and carrying
lotus and C¡mara in each of them. She sits on a tiger skin placed on
a lotus21.
The Goddess T¤ipur¡, is the manifestation of the goddess
Mah¡m¡y¡. The goddess T¤ipur¡, manifested herself as a virgin
god Kum¡r¢. The three different forms of T¤ipur¡, are T¤ipur¡,
Bhairav¢, T¤ipur¡B¡l¡ and T¤ipur¡ Sundar¢22. The Bhairav¢ form
is one of the dominant manifestations of the Goddess. She is to be
worshipped in this form in the left-hand ways.
áudr¡dayastu satatamdadur¡savamuttamam|
Evam tu v¡mabh¡vena yajet t¤ipurabhairavim|| (Klp,LXXIV,
v.124)
K¡m¡khy¡ is the presiding deity of the K¡mar£pa in K½p. When
Mah¡m¡ya went to enjoy with áiva at K¡mar£pa she was named
K¡m¡khy¡23. She resides on N¢lak£¶a Mountain where the áiva
resides. She is called by the name of K¡m¡khy¡, T¤ipur¡,
K¡me¿var¢, K¡mar£p¡, and Yon¢-Ma¸·ala. She is having fair color,
decked with ornaments, young age, and is a lady of beauty24. Her
mantra is named K¡ma- Gayatr¢.
Dbp, Dp and K½p are describing the mode of worship of áakti.
According to these Pur¡¸as the people who are belonging to á£dras,
Mlecch¡s Kir¡tas and ladies are the adik¡ris of Dev¢worship. These
Pur¡¸as discussing Dev¢p£ja, Place for worship, Time and days
for worship, Upac¡r¡s, Mantr¡s, Daily worship, Yearly worship,
Articles used for worship, etc. K½p gives a long list of the names of
the animals to be offered to the Goddess. It also gives very interesting details regarding the performance of Human sacrifices. Still only,
the goats and he-buffaloes were sacrificed
mahiÀach¡galairmeÀaih kha·gaibhek¡dibhi sati| (Klp,IX ,v.78b)
From the above survey, the name, nature, and mode of worship
of the female deities of the Pur¡¸a, it is clear that the Pur¡¸ic pantheon includes a large number of Goddesses that are Vedic, NonVedic and Folk. Among them, Sarasvat¢, LakÀm¢, and P¡rvat¢ are
representations of Vedic deities. Durg¡ also can be included in this
category. Some of them originally belong to Buddhist and Jaina
traditions and later adapted toPur¡¸ic pantheon. Still, a large number of them are local Goddesses or Gramadevat¡s. They are also
assimilated to Pur¡¸ic group of Goddesses, sometimes as the mani-

festations of the supreme Goddess otherwise in one way or other
related to her. To accept them into the Pur¡¸ic pantheon several
mythological stories are designed and narrated effectively.
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Neenu K. R.
PREDECESSOR POETS OF NEMICANDRA AS REVEALED FROM HIS PRATISTHATILAKA

Nemicandra is a name shared by some Sanskrit, Prakrit, and
Kannada authors of the medieval period. The Jain work
Pratisthatilaka by Nemicandra Siddhantideva at its end includes a
kavivamsavarnanam which is a treasury of the names and attributes
of the predecessors and relatives of Nemicandradeva. This is very
useful in the interpretation of the date and works of these and their
other contemporary authors of the medieval period.
Kavivamsavarnanam of Pratisthatilaka details the paternal and
preceptor ancestors of Nemicandra. In the beginning of krtayuga
Adibrahma that is Adinatha Tirthankara gave birth to Antyabrahma
Bharata who created numerous great twice borns Dhvijottam¡n.
Some jains of them settled in Kancimahapura. Among them was
Visakhacharya) who was an exponent of the jain agamas. In his
lineage emerged great souls including Akalanka Bhattaraka
Indranandi Munisvara who taught all theories, Anantavirya, and
Virasena. That kula was flourished by Jinasena. Vadibhasimhasuri
and Vadiraja logicians fit for their names came next. Then arose
Hastimalla who was an expert in defeating those who argue with
him. Many other great personalities took birth in that ancestry.
In that pedigree Lokapalacharya who was respected by the then
Cola king was born. He with the Cola king arrived Karnataka country with his relatives. His son Samayanatha was a logician.
Samayanatha's son was Kavirajadimalla (Orator Cintamani
Ananthavirya who was an expert in playing ghata musician
Paryanatha, Adinatha an expert in Ayurveda, an archer named
Uddandaramaka Brahmadeva who had expertise in the six karmas

and Devendra whose capabilities were equal to those of the king of
the devas succeeded Rajadimalla through regular generations.
Devenra's wife was Adidevi, daughter of Vijayaparya and Srimati
and sister of Candaparya , Brahmasuri and Parsvanatha. Devendra
and Adidevi couple had three sons named Adinatha Nemicandra
and Vijayapa the astrologist.
This Adinatha had two learned sons namely Trailokyanatha and
Jinacandra. Vijayapa was an expert in Astronomy. His son
Samantabhadra dealt with literature. The preceptor who taught logic,
grammar and jain agamas to Nemicandra was Abhayacandra
.Nemicandra had two sons well versed in all sciences namely
Kalyananatha and Dharmasekhara . As Nemichandra used to conquer the opposing scholars in debates in the royal palace, the king
had granted him swing, palanquin, and umbrelladol¡¿ivik¡chatravaibhava. He gave away wealth to those who asked
for and enjoyed pleasure along with his relatives. He constructed
pathways to the hall of the jain shrine jaina dh¡mama¸·apav¢dhik¡.
He made arrangements for singing, playing instruments and dancing in the shrine of Parsvesa. Thus he dwelt with the trivargas ,dharma
artha and kama in the city of Sthirakadamba with due respect from
the king. Thus while living with his large joint family and being
influenced by the piety of Jina Nemicandra, he ventured to write
Pratisthatilaka, a book on the science of Pratishta.
He praises in the prasasti annexed there to his preceptor
Vijayakirtti and salutes his five Gurus. Pratisthatilaka is completed
on the fifth day of the month Chaitra of the year Ananda. This date
corresponds to 1040 AD which corresponds to the rule of Bhoja I of
the Paramara dynasty.
Brahmadeva while commencing the commentary on
Dravyasamgraha has stated,
+l… ®……±…¥…n‰˘∂…‰ v……Æ˙…x……®…x…M…Æ˙… v…{… i…Æ˙…V… ¶……‰V…n‰˘¥…… ¶…v……x… EÚ ±…EÚ…±…S…GÚ¥…Ãi…∫…®§…Œxv…x…&
∏…“{……±…®…hb˜±…‰∑…Æ˙∫™… ∫…®§…Œxv…x™……∏…®…x……®… x…M…Æ‰˙ ∏…“®…÷ x…∫…÷μ…i…i…“l…»EÚÆ˙ x……Æ˙EÚ… n˘ n÷˘&J…¶…™…¶…“i…∫™…
{…Æ˙®……i®…¶……¥……‰i{…z… ∫…÷J…∫…÷v……Æ˙∫… {…{…… ∫…i…∫™… ¶…‰n˘…¶…‰n˘Æ˙ix…j…™… ¶……¥…x…… |…™…∫™… ¶…¥™…¥…Æ˙ {…÷hb˜Æ˙“EÚ∫™…
¶……hb˜…M……tx…‰EÚ x…™……‰M…… v…EÚ… Æ˙ ∫……‰®…… ¶…v……x… Æ˙…V…∏…‰Œπ`ˆx……‰ x… ®…k…Δ ∏…“ x…‰ ®…S…xp˘ ∫…r˘…Œxi…n‰˘¥…Ë& {…⁄¥…»
π…b¬˜À¥…∂…M……l…… ¶…±…«P…÷ p˘¥™…∫…ΔO…ΩΔ˛ EﬁÚi¥…… {…∂S…… u˘∂…‰π…i…k¥… {… Æ˙Y……x……l…» ¥…Æ˙ S…i…∫™… §…ﬁΩ˛n¬˘
p˘¥™…∫…ΔO…Ω˛∫™…… ™…EÚ…Æ˙ π…÷ r˘{…⁄¥…«EÚi¥…‰x… ¥…ﬁ k…& |……EÚ¶™…i…‰*vii
The city named after Bhoja was Bhojpur and Nemicandradeva
was dwelling in the monastery named after Suvratatirthankara situated in Bhojpur.
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The name of the author given in Pratisthatilaka is
Nemicandradeva, and not Nemicandra Siddhanta Cakravarti who
was connected with the Caundaraya who was the minister of the
kings of Western Ganga Dynasty of 10th century A.D.. Hence the
authorship of Pratisthatilaka can only be attributed to
Nemicandradeva i.e. Nemicandra Siddhanti Deva.
The Bhojpur fragmentary stone inscription of the time of
Bhojadeva I of Paramara Dynasty discovered by Dr. D. C. Sircar.
Government Epigraphist in 1959-60 written in Sanskrit in two stanzas praising king Bhojadeva contains a statement that Nemicandra
has installed the image of Santijina i.e. the Jain Tirthankara
Santinatha. The portion of the date and some other parts of the
inscription are broken away. However the characters of Nagari script
of the inscription is of about eleventh century AD. The reference to
Bhojadeva in the inscription according to Dr. D.C. Sircar is in respect to the Paramara king Bhoja I who reigned circa 1000-1055
AD. Thus this Nemicandra who is an expert in installation pratiÀ¶ha
of images belonged to a period around 1000 AD.
The Bhojpur inscription of the time of Naravarman, the Paramara
king who ruled between Vikram Samvat 1151 (1094 AD) and 1190
(1133 AD) also tells about the installation of two images of Jain
Tirthankaras by Chillana ( S…±±…h…) grandson of Nemicandra. The
date recorded in the inscription is samvat 1157 corresponding to
1100-1101 AD. If the installation of images by Chillana was made
in his old age there is no conflict in chronology between the above
mentioned two inscriptions mentioning Nemicandra. After 60 years
of the installation of Santijina by Nemicandradeva, it is quite possible that his grandson Chillana ( S…±±…h…) might have installed the
images of Jain Tirthankaras in 1100-1101 AD.
However an epigraph dated in 1542 A.D. found at Bhatkal, mentions the donation made by Nemicandradeva and his disciple
Parsvadeva to the Basadi for the performance of rituals including
milk bath to the Tirthankaras. This could either be a reference to a
later Nemicandradeva or be done by Parsvadeva in memory of
Nemicandra, a great personality of his line of preceptors.
The first reference in kavivamsavarnanam apart from the Brahmas is Visakhacarya of Kanci. He was one among the most revered
early digambara monks and during his life time 10 puvvas out of 14
agamas of the Digambara jains were extant. He succeeded the great

jain monk Bhadrabahu (¶…p˘§……Ω÷˛), the last Srutakevali (∏…÷i…E‰Ú¥… ±…).
Visakhacarya was the first Dasapurvi (n˘∂…{…⁄Ã¥…) and pertains to first
century B.C. or A.D..
Akalankacarya's Tattvartharajavartika (i…k¥……l…«Æ˙…V…¥……Ãi…EÚ) is revered
even by the Svetambaras. Some of his important works are Astasati
(+π]ı∂… i…), Laghiyastraya (±…P…“™…∫j…™…), Nyayaculika (x™……™…S…⁄ ±…EÚ…),
Nyayaviniscaya (x™……™… ¥… x…∂S…™… ), Pramanalaksana (|…®……h…±…I…h… ),
Pramanaratnapradipa (|…®……h…Æ˙ix…|…n˘“{…), Pramanasamgraha (|…®……h…∫…ΔO…Ω˛),
Pravacanapravesa (|…¥…S…x…|…¥…‰∂…), Siddhiviniscaya ( ∫… r˘ ¥… x…∂S…™…˛),
Svarupasambodhana (∫¥…∞¸{…∫…Δ§……‰v…x…), Rajavarttikavrtti (Æ˙…V…¥……Ãk…EÚ¥…ﬁ k…˛)
on Vivekamancari. Akalanka was a pupil of Samantabhadra who
flourished in the 2 nd century A.D. and succeeded him after
Devanandi.
Indranandi is the author of Srutavatara . His some other works
are Darsanaratnakara, Samayabhusana, Vrtti on the Yogasara of
Yogindradeva and Nitisara Nitisara is said to have composed between 1524 and 1565.
Anandavirya is a preceptor lived before Virasena and Jinasena.
He is the author of Prameyaratnamala Vrtti on Nyayaviniscaya,
Bhasya on Pramanasamgraha, and Tika on Siddhiviniscaya.
Hastimalla refers to Virasena as a teacher of Jinasena.
Pramananauka and Satkhandagamatika are his works. Jayadhavala
is attributed both to Virasena and Jinasena. He lived in the 9th
century.
42 chapters of Mahapurana or the Trisasthilaksanamahapurana
was composed by Jinasena who is known as the paramaguru of the
Rastrakuta king Amoghavarsha I (Amoghavarsha Nripatunga of
815-877). He wrote Jinasamhita Jayadhavala, Trivarnacara and many
other works. According to M. Krishnamachariyar, Jinasena is attributed Harivamsapurana of Saka 705 (783 A.D.) and
Parsvabhyudaya in 814 A.D.. The author pays his tribute to Virasena
and Jinasena himself. This is highly improbable. This Jinasena is
not identical with the Jinasena, the author of Harivamsapurana.
Jinasena flourished in the 9th century A.D.. Gunabhadra is the author of Uttarapurana with 8000 slokas, which is a continuation of
Jinasena's Adipurana, Atmanusasana and Jinadattacarita.
Vadibhasimha whose real name was Odeyadeva was the pupil
of Sage Puspasena of jain digambaras. His gadyacintamani was
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basedon Uttarapurana of Gunabhadra. He wrote a poem
Ksatracudamani also. The Ksatracudamani of Odeyadeva
Vadibhasimha, who lived in the beginning of the 11th century, gives
a treatment in eleven Lambhakas, mostly in Sloka of the Uttarapurana legend. His other famous works are Navapadarthaniscaya,
Syadvadasiddhi, and Vadanyaya. Vadiraja and Vadibhasimha are
named in an inscription of 1035 of Jayasimha II, the Calukya king.
Vadiraja authored Yasodharacarita and Parsvanathacarita , an
abridgment of Brhatkatha of Somadeva and a commentary on
Mahabharata . Vadiraja completed Parsvanathacarita in 1025 A.D.
. He is attributed the authorship of Nyayaratnavali Vivarana on
Nyayaviniscaya of Akalanka, Pramananirnaya and Yuktimallika .
Hastimalla probably lived in the ninth century A.D.. He wrote
several dramas in Sanskrit including Arjunaraja, Bharataraja,
Meghesvara, Maithiliparinaya, Subhadraharana, Anjanapavananjaya
and Vikranta kaurava . Hastimalla may have written an akhyayika
divided into lambhas. Tarunav¡caspati has stated in his commentary on Kavyadarsa hastimallena lambh¡nte lambha ¿abdha" . The
Sanskrit dramatist Hastimalla cannot be said to be identical with the
Ubhayabhasakavikaravarti) Hastimalla, the author of Kannada
Adipurana
We are not certain whether the Cintamani mentioned by
Nemicandra is the one to whom Krishnamachariyar attributes the
commentary of Meghasandesa of K¡lid¡sa .
The achievements of the successors from Lokapala to
Udandaramaka might have been of some importance to the period
of composing Pratisthatilaka, but much of it is not left for the contemporary world.
Devendrasuri wrote a vivrti on Kammavivaga and
Chandraprabhasvamicarita , but the dates of this Devendra and the
father of Nemicandradeva do not match. Hence the Devendra mentioned in the kavikulaprasasti cannot be Devendrasuri.
The author of Pratisthasaroddhara is Brahmasuri .There is another Pratisthatilaka attributed to him . This Brahmasuri also claims
the ancestry of Hastimalla. But Nemicandra's Brahmasuri is his
maternal uncle. In a patrilineal society this is not so common. Moreover the numbers of generations mentioned by Nemicandra and
Brahmasuri from them to Hastimalla vary greatly. They, being close

relatives might have read and compared their lineage and corrected
the difference, had they been really nephew and uncle.
Nemichandra's immediate relatives are also not of much literary
importance. Nemicandra's preceptors were 5 out of which he has
named only two Pratisthatilaka namely Abhayachandra and
Vijayakirti.
Abhayadeva and Nemicandra were included in the eight commentators of jain agamas flourished between 12th and 13th centuries
of Vikram Samvat . In the concluding verse of Trilokasara
Nemicandra Siddhanta Cakravarti salutes his preceptor Abhayanandi.
Abhayanandi, a digamber jain monk was the Guru of Viranandi
and the author of a shorter version of Jainendra vyakarana) and
jainendra vyakarana mahaavrtti . Thus Abhayacandradeva cannot
be the preceptor of Nemicandra Siddhanta Cakravarti.
Abhayacandrasuri wrote commentaries on Samavaya and
Pancasaga and thuna. Tippana on Visamapadatatparyatika,
Tatparyavrtti on Syadvadabhusana are also attributed to him.
Nemicandra do not denote a single author, but can be identified
as many. Nemicandrasuri has flourished between circa 1129 - 1139
Vikram Savat (circa 1073-1083 AD). He authored Sukhabodhavrtti
on the Uttaradhyayanasutra,and the Prakrit works
Akhyanakamanikosa (Ratnachudakatha and Mahaviracariam The
last two works are also called Ratnachudacaritam and
Laghuviracaritam .
Nemicandra Siddhanta Cakravarti is famous for composing
Gommatasara by giving answers to the questions asked by Raja
Chamunda Raya (who constructed in AD 983 the image of Bahubali
called Gommatesvara at Shravana Belgula. Nemicandra Siddhanta
Cakravarti flourished in the later half of the tenth century AD and
the first half of eleventh century AD. His works are Gommatasara
Labdhisara Kshapanasaraand Trilokasara Some other books are also
attributed to him. Trilokasara is dated circa 981 AD .
The Kannada poet Nemicandra is the author of Kaviraja Kunjara
and Lilavathi He lived circa 990 A.D. . Nemicandra made his commentary on Nitivakyamrtam of Somadeva in Kannada .
Nemicandradeva apart from Pratisthatilaka has authored
Laghudravyasamgraha and dravyasamgraha as well as other works.
Even though the dates of these Nemicandras do not vary consid-
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erably, there is no doubt that they are different. It can be concluded
that the material provided in the Pratisthatilaka of Nemicandradeva
is of great historical and literary relevance.
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Raghishma. P M

SUN WORSHIP IN ÎGVEDA

Abstract
In this article, the effort has been made to trace the tradition of
Sun worship in Îgveda. The Vedas are earliest documents of human civilization. The sun worship has been prevalent throughout
the world for centuries. Ancient Tribes in various parts of the world
worshipped the Sun as a universal force. They worshipped Thunder, Wind, Sun, etc. which are natural phenomena. In Îgveda these
natural phenomena were worshipped as deities.
Introduction
The oldest Scripture of India and the most important are the
Vedas. Of the four Vedas Îgveda is probably earliest. And the
Îgveda a mainly focused on the Vedic Gods or Vedic deities. The
Îgvedic hymns addressed to various deities may be viewed from
this perspective. The Îgvedic seers have their belief many Gods
and have expressed their sense of reverence to them through prayer,
propitiation on laudation and sacrifice. Indra, Agni, Sun, Mitra,
Varu?a, Soma etc are the most important deities in Îgveda.
Sun worship in Îgveda
The sun god is the prominent deity in ancient times in India and
other nations in the world. The Sun god was being worshipped in
India from very early times. In the Vedic times India has a tradition
of worshiping to the Sun god, which later becomes an integral part
of nature worship. So prominently practiced by the Indo-Aryans. A
firm conviction in the divinity and worship of Sun has become an
essential part of the religious and spiritual consciousness of Indians.

In India Sun worship originated as early as the Neolithic period as
in other countries. The advent of Aryans brought new streams of
religious thought which contained a strong belief in the divinity of
sun.
In Îgveda the God Sun is personified, and worshipped under
many names and forms. The Sun God also assumes different forms
and he is worshiped by the different tribes and families among the
Indo Aryans. In fact, the Aryans have contributed multiple names
and forms to the Sun god. There are mainly three chief aspect, under which he represents himself to his worshippers, are the rising,
culminating and setting. The Sun displace himself with different
powers. Under two distinct appellations, Viz, S£rya, and Savit¡,
Mitra, Varu¸a, Pu?an, Ëryaman etc. he is clearly presented in
Îgveda. The Y¡ska classifies the Vedic Gods in to three groups; 1.
Terrestrial Gods 2. Atmospheric Gods 3. Celestial Gods. The Surya
among the celestial gods. The Sun god played in many vows and
rituals of the Hindus and indication of his popularity among all sections of Indian society.
S£rya: S£rya is the most solid of the solar deity. his connection
with the visible luminary orb is very intimate in the Îgveda. However, in the Brahma¸¡s, Upani?ads, s£tras are commonly worshipped
to the Surya. In the Îgveda the singer wishes the rising sun to declare him sinless to Mitra and Varu¸a. In the KauÀ¢taki UpaniÀad
used to adore the sun god for the removal of his sin. The god S£rya
is a great healing power obviously because of the healing qualities
of his rays. In the Îgveda S£rya is worshipped for the removal of
the jaundice. And the S£rya is described as a soul of all movable
and immovable things. In the Brahma¸as, Aditya is said to be the
supreme essence of the deities and the soul of all gods. In the
UpaniÀad developed to the concept of puruÀa in the sun which is
nothing but the formless ultimate reality while the Sun is the essence of the formed and actual reality.
Savit¤: The stimulative aspect of the God Sun is represented by
the form Savit¤ in the Vedic literature. Savit¤ is the stimulator of
everything. Though there is contradiction among the philosophers
regarding the abstraction of the deity, yet Savit¤ cannot be a mere
abstract deity as because anthropomorphism of his personality is
well cited in the Vedas who is called hira¸y¡kÀaÅ, i.e., goldeneyed, hira¸yap¡¸i, i.e., gold-handed, etc. The golden deity Savit¤
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is mentioned in the Vedas as the supporter of the sky, i.e., divo
dhart¡.
Divo dhart¡ bhuvanasya praj¡pati? pi¿a´gam dr¡pim prati
muµcate kaviÅ ||
VicakÀa¸aÅprathayannap?¸annurvajijanatsavit¡
sumnamukthyam ||
The god Savit¤ attributed to the work of impulsion, vivification,
instigation and stimulation. He enlightens man and stimulates their
thought. In the Atharvaveda describes Savit? as the lord of stimulation. He is intimately connected with the sacrifices in the Vedic
tradition. Some other solar deities are P£Àan, Varu¸a Aditya etc.
P£Àan: P£Àan signifies the benevolent power of the sun, manifested chiefly as a pastoral deity. He has been intimately connected
with the cattle and pastoral life in the Îgveda. In a latter Vedic
literature, he is connected with the prosperity of cattle. The P£Àan is
the guardian of the roads. He knows the roadways and protect his
devotee from dangers. Such as robbers and wolves. He is connected
with marriage in the wedding hymns. His invocation led to the
bride safely. There is no growth of his personality in the latter Vedic
literature except his spiritualization in the UpaniÀads
Viva¿van: The word Viva¿van, derived from the root of two words,
like vi +vas, etymologically gives the meaning shining forth. The
shining aspect of the Sun-god is called Viva¿van. He is the rising
Sun. In the Vedic texts, in connection with Agni and UÀas, the word
Viva¿van is used, which is found in the sense of brilliant. 'vivasvat¡
cakÀas¡ dy¡mapa¿ca dev¡ agnim dh¡rayandravi¸od¡m' ||
In the
áatapathabr¡hma¸a, it is clearly stated that Viva¿van is Ëditya and
it illumines the day and night, 'asau v¡ ¡dityo vivasv¡n eÀa
hyahor¡tre vivaste' || he was also looked upon by the hymnists as
the first sacrifice and the ancestor of the human rise. He was the
husband of the TvaÀt¤.
Ëditya The God S£rya is called as Ëditya in the Vedic literatures. In the Nirukta, Y¡sk¡c¡rya etymologizes the term alternatively as 'aditeÅ putram' , it means son of the Aditi. Different groupings and different context a special class of god is collectively known
as Ëditya, the god Aditi was looked upon the mother of the allVedic divinity. There are mainly six Ëditya s mentioned in Îgveda.
They are Mitra, Varu¸a, Aryaman, Bh¡ga, DakÀa, and Am¿a.

Mitra: Mitra is a most important Vedic god. He is closely connected with the god Varu¸a. Only one hymn is exclusively devoted
to him. In the Îgveda represented the god Mitra as a dearest friend
of the people. Then the Îgvedic evidence point out to Mitra as the
representative of the beneficent aspect of the sun as suggested by
the name Mitra which originally meant an ally.
Varu¸a: chief of the Ëdity¡s in the Vedic literature appears to be
a representative of luminous encompassing sky although a few scholars as Chattopadhyay regarded him as the nocturnal Sun . but Îgveda
represented Varu¸a as a setting Sun.
Aryaman: It has been taken as a solar origin and though others
take him as a god of marriage. His connection with the marriage
may be explained on the ground that other sun gods are also associated with the marriage rituals in the Vedic literature.
Bh¡ga: It is appearing to have been sun god in his aspect of
prosperity. Bh¡ga means wealth. He is connected in a distinctive
way with Savit¤ a solar god. It is expressly said that Bh¡ga's eye is
adorned with rays. The Bh¡ga is addressed as Vidhart¤, i.e., the
supporter of all, and worshipped to bestow wealth. Y¡sk¡c¡rya in
the Nirukta states that his time is prior to sunrise. 'bhago vy¡khy¡taÅ
tasya k¡laÅ pr¡gutsarpa¸¡t'
Am¿a: it is occurring less than a dozen times in Îgveda is almost
synonymous with Bh¡ga expressing both the concreate sense of
share, portion and that of apportioned.
DakÀa: he was regarded with the Aditi as the universal parent
representing the luminous sky it fits in with his description as
Praj¡pati. In another context in the Îgveda Samhita denoted that
DakÀa is invoked as the son of Aditi . Aditi gave birth to DakÀa; and
again, DakÀa gave birth to Aditi. After that, the entire gods take
their birth. The Y¡sk¡c¡rya clarifying the doubts regarding the birth
of these two deities in his Nirukta; aditird¡kÀ¡ya¸¢
tatkathamupapadyate sam¡najanm¡nau sy¡t¡miti api v¡
devadharme¸etaretarajanm¡nau sy¡t¡m itaretaraprak¤t¢ ||
The Sun was also adored in the rhizomorphic fetishist and symbolic forms in the Vedic period. Behind the anthropomorphic forms
of some solar gods. Probably there may have been some animals.
The A¿vins seems to have the horses P£Àan the goats and ViÀ¸u the
bird in the back ground of their personalities in addition to these
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identification of the Sun god with the animal there were a verity of
animal. Fetishes of the solar deities in the Vedic worship.
The horse is a common symbol of the Sun. this denoted to the
lots of places in the Îgveda and later Vedic literatures. In the
Brahma¸¡s have directly identified the Sun with the hours. In the
A¿vameda sacrifice hours is the symbol of the Sun god. Bull is another symbol. In the Taittir¢ya Samhita and áatapata Brahma¸¡s
are also described bull as a symbol of Sun. Besides animals, various
materials objects were also employed in the Vedic times to symbolise
the Sun god. The wheel served as another symbol of the Sun god. It
represented both the shape and motion of the sun. The wheel was
frequently used as a symbol of Sun in Vedic rituals. Like V¡japeya
sacrifice, in the Vedic rituals a gold plate served as a symbol of the
Sun god. In some various rituals in a gold was employed as the role
of Sun god. The lotus also served in the Vedic rituals as symbol of
the Sun probably in this fertility aspect. In as Atharvaveda lotus
closely connected to him.
The role of the Sun god is most important in the daily life. For
example, the G¤hya s£tra, every house holder is enjoined to offer
oblations to the Sun god daily in the morning. every twice born
house holders is to perform the sandyop¡sana, as a form of sun
worship. In the various seasonal ceremonies and festivals sun is a
prominent deity, as well as house building, agricultural ceremony,
and funeral ceremonies etc. In addition to the common people the
aristocratic circles of Vedic society also worshipped the solar deities. Agnihotra and Agnicayana are the important evident of the
Sun worship.
Concussion
Îgveda is one of the oldest documents of the wisdom having
universal appeal and significance. For several centuries Vedas have
been regarded as the great human heritage. The Vedas constitute a
rich collection of hymns in praise of various elements of nature personifying them as divine beings. The sun god as a most important
god of the Îgveda. It has been the most impressive phenomena of
the nature. in the Vedic India too had vigorous tradition of sun worship which forms an integral part of nature worship. In the Îgveda
God Sun was worshipped under various names, forms and different
periods of human life. Sun god as an un avoidable part of human
life, and it is clearly stated in the Vedic literatures. So, the Vedic

gods are considered as the different manifestations of the same reality means 'ekam sat vipr¡ bahud¡ vadant¢'. The many and the one
is the same the same reality. The reality is one and wise sages call it
by various names.
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Rima A. B.
MANY RAJAYOGAS: CONCEPTUALIZING HISTORY
AND PRACTICES

Introduction
The concept and practice of R¡jayoga was evolved under the
background of colonial modernity in India. The social reformers
such as Swami Vivekananda and Swami áiv¡nanda was two among
the prominent figures who took effort to re-interpret Yogas£tra and
introduced the concept of R¡jayoga in to modern World. It is very
difficult to prove that Pataµjali's Yogas£tra is the prime source for
R¡jayoga. The literal meaning of R¡jayoga is the king of all yoga.
This system of yoga prefers meditation techniques rather than physical exercises called ¡sanas. At the same time the idea and practice
called R¡jayoga was got much popularity in the modern academic
discourse as well as popular culture. This paper is deconstructing
the concept of R¡jayoga with respect to modern and pre-modern
interpretations especially under the background of colonial modernity.
Historicity of R¡jayoga
The history of yoga demonstrates that yoga functions as a source
of a wide range of meanings and functions. Yoga has a long history
whereby adherents of numerous religions, including Hindu, Jain,
Buddhist, Christian, and New Age traditions, have constructed,
deconstructed, and reconstructed it anew.
R¡jayoga is a system of Yoga practices which was compiled
through the efforts of Swami Vivekananda and Swami áiv¡nanda
during the period of nineteenth and twentieth century as per the
basic texts of Pataµjali's Yogas£tra. In the West the term 'yoga' tends
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to refer to postural practice and 'meditation' to seated practice. A
similar distinction is seen in the dichotomy of ha?hayoga and
R¡jayoga which is prevalent in India. They were adopted the concept of aÀt¡´gayoga from this ancient yogic text and then re-interpreted to the modern World. According to these social reformers
Yogasutra of Pataµjali was the authentic source for the concept of
Rajayoga. The problem in this assumption and theory is that the
idea of 'modern-Rajayoga' little to follow the concepts of Pataµjala
Yoga. In general Rajayoga is more paid attention foe meditation
rather than asanas . There are very little research has been done to
explain why there are variations between modern system of
R¡jayoga and the ancient practices. The term R¡jayoga itself used
to denote the superiority of these yogic concepts over the ha?ha
yogic practices and tradition which was more prevailed during the
pre-modern times. As per the present understandings R¡jayoga is
nothing more than yogastura which introduced by Vivekananda
which is Pataµjala yoga. In many occasions the term R¡jayoga replaced for Pataµjali's Yogasutra and it is very identical in its usage.
Pataµjala yoga system is a set of yoga concepts and practices which
we pays more attention for the mental exercises than the physical
activities and generally accepted in the yogic discourse. At the same
time the idea of 'modern-Rajayoga' is totally differed from this concepts and which is a set of new practical system. In the academic
context, the meanings and historicity of R¡jayoga is not well defined. Our idea about R¡jayoga begun with the introduction of
Vivekananda but the process of its discovery, historicity and genealogy are not much studied. Therefore the present study is focused
on the diversity and historical background of the evolution of
R¡jayoga tradition.
Modern R¡jayoga
The idea of 'modern R¡jayoga' yoga was most probably begun
with the interpretations of Vivekananda. In his book entitled as
R¡jayoga was published on 1896 July, through this he opined that
Yogasutra is one among the many texts of Rajayoga. According to
Elizebeth De Michelis R¡jayoga and its relationship with
Pataµjalayoga was equated by the Theosophical society and then
popularized by Vivekananda through his academic and non academic efforts. This modern interpretation was the first and foremost
academic base for R¡jayoga which imitated through yogic publications and scholarly networks without deconstructing the historicity,

ideology, time and space. The studies which followed after
Vivekananda's Rajayoga which are understood the fact the term
Rajayoga is absent in yogic texts such as Pataµjali's Yogasutra,
YogabhaÀya descriptions of Sa´kara, Vachaspati Mishra's
Tatvavaisarathi and Rajamartha´da. It can be said that the term
Rajayoga does not appear in a yoga text until after the eleventh
century. (Jason Bricks,) The present academic studies on Rajayoga
preferred that the original source of this yogic concept is Yogasutra
and the structure adopted from AÀt¡´gayoga.
Raja Yoga contains transcripts of lectures by Vivekananda on
'Rajayog' his interpretation of Pataµjali's Yogasutra and a 'rather
free translation' of Pataµjali's Yogasutra plus Vivekananda's commentaries, which also was a series of talks. It presents Vivekananda's
understanding and interpretation of Pataµjali's Yoga Sutras, "and a
selection of ha¶hayoga teachings on the basis of the beliefs that he
shared with his students". These included elements from traditional
Hinduism, but also ideas from western science, Idealism, and "the
Neo-Vedantic esotericism of the Brahmasamaj and Western occultism, including mesmerism and "American Harmonial religion".
Vivekananda adapted traditional Hindu ideas and religiosity to
suit the needs and understandings of his western audiences, who
were especially attracted by and familiar with western esoteric traditions and movements like Transcendentalism and New Thought.
An important element in his adaptation of Hindu religiosity was the
introduction of his four yoga's model, which includes, his interpretation of Pataµjali's Yogasutra which offered a practical means to
realize the divine force within which is central to modern western
esotericism. The other three yogas are the classical Karma Yoga,
Jµana Yoga, Bhakti Yoga. Vivekananda's interpretation of Pataµjali's
Yoga Sutras is mostly based on the part on AÀt¡´gayoga the eight
limbs of yoga described in the Sadhana Pada or practice part. At the
same time the idea of modern yoga was influenced the different
religious, philosophical, meditative techniques and physical exercises (especially colonial). Therefore the interpretation of
Vivekananda and other social reform agencies of nineteenth and
twentieth century definitely influenced the concept of modern
Rajayoga.
Raja Yoga in Pre-modern Period
Pre-modern yogic texts in between the period of sixteenth to eigh-
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teenth century had a revivalist in its structure especially those works
of Sivananda Saraswati and Bhavadeva. The sixteenth/seventeenth
century work entitled Yogacintama?i of Sivananda Saraswati which
contains around 3423 verses. In this text the author tries to compile
the yogic traditions both the ancient and medieval. This text organized with reference to Pura¸as, Dharmasastras and epics are arranged within the framework of AÀt¡´gayoga tradition. Sivananda
Saraswati throughout his commentary followed the Adavaita philosophy of Sa´kara and his teachings. This text was compiled for
the elite's classes of the society especially the upper class Brahmans.
This shows how ideology worked for the association and adaptation of different yogic practices under an umbrella. The similar texts
and authors of pre-modern times were definitely influenced the writeup of Vivekananda. As we knew he came from a neo-Vedantic background which also a reason for his interpretation of R¡jayoga as
equal with Yogasutra of Pataµjali. Sivananda Saraswati took a considerable effort for accommodating different systems of Yoga with
Pataµjali yoga practices. While he focused on Yogasutra techniques
but the interpretation had a tremendous influence over the other
influential yogic techniques of that period. Therefore it must be said
that both of these scholars compiled the yogic texts as per their ideological and circumstantial purposes. Vivekananda arranged R¡jayoga
with several techniques in pra?ayama and the meditation techniques
of eastern and western esoteric teachings. In similar ways the premodern ideological and institutional interests may cause to the effort of yogacint¡ma´i. The yogacint¡ma´i combined the practical
instructions of earlier Ha¶hayoga texts with the philosophy and
metaphysics of Pataµjala Yoga, Advaita Vedanta, and Tantric
Saivism and so on.
Swami Sivananda maintained the distinction of R¡jayoga as
mental practice and ha¶hayoga as physical but he also integrated
ha?hayoga in to aÀt¡´gayoga by equating it as the auxiliaries of
asanas and pra¸ayama. He said that R¡jayoga and ha¶hayoga are
independent.
Raja Yoga in Pre-modern Texts
Amanaska
The earliest extant definition of R¡jayoga occurs in the second
chapter of a Saiva Yogic text named Amanaska, which was written
before twelfth century. In answering Vamadeva's opening question,

Shiva states that there is an internal Yoga (antarayoga) called
R¡jayoga, and he defines it in two ways. At first, it is the king of all
yogas and secondly it enables the yogin to reach the illustrious king,
the supreme self. The first definition is abroad declaration of
R¡jayoga's superiority over all yoga systems known at that time.
The Amanaska's R¡jayoga is presented as an easy, direct and
simple way to Samadhi which is described as a natural state
(sahajavastha). The text rejects gradualist yoga techniques for attaining Samadhi, which would include any stem based on auxiliaries (that is Àada´ga yoga, aÀt¡´gayoga and so on)
Anandena ca santuÀtaÅ sadabhyasarato bhavet
Sad¡bhy¡se sthir¢bh£te na vidhir naiva ca kramaÅ
(Aman¡ska 2.53)
"And (the yogin) who is made content by bliss, become devoted
to constant practice. When the practice has become even steady,
there is no prescribed method and so step by step progress.
Amanaska's R¡jayoga begin and ends with sam¡dhi. The second definition of R¡jayoga is based on the metaphor that the supreme self (param¡tman) is a king (Raja). This metaphor is found in
one of the oldest UpaniÀads, the B¤had¡ra¸yaka (2.5.15). In the
Amanaska the word 'yoga' is better understood as 'method' that is,
the method for attaining the self. The second definition indicates
that R¡jayoga is the means by which the yogin attains the self. Therefore in the context of Amanaska R¡jayoga is the no mind state and
both the terms R¡jayoga and Amanaska are synonymous in the
Amanaska and later yoga texts.
In light of the modern association of R¡jayoga with the Yogasutra,
it should be noted that the Amanaska was not influence by directly
Pataµjalayoga. Amanaska rejects PuruÀa-prak¤ti metaphysics and
the levels of sam¡dhi, kriyayoga, mantrayoga and aÀ¶¡´gayoga.
Amanaska placed itself firmly among the yoga traditions which became prominent from the twelfth century onwards although the
amanaska provides the earliest extant detention of raja yoga.
AparokÀ¡nubhuti
This text preserved a Vedantic systm of yoga with fifteen auxiliaries called R¡jayoga. This text has been attributed to Adisankara,
however it was probably written only a century or two before its
terminus 'ad quem' of the fourteenth century. The AparokÀ¡nubhuti
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teachings on yoga stand at a distance from the Amanaska because
its R¡jayoga concept is more of an attempt to homologize the auxiliaries of yoga with Vedantic doctrine and it appears to have had
little influence on later yoga tradition until the south Indian recension of the yoga UpaniÀads. AparokÀ¡nubhuti is unique in using the
term 'R¡jayoga' to denote a system of yoga without the connotation
of Sam¡dhi. In other pre-modern yogic texts, R¡jayoga is both a
name for a type of yoga based primarily on the practice of Sam¡dhi
itself.
Ha¶haprad¢pika
The meaning of Rajayoga as the practice of Samadhi was ubiquitous among yoga texts. However unlike mantrayoga and
ha?hayoga which were largely characterized by specific techniques
and for this reason, no typology of a system of Rajayoga is apparent. The attainment of Rajayoga as per ha?hayoga is the central
theme of the fifteenth century ha?hapradipika.
DattatreyaYogasutra and Yogabhija
According to these texts mantrayoga, layayoga and ha?hayoga
were the means to Rajayoga. Therefore one could inter that the first
three yogas cause the internal sound and the mind's fusion with it.
Amaraughaprabhodha
This text states that Rajayoga is achieved by using the mind with
an internal sound. (Amaraughaprabhodha, 52-53)
"Then having pierced rudra's knot, the breath goes to his throne.
In the NiÀpatti, a flute likes sound whose tone of a resonating lute
arises. Then the mind becomes fused which is called Rajayoga".
This text explains that laya, mantra and ha¶ha have been taught
solely for the attainment of Rajayoga.
In short, yogic texts of pre-modern period had gives references
for meditative yogic practices at the same which defined Rajayoga
in different manner as compare with the modern interpretations. In
one view, ha¶hayoga concerns with the physical body and control
of breath. Raja Yoga deals with the mind. Rajayoga and ha¶hayoga
are interdependent. Rajayoga and ha?hayoga are the necessary counterparts of each other. No one can become a perfect Yogi without
knowledge of the practice of both the Yogas. Rajayoga begins where
properly practiced ha¶hayoga ends.

Modern and Pre-modern Interpretations
From the above discussion it must be understood that Yogic practices as well as interpretations of Toga is changing accordance with
time and space. In the Indian context the colonial modernity made
considerable changes in the orientation of Indian social reformers
especially the Hindu religious tradition. Yoga was one of the prominent subjects interested by these social reformers as well as the Europeans. The interventions of missionaries and their pan-Indian activities caused the wide popularity of this Indian knowledge system.
The influence of physical education as well as sports introduced by
the colonial authorities definitely changed our educational system
and concept of physique and body concepts. At the same in India
an interaction of traditional and modern educational system was visible. This tendency was also found in the field of Yoga. During the
period of nineteenth and twentieth century a tremendous growth of
literary production as well as other promotions was found in this
field. For example a large number of Yoga clubs was inaugurated
across the British India. Similarly the popularity of Yogic practices
was increased in the Western countries. In this growth both the
Westerners as well as the migrated Indians who lived in abroad was
also the consumers of this new product. The major distributors or
promoters of the modern Yogic practices were the social reformers.
They were acted as an important agency for the promotion and circulation of Yogic system in this modern discourse. Here we already
mentioned the contributions of swami Vivekananda and Swami
Sivananda in to this field. Similarly many other socio-religious
movements were promoted the yogic practices.
As part of this new emerging socio-religious movement a considerable number of literatures were produced in this field. Here we
mentioned the first and most important publication on Rajayoga by
Vivekananda. What they originally done is the re-interpretation of
Pataµjalayoga rather than just imitation of the existing yogic practices across India during the same period. They were selected only
a particular kind of normative Yoga tradition which does not represented the whole yogic practices across India. The truth is that during the period of nineteenth century and even today there were number of different Yogic practices and traditions were prevalent in India but these were not came in front of the interpretations of these
social reformers. They only followed the teachings of Yogasutra or
in other words the selected certain form of yoga practices and re-
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interpreted for the requirements of the modern industrial and consumer World. This selection process excluded many other prominent yogic traditions across the country. The problem in their interpretation is that they placed Rajayoga is the King of all other Yogas.
This meditative yogic tradition already found from different yogic
traditions of India but this new arrangement may influenced the neoVedantic interests of these social reformers.
The pre-modern yogic texts which we analysed here clearly show
the presence of meditative practices with in ha?hayogic practices
and all the other yogic traditions of India. But the method each yogic tradition was followed is different accordance with their ideological interests. The modern interpretations on Rajayoga which was
largely influenced the new changing atmosphere (social and political) of Modern India.
Vivekananda's interpretation of advaita vedanta functioned as
the so-called rational foundation of yoga. He maintained that any
version of yoga other than the rationalist one he prescribed was a
corruption of its true form. Vivekananda's revisionist historical narrative about yoga thrived until the second half of the twentieth century when body-centered, postural yoga became increasingly popular.
But even advocates of postural yoga appealed to Hindu origins.
The body-centered practices equated with ha?hayoga were now reconstructed and medicalized in ways that made them modern fitness techniques deemed original to Hinduism.
Conclusion
The term and concept of Rajayoga does not appear in a yoga
text until after the eleventh century. However it seems to a longer
history in Indian astrology, for it is found in at least two early works,
in which context it denotes astrological signs that foreshadow the
birth of kings. Nearly all published books on Rajayoga acknowledge the Yogasutra as the textual source for this Yoga, and the structure of their expositions is usually the eight auxiliaries (aÀ¶a´gayoga)
of Pataµjalayoga. Often, their explanations of each auxiliary are a
synthesis of various religious and philosophical ideas with meditation techniques, depending on the author's predilections. However,
the difference in this regard is that the yogacintama?i embraced
ha¶hayoga, whereas Vivekananda rejected it and preferred to invoke Sankaracarya as an authority on alternate nostril breathing.
Vivekananda not only separated Rajayoga from ha¶hayoga, but also

advocated the independence and superiority of the former over the
latter. Indeed, in his view, ha¶hayoga was merely concerned with
making the physical body strong, and he believed there were other,
more effective ways to do that. Sivananda maintained the distinction of Rajayoga as mental practice and ha¶hayoga as physical, but
he also integrated ha¶hayoga into aÀ¶a´gayoga by equating it as the
auxiliaries of asana and pra¸ayama.
In other Pre-modern Yoga texts, Rajayoga is both a name for a
type of yoga based primarily on the practice of samadhi as well as a
synonym for the state of samadhi itself. Unlike mantrayoga and
ha¶hayoga which were largely characterized by specific techniques,
Rajayoga was associated with a diverse range of techniques, and
for this reason, no typology of a system of Rajayoga is apparent.
The second chapter of the Amanaska is the earliest extant evidence
for the definition of the term in a Yoga text Rajayoga. Second, the
absence of Rajayoga in earlier Tantras, and particularly in the
mokÀopaya, in which one would expect to find it, suggests that the
term was not used in connection with Yoga before the tenth century. It is clear that with the exception of the AparokÀanubhuti the
chief denotative meaning of Rajayoga in Yoga texts written before
the fifteenth century was samadhi and its use in relation to sexual
fluids, sexual practices such as Vajroli Mudra the Yoga of the
yogavasiÀtha and Pataµjalayoga occur after this time. However, the
connotative meaning of Rajayoga as the "best Yoga" is always implied when the term is used in medieval and modern texts. In the
early ha¶hayoga and Rajayoga traditions, Rajayoga superiority was
implicit in the necessity of samadhi for attaining liberation while
alive (jivanmukti). After the fifteenth-century ha¶hapradipika, various other traditions including modern writers such as Vivekananda
adopted the name as an emblematic term for the superiority of their
innovative reinterpretations of Yoga.
Footnotes
The term modern used here to denote the developments of yoga took
place in the nineteenth and twentieth century which is a culmination of
different yogic traditions as well the physical exercises with respect to
Western/colonial influences.
Physical exercises and postures in Yoga practices
Theosophical society is social reforming/missionary organization which
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was initially started from America and extensively spread into India
during the period of nineteenth century.
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Anjuna. K. M
DISPARITIES IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN SANKARA'S ADVAITA AND SRI
AUROBINDO'S POORNADVAITA

Abstract
Consciousness is a debating mystery in Indian and western tradition and the concept which is an independent monistic principle can
be traced from the earliest UpaniÀadic speculations. The common
picture to emerge from those reflections on the character of subjective revel in and external reality, defined ultimate subject of all mental
state is consciousness, itself ever precluded from turning into an
object. As a universal type it transcends the psychophysical complex constituting the empirical individual and the three associated
levels of waking, dream, and deep-sleep. Consciousness is common to all. All over, pure consciousness is the foundation for the
knowledge relation between subject and object. It is the field upon
which the relation between mind and the world revealed to found.
While not entirely fictitious, this psycho physical adjunct is nevertheless is an obstacle to the realization that at bottom the individualized consciousness (¡tman) is nothing but the universal consciousness (Brahman). The realization of the (¡tman -brahman identity is
the Summum bonum of existence, signifying final emancipation
from the mundane world and the beginningless cycle of death and
rebirth.
This characterization has served as the point of departure for the
developed accounts of the nature and function of consciousness
found in classical advaita and its sub-schools, also in the
Poorn¡dvaita as well as in competing systems of thought. These
schools make debates related to their views, both internal and with
other schools. The disputations arose as philosophers sought to shield
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their specific interpretation of the UpaniÀadic pronouncements; in
so doing, debts of thoughts and world grew in element and sophistication. Answers to questions concerning the sources of knowledge, perception, truth and error, consciousness in general etc, ultimately led to the crystallization of a remarkable variety of views on
the nature of consciousness among Indian philosophers. Here the
paper which discusses the disparities in the understanding of consciousness in advaita School Sankara and poorn¡dvaita of Sri
Aurobindo, the two important schools who have made great contributions to consciousness studies in Indian schools of philosophy.
Views of Advaita and Poornadvaita
AdiSankara's advaita replaces the nihilism of buddhism with its
notion of m¡ya. That this manifestation is illusory and the only stable
meaning we can wrangle out of existence is by escaping out of it to
the root of all that is Brahman. Sri Aurobindo who declares that
being and becoming are inseparable dual modes of Brahman perceiving itself. That Life can be divinized, by removing its masks of
error, suffering and pain. That a complete release from error and
pain at all levels of existence is possible if we consented to an integral aspiration without imposing constraints on the divine to whom
we aspire. Aurobindo explained about the achieving of this in his
integral yoga. The implications of this idea fundamentally change
how we view ourselves and our role in existence.
The Upanishads say that Brahman, the ultimate reality, is pure
consciousness (prajn¡nam brahma). But, so long as this empirical
world of multiplicity exists for us, consciousness remains a mere
philosophical concept with different categories. According to advaita
vedanta, these different categories of consciousness are classified
as absolute consciousness (brahma-caitanya), cosmic consciousness
(i¿vara-caitanya), individual consciousness (jiva-caitanya), and indwelling consciousness (s¡ksi-caitanya). However, all these distinctions are due to limiting adjuncts (up¡dhis) and are not intrinsic to
the true nature of consciousness, which is by itself one and nondual. Advaita Vedanta says that there is a substratum of this universe, even finer than energy (pr¡na), called brahma-caitanya. The
very nature of this substratum is sat-cit-¡nanda: absolute existence
(sat), pure consciousness (cit), and bliss (¡nanda). In other words,
pure being is self-aware and is of the nature of pure consciousness
and bliss, or 'loving consciousness'.

For Aurobindo all creation is nothing but self-manifestation or
unmanifested self into a form of manifestation. The individual who
creates or develops out of himself makes a distinction between himself, the force that works in him and the material in which he works.
In reality the force is himself, the individualized consciousness which
it instrumentalized is himself. The play of self-force and the play of
self-formation what is produces is itself. It is working out a play,
rhythm, a development of its own existence. Absolute completeness is not feasible in the finite because of its alien to the self-conception of the finite. Therefore, only final goal possible is the emergence of the infinite consciousness with the individual.
Advaita posits four states of consciousness, namely waking
(j¡grat), dreaming (svapna), and deep sleep (suÀupti), and tur¢ya.
First three were empirically experienced by human beings, and correspond to the three bodies doctrine. In waking state, we are aware
of our daily world. This is the gross body. The second dreaming
mind is the subtle body. The third state of deep sleep is the causal
body. Tur¢ya is the final state which some describe as pure consciousness, the background that underlies and transcends these three
common states of consciousness. Tur¢ya is the state of liberation,
where states Advaita school, one experiences the infinite (ananta)
and non-different (advaita or abheda), that is free from the dualistic
experience, the state in which aj¡tivada, non-origination, is apprehended. According to Chandra Dhar Sarma, Tur¢ya state is where
the foundational Self is realized, it is measureless, neither cause nor
effect, all pervading, without suffering, blissful, changeless, selfluminous, real, immanent in all things and transcendent. Those who
have experienced the tur¢ya stage of self-consciousness have reached
the pure awareness of their own non-dual Self as one with everyone
and everything, for them the knowledge, the knower, the known
becomes one, they are the Jivanmukta. Advaita traces the foundation of this ontological theory in more ancient Sanskrit texts. For
example, chapters 8.7 through 8.12 of Chandogya UpaniÀad discuss the 'four states of consciousness' as awake, dream-filled sleep,
deep sleep, and beyond deep sleep. One of the earliest mentions of
turiya, in the Hindu scriptures, occurs in verse 5.14.3 of the
Brihad¡ranyaka UpaniÀad. The idea is also discussed in other early
UpaniÀads.
Consciousness is a part of the universe. It is not something that
has come from outside, Advaita Vedanta believes in a natural origin
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of consciousness also. Since consciousness originates from and in
the universe, whatever is the ultimate constituent of the material
universe must be the ultimate constituent of the universe also. In
Advaita Vedanta, the universe is said to be Saccid¡nanda, ie, sat, cit
and ¡nanda. Sat means existence, this means the material existence,
matter and force, cit means consciousness; ¡nanda is a particular
state of consciousness, the state of bliss. Since Brahman lies as the
root of our material world, the same Brahman must be the root of
our consciousness also.
Advaita Vedanta recognizes consciousness as a dimension of
existence of the world. In modern language, we can call this the
information dimension. Just as there is a material dimension of the
universe, consisting of mass and energy, so also there is an information dimension. We consider ourselves as conscious if we remember whether we have switched off the iron and as unconscious
if we forgot it. Also, we should always remain conscious of internal
processes - we consider ourselves more conscious if we note that an
emotion has arisen inside us at the time that is arises, than if we note
this only afterwards or not at all.
By observing ourselves and the world around us and always
knowing exactly what is happening, we try to raise or expand our
consciousness. We think that mindfulness is a form of higher consciousness and want to increase our consciousness by meditating or
finding spiritual inspiration. All this is often called awakening
consciousnesses. Meditation, psychotherapy, energy work or methods of personality development are used to perform 'consciousness
work'. However, what consciousness really is rarely defined.
Aurobindo's philosophy is the idea that the human being is still
in a process of evolution. The human race must rise from its present
level of consciousness to a higher level if it is to survive, and hence
the need of philosophy and religion. 'The Synthesis of Yoga' and
formulated the basic principles of an integral yoga. In essence, this
is the four-fold yoga expanded and amplified. At the same time, the
new yoga found a place for artistic creativity as a means for s¡dhana
and self-knowledge. He learned Sanskrit and tried to fathom the
mystery of the Veda and dived deep into the system of yoga. Sri
Aurobindo was a yogi of the highest order and since he stands prominently in the recent past, we can gain much from the nature of his
s¡dhana.

Sri Aurobindo says that force is inherent in existence in the sense
that there is relation of inseparability between the two. Although it
is possible to think of pure existence apart from this force actually,
they are inseparably related with each other. Force admits two possibilities, it can be rest or in motion. Sri Aurobindo says that this
force also in the double or alternative potentiality of rest and movement, of self-concentration. In force and of self-diffusion in force.
He talks the word consciousness not in the sense of human consciousness but in a very comprehensive sense. He says "it (consciousness) is no longer synonymous with mentality is a middle
term, below mentality it sinks into vital and material movements
which are for us the super conscient. But in all is one and the same
thing organizing itself differently" . Sri Aurobindo holds that the
absolute as it '¿akti' creates or manifest the world.
The object of yoga is to raise the human being from the consciousness of the ordinary mind subject to the control of vital and
material nature and limited wholly by birth and death and Time and
the needs and desires of the mind, life and body to the consciousness of the spirit free in its self and using the circumstances of mind,
life and body as admitted or self-chosen and self-figuring determinations of the spirit, using them in a free self-knowledge, a free will
and power of being, a free delight of being.
This is the essential difference between the ordinary mortal mind
in which we live and the spiritual consciousness of our divine and
immortal being which is the highest result of yoga. It is a radical
conversion as great as and greater than the change which we suppose evolutionary nature to have made in its transition from the
vital animal to the fully metalized human consciousness. The animal has the conscious vital mind, but whatever beginnings there are
in it of anything higher are only a primary glimpse, a crude hint of
the intelligence which in man becomes the splendour of the mental
understanding, will, emotion, aesthesis and reason. Man elevated in
the heights and deepened by the intensities of the mind becomes
aware of something great and divine in himself towards which all
this tends, something he is in possibility but which he has not yet
become, and he turns the powers of his mind, his power of knowledge, his power of will, his power of emotion and aesthesis to seek
out this, to seize and comprehend all that it may be, to become it
and to exist wholly in its greater consciousness, delight, being and
power of highest becoming. But what he gets of this higher state in
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his normal mind is only intimation, a primary glimpse, and a crude
hint of the splendour, the light, the glory and divinity of the spirit
within him. A complete conversion of all the parts of his being into
moulds and instruments of the spiritual consciousness is demanded
of him before he can make quite real, constant, and present to himself this greater thing that he can be and entirely live in what is now
to him at the best a luminous aspiration. He must seek to develop
and grow altogether into a greater divine consciousness by an integral Yoga.
According to Sri Aurobindo his philosophy says that the yoga
has the same relation with the inner being and nature of man as
science has with the forces of external nature like stream or electricity. Yoga, Aurobindo says, is scientific in that its methods are observation of an experiment with the states, forces, functions of our
subjective, i.e., inner being and nature. Yoga is known as a means
of attaining spiritual liberation, mukti or mokÀa. While i.e., true, it
must be clearly understood that by the practice of yoga, it is impossible to know the essential nature of our being, our true self. And
yoga discovers the nature of our real self as consciousness. For Sri
Aurobindo, the whole of reality, including physical, psychological,
psychological and spiritual, is integral. In the ever-evolving process
of reality, the whole reality is made of different levels of being. But
without losing their individual identities, they are all part of one
journey to the supermind. Such a philosophy is relevant to our times.
Its re-embraces new forms of non-pathological, integral personal
spirituality i.e., compatible to science, philosophy, art and, more
universal in its outlooks. It creates more effective and life affirming
solutions for every challenge or dream we have, whether your interests are culture, politics, religion, science or the environment.
CONCLUSION
Sri Aurobindo demonstrated the concept of consciousness in a
different way where he recognized it as the essence of the Absolute
Brahman. His theory of consciousness can be understood with the
help of his theory of evolution. He believes in the evolution of consciousness. For him, Brahman is infinite consciousness who involves
into the matter through the process of involution. Through evolution, he has given a fine picture of reality or Brahman which is already asserted in the Upanishads and also in Sankara Vedanta. His
saccid¡nanda seems to be Ìsvara of Sankara which is immanent in

the evolutionary process. His Reality can be realized only by the
mystic seers or yogin's. Main difference of both these philosophers
is the hierarchy of mind is while Sankara shares reflection of consciousness on the various sheaths and their subsequent transmission to other grosser evolutes and Aurobindo discusses through his
evolutionary process. Drawing the divide between the mind and the
self, Aurobindo, says consciousness is the essence of mind but this
consciousness is finite and a part of divine consciousness.
Sri Aurobindo admits that mind has self-consciousness and
through self-consciousness, human mind can apprehend the eternal
being, the reality. It seems that Descartes has realized this self-consciousness, which is free from his universal doubt. In 'cogitoergosum', Descartes proved his existence through universal doubt.
It is the existence, in Sri Aurobindo, which is also consciousness
force and bliss. Existence is not devoid of consciousness. But
Descartes failed to conceive matter that is having consciousness in
implicit manner and, in point Descartes' concept of consciousness
differs from Sri Aurobindo. Moreover, Descrates has talked about
the finite consciousness of mind as described by Sri Aurobindo.
It is interesting to note that K. C. Bhattacharya, also a contemporary thinker of this period, has not admitted any clear-cut theory of
consciousness but, from his concept of philosophy, his concept of
consciousness can be derived. His concept of consciousness is different from other Indian or Western philosophers. For him, consciousness is 'awareness' in wider sense of the term. According to
Bhattacharya, philosophy is a form of theoretic consciousness. He
uses the world 'thought' to mean consciousness.
Footnotes
1
Sri Aurobindo, The Life Divine, p.83
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P.V. Gopakumar
GOMATIDAá A ELATTÍR RËMASWAMY á ËSTRI'S
CONTRIBUTION TO KERALA SANSKRIT TRADITION

Introduction
The rulers of Travancore state, besides being intellectual scholars, were well known for their liberal patronage of fine arts and
literature. The reign of Maharaja Swathi Tirunal (1813- 1847) the
famous poet and composer, can be said to be mark the beginning
of a new era in the literary history and also known as the golden
age of Travancore. Gomatida¿a Elatt£r R¡maswamy á¡stri, the
author of the mah¡k¡vya Sur£par¡ghava, was the prominent literary figure in the Vidwad Sadas of four successive rulers of Travancore
State after Maharaja Swathi Tirunal and was regarded as a very
renowned Sanskrit scholar and poet of 19th centaury Kerala.
Ullur Parameswara Iyyar states in his magnum opus work Kerala
Sahitya Caritram that "When Kodungalloor Vidwan Ilaya Tampuran
passed away in 1851 C.E, it was Elatt£r R¡maswamy Sastri who
become eligible for the exalted position of Mah¡kavi of Kerala."
Gomatida¿a Elatt£r R¡maswamy á¡stri (1823- 1887) was an
outstanding scholar-poet of Kerala, though he was not earned the
deserving acclaim in the scholastic world of later period.
R¡maswamy gained deep knowledge in Sanskrit and Malayalam
and mastered in Vy¡karana, Ny¡ya, Sahitya and Vedantha too.
Life
R¡maswamy á¡stri was born on 9th November 1823in Padinj¡re
Agrh¡ram in the village of Elatt£r near Shenkotta now in Tamilnadu
sate. His father áankara N¡r¡ya¸a á¡stri alias Ëndi á¡stri was a
pious religious man. He received his preliminary education from
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the local Pandits of Elatt£r. At the suggestion of his tutors, he was
sent to Pandalam Rajas for high studies because of Elatt£r was a
part of Pandalam state till 1821CE. Within a few years R¡maswamy
attained a high degree of proficiency in Vy¡kara¸a and Ny¡ya which
he studied under guidance of Kerala Varma Tampuran, a scholar of
high merits and also acquired scholarship in almost all branches of
Sanskrit Literature. After the completion of his study in Pandalam,
he studied Advita Vedanta under Appa DikÀita of Tiruvilngadu in
Tamilnadu.
R¡maswami á¡stri was a follower of Srividya Samayachara tradition and got dikÀa name as Madananandanatha. Kerala K¡lid¡sa
Kerala Varma Valiyakoyi Tampuran was one of his Srividya Disciple. In his Ë¤yasataka he makes obeisance to his DikÀa guru
Narasimhanandanatha of Tiruvidaimarudur in Tamilnadu.
R¡maswami's family Devata was Goddess Gomathy (P¡rvath¢) enshrined in Tirunayanarkovil at Sankarankovil near Elatt£r. It reported that one day when he was chanting the 500 times of
M£kapanc¡¿ati at one sitting, he had a vision of Goddess and he
become the anugraha kavi and also assumed the name Gomatidasa.
This prefix to his name is invariably found in the colophons of his
works.
Around 1849 R¡maswami reached to Trivandrum and settled
there to pursue his literary career because Trivandrum was the Capital
city of Travancore state was a centre of learning and was cynosure
of Sanskrit scholars, poets etc. He gained the patronage and friendship of the ruler of Maharaja Utram Tirunal Marthanda Varma, successor of Swathi Tirunal, made him a member of his royal court
which was adorned by eminent scholars. Utram Tirunal Maharaja's
instance á¡stri wrote Jalandarasuravadham Ëttakatha which is his
only known major Malayalam work.
After the demise of Utram Tirunal in 1860, Maharaja Ëyilyam
Tirunal ascended the throne. He was a good scholar in Sanskrit and
Malayalam and also a great patron of art and literature. The king
respected a very high regard for the dignified scholarship and poetic abilities of R¡maswami and showered on him liberal gifts and
honour. The poet wrote the immortal works Sur£par¡ghavam and
V¤ittaratn¡vali (treatise on Sanskrit meters) during this period and
dedicated to his royal patron.

Once by some cause the poet happened to be a victim of the
Maharaja's displeasure and he left the court immediately with reciting the following verse.

S…k…¶…⁄ S…÷k…¶…⁄ ®…k…¶…⁄{……±…EÚ…‰{……∫…x……¥……∫…x……™……∫…x……x®…‰ ¶…ﬁ∂…®…¬*
∫……v…÷i…… ∫…… v…÷i…… ∫…… v…i…… ∫…… v…i……
ÀEÚ i…™…… S…÷xi…™…… S…xi…™……®… ∂…¥…®…¬**
He left the city and toured all over India visiting eminent institutions of learning and holy places of pilgrimage. At Culcutta he had
the privilege of having literary dialogue with Tharanatha
Tharkav¡caspathi, the author of the famous V¡caspat¢yam. In
Benaras he met several scholars and well-known Pandits and introduced himself as a Pandit from Trivandrum. When B¡la¿¡stri one
of the eminent scholar asked him whether he had known the author
of Manjubh¡Àini commentary of Srik¤À¸avilasa k¡vyam and the
poet revealed that he himself was the same person. Then B¡la¿¡stri
highly pleased and hugged the R¡maswami calling him Abhinava
Mallinatha. Because of á¡stri's absence King would felt sorrow and
sent word to R¡masastri and bring back him in his former place
with added glory and honour
R¡maswami á¡stri had a large number of students, many of
them were renowned poets and scholars. Kerala Varma Valiyakoyi
Tampuran, who is one of the great poets of Kerala and is known as
the father of Malayalam literature, also the companion of Ëyilyam
Tirunal Maharaja was prominent among á¡stri's students.
Keralavarma refers his guru as á¡stri in his famous work Vi¿akha
Vijaya K¡vya, R¡maswami á¡stri as his BrahmavidyopadeÀta and
Sahitya De¿ika. According to R.Y. Narayanan grandson of
R¡maswami á¡stri stats that Sundarar¡ja Kavi, a poet and scholar
who is the author of a number of valuable Sanskrit works, a native
of Elatt£r also a disciple of á¡stri. Ëttukal Sankarapilla a famous
Malayalam poet in that time, son of Chief Judge of Travancore was
another disciple, who studied Vy¡karana and Manthra¿¡stra.
Sankarapilla refers á¡stri as Elatt£r Brahmajyotis in his famous
Malayalam work Devi Bh¡gavatham.
After the Ëyilyam Tirunal's demise in 1880 Vi¿akham Tirunal
ascended the throne, who was good scholar in English and Sanskrit, gifted on á¡stri honour and rewards. Because of his old age
á¡stri retired to his native village Elatt£r. Insuffiency of drinking
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water villagers appealed the King through the poet and well was
dug and tank was constructed in 1882. The poet celebrated the occasion by built the temple of Mah¡ganapathi facing the tank and
made grant of land for conducting daily poojas of the deity. One of
his student and the same villager Sundarar¡jakavi composed three
stanzas which engraved on the wall of the temple on this auspicious
occasion. The last two lines are here

∏…“ ¥…∂……J……‰ x…ﬁ{……‰ Æ˙…®… I…“Æ˙…®… ∫… S…¥……‰k…®…
Æ˙…®…∫¥……®…“ EÚ ¥… ∫…¶™… Æ˙…®…∫¥……®…™…… v…EÚ…™…« {…*
After a five year rule Vi¿akham Tirunal passed away in 1885
and Maharaja Moolam Tirunal ascended the throne, who was a student of the poet and cherished a loving admiration for his guru.
However á¡stri did not live long to enjoy the love and regard of
Sree Moolam Tirunal. He passed away peacefully on 15th August
1887 at his residence in Trivandrum.
Works
A short account of R¡maswami á¡stri's works is given below
1. K¡vya Sur£par¡ghavam Mah¡k¡avyam with his own commentary.
2. Campuk¡vya 1. K¢¤tivil¡sam, 2. á¡kuntalam, 3. Kaivalyavall¢pari¸ayam
3. Prabhandas 1. Ambar¢Àacharitam,
2. G¡ndaracaritam,
3. P¡rvat¢pari¸ayam,
4. K¡¿iyatravarnanam,
5. Gau¸asam¡gamavarnanam,6. Tulabh¡raprabhandam
4. á¡stras 1. V¤ittaratnavali, 2. Ramodaya (Ala´kara¿¡stra)
5. Stotras 1. Arya¿atakam, 2. AryaÀtottara¿atakam
3. Devivarnamukt¡vali, 4. Tripurasundarigiti,
5. Pundarikapuresastavam, 6. Kalisamanstotram,
7. Aswathagananathastakam, 8. Lalit¡stavam
9. Sreekanteswarastotracint¡mni (Vadakkumku mentioned
Sreekandeswarastavam only) 10. AÀ¶tapra¿¡stakatrayam,
11. KartikeyaÀ¶akam, 12. Dharmasamvardhini stotram,

13. HanumadaÀ¶akam, 14. BhothanadaÀ¶akam,
15. Madus£danaÀ¶akam 16. Sreekrishnadandakam,
17. MadhunadaÀ¶akam
6. Ëtta katha Malayalam J¡landarasuravadham.
7. Miscellaneous works 1. Any¡pade¿adwasaptati, 2. KÀetratatwad¢pika
(Geometrical work) 3. ManjubhaÀini commentary of
Sr¢k¤À¸avil¡sak¡vya, 4. Yog¡nu¿a¿anvyakhy¡nam,
5. Samasy¡vali. 6. Dharmasamvardhin¢mah¡tmyam,
7. Pandlapur¢mahatmyam, 8. NrigamokÀam commentary
Sur£par¡ghavam is one of the most important work. It is a
mah¡k¡vya wrote in the style of Bhattik¡vya. Instead of the story
of R¡m¡ya¸a, the description of Paniniyan rules and common figures of speech was the content and highlight of this k¡vya. There is
said to be the work extended up to 18 sargas but the published version is 8 sargas and ended in the 33rd stanza of 8th sarga. K¢rtivil¡sa
is a champuk¡vya glorifying the Prince Ëyilyam Tirunal and described the capital city, royal court and the prominent scholars of
there. The only first ullasa which contains 94verses of this work is
available. Tulabharaprabhanda describes the Tulapurushadhana
ceremony of Vi¿akham Tirunal in over 100 verses in different meters.
Some of the stanzas contain verbal devices and insertions of
Dravidian words without effecting the meaning in Sanskrit. For e.g:-

+¥…x…¬ ¥…Æ˙…x…¥……x…¬ x…i™… ®…¥…x…¬ x……Æ˙“®…x……‰Ω˛Æ˙x…¬
®…∫…™……±…ΔEÚﬁ i…®…Ω˛“ {……‰ k…®……Æ˙… Æ˙¥…i…¬ ∫…÷J…®…¬
Gounasam¡gamavar¸anam is a small work describing the visit
of Lord Napier Governor of Madras to Trivandrum in 1863.
K¡¿iyatr¡varnanam contain 120 verses in Ëryametre. In this work
á¡stri described the journey of Vi¿akham Tirunal to Varanasi.
Kaivalyavallipari¸ayavil¡sa is a drama which he wrote to teach the
Advaita Vedanta to the prince. It is Krishnamishra's
Prabhandacandrodaya model allegorical drama.
Dr. V.S. Sarma mentioned that V¤ittaratn¡vali is perhaps the
magnum opus of R¡maswami á¡stri. Dr. Burnell has expressed the
view that it is unbelievable to say that V¤ittaratn¡vali is modern
work. Discussion of this work is all the metres like s¡ma, arthas¡ma,
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viÀama, matra dandaka etc and provides the information about all
known and unknown chandas like Brihati. The work contains 662
verses. Ullur. S. Parameswara Iyyer has mentioned in his Kerala
Sahitya Caritram that there is no other work on Sanskrit metrics
dealing the subject so exhaustively and comprehensively.
Ramast£tiratna is a work contains 162 verses in 162 metres which
are rare. This work forms an appendix to V¤ittaratn¡vali.
Ramodayam deals with Arthala´k¡ras and figure of speech.
KÀetratatvad¢pika is a work dealing with geometry in Sanskrit based
on Hutton's geometry in English. Another one is well known commentary of Sreek¤À¸avil¡sa k¡vya of Sukumarakavi, named
Manjubh¡Àini, unfortunately we had got two sargas only remaining
parts were lost. á¡stri also wrote a commentary for Nrugamoksha
Prabhanda of Melpatt£r N¡r¡ya¸a Bha¶¶athiri which is not in the
printed format.
Conclusion
Ulloor S. Parameswara Iyyer mentioned á¡stri as
Abhinavak¡lid¡sa in his Vijµ¡nad¢pika. Again he stated in his magnum opus work Kerala Sahitya Caritram that due to the non publication of his major works and non availability of certain portions of
some of them, the name and greatness of Gomatidasa as one among
the great Sanskrit poets of classical literature could not come to light.
Ulloor again states in his Kerala Sahitya Caritram that "When
Kodungalloor Vidwan Ilaya Tampuran passed away in 1851 C.E,
it was Elatt£r R¡maswami á¡stri who become eligible for the exalted position of Mah¡kavi of Kerala." Dr. V.S. Sarma strongly
argues that the works of á¡stri stand testimony for his technical
skill, practical genius, mythological knowledge, scientific equipment,
devotion, sense of humor, ability to use imagery and mastery over
Sanskrit composition. á¡stri has the special characteristic like punning of words, strong vocabulary and lucidity in writing. R¡maswami
á¡stri deserves to be equated with any of the distinguished scholars
of contemporary Kerala and outside.
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Athira K Babu
ALGEBRAIC OPERATIONS: REFLECTIONS OF ZERO
IN BIJAGAÛITA

The greatest contribution of Indians to world is nothing; nothing
means zero. The Sanskrit term 'á£nya', meaning literally the 'void,
empty or nothing' is used for zero. It is also known that many words,
such as p£r¸a, kham, bindu, ambara, gagana and the like, were
used as technical terms for zero in Sanskrit literature.
The mathematical tradition of ancient India is an ocean of knowledge that is dealing with many branches such as Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry and Calculus under the background of the Vedic,
Jain and Buddhist traditions, the mathematical astronomy, The
BhakÀ¡li manuscripts, the Kerala School of mathematics and the
like.
In Sanskrit, Algebra is known as avyaktaga¸ita or b¢jaga¸ita
and which deals with the determination of unknown entities while
arithmetic (vyaktaga¸ita or p¡¶¢ga¸ita) deals with the mathematical
operations with known entities.
Bh¡skar¡c¡rya's B¢jaga¸ita, a Sanskrit classic on Algebra, is a
second chapter of Bh¡skar¡c¡rya's monumental treatise on mathematics, Siddh¡nta¿iroma¸i. The first chapter L¢l¡vat¢ mainly deals
with arithmetic. The 3rd chapter Grahaga¸ita deals with the method
of calculating planetary motions and the 4th chapter Gol¡ddhy¡ya
deals with spherical geometry and trigonometry for helping astronomical calculations. The name B¢jaga¸ita is a compound formed
by the composition of the words B¢ja, meaning 'element or analysis'
and ga¸ita, meaning 'science of calculations or mathematics'.
B¢jaga¸ita thus means 'the science of analytical calculations or Algebra'.
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The Sanskrit commentaries of B¢jaga¸ita during the medieval
period are: The S£ryaprak¡¿a of S£ryad¡sa, B¢japallava of K¤À¸a
Daivajµa, B¢javivara¸a (1639 CE) of V¢re¿vara, ái¿ubodhana (1652
CE) of Bh¡skara of R¡jagiri, B¢japrabodha (1687 CE) of R¡mak¤À¸a,
V¡san¡bh¡Àya (before 1725 CE) of Harid¡sa, B¡labodhin¢ (1792
CE) of K¤p¡r¡ma.
B¢jaga¸ita is divided into twelve chapters (adhy¡yas) which contain: The six-fold operation of positive and negative quantities, zero,
unknowns and surds (kara¸¢), the indeterminate equations of the
first degree (ku¶¶aka), and second degree separately; linear and
quadratic equations having more than one unknown; operations with
products of several unknowns. In B¢jaga¸ita, the science of algebra
is broadly divided into two principal parts; tools for algebra and
analysis. The first part treats with the subject essential for the analysis such as the law of signs, the arithmetic of zero and infinity, operations with unknowns, the ku¶¶aka and vargaprak¤ti equations,
the other part deals with analysis and applications.
There are six fundamental operations in algebra is recognized
by Bh¡skara. They are: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, squaring and extraction of the square root. In L¢l¡vat¢,
(p¡¶¢ga¸ita, the arithmetic), cubing and cube root are included. The
2nd chapter of B¢jaga¸ita, viz. ¿£nya Àa·vidhavivara¸a or kha
Àa·vidhavivara¸a deals with the algebraic operations of zero. Here
Bh¡skar¡c¡rya explains the elementary treatment of zero, particularly the addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, squaring and
extraction of square roots of zero and zero as infinitesimal and all
these described within four verses.
In the B¢japallava commentary on B¢jaga¸ita, describes the nature of zero as: J…∫™… v…x…h…«i¥…®…¬ x……Œ∫i…* 'zero is neither positive nor negative' . Elementary operations such as addition and subtraction with
zero are explained in B¢jaga¸ita by the following verses:

J…™……‰M…‰ ¥…™……‰M…‰ v…x…h…» i…l…Ë¥… S™…÷i…Δ ∂…⁄x™…i…∫i… u˘{…™……«∫…®…‰ i…**3
Addition or subtraction of a positive or negative number with
zero doesn't make any change in that number. In the case of subtraction of a positive or negative number from zero, the number
remains same with opposite sign. Here, positive quantity becomes
negative and vice versa. That is,
(+χ ) + 0=+χ .....(1)

0+x=x
.....(2)
0 - (+x) = +x .....(3)
(1) and (2) Implies the traditional awareness of the commutative
property also. In B¢japallava explains: J…™……‰M……‰ u˘ ¥…v…&, J…‰x… ™……‰M…& (x+0),
J…∫™… ™……‰M…& (0+x).
Example for the above rule is given as:

∞¸{…j…™…Δ ∫¥…Δ I…™…M…Δ S… J…Δ S…*
ÀEÚ ∫™……i…¬ J…™…÷HΔÚ ¥…n˘ J…S™…÷i…Δ S…**4
Please say that, what will be the answer, if zero is added to ±3
and 0. Also (what will be the result), if ±3 or 0 is subtracted from
zero. The result follows:
(±3)±0=3
0±0=0
0-3=-3
0-(-3)=3
0-0=0
For the multiplication and division of an expression with zero,
Bh¡skar¡c¡rya gives the following algebraic rules:

¥…v……n˘…Ë ¥…™…i…¬ J…∫™… J…Δ J…‰x… P……i…‰*
J…Ω˛…Æ…‰ ¶…¥…‰i…¬ J…‰x… ¶…HÚ∂S… Æ˙… ∂&**5
The product of zeroes is zero. The product of any number with
zero is zero. Any number divided by zero is khahara (infinity). Zero
is multiplied or divided by any number also gives zero.
The mathematical expression for the rule is given as follows:
0 x 0=0
......(4)
x x 0=0 .......(5)
x : 0=khahara (8) .......(6)
0 x x=0 ......(7)
0 : x =0 ........(8)
Example given as:

Êu˘Q…Δ j…Ω˛iJ…Δ J…Ω˛i…Δ j…™…Δ S… ∂…⁄x™…∫™… ¥…M…» ¥…n˘ ®…‰ {…nΔ˘ S…**6
Tell me that the answer for Zero is multiplied by 2, Zero is di-
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vided by 3, 3 is divided by zero, square of zero and the square root
of zero. The mathematical expression for the example given as:
0 x 2=0
0 : 3=0
3 : 0= khahara (α)
02 = 0
√0 = 0
Along with all these elementary operations of zero,
Bh¡skar¡c¡rya describes the nature of khahara (α) by the following verses:

+Œ∫®…x…¬ ¥…EÚ…Æ˙& J…Ω˛Æ‰˙ x… Æ˙…∂……¥… {… |… ¥…π]‰ıπ¥… {… x…&∫…ﬁi…‰π…÷*
§…Ω÷˛π¥… {… ∫™……±±…™…∫…ﬁŒπ]ıEÚ…±…‰%x…xi…‰%S™…÷i…‰ ¶…⁄i…M…h…‰π…÷ ™…u˘i…¬**7
In any number is added or subtracted from infinity, it remains
without any change. This is similar to the God (Acyuta) who is also
endless (Ananta) remains unaffected during the period of deluge or
creation. During deluge, infinite numbers of beings merge with Him
and at the time of creation, infinite numbers of beings emerge out of
Him. But the God remains unaffected.
Here, Bh¡skar¡c¡rya refers that division by zero gives khahara
(infinity). That is,
Khahara ± k = Khahara (Khahara = x : 0; x be any number)
.......(9)
α + k = α (k be any small or large quantity of number)
........(10)
Thus we have the following mathematical expressions for describing the elementary operations of zero from B¢jaga¸ita:
(x be any number/quantity)
Addition
x+0=0
0+x=0
Subtraction
+x-0=+x
0 - (+ x) = + x
Multiplication
xx0=0
0xx=0
Division
khahara=x/0=α(ananta) 0/x=0
Infinity
Khahara +x=khahara
α +x = α

Brahmagupta, the first who deals with the elementary operations
of zero in his Br¡hmasphu¶asiddh¡nta. Before Bh¡skar¡c¡rya, it
could be seen that the reflections of elementary operations with zero
by the scholars ár¢dhara (P¡¶¢ga¸ita), Mah¡v¢ra
(Ga¸itas¡rasa´graha), ár¢pati (Ga¸itatilaka, Siddh¡nta¿ekhara) and
the like. The rules has been almost reproduced by Bh¡skar¡c¡rya
in B¢jaga¸ita.
Footnotes
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

=HΔÚ §…“V……‰{…™……‰M…“nΔ˘ ∫…Δ I…{i…Δ M… h…i…Δ EÚ±… *
+i……‰ §…“V…Δ |…¥…I™…… ®… M…h…EÚ…x…xn˘EÚ…Æ˙EÚ®…¬** (B¢jaga¸ita, VI. 101)
The concept of ¿£nya, p.155-156
B¢jaga¸ita, II. 16
B¢jaga¸ita, II. 17
B¢jaga¸ita, II. 18
B¢jaga¸ita, II. 19
B¢jaga¸ita, II. 20
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Anoop V. P.
CULTURAL AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND OF
THIRUNAVAYA BRAHMASWAM MAÙHAM

History is essential to any phenomenon. Each scholar has a
different opinion about 'what history is' In general, everyone agrees
of the E. H. Carr opinion's on what history is all about. In E.H. Carr's
opinion, history is "an unending dialogue between the present and
the past".1
In the initial days, historians recorded only the war and the
struggles of kings. Later, it changed into the story of kingdom and
the life of great - kings. This tradition followed for many years only
the ruling class were mentioned in our history. Ordinary people, Dalit
people, women etc, became the part of history in a near era. As the
continuation of this, studies were started about our local history and
the subjects related to little tradition. Now a days, studies based on
particular geographical area or a religion or a local trade or society
or a village etc. were become popular.
Scholars have tried to document the history of Kerala Sanskrit
Tradition. Works of Vadakkumkur, Dr.K.Kunjunniraja.etc are helps
to understand History of Kerala Sanskrit literature.Yet history of
Kerala Vedic tradition is still unknown. We have a number of Vedic
scholars to protect our Vedic tradition but didn't have a historian to
document the social and cultural facets of Kerala Vedic tradition.
The famous Vedic study centres of Kerala are Thrissur
Brahmaswam Ma¶ham (Îgveda), Thirunavaya Brahmaswam
Ma¶ham (Îgvada), K¡nci k¡mako¶i yajurveda vidyapeedham Irinjalakuda and S¡maveda Gurukula - Panjal etc. Thirunavaya
Brahmaswam Ma¶ham is one of the most important and ancient

Îgvedic study centre of Kerala. It is situated on the banks of river
nil½¡in Thirunavaya, Malappuram District. It was formed in the last
decades of 14th century.
Thrissur Brahmaswam Ma¶ham the first traditional Vedic institution
of Kerala is imparting R?gvedic studies for the last hundreds of years.
It is one among the most ancient institution in Kerala and is situated
at the heart of Thrissur. At a later stage, some members of the
Brahmaswam Ma¶ham, Thrissur established a parallel Vedic
institution on the banks of Nil¡ at Thavanoor near Thirunavaya. Four
handred and fifty Namboothiri families formed 'Thirunavaya Yogam'
and started Îgvedic teaching. Dr. C M Neelakandhan's explains the
reason for the formation of Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham in
his book Sruthisourabham .
Thrikkanamathilakayogam have a priming Contribution in the
Kerala Vedic history however, it got destroyed due to some societal
situations. In that condition, it is believed that Olasseri Yogathirippadu
started a Veda class inside the Vadakkumnathan temple in Thrissur
so that the Kerala Brahmins could sustain their Vedic tradition and
he also constituted three madhas in Thrissivaperur. Later Thirunavaya
yogam is formed as a separate division from these Thrissur mathilakam
yogam. It is mentioned in the Rasikaranjini magazine published at
1906 A kid from Purakodinji illam beat up a kid from Bhatty
Poothillam who used to study Veda from Thrissur Padinjarechira
ma¶ham and this started creating quarrels between the two families.
The other family demanded that the kid from Purakodinji do
atonements needed but the Othikkan were not up for it. The members
of the Bhatty got upset and broke the rule called
"chiraneenthikadakkuka" and the Othikkan (head) ordered to pay
the price. The bhattis rejected to do it then all of them and those who
supported them quit and left from the Madhom. These people formed
another community called as "Pthullath Shashtanmar".They
continued their Veda studies at Mulamkunnathukavu with the help
of Nambidis who used to be the caretakers of the Mulamkunnath
kaavu , Thrissur.It is said that they were called "shashtar" because
they excelled in all the six 'vedangas'. Gradually Namboothiris from
Vettatun¡du, Achippara etc joined them though they were not doing
well in various tests. The Nambidis also started going bankrupt.They
believed that it was detestation of Lord Vadakkumnathan so they left
Mulamkunnath kaavu and approached Zamoorins of Kozhikkode .
The Samoothiri advised and they established a Ma¶ham in
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Tirunavaya.They later got known as members of Thirunavaya
Yogam and made the lord Shashta in Chamravattam as their worship
idol .
Ëtt¡nandam ni½akhyappuzhayu¶e na·uvil
ttan g¤hamt¢rttu ve½½am
c£rtta¶opattotettunnatubahurasam¡y
kantukon¶¡¶uvone
¿¡ str¡bhy¡sattinell¡m oru kulaguruv¡y
camravama¶¶uv¡zhum
¿¡st¡ve kaitozhunnenariyoru Tirun¡
v¡yayog¡dhin¡tha .
The manipravala verse quoted in Rasikaranjini also referred
camrava¶¶attayyappan as the authority of Tirunavayayoga.
Hundreds of scholars were studied at Thirunavaya Ma¶ham after
its formation. This institution attained fame and prestige as great Vedic
teaching centre in due course of time. It recieved support and
protection from the rulers of that time. The Zamorin of Kozhikode
gave all financial support for working this Ma¶ham.Thirunavaya
Brahmaswam Ma¶ham is the union of about 450 Îgvedic
Namboothiri families, distributed from Vadakara to Kidagoor in
Kottayam district. They worshiped 'camrava¶¶attayyappan' as their
god
The Zamorins become weak during consequent combat of Tippu.
At that time the Maharaja of Travancore give protection to
Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham and give support to start vedic
study facility near Kumaranallur Bhagavathi Temple. From this more
than fity years, Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham continued their
activities related to vedic tradition at Kumaranallur and they worship
Kumaranallur Bhagavathi as their goddess. After this they return to
thirunavaya and continued Vedic training.
As per tradition at the beginning stage Tirunavayayoga includes
fourhundred and fifty Nambuthiri families. All they were gave
attention to protect the Vedic tradition. The scholars were participated
in 'Vedapariksa' to prove their scholarship. Anyonyam held in
Katavallur Srirama temple is such a ceremony where The Thrissur
yoga and Tirunavayayoga meet each other. Pattattanam under the
patronage of Zamoorins of Kozhikode Murajapam under the
patronage of Thiruvithamkoor Maharaja are also promoted Vedic

scholarship. It is said that Tirunavayayoga kept their leadership in
these events. The members of Tirunavayayoga were also become
scholars in other branches of Knowledge like Mimamsa, Ganita,
Vyakarana etc.Talakkulathu Bhattatiri, Kakkasseri Bhattatiri,
Munnulattu Somayaji, Payyur Bhattas, Onakkuttipallippurath
Nambuthiri, author of Bhattadipika, Kuttulli Namputiri, follower of
Guru mata, Melputtur and Cennas were considered as the famous
members of Tirunavayayoga.The vadhyar position of Thirunavaya
Brahmaswam Ma¶ham was held by the people Achipra Erkkara
Namboothiri Bhavan. They were also in charge of the administrator.
The study of Îgveda had been continued till 20th century. E.M.S
Namboothiripad was a deciaple of Thirunavaya Brahmaswam
Ma¶ham. Erkkara Raman Namboothiri was the last guru of
Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham. These practices related to Vedic
tradition shows a new face of this institution. The publication of books
related to Vedic culture, publication of An¡di are example.
Ëmn¡yamathanam, Ek¡h¡h¢nasattra½ and árautakarmavivekam
through these publications he was able to introduce Vedic knowledge
to modern society. This can be considered as new trend in Vedic
tradition. In 1972 a journal named 'An¡dhi' was started releasing
from Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham, it was led by Vedaratnam
Erkkara Raman Namboothiri. The first issue of the journal was
published in December, 1972 and continued till 1985. In the
beginning it was a quarterly magazine, later on it got published on a
monthly basis. The journal played an important role in the academic
development of Ma¶ham.
Recently the Ma¶ham has been conducting traditional type of
vedic training and various programme like lecture demonstrations,
talks etc to the public. The institution with a history of centuries had
gone through many social and political conditions.
HISTORIC AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND
Thirunavaya brahmaswam ma¶ham mainly passed through three
historic and cultural eras: 1. Under the patronages of kingship
2. During the period of British and during freedom struggle
3. Under democracy
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1. Under the patronages of kingship
The safeguard of Thirunavaya brahmaswam ma¶ham was done
by Zamorin of Kozhikode and king of Travancore. They provide all
financial and administrational support to the Ma¶ham. At that time,
only brahmins got the permission for reciting Vedas and performing
'Vedic Kriyas'. Caste system was predominant at those days, so lower
caste has no right to see the Karmas or hear Vedic chanting. Working
of Brahmaswam Ma¶ham held according to the will of financial
donors. So that Maharaja believed that these Karmas helped for the
prosperity of the state.
2. During the period of British and during freedom struggle
At this time the funding for Brahmaswam Ma¶ham was done by
Land -Lords and, Rich brahmin families like Azhvanchery Mana.
Training continued in this time also. But the practice of yagha etc
were disappeared. During the freedom struggle the members of
Namboothiri families have been influenced by modern education
and begins to take part in social life. Many of them where participated
in the social movements. They also begins to question the Vedic
practices. The activites of Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham also
shows the signs of Renaissance. At a later stage revolutionary thoughts
and ideas influenced the working of Brahmaswam Ma¶ham.
'Ëmn¡yamathanam' by Erkkara Raman Namboothiri is the best
example for this change upto that time Vedic books were only wrote
in Sanskrit. But the book of Erkkara Namboothiri was in Malayalam.
It helps the common people to understand some knowledge related
to Veda's.
3. Under democracy
After independence India became a democratic nation. Our
constitution guaranteed equality to all. Such a social condition was
not apt to the development Vedic tradition. They didn't get financial
assistance from government. The main source of income for the
monastery was the leased agricultural land given by the Zamorins.
Due to land reform policies in 1957, the monastery had to close due
to lack of income. But the western scholars who were interested on
Vedic culture gives financial support to Vedic scholars and
encouraged the yagakriya tradition of Kerala. Studies were started
in western universities and the tradition become popular all over the
world. During this Vedic knowledge become available for all. And

the members of Namboothiri families also restarts to learn and practice
Vedic education. The professionals belongs the thirunavayayoga like
doctors, lawyers, Engineer Academics etc are begins to study Veda
in the traditional method and participate in Anyonyam.
Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady formed an
academic centre named 'Centre for Vedic Studies' for the academic
study of Vedas in 2005. It was a revolutionary beginig in history.
After that, the Vedas become a subject instead of Acharanustanam.
Now a days Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham and Thrissur
Brahmaswam Ma¶ham all conducting seminars, demonstration etc
for the spreading of vedic knowledge. The academic institutions
provide Vedic education to all without any discrimination.
But in Ma¶hams the right to study Vedas is limited only for
brahmins. Tantravidyapeedham of Aluva is a controversy for it
Thirunavaya Brahmaswam participating Kadavallur Anyonyam is
limited for brahmins and Vedic exams are conducted by brahmin
pandit. The seminars related to Vedas and 'Vakyarthasadass' occurred
during these Anyonyam is open to all without any caste limitation /
discrimination. It is due to the revolutionary ideas of this century.
Now a day's Vedic Ma¶hams and other Veda related institutions try
to spread the Vedic knowledge to common people. As a part of this,
Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham relased the journal 'An¡di' in
1985. The funding for this was done by department of culture, central
government of India.
CONCLUSION
Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham has a social, political and
religious history of hundreds of years. Many of its historical features
may have been lost. This history may belong only to an elite section
of society. Yet this history needs to be recovered. The names of four
hundred and fifty families under Thirunavayayoga, their native
places and the contribution of scholars belonged these families should
be found.
Footnotes
1.
What is history?, E.H. Carr, Penguin UK, 2018, P- 24.
2.

In the early days, there was only the Thrissur Brahmaswam Ma¶ham for
the study of Îgveda. Later, a rift between the Îgvedic Namboothiris
led to the establishment of the Thirunavaya Brahmaswam Ma¶ham. P-
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P. V. Pushpalatha

RËMËYAÛA STUDIES OF KUTTIKRISHNA MARAR

In R¡m¡ya¸a studies, Kuttikrishna Marar debates on the implied
meanings of right and wrong. His article, 'V¡lm¢kiyu¶e R¡ma', has
been written at the two different stages of his life as a critic. It is a rereading of the epic. It was first written between 1938-40, and the
other appeared with the same title in 1970.
Marar tries to reshuffle the traditional impressions of R¡ma, and
reconstructs the impressions on the epic hero's greatness, idealism
and affection for brothers in the first 'V¡lm¢kiyu¶e R¡ma'. His intellectual eagerness to establish that R¡ma is not free from the strength
and weakness that ordinary man possesses is evinced.
R¡ma is not merely an ordinary character. All noble qualities
that take birth in the imagination of men are attributed to and gravitated in R¡ma. He is resplendent incarnation of all divine merits.
Hear what V¡lm¢ki says:

EÚ…‰x¥…Œ∫®…x…¬ ∫……®|…i…Δ ±……‰E‰ÚM…÷h…¥……x…¬ EÚ∂S… ¥…“™…«¥……x…¬
v…®…«Y…∂S… EﬁÚi…Y…∂S… ∫…i™…¥……C™……‰o˘f¯μ…i…&** (1.1)
Who at present in this world is like crowned with qualities, and
with prowess knowing duty, and grateful, and truthful, and firm in
vow.
But Marar pulls down R¡ma to the real world of naked truths.
Praised by the whole world, V¡lm¢ki's R¡ma is righteous, truthful
and abnegative. Marar, on the contrary, argues that the hero has
selfishness and frailties of common folk. He illustrates that R¡ma
was worried about not being enthroned. R¡ma raged at his wife and
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accused those who prevented his coronation. Marar asks how such
a man can be an abnegator.
R¡ma manages to subdue his wrath, but the anger fumes out, not
very late. "He was indignant at Kaikeyi, the sorrow of Da¿aratha
worried him and was jealous of Bh¡rata;" (R¡j¡nka¸a, 1996:56)
Marar observes. R¡ma expressed the same mentality during jungle
life too. Marar points out that he was resentful of being blocked
from kingly authority.
"The goal of R¡ma was to rule the country after the forest life by
attracting the citizens and brother. Marar arrays evidence. It shows
the noble covetousness"(R¡j¡nka¸a, 1996:62) of R¡ma. But he could
restrain the greed for royal power. All the circumstances were
favourable to him before he started to the wilderness. Use of force
would be against kingly ethics and paternal respect. He was in a
quandary. At last with his persevererance, R¡ma subdues the urge
to use physical power. He was very powerful but did commit unrighteous deeds. This withdrawal too essentially aims at the final
acquisition of the kingdom. R¡ma's temporary 'renunciation' could
surpass all impediments.
Marar's sharp criticism permeates into the world famous vow of
monogamy of R¡ma. Man is usually talkative and humorous before
a blonde. áurppa¸akha begged R¡ma to marry her, and Marar points
out that manly infatuation is visible in R¡ma's behavior. So it is a
psychological analysis.
In order to hold to power, R¡ma's attitude to S¢ta is contemptible. His duty as a king and husband turns to be nothing but desire.
He tarnishes S¢ta publicly. A sick eye cannot see a lamp clearly. So
is R¡ma about the chastity of his wife as he becomes dubious. Here,
the lamp is as it should be, but the looker is eye-sick and his sight is
blurred. He thinks of himself perfectly righteous. Yet as a king and
an individual he does not grasp the essence of right unto the last.
Lenient to kingly duty and priest hood, he does not discern right
and wrong, he is at a loss. To ensure authority he leaves S¢ta so that
the duties of a king and spouse become alienated.
But the separation from R¡ma to S¢ta was unbearable. As far as
she was concerned, it was an ascension to spiritual knowledge. Her
life in hermitage is an index of her transformation from the worldly
to the celestial. All the preparations made for the horse-sacrifice

(A¿vay¡ga) were outshone by her death. The ordeal she had to face
too became meaningless when the earth swallowed her. With equal
indifference she rejects worldly life and life with R¡ma as his wife.
With her departure, morality became unreachable to R¡ma forever.
That was when he and his brothers bid farewell to life in the Sarayu.
R¡va¸a, the antihero in the R¡m¡ya¸a, is supposedly the replica
of all worldly vices. That is the general concept about him. Marar
demolishes the customary image of R¡va¸a and rebuilds it. As a
king who captured the trio of worlds, R¡va¸a is honourable. On
those days polygamy is honourable and permissible to rulers. That
R¡va¸a had a number of wives cannot be blamed. To all, except
S¢ta, it was a recognition to be the wife of the Asura king. In short,
he has committed only one crime i.e, the abduction of S¢ta. In this
manner Marar stirs the traditional concepts.
'Ciranjj¢vi Vibh¢Àa¸a' an article in Palarum Palatum presents categorized brothers. Marat attempts to make pairs of brothers and studies them. The pairs from the epic R¡m¡ya¸a are Bharata and
LakÀama¸a, B¡li and Sugr¢va, Vibh¢Àa¸a and Kumbhakar¸a and
Samp¡ti and Ja·¡yu.
Of the pairs of brothers, Marar admires Samp¡ti and Ja·yu, freely
as model brothers. They are of lower birth but, " even Bharata and
LakÀama¸a wither before them. The very name of Vibh¢Àa¸a necessitates a bath of purification"(Palarum Palatum, 1992:138). The
monkey-brothers quarrelled because of misunderstanding. At the
time of death what B¡li uttered to Sugr¢va is heart melting. The
demons, Vibh¢Àa¸a and Kumbhakar¸a abuse their elder brother for
abducting S¢ta. But in the battle, Kumbhakar¸a faught for R¡va¸a
and died heroically. Vibh¢Àa¸a, at the decisive moment denounced
his brother and sided with R¡ma for vested interests. Marar substantiates that Vibh¢Àa¸a is an opportunist.
R¡va¸a began his wicked deeds very early before the extortion.
Without trying to prevent the cruel activities of his brother,
Vibh¢Àa¸a led a luxurious life. About a year S¢ta lived in the palace
of R¡va¸a. Vibh¢Àa¸a, neither admonished nor departed from his
brother at that time. R¡ma had reached the seashore with an immense army of monkeys. The fall of Lanka was imminent. He offered help in the battle to R¡ma and proved himself an opportunist.
As a reward R¡ma promised the enthronement as king of Lanka
and the man of betrayal consented. So his individuality is stained.
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Marar argues that such a man should be blamed in place of appraisal. "How different is this Vibh¢Àa¸a from who are defectionists,
seen always and everywhere, in an imbroglio?"(1992:132):- asks
Marar. Yuyutsu, a character in the Mah¡bh¡rata is akin to
Vibh¢Àa¸a. He is younger to the hundred brothers. While faithful
G¡ndhari was pregnant and suffering, Dh¤tar¡Àtra engendered
Yuyutsu in a Vai¿ya maid servant. Marar remembers Yuyutsu, who
has all the wickedness of Vibh¢Àa¸a. We praise Vibh¢Àa¸a who
sided with R¡ma and R¡va¸a. That he sided with R¡ma does not
make him praiseworthy. His company with the righteous hero does
not mean Vibh¢Àa¸a too is good. We forget the duty of Vibh¢Àa¸a
to R¡va¸a. Marar protests against it. Forgetting brotherly duty,
Vibh¢Àa¸a did not help his brother in disaster. May be a part of his
diplomacy, but he should not have joined hand with enemies in
assassinating R¡va¸a. He violated his duty. How such a man can be
enthroned as the king of morality? Kumbhakar¸a advised R¡va¸a
that the abduction of S¢ta was a deadly sin. He did not leave his
brother in utter calamity and fought for him to the last breath. So,
Marar remarks that Kumbhakar¸a is more honourable than
Vibh¢Àa¸a.
Naturally, these studies have catapulted provocations. Other critics
called him 'iconoclast', 'revolutionary and so on.
Many dramas and poems have been written in Sanskrit, R¡ma as
the central character. K¡lid¡sa took the story of R¡ma's pedigree
for the plot of his great poem. Men of great epic knowledge have
remarked that S¢ta is a more important character than R¡ma. May
be there many R¡mas. But there is only one Sita. She represents the
truthful Indian womanhood :-comments Swami Vivekananda. For
more than four millennia she lives in the Indian mind as synonym
of patience and perseverance. Kum¡ran¡¿¡n has composed the poem
Cint¡viÀ¶ay¡ya S¢ta with a clear view to propagate freedom of
women. Acknowledged is A¿¡n's deep knowledge of K¡lid¡sa
works. Of this reason we see similarity and assimilation at some
places in his work with that K¡lid¡sa. Cint¡viÀ¶ay¡ya S¢ta was a
turning point in the literary career of Ë¿¡n, true, but the guideline
was RaghuvaÆ¿a.
K¡lid¡sa accepts the idea that R¡ma is the incarnation of ViÀ¸u.
But is the he does not give any celestiality or divinity to his hero.
His R¡ma is a character quite like an ordinary man with sense and

sensibility, vice and virtue and all feelings and emotions. Ë¿¡n's
R¡ma who takes shape through the thoughts and opinions of S¢ta is
similar, not different.
Ë¿¡nte S¢tayepatti' appears in Marar's Carcc¡yoga. This article
subsists on the R¡m¡ya¸a. It has been written in support of
Kum¡ran¡¿¡n's Cint¡viÀ¶ay¡ya S¢ta, a short poetic work. Its publication caused much debates and arguments. Various aspects of feminine life are under discussion in the poem as well as the interpretation of Marar. Social malpractices are being impugned. His interpretation of the poem is in support of feminism.
Ë¿¡n has studied well S¢ta's magnanimous honour, so, he has
not tried to present her streamof thought excessively but restrained
it:- Marar emphasizes. In Cint¡viÀ¶y¡ya S¢ta, S¢ta abusively speaks
of R¡ma;- which case raises objections from various critics that it
spoils the individuality of the character. K¡lid¡sa's S¢ta too has to
face such an allegation. Kuttikrishna Marar reiterates this point. In
order to clarifye, he quotes the 51st sloka, Canto 14 of RaghuvaÆ¿a.

x… S……¥…n˘r˘i…÷Æ« ˙¥…h…«®……™……« x…Æ˙…EÚ Æ˙πh……‰¥…ﬁ« V…x……o˘i…‰% {…*
+…i®……x…®…‰¥… Œ∫l…Æn÷˘&J…¶……V…Δ {…÷x…& {…÷x…n«˘πEﬁÚ i…x…Δ x… x…xn˘** (14.51)
And she did not speak ill of her husband who rejected her even
without any fault, but she only condemned herself which is destined to have everlasting grief being herself an unfortunate woman.
The words 'na c¡vadad' are as meaningful as the word 'Ërya' in
the line 'na c¡vadad bharturavar¸am¡ry¡'. The substance is that
silence is kept though too much to be spoken. On this unpleasant
occasion, it is futile to speak to LakÀma¸a who is constrained by the
eldest brother.
In 'Uttarar¡m¡ya¸a', it was for his fame that R¡ma forsook S¢ta.
See the view of K¡lid¡sa in RaghuvaÆ¿a that R¡a abandons S¢ta
for the sake of the renown of his clan blessed by R¡jarÀis.

Æ˙…V…Ãπ…¥…Δ∂…∫™… Æ˙ ¥…|…∫…⁄i…‰Ø˚{…Œ∫l…i…& {…∂™…i… EÚ“o˘∂……‰%™…®…¬*
®…k…& ∫…n˘…S……Æ˙∂…÷S…‰& EÚ±…R¬ÛEÚ& {…™……‰n˘¥……i…… ¥… n˘{…«h…∫™…** (14.31)
You see what a stain is caused by me to the family of saintly
kings having their origin from the sun and unblemished with its
pure conduct like the one caused to a mirror by the wind surcharged
with watery vapour.
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R¡ma gives up S¢ta when she is to gives birth to a child inorder
to maintain the rich heritage of his race and fulfil the duty to the
forefathers. K¡lid¡sa is against this injustice and imprudence which
he speaks out through V¡lm¢kis own word of mouth.

=iJ……i…±……‰EÚj…™…EÚh]ıE‰Ú% {… ∫…i™…|… i…Y…‰%{™… ¥…EÚil…x…‰% {…*
i¥……Δ |…i™…EÚ∫®……iEÚ±…÷π…|…¥…ﬁk……¥…∫i™…‰¥… ®…x™…÷¶…«Æ˙i……O…V…‰ ®…‰** (14.65)
I am angry with elder brother of Bharata for behaving wrongfully towards you without any cause, despite his having rooted out
the thorn of the three worlds, although he is of truthful resolve and
free from boastfulness.
S¢ta passed the ordeal and proved her chastity which was of no
avail for R¡ma pushed her off. The words of S¢ta in a whirlpool of
misery to LakÀma¸a are vituperative but remarkable.

¥……S…∫i¥…™…… ®…u˘S…x……i∫… Æ˙…V…… ¥…ºx……Ë ¥…∂…÷r˘…®… {… ™…i∫…®…I…®…¬*
®……Δ ±……‰EÚ¥……n˘∏…¥…h……n˘Ω…∫…“& ∏…÷i…∫™… ÀEÚ i…i∫…o˘∂…Δ E÷Ú±…∫™…** (14.55)
That king should be told by you as my representative to the effect -"is it consistent with your noble birth or your wisdom to abandon me though purified in fire in your presence just because of
some alicious report of the people?"
K¡lid¡sa indicates that it is an inhuman deed committed by the
hard-hearted R¡ma. S¢ta worries on the bitter truth that R¡ma, famous for justice and righteousness, has abandoned her without any
scruple. He should not have one it.
The very beginning of Cint¡viÀ¶ay¡ya S¢ta states that R¡ma did
injustice to S¢ta. But the literary men of that time did not like such
an allegation against the noblest man, R¡ma. Marar was not at all
timid to face narrow - minded men. He ruthlessly brings out the
weaknesses of epic characters. A very fine example is 'V¡lm¢kiyu¶e
R¡ma'. Only such a critic can assimilate the thoughts and emotions
presented in CintaviÀ¶ay¡ya S¢ta by Ë¿¡n with a view to bring about
a social reformation as far as his ambit allowed. Marar wrote the
preface to Vallattol's Koccus¢ta in which he discloses how women
were strangled with inhumane observances and masculine supremacy. Both the article are feministic.
We have seen that Marar is unwilling to stick to the opinions his
literary ancestors said while he was study - touring through the epics and legends. He follows his own path that is straight. Marar said

and wrote whatever he thought logically unblemished and judicious
on which the readers may contravene.
The studies of Marar on epics and legends expose the hollowness of superstitions and bad customs and habits. He did not follow
any belief or concept sans questioning it. We come to the conclusion that Marar envisaged development of Individual mind and the
socio- cultural growth in harmony with the change of time. His attitude is to analyse everything logically, find a reasonable solution
and be completely free. Ever since the beginning of humanity, rational thought, challenging mean beliefs and dissections of them
existed. Marar's works remind us that these are inevitable.
In R¡j¡nka¸a, Marar see R¡macandra simply as the hero of sage
V¡lm¢ki's world famous classic. But in old age he raises R¡ma as
the incarnation of Tret¡yuga. Marar's change is grotesque, but very
noteworthy. The reason he gives for this change is that God is omnipresent according to the principle of the Bhagavat G¢ta. Of some
weak reasons he had rewritten the arguments in 'V¡lm¢kiyu¶e R¡ma.
Old age is not a sin, we have to remember that this change was
brought about by the corollary fragility of old age. Readers with
aesthetic appreciation do not see a glorious R¡ma of vigour and
vitality in 'V¡lm¢kiyu¶e R¡ma', S¡hitya¿eÀa. 'V¡lm¢kiyu¶e R¡ma',
in R¡j¡nka¸a, is an excellent piece of work that a man of literature
can provide. This article, one of the most known, has given him
everlasting renown.
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Ramdas V. H.
NARRATOLOGY, ITS FEATURES: A STUDY
BASED ON INDIAN NARRATOLOGY

Abstract
Narratology represents the narrative techniques. In another words,
it represents the human's perspectives. Differences in narrative techniques also mean the different viewpoints of human beings. Indian
narratology is a wide area which covered so many literatures. India
has a l0ong tradition of storytelling process. If the style of narration
is different, the primary aim of narration is to describe the story and
its content to the readers. Different art forms and literature forms
have their own style of narration. Indian tradition considered the
audience / readers as the primary object. 'Sahrudaya' is the Sanskrit
word which depicts the capacity of audience. Several works like
Puranas, Ithihasas, myths, Fairy Tales, folk literatures etc have their
own narrating style. Each one is famous for its narrative techniques.
Some are verbal while others are written narratives. For example,
folk tales and folk literature are mainly oral. Indian style of narration influenced the foreign literature also. The old generation's narrative style is another example of oral tradition. Because the narrating techniques of old people to communicate moral values to the
younger generations are also depict the Indian tradition of storytelling.
Authors of India have beautiful narrating style for embracing the
readers. Kalidasa, commonly known as Indian Shakespeare, has
proven that he is the master of narrative techniques. Through this
paper, I wish to point the elements of Indian narratology.
Key Words: Narratology, Indian Narratology, Indian Tradition,
Myths, Oral Tradition

Introduction
Narratology denotes a recent concern with narrative in general.
It deals especially with the identification of structural elements and
their diverse modes of combination with current narrative devices
and with the analysis of the kind of discourse by which a narrative
gets told. A narration is a story, whether in prose or verse, involving
events, characters and what the characters say and do. This theory
picks up and elaborates upon many topics in traditional treatments
of fictional narratives1. Narratology describes the techniques of
narratives in oral as well as written. The best example of written
narrative is our epics that are the Ramayana and the Mahabharata.
Indian narrative techniques have world wide acceptance and it influenced the writers in other nations. Indian narrative techniques
have a predominant position while comparing with other literatures
in the world. This is very difficult to calculate the origin of Indian
story telling. It originated from hundreds of years ago and covered
all areas of literature. Indian narrative techniques can be seen in
Short Stories, Stories, Epics, Puranas, Ithihasas, and so on. Narration is possible through oral and written style. For example, the old
generation people describing a story to the grand children. Their
way of story description, its rhythm, structure etc is a new experience to the grand children. This type of narration include mythical
elements and similar like fairy tales. These stories include sub stories inside in it. The main use of these stories is to provide the moral
lessons to the younger generations. Folk tales and folk stories are
another example of Indian narrative techniques. These folk tales
and folk stories are mainly oral in nature. They also have narrative
techniques because they perform an oral descriptive style which
gives an imaginative world to the listeners. Ithihasas are the works
which represent India's narrative style. Ithihasas include stories and
sub-stories written by many authors. In one story, there include so
many stories and each story includes again sub-stories. Through
this paper, I wish to point out the elements of Indian narratology.
Indian Narratology: an Overview
For embracing the readers, an author can choose so many writing methods. Indian way of storytelling based on these concepts.
The readers in India were treated as an important part and they commonly known as Sahrudaya and Pradibha .Pradibha is commonly
used to denote the person who having an ability to analyse the things
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which he/she enjoying. That word has so many meanings. Indian
Epics, Puranas, Ithihasas, Akhyayikas, Novels, Mural Paintings,
Classical Dance forms, temple art forms like kadhakali, Koodiyattam,
Kooththu etc are providing a wide range of narrative techniques.
The folk literature, especially folk music indicates the elements of
narrative techniques. Folk tales convey messages to the public
through its style of narration. The main story contains many sub
stories just like the layer of a flower. The narrator can include his
own ideas and imaginations in the story which can impress the audience.
The time period or the origin of Indian narrative techniques can't
be mentioned. It has been taken a long period since the method of
storytelling begun. It originated from hundreds of years ago and
undergone serious changes .that means the early period of
narratology is far different from present scenario. The changes in
the culture, ideologies and taste of the audience influenced the
changes of narrative techniques. The Puranas, especially mythical
stories indicates India's narrative techniques because the mythical
stories creating a world, an imaginary world, in the mind of readers.
These stories sometimes take the stories of kings, ghosts, Indian
Goddesses, serpents, and other warriors and so on .These stories
are again recreated by the author with his/her own imagination and
convey it to the audience. Here the two or three level transformation
of the story is happened. Story from the first narrator is passed
through another narrator, who has his own freedom to recreate the
story, and finally reached the audience in another way. These all
happened in the case of folk literature and oral literature also.
Chain narrative system is another important area of Indian
narratology. Chain narrative means many stories are combined to
form a new story. Jathaka Kadhakal and Panchathanthra Kadhakal
are the best example of chain narratives. Panchathanthra Kadhakal
includes the stories of animals. The author wants to tell the moral
values of life to the audience. For that he includes animals as the
characters so that the audience, especially children, can enjoy the
story. These stories contain some extra ordinary imaginative elements and structured as fantasy type stories. There was no specific
study in the early period about Indian narratology. But in later many
theoreticians like k.Ayyappa Panicker wrote books in the field of
Narratology. In the early period poetry (kavya) gets more important
position in literature. Works of ancient, medieval periods and Tamil,

Sanskrit, and Pali languages have been picturaized the narrative
elements of India. K.Ayyappapanicker, in his famous work 'Indian
Narratatology' classifieds the narrative techniques in to ten major
headings. They are:
1. Interiorisation
2. Serialisation
3. Fantasisation
4. Cyclicalisation
5. Allegorisation
6. Anonymisation
7. Elasticisation of time
8. Spatialisation
9. Stylisation
10. Improvisation (pg: 4)
This categorisation is very much important for the later studies.
But this study is not the last one because later theoreticians argued
that the characteristics of Indian narratology are always changing.
Because of the changes in the cultural and social elements of the
audience affect the structure and contents and style of the literature
itself. For example, the folk tales there is no specific narrative techniques and rules. The narrator can have his/her own freedom to
express their creations too. The western literature adopted the narrative techniques of India. India has a strong Puranic and Vedic
culture which influenced the foreign writers and they adopted the
narrative techniques in their works. So many Vedic tales and encrypted hymns are used by several writers, dramatists and so on.
Our Epics like Ramayana and Mahabharata influenced common as
well as intellectual writers. Kalidasa wrote his works on the basis of
these Epics. The Epics in India are the first and foremost examples
of Indian narrative techniques. The Ramayana is simpler than the
Mahabharata in its narrative techniques, when compared. The
Mahabharata consist of stories and sub stories. That means the sub
stories playing an important role and it is intelligently blended with
the main stories. The Vedic literature and its narrative structure influenced the Sangam literature also. Vedic encryptions are
picturaized in the mural paintings and arts forms. The paintings of
the Kerala and Tamilnadu are the best example for this.
Puranic and Vedic tales are based on the heroic deeds of Gods
and their incarnations. The heroic deeds of Gods such as wars, con-
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quest, love and separations, etc are the basic themes. These themes
are adopted by eminent writers, musicians, artists, painters and so
on for their works. Their narrative techniques influenced the readers, especially the critics. Indian Ithihasas, Puranas, etc are following another type of narrative techniques. For example in Bhagavatha
we can see chain narrative system. That is the story transferred from
one person to another and that person narrates the story to others.
This is a continuous process and an example of another type of
narration.
Conclusion
This is very difficult to denote the narrative style and techniques
of India in few sentences. Because Indian narratology is a wide range
of area which include Puranas, Ithihasas, Epics, common man's stories and folk literature etc. In the case of folk literature, the narrative
style is different. The style of oral tradition is adopted in the case of
folk literature. Folk literature represents the stories of common man
while Puranas and Ithihasas are representing the stories of kings,
Gods and their incarnations etc. The Indian narrative tradition is
adopted by many foreign writers. In India the readers are treated as
Sahrudaya which means the person who can enjoy the aesthetic
pleasure of a work. Kadha and Akhyayika are the two divisions of
literary forms and they having a separate style of narrative techniques. Kadha means short story which has the influence of fantasy
while Akhyayika means the story based on historical elements. Similarly the Sangam literature, Thirukkural, Akananoor, Purananoor,
etc are another examples of Indian narrative techniques.
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Swetha M.K.
PÍRAM : OWES THE SANSKRIT TRADITION OF
NORTHERN KERALA

Introduction
India, being the seventh largest and the second most populated
country, portrays a ceaseless variety of culture and history in India.
India locale of uniqueness in diversity is composed of people exhibiting diverse cast, creed, religion and customs. Kerala stands distinguished in comparison to the other states extending from the Himalayan ranges to the stretch of the Western Ghats. Its distinct climatic and topographical features are reflected in culture and stile of
living. Furthermore, there is a contrast between the north and south
Kerala in terms of history, culture, rituals and ideology. This paper
discusses the myth behind the festival P£ram, which is not so renowned like Thrissur P£ram, and the Sanskrit tradition in this area.
Only a few, amid myriads of festival forms in the state. Festivals
and celebrations in Kerala commences in Chingam, the beginning
of the year, with Onam according to the Malayalam calendar. Onam
is the festival of unity, celebrated for ten days. Another important
festival is celebrated during the month of Medam as a harvest celebration. In the list of major festivals of Kerala, we can see, Thrissur
P£ram, Attukal Ponkala, Makaravilakku etc. as major festival. Alike
Thrissur P£ram, the P£ram of north is a special ritual related to
temples and community.
Thrissur P£ram is also known as Devamela as it is the medley of
Gods. In this P£ram, a massive attendance of deities from the neighborhood, shrines made them call as Devamela. That is because of
various temples from different parts of the area attend the P£ram.
The Arattupuzha P£ram, an oldest one-day-festival held before

Thrissur P£ram is the main P£ram in Thrissur. There is a story about
the opening of Thrissur P£ram., i.e., Once Arattupuzha committe
denied others being late, King Raja Rama Varma who was known
as Saktan Tampuran initiated to organize another festival in an extravagant way as a malediction for the eviction. This event was marked
as the onset of Thrissur P£ram.
P£ram of north Kerala has anomalistic features pursuant to
Thrissur P£ram. Thrissur P£ram is the festival of illumination of
crackers. The P£ram of north Kerala is the festival of color or flowers, which also known as Madanolsavam. There is a fable related to
P£ram which has an epic relation about the reincarnation of
Kamadeva. We all know about the story of Siva and Kama and let it
be explained from the beginning.
K¡madeva who was buried by Siva have some curse from
Vidhata . A girl appeared from the tapovrtti of Brahma, Kama bowed
upon Brahma and an affection lead to accept the daughter as wife,
after a while Brahma realized the apathy and cursed Kama who was
the cause of this Idiocy. After long way ahead Devagana was disturbed by Tarak¡sura , who can be buried by the son of Lord Siva.
The ambiguity is, later the loss of Sati , he decided not to have a
companion. To overcome this situation, and to convey the re-birth
of sati as Parvati , Indra and others sought advice from Visnu and
assigned Kama to thrive. According to the guidance kama reached
Siva's mansion with Vasanta. They decided to help Parvati who
beseech for the acceptance of her love towards Siva. They exhorted
Parvati to shed the flowers infront of Siva who is in deep meditation.
In the arrival of Kama and Vasanta, the entourage became flourished. Cupid heaved his bow pointing to Lord siva. For an instance,
Siva distracted in the power of flower bow. After when he
hindsighted, buried the cupid in fire by the third eye. Loss of Kama
made his wife Rati and whole world fell into sorrow. She urged to
Siva for the redemption of cupid by apologizing and weeping. She
was replied with advocacy to live in the Sambara's Mansion for a
whilst. While living in Sambara's mansion, Rati anticipated in the
absence of Kama. She perceived the situation of terrene that without the flowery bows and heaves of Kama, the worldly creatures are
in asymmetry. There is endearment with couplets, the aging lives
and maidens without any graze. The whole devagana thought about
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this and they approached Lord Vishnu and they decided to pray for
the advocacy of Lord Siva with Lord Vishnu as prime. He consecrated to pray for the reincarnation
of Kama bestowing with flowers
by maiden. For this, devas are advised to strife for thirty days for
the reincarnation of Kama. Visnu
adviced a maiden to beseech his
cognomen with joy. In reverence
with this is the ritual which carried
out or being practiced in the month
of Meenam of Malayalam calendar from the Kartika asterism to
P£ram star. The festival of
Madana is ranging from
valapattanam river of Kannur to
Chandragiri river of Kasargod. All the while little maidens shed flowers in p£jaroom, or beside the well till the last day, everyday evening
watering the shed flower is also an eve. The flowers shedding should
be murikku, erukk, campaka, thumba or Narayan poovu. in the
first childish model of kama is made with flowers and at last on
p£ram day matured kama is made using these flowers as shown in
the picture below. These are all done to invoke kama, to get a flourished love and good companion.
P£rakkali
P£rakkali and maruthukali , the performing arts are the part of
this festival. P£rakkali is a uique performing art which engages the
practice of dance and singing the song to bow vinsu. The important
part of this performing art is
18
colors
which are sung
and practiced
by goddess
like Rambha ,
urvasi etc. this
18 is divided
into 3. The
first consists of
7 colors which

is performed by Rambha, Urvasi, Menaka, Arundhati, Tilottama,
Citralekha, and Ratnavali respectively at suraloka. The second consisting of 5 colors performed Ahalya, Sita, tara, mandodari, and
draupati at world. And the last part with 6 colors by Bhumidevi,
Gangadevi, Vagdevi, Rati devi, sridevi and girikanya at patala. This
is the concept of commencement of P£rakkali. These colors are
composed in different ragas, 1 - p£vali raga, 2 in p£rnahari, 3 in
ksterahari, 4 in vanahari, 5 in kanakahari, 6 in madhyamahari , 7 in
ahari, 8 in sankaravarni, 9 in saindhavi, 10 in bh£tanandi,11 in
bh£takarsi, 12 in bh£talili, 13 in manjari, 14 in malahari, 15 in
margi,16 in salini, 17 in sariravi, 18 in malavi. Meleodious songs
composed in these ragas are befitted with bodily movments as shown
in the picture below and it steals the heart of audience.
This is an art which compass knowledge and entertainment. Performing team with young artists dressed up in uniformity so it is
also a visual treat.
Maruthkali
The accomplishment
of Sanskrit in the heart
of people living in the
northern region of
Kerala astonishes the
world . They are leading a moderate life with
farming and other
simple earning ways.
Eventhough they have a
culutural excellency. A person who wishes to be a Panicker studies
Amarakosa, Balaprabodhanam, Siddhar£pas , Sanskrit Kavyas and
Vyakarana, Tarka and Vedanta in Gurukula system. Other than these,
slokas composed by p£rvacharyas are also plotted. Those who integrates this knowledge can became a paniker after p£ram¡la m£lal
ceremony ( singing and practicing the whole steps of Madanolsava)
with the blessings of Parents and Mentors . Before they enter into
the wide world of discussion there are many steps to follow. The
day of practicing is already decided by each temple in different area.
The word itself shows the idea of defence. Maruth means oppose.
First the committee members evisages paniker and lead him to the
temple , paniker starts the prayer and play in the arranged outskirts
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of the temple, by deciding the date and time, a
special eve of sheding
gold by a maiden,
paniker or committee
members before kartika
star , third step is deciding the methods and eves
of defending between
both temples, end of
outskirt practice day before pooram festival starts (pooram will be
celebrated 5 or 7 days days in each temples), at night paniker enter
into the temple, at the commencement day committee invites opposing paniker and stewards with procedures, panikers envisages,
After this they can engage in Maruthukali ( defending talk using
sastra ). The paniker from two different temple stands face to face,
and after chanting a sloka, they both discuss the sastras in that sloka.
They should posess a high mental stability and sharp wisdom.
The discussion may amplify from sloka to any topic under the sky.
They should possess Malayalam as well as Sanskrit literature in
depth which includes Natyasastra, poems,kavyas , sastras like jyotisa,
tarka etc.
The Sanskrit knowledge and the culture the northern Keralite
follows is a wonder which is still practicing and entertaining. As
mentioned above northern keralites possess and innocent life, these
middle path living people have the consciounsess about puranas
and itihasas. The performing arts like púrakkali and maruthkali plays
a great role in this. We are all trying to reinvent our culture through
many projects and propaganda. By protecting and spreading these
performing arts and culture we can upgrade our society. In this yuga
we can hand over some good things to our next generation. Any
topics under the sky can be discussed in maruthukali so we can
hope for great intellects who quench the thirst of knowledge in next
generation, who can perform healthy competition in this field.
Footnotes
1.
∫… ®……v…¥…‰x…… ¶…®…i…‰x… ∫…J™…… Æ˙i™…… S… ∫……∂…R¬ÛEÚ®…x…÷|…™……i…&*
+R¬ÛM…¥™…™…|……Ãl…i…EÚ…™…« ∫… r˘& ∫l……h¥……∏…®…Δ ΩË˛®…¥…i…Δ V…M……®…** E÷Ú®……Æ˙∫…®¶…¥…®…¬ 3/23
2.
Erythrina variegata - kalyana - indian coral tree

3.
4.
5.
6.

Calotropis in the family apocynaceae
Plumeria
Leucas zeylanica
Scientific name : Calycopteris floribunda

7.

Ad, IgIw, apﬁy

8.

s]m∂p sh°¬

9.

IfnHcp°ev
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Siji C. K.
THE TERRITORIAL VALUE OF NYAYABHASHYA IN
THE PRESENT DAY WORLD

Vatsayana, the Nyaya writer, also known as Paksila swami is
believed to have lived around 4th century AD in India. He is the
author of Nyayabhashya a commentary on Nyayasutra. Vatsyayana
is also designated as Darmila for some of Dravida) Daksinatya. So
there is a possibility of his being a native Dravida (Deccan) the capital
of which was Kanchipura, modern Kanjivaram. Kanchi was famous for Brahmanic learning and Buddhist culture. Also it was the
birth place of Dinnaga (500 AD), Dharmapala (600 AD) such and
other famous Buddhist logicians1.
There are some, slokas in Abhidhanachinthamani and
Trikandasesha kosha in which different names of Vatsyayana 2are
being mentioned. His bhashya on Nyaya sutras is named
Vatsyanabhashya or Nyayabhashya. There is a long interval of
time between Gautama and Vatsyayana, He is later than Nagarjuna.
The Buddhists refuted several views of Gautama. Buddhist logician
Dinnaga was an early of Vatyayana. From these evidences he assumed to have lived between 300 and 400 AD.
Some scholars are of opinion that Vatsyayayana could interpret
the views of Gautama in an elegant style since the belated commentary could be made enriched with so many current views.
Nyaysbhashya, the commentary on Nyayasutra is simple and forceful
in argument and exposition. He follows the pattern of Patanjali
while writing Mahabhashya3.
In order to explain the true meaning of Nyayasutra, Vatsyayana
follows a method of putting forth some questions, and though answers the essence of the work is made clear.

1
There is no cognition (pratipatti) of object (artha) without the
instrument of valid knowledge. Without cognition of knowledge
there is no successful activity. On being aware of the object with
the help of the instrument of valid knowledge, the knower either
wants to obtain it or neglect.
Vatsyayanabhashya is commented upon by Uddyodakara of the
6th century AD in his Nyayavartika. In his Vartika, Uddyotakara
has acknowledged some of the latest developments in logic, chiefly
authorised by the Buddhist logician Dinnaga and others. He has
taken pains to refute those views and arguments.
Vatsyayanas exposition of the sixteen topics of Nyaya is classified under four heads viz., theory of knowledge, theory of the physical world, theory of the individual self and its liberation and finally
the theory of God. These theories have been elucidated by him
with great argumentative skill. Vatsyayanas treats the subject following three steps obeying the customarily method Enunciation
(uddesa), definition (lakshana) and examination (pariksha)4.
Vatsyayana records pramana as an instrument of knowledge by
which the seeker gets knowledge of the subject. Gaming the object
of knowledge using pramana is called Nyaya thus plays a major
role in acquiring and analysing the subject.
Vatsyayanas interpretations of the Nyayasutra deal with the theory
of knowledge in the introductory section of the Nyayasutra. Vatsyayana
has not much to say on epistemology in his own words. His are only
supplements of the doctrines put forth by Gautama. In the Nyayasutra
there are analysis of cognition, definitions of right cognition and a
comparative study on the various means of knowledge.
According to Vatsyayana, the means of knowledge becomes
valid only when the right object is cognized by it5. He analysis of
knowledge includes 1.
2
The knower (pramata) who is led to action either by desire to
acquire it or by hatred to discard it. 2, the means of knowledge
(pramana) by which the objects are known. 3. The cognized object
(prameya) and 4. The form of cognition (pramiti) all of which constitute the knowledge of the object (arthavijnana). It is how the
knowledge of the object is derived.
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Vatsyayana's finding on knowledge have a separate identity
somewhat differing from others. Mind is an essential element for
perceptual knowledge. Vstsyayana treats inference in a different
way. He subjects the members of five numbered syllogism under
inference. They are Pratinjna, Hetu, Udaharana, Upanaya and
Nigamana. He criticizes some logicians accepting ten numdered
syllogism including Jijnasa, Samsaya, sakya-prapti, prayojana and
samsayavyudasa.
According to Vatsyayana, the real knowledge derived from verbal testimony is quite unlike the knowledge that is derived from
anumana and upamana. According to him the validity of aitihya
depends on that of verbal cognition.
For him the confutations of Tarka do not always lead to real knowledge. There are mistaken notions in between time and space the awareness of time is achieved by action rather than consciousness.
Vatsyayana explains the soul by means of its being the abode of
qualities like desire, aversion, effort pleasure, pain and action, knowledge. In his point of view the moral laws have no value unless the
difference between soul and body is detected. The body cannot be
identified with soul since the result of sin and virtue our rebirth
cannot be observed done to its change. Soul controls sense organs.
It is different in different bodies. Individual souls are innumerable.
If the soul is same for everyone, the experience of all the individuals would be the same.
3
Vatsyayana, following the original text recommends emancipation alone as the only remedy for sources. Until attaining it no soul
can attain the actual bliss. Emancipation is the liberation from misery. Vatsyayana observes that emancipation is the absolute and
faultless condition of being in bliss. It is not the destruction of the
soul but it is the release from the bondage Vatsyayana states that
God is omniscient. He possesses the real knowledge and is the one
devoid of errors. God holds a paternal love towards the creations.
Vatsyayana observes and defines doubt as it has been defined by
Gautama (parah). Doubt is of types (1). Recognition of common
properties (samanadharmopapatti), (2). Recognition of properties
not common (anekadharmopapatti), (3). Conflicting testimony
(virpratipatti), (4), Irregularity of perception (upalabdhiyavyavastha)

and (5). Irregularity of non perception (anupalabdhyavyavastha).
Vatsyayana explains each with examples. One, at night may doubt
an elevated object whether a man or tree. The samanadharma common features of man and tree like height causes doubt. Unless the
distinguishing features like branches (in the case of tress) and limbs
(in the case of men) come to notice, the doubt cannot be removed.
Vatsyayana explains vada, jalpa, vitanda, and nigrahasthana as
defined by Gautama. A vada is a constructive discussion guided by
the logic al theories between members of the same school wishing
to advance their own thoughts. It is contrasted with the other two
kinds of debating, viz. jalpa and vitanda. Jalpa is a dispute between
opposed schools, where the object is not to advance knowledge but
to defeat the opponent. Vitanda 'eristic' or purely destructive sophistry aims to demolish the opponent regardless of the means used
and without maintaining any position of one's own6. Gautama defines vitanda as a mere opposing of the statement, not classified
with one's views or beliefs7.
Nirnaya is the establishment of a fact by rejecting the opposing
ones and reaching at a conclusive decision. Debate is the discussion of the participants of the same discipline intending to get more
knowledge. According to Vatsyayana said a debate should flourish
with five avayavas8(organs).
4
Chala, jati and nigrahasthana may have intrusion in a competitive argument9. But Vatsyayana hopes that while practicing vitanda
in one should avoid the defects which commonly occur from the
confusing remarks or unhealthy situations mentioned above.
Vatsyayana rejectings Nihilism of Nagarjuna while upholding
th theories of the ever - unshipped Gautama. The universe is not
produced from sunya or emptiness, which possessing the form of
non- existence cannot produce anything. Vatsyayana observes the
law of Causation. He propagates theories regarding the origin and
nature of universe. He criticizes Kshanikavada (the theory of momentariness) on the ground that it is not perceivable due to the continuity of moments without any break. The essence of his theses is
that there is definitely a link between the past and future.
Conclusion
In brief the Nyayabhashya speaks of the sixteen categories while
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passing though the difficult areas of Nyayasastra so as to make it
easy for a path finder on the way of logical argumentation the author emphasizes the need of attaining real knowledge. In this modern period Nyayabhashya serves the purpose of a torch- bearer so
as to reveal the exact idea of the original work. Among the other
books of Nyaya philosophy the nyayabhashyas method of explaining is specially different and noteworthy. By clearing the way to
real knowledge, Nyayabhashya stands unique in the field of commentaries.
Not deviating from the original text Nyayabhasya, follows a
peculiar way. Which bears consistence ever in this modern era of
sciences.
5
Nyaya Philosophy is a very popular subject in Indian logic.
Unlike the western one, the Indian Philosophy especially when it is
limited to the Nyaya and Vaiseshika, definitely a form of sciences.
Unimpeded by the basic them, it goes at a gallop through several
concealed notions till then unnoticed. Nyaya conception of universe is realistic and hence the system turned to be known as a logical realism. This Sastra promise the attainment of salvation on attaining the knowledge of sixteen categories.
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Aparna Aravind
NËÙYAáËSTRA AND THEATRICAL ART FORMS OF
KERALA

N¡¶ya¿¡stra Is The Piviot Of The Indian Literary Perspectives
And Traditional Theatrical Forms. It Is Presented As A Scientific
Method Of N¡¶ya Conventions And Their Grading. The Research
Paper 'N¡¶ya¿¡stra a and Theatrical Art Forms of Kerala' discusses
the contemporary reference of the theoretical aspects of N¡¶ya¿¡stra
and its reflection on Kerala art forms. In this contemporary scenario
the theoretical approaches exert their influence on the artistic life
both explicitly and implicitly. This paper also discusses the cultural
discourse of K£ttu, K£¶iy¡ttam, Kathakali. The paper also examines the different experiences ignited by the performing space in the
audience when the literary forms get converted into theatrical forms.
History of India's N¡¶ya tradition cannot be determined. Many
scholars demand two thousand years of old for this work. The universality of art forms can be seen as the result of this forever relevance of N¡¶ya¿¡stra and the continuous evolution happens to this
art form. The pivotal point of this evolution, the base form of every
art is the evolution; the base form of every art form of every art is
this opus like N¡¶ya¿¡stra The existence of artistic conventions in
the Indian tradition is explicit event before the origin of N¡¶ya¿¡stra.
Historical overview of N¡¶ya
N¡¶ya¿¡stra is written in the form of a conversation between
Bharata and Sage Ëthreya and his disciples. It details the origin of
N¡¶ya to its application in various forms including universal phenomenon. It has been noted that the Indian aesthetic tradition and
its studies are rooted in Bharata's N¡¶ya¿¡stra. Translation for
N¡¶ya¿¡stra is published around the latter years of 1800s.

N¡¶ya¿¡stra India's traditional aesthetics was the first analyzed by
the western scholars. The various chapters of the N¡¶ya¿¡stra stra
were printed during different times.
"F. Hall was the first to print 18, 19, 20, 34 chapters of
N¡¶ya¿¡stra. Later Paul Regnaud printed of sixth and seventh chapters with translation and 15thand 16thchapters without translation.
Later his disciple J. Grosset published 28th chapter. Sivadathan along
with
Kashinath Panduranga Parab published the complete N¡¶ya¿¡stra
a in 1894 from Bombay" (Narayana Pisharody. K. P., 2014, 10).
N¡¶ya¿¡stra gained broad dimension with the interpretation of
Abhinavagupta's Abhiavabh¡rati. It is important to understand how
this ancient text of 36 chapters and 6000 verses got its scientific
form. In Indian concept, the word science has got different interpretations. Science means to instruct, perceptional knowledge. It also
centers on the dharma. It is also denotes receptors of receptors of
Dharma, Artha, Ya¿ass, these substance from the N¡¶yaveda is regarded as the universal essence. Essence means that which exist. It
has relevance over the period. It is because of this timeless nature,
N¡¶ya¿¡stra remains a 'classic'. The first chapter on N¡¶yotpatti is
described as flows. N¡¶yaveda was made for all the people of the
world.
"x… ¥…n‰˘ ¥…Ω˛…Æ˙…‰%™…Δ∫…Δ ∂…⁄V……i…π…÷*
i…®……∫…ﬁV……{…ÆΔ˙¥…nÂ˘ {…S…®…Δ∫……¥…¥… h…EÚ®…¬**'' (Madhusudan Sastri 1973, 48)
It means a fifth Veda is made for the common people to achieve
the insight of dharma. The first chapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra doesn't refer
to the origin of N¡¶ya, but to the origin of N¡¶yaveda. The three
dimensional approach that is, story, practice and science, is given
importance in N¡¶ya¿¡stra All these three co-exist together the discourse relevant for all the times also regarded as science. Indian
literary and theoretical aspects grew up from the roots of Narration,
interpretation, analysis and discussion N¡¶ya¿¡stra is the great example for this method. This is the end result of a long discussion
between preceptors and disciple.
Over the course of the years these spread to different parts of the
world and gained multiple interpretations notably in the light of
Abhinavagupta's Abhinavabh¡rat¢. It is often believed that
N¡¶ya¿¡stra was formulated for those who didn't receive elemen-
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tary practice in Vedic discourse. It is shaped taking into account the
principles of both theoretical and practical aspect of dharma.
The characters of N¡¶ya¿¡stra are historical or mythological persona from Indian epics who through the performance is able to accentuate the imaginative faculties of the audience. Sage Bharata says
that N¡¶ya is for the world and there is no differentiation of any
sort. N¡¶ya has stood the testimony of time.
"x…EËÚ i…i……‰%¶…¥…i……Δn˘‰¥……x……ΔS……x…¶…÷ ¥…x…®…¬*
±…Ë ™…™……™… ∫…¥…™… x……Δ ¶……¥……x…E÷Ú i…x… ®…¬**'' (Madhusudan Sastri 1973, 107)
N¡¶ya is not only for Devas but rather for both Devas and Asuras.
N¡¶ya as a dramatic form is for the whole world not for any particular section. In N¡¶ya it is the Anuk¢rttana of bh¡va that is happening. N¡¶ya is the medley of the different facts of imagination present
all over the world. A mere representation of events cannot be taken
as N¡¶ya. Story, practice, science form the three pillars of N¡¶ya
this trinity plays an instrumental roles in making the N¡¶ya way
superior than mere representation of events the knowledge received
from N¡¶ya is infinite and it has various realms mainly Vidy¡,
Yogamm, yajnam, and A¤tham.
"x… i……x…... x… i…{…Δ, x… ∫…… ¥……, x… ∫…… EÚ±……

x……∫……Ë ™……‰M……‰, x… i…EÚ®…x……...%®…x™… ™…i…‰*
∫…¥…∂… ....h… ∂…{……x… EÚ®……h… ¥…¥…v……x… S…
+®……...∫…®…¥…i…‰ ...x… i…®……n‰˘i…®…™…… EﬁÚi…®…¬**'' (Madhusudan Sastri 1973,

117-118)
There is nothing in the world that escapes N¡¶ya. This prompts
many to view N¡¶ya as a form of science. The forms and themes of
N¡¶ya are applicable to the whole of the world. In actual performance N¡¶ya is a combination of science, story and practice.
N¡¶ya¿¡stra gives a clear cut definition of N¡¶ya.
"™……‰%™…Δ¥…¶……¥……‰ ±……‰EÚ™… ∫…J…÷ ...J…∫…®…¥…i…&*

∫……‰%...¶…x…™……‰{…i…‰ .... x……®…™…¶…v…“™…i…‰**
....i…®…ﬁi…∫…n˘…S……Æ˙{…Æ˙∂…π…‰ ....l…EÚ{…x…®…¬*
¥…x……‰n˘V…x…x…Δ±……‰EÚ‰ x……®…‰i…¥…™…i…**'' (Madhusudan Sastri 1973, 121,123)
N¡¶ya reflects pleasures and pains of the world. N¡¶ya includes
A´g¡bhinayas as well. N¡¶ya brings forth to meaning that áruti
and Sm¤ti are unable to that provide to the audience. From this it is

evident that common people were unable to understand the nuances
of áruti and Sm¤ti. The first chapter f N¡¶ya¿¡stra provides information on N¡¶yotpatti, in the last chapters titled N¡¶y¡vat¡ra science is gained joined with the elements of mythical stories.
T¡núavalakÀa¸a,
Uttam¡mg¡bhinaya,
Hast¡bhinaya,
áar¢r¡bhinaya, C¡r¢vidh¡naÆ, S¡m¡ny¡bhinaya., these chapters
describes the application level of practice. N¡¶ya¿¡stra could be
taken as sum total of age old tradition and principles even today
there are different perceptions regarding N¡¶ya¿¡stra's creators,
period, age, etc. This paper focuses on such dance forms of Kerala
that has widely adopted from N¡¶ya¿¡stra tradition namely K£ttu,
K£diy¡ttam, Kathakali.
Traditional Stage Forms of Kerala
K£diy¡ttam is the Kerala's ancient art form which gained
UNESCO title of heritage of humanity. It is similar to Sanskrit drama
enactment. The traditional art forms of Kerala have been greatly
inspired by the art direction of K£diy¡ttam. K£ttu consists of just
one actor on the stage, whereas the appearance of more than two
characters on the stage can be seen in K£diy¡ttam. The art form is
performed by a C¡ky¡r and Nagy¡r. In AD 9thcentury major innovations were introduced in to the art form by Kula¡ekharava?ma
and his disciple poet Tolan and it has increased the status of
K£diy¡ttam to much higher levels. The rules of stage direction in
K£diy¡ttam are known as Ëttaprakaram and Kramad¢pika.
The properties used in the performance were all taken from the
nature. This includes Kari, Manjal, Manayola, C¡yilyam, Teccipoo,
P¡la. The common characters seen in K£diy¡ttam are Katti,
Cemannat¡di, Pacca, Pazhukka etc. amongst this, Pacca and
Pazhukka used to illustrate the characters of S¡ttvika. Katti is used
to denote Rajasa characters and Cemannat¡di to imply T¡masa characters. Noble charcters like Sr¢k¤À¸a and Sr¢R¡ma are portrayed in
Pacca whereas K¢caka and Duryodhana are portrayed in Katti.
Pazhukka is used to denote feminine characters. áurpanakha is a
prominent character in K£diy¡ttam who is depicted in Kari. These
same rules are adopted in Kathakali also it is completion of
Ë´gik¡bhinaya depicted in Bharata's N¡¶ya¿¡stra can be seen in
K£diy¡ttam.
K£ttu is a solo performance art form. Colours related to nature
are used in K£ttu also. K£ttu gained prominence because of its pre-
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sentation. It is always used as a social satire. Then the Kathakali
which came after K£ttu received the attention of the whole world.
Both K£ttu and Kathakali follow the dramaturgy put forward by
N¡¶ya¿¡stra. A K£ttambalaÆ is constructed for the performance of
these art forms. They are constructed in the right side in front of the
temples according to the methods of N¡¶ya¿¡stra. Construction of
K£ttambalaÆ is mentioned in the chapter Ma¸úapavidhi of
N¡¶ya¿¡stra.
"¥…EﬁÚi…÷ ™…Ë¥… i…÷®…b˜{…&*

i…π…‰ ......h… ®……h……x… ™…‰ ....®…™…Δi…l……%¥…Æ˙®…¬**
®……h…®…‰π……Δx…nΔ˘Ω˛i…n˘b˜∫…®……™…®…¬*
∂…i…ΔS…….... S…i…÷&π…Ω˛i…… .....∂…n‰˘¥… i…**'' (Madhusudan Sastri 1973, 8-9)
Kuttambala? can be constructed in three designs namely Vik¤Àtam,
Catura¿ra, tra¿ra. The K£ttambalaÆ in Kerala are generally seen in
rectangular shape. The scientific aspects of Indian architecture are
also considered during construction. The basis of art will always be
knowledge from scientific enquiries in N¡¶ya¿¡stra detailed analysis of stage construction is provided. This is explicitly and implicitly
visible all art form of India. N¡¶ya¿¡stra have influenced basic art
forms like drawing, sculpturing etc.
N¡¶ya¿¡stra stipulates that there must be paintings on the walls
of K£ttambalaÆ. Navarasas are also an integral part of these drawing. In the third chapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra details of Ra´gap£ja are
described before performing any art form related to dance. The names
given to the Kara¸as in dance and the gestures involved are in association with the nature and its movement. The main Mudras known
as the classics of Kerala are derived from the Mudras of N¡¶ya¿¡stra
and HastalakÀa¸ad¢pika. The elements of N¡¶ya¿¡stra are mainly
mentioned in the art forms from north India. The foundation of any
sort of thought has its roots from N¡¶ya¿¡stra. Rasa and Dwani remains the greatest of the theoretical aspects of Indian aesthetics.
N¡¶ya¿¡stra also gives in depth description about V¤tta, chandass,
TalaÆ, V¡dyaÆ. "There are 108 engravings of the Kara¸¡s on the
pillars of the Chidambara temple situated in Tamilnadu. These engravings are believed to be the ones dictated by Bharata his
N¡¶ya¿¡stra. These were built during AD 1243-1273. According to
Sage Bharata there are 14 SamyuktaHasta and AsamyuktaHasta in
relation to Mudraviniyogam. Abhinavagupta claims that new
Mudras can be incorporated apart from those given by Bharata.

In the HastalakÀa¸ad¢pika, only the descriptions of AsamyuktaHastas
are portrayed. There are a lot of Variations in the Hast¡bhinaya of
Bharatan¡tyam" (Vedabandhu, 1997, 24).
Kathakali is an art form that is closely linked to the regulations of
N¡¶ya¿¡stra Ëh¡ry¡bhinaya, the 23rdchapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra points
the rules related to colours. The prescribed colours are green for
romance, red for anger, gold for excitement, black for fear and white
for comedy. The major characters on the stage are Pacca, Katti,
Kari, T¡di, Minukk. Colours are assigned to each of these roles too.
So colours which are natural as well as selected according to the
prescription in N¡¶ya¿¡stra are used in Kathakali when it is performed in the stage.
"The Keralites who still protect one of the ancient forms of N¡¶ya
such as K£ttu, K£diy¡ttaÆ had included Sth¡y¢bh¡vas in the performances since the ancient times. In the later course of time these
acting forms were adopted into Kathakali as well. These acting forms
are the cornerstone of the classical tradition of Kerala" (G. Venu,
2006, 189).
Kathakali gives importance to acting that evokes Rasa in the audience. Kathakali enhances the different method of acting and performance suitable for each situation by combining components of
Tauryatrika. Thus, a fusion of speech, act and expression happens
in Kathakali. The costumes play a vital role in providing visual
beauty to the performance of Kathakali. Costumes are designed in
such a way that it showcases the grandeur of each role characterized by Caturvidh¡bhinaya. The nature of characters gives elegance
and beauty to each costume. Stage is source of enjoyment f audience. Stage means the place where the action is performed and where
the audience relish the act is defined as Ara´g. N¡¶ya¿¡stra is one
of the founding texts that shaped the art forms of Kerala. Different
forms of acts and performance reach out to the audience through
N¡¶ya and create an aesthetic experience in them. And this has led
to innovations in the art forms opening new arenas to explore. Such
innovations give a strong foundation to ideologies related to art and
culture. Ideas taken from and given to one art form to another helps
them to flourish even more.
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Devahar V.
THE QUEST OF STANDARDIZATION; LINEAR MEASUREMENTS IN VËSTUVIDYË

For lengths, angles, areas, volumes, time, and weights, India established a variety of unit systems. They share common characteristics and continuity that can be traced back to Harappa, but they
also show a chronological progression and significant geographical
differences. Numerous metrological systems were evolved from the
late Vedic era to the pre-colonial era. Here, we'll concentrate on
linear unit systems and look at a few uncommon difficulties involving units ranging from the a´gula to the yojana.
Though the units in ancient India were initially based on natural
physical standards, they were later expanded to include numerous
practical and fictional dimensions by popular agreement. Furthermore, the units appeared to fluctuate greatly in different areas and at
different times in the same region. The ancient science of living's
notions has evolved over hundreds of years based on actual observations, investigation, and development, and are not derivatives of
any imaginary teleology. Its laws and regulations ensure that the
environment and the entire universe are in harmony. Every object
in construction has its dimension. The different terminology for dimensions is length, breadth, height, depth, slope, and perimeter. It
is the foundation of mathematics, particularly geometry and arithmetic. This dimension system is responsible for the fundamental
aspect of harmony in buildings. There are several measurement systems in v¡stuvidy¡. Several intellects have given their contribution
to the system of measurement. Major early contributors were
K¡ty¡yana, Baudh¡yana, Atri, Ka¿yapa, Vi¿vakarma, Maya and
M¡nas¡ra. Among them K¡ty¡yana and Baudh¡yana found out the
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methods of orientation, the survey of land and acquisition;
Vi¿vakarma and Maya gave descriptions of designing and methods
of construction of dwelling houses and temples etc. Atri and Ka¿yapa
described the rules of construction of idols etc. Anyway, the measurement system is a vital part of v¡stuvidy¡ and hence the area of
the measurement system has to be studied in detail.
Firstly, considering the term 'metrology', [from Ancient Greek
metron (measure) and logos (study of)] is the science of measurement. It covers all aspects of measuring, both theoretical and practical. Metrology is the science of creating, reproducing, preserving,
and transferring units of measurement and associated standards.
Metrology is limited to measurements of length, angle, and values
stated in linear or angular terms for engineering reasons. Measurement is a process of comparing quantitatively an unknown magnitude with a predefined standard.
The study of measures, or metrology, is defined as the precision
of measurements. It can also be described as the accuracy with which
measurements are taken. When a particular dimension is measured
multiple times using the same measuring equipment and the same
dimension is produced each time, this is referred to as repeatability
or reproducibility of measurements. Precision is critical when only
one measuring device is used to measure dimensions.
Linear Measurement is defined as the measurement of lengths,
thickness, diameter, and heights including external and internal measurements. The remarkable experience of the world requires measuring length, area, volumes, weights, time etc. This activity developed
systems of measurements over the whole world, and they were used
to measure the objects and form standardized patterns of human
behaviour for transactions of trade, commerce, division of property,
paying for labour, measuring time etc., at different times and regions.
This need was satisfied early in a variety of ways in which from grains
to human length to ropes and sticks etc., were used.
In light of the aforementioned peculiarities in mensuration and
metrology, this quest to standardize measures has a long history in
India as well. Numerous experiments were conducted, and many
systems were developed as a result of this endeavour. Analyzing
these systems of measuring using Sanskrit literature, archaeological data, and local practises has proven to be a fascinating human
institution.

"The use of standardized measuring rods, scales and reeds appear to have been in vogue in India and other parts of the world
from very ancient period. The oldest reference to the use of a measuring rod for measuring or surveying a field in ancient India is
seen in Rgveda. The finding of a slip of measuring scale made of
shell from Mohenjo Daro, an ivory scale from Lothal, a fragmentary rod at Harappa and another from Kalibangan, assert the use of
measuring scales in ancient India".
According to Sanskrit sources and v¡stu treaties, the linear measurement is divided into six kinds ; M¡na, (2) Pram¡¸a, (3) Parim¡¸a,
(4) Lamba-m¡na, (5) Unm¡na, and (6) Upam¡na. The measurement from the foot to the top of the head is called M¡na (which is
nothing but height). Pram¡¸a is the measurement of breadth.
Parim¡¸a is the measurement of width or circumference (paritaÅ).
Lambam¡na is the measurement by the plumb lines or the lines
drawn perpendicularly through different parts of the body, the m¡na
or the measurement of height being taken by the surface of the body.
Unm¡na is the measurement of thickness(nimna) or diameter.
Upam¡na is the measurement of interspace (antara), such as that
between the two feet of an image.
According to M¡nas¡ra, the smallest unit of measure, what is
perceptible to the eye of the sages is called a param¡¸u (atom) , and
eight times this is known as a ratha-dh£li (lit. car-dust, molecule).
The number eight has assumed a very significant status of quality
of unitary measure. Through this octonary system, M¡nas¡ra gives,
eight of the molecules combined are what is known as a v¡l¡gra
(hair-end), eight hair-ends joined together to make what is called a
likÀ¡ (nit)., eight nits combined are called a y£ka (louse), eight lice
together are called a yava (barleycorn), eight barleycorns combined
to make what is called an a´gula (finger-breadth).
"A´gula (fingerbreadth or digit) can be considered as the smallest practical linear-measure in ancient India. This is the basic unit of
and all other linear-measure units depends on this. Hence this review is begun with the concepts relating to a´gula (or the digit) and
its equivalents in different systems. A definite standard measure can
be considered from a´gula, which is the length of the middle finger
of an adult man having a height of at least six feet, i.e., a man of full
height (Artha¿¡stra, ch. XX, p. 117). It had a length approximately
three-fourths of the modern inch (1.9 cm).
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According to áulva texts, an an?gula is a unit of measurement
equal to 14 grains of anu plant (Panicum milliaceum) or 34 sesame
seeds, while according to Hindu and Jaina literature, 64 sesame seeds
or 8 yava (barleycorn) constitute an a´gula. Budhhist literature,
however, refer to an a´gula of 7 yava or 49 sesame seed."
These early linear dimensions, which were the first to emerge,
had their beginnings concerning human limbs because they supplied the most readily available standards to an acceptable extent
and met the restricted practical needs. In practically every section of
India, the concept of a´gula served as the most practicable smallest
linear measure. Each of these (modes of measurement) is said to be
of three kinds, especially concerning (the increment of) yava-measurement. With six, seven, and eight barleycorns are (distinguished
respectively) the smallest, the intermediate, and the largest yava
measurements.
Jain canons mention three types of a´gulas; utsedh¡´gula or
s£cy¡´gula (needle-like finger), pratar¡´gula (plane finger) and
ghan¡´gula (solid finger).
The scales and their usage in various cases were well defined.
Twelve a´gula-s together are called one vitasti (span). Two vitastis
make a kiÀku (small cubit) and an a´gula added to them, it is a
pr¡j¡patya (cubit). A cubit of twenty-six a´gula-s is known as
dhanurmuÀti. A cubit of twenty-seven a´gula-s is called a
dhanurg¤aha. Four dhanur-muÀti cubits make a da¸·a and eight
da¸·as make one rajju. The kiÀku cubit is used in measuring conveyances and couches. The pr¡j¡patya cubit is used in measuring
all kinds of mansions. And the edifices are measured in what is
(called) the dhanurmuÀti cubit. Measurement of villages and other
objects should be carried out in the dhanurgraha cubit. But the measurement in kiÀku cubit may otherwise be used in measuring all the
objects.
Dhanurg¤aha mentioned by Kau¶ilya was a unit of four a´gulas. This measure seems to be similar to that referred to as muÀti of
four a´gula-s by Bhoja. Tala was a measure of five a´gula according to Bhoja. DhanurmuÀti of Kau¶ilya was eight a´gula-s. P¡da or
pada is another important part of the body used for linear measure.
A foot usually means the length of the sole, from the heel to the first
digit of the toe. Baudh¡yana mentions p¡da of 15 a´gula-s and 10
a´gula-s.

"When the land survey was undertaken by Kulottunga Co½a, his
foot measurement was taken as a unit (árip¡da). This might be the
Royal standard. Till recently in certain areas in North Arcot district
in South India, the length of the foot of the Goddess of the temple
Kampulap¡liyam near N¡r¡ya¸avanam, which is taken into consideration as the standard measurement of the country foot in that
area".
According to Samar¡nga¸a-s£tradh¡ra, Gokar¸a is another linear measure of eleven a´gula-s. Vitasti of 13 or 12 a´gula-s was
known to Brahminical, Jaina and Buddhist literature. Pr¡de¿a is
another span measure which according to Bhoja it was 9 a´gula-s.
Hasta, the popular hand measure, is the cubit of 24 a´gula-s. In
addition to all of this, the v¡stuvidy¡ literature proposed several
types of measures. These many types of units appear to have been
useful in measuring items of vastly varying lengths.
Linear measuring techniques were refining with the pace of time.
Though it could be further analysed and evaluated. These all units
and properties continue to increase knowledge and understanding
of the world. Without a doubt, the above-mentioned metrics were
not standardized in this century. Currently, a length standard can be
defined as the distance between two parallel lines etched on a material standard bar (line standard) or between two flat and parallel end
surfaces of such a bar under conditions (end standard). In comparison, the ancient standards appear not only technically precise but
shown their capabilities of complex theorems and execution in constructions. And in all those early tough conditions, the primitive
measurements were useful in their socio-economic context. Even
though the quest for standardization is relevant and seems to be
continuing.
Footnotes
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Thejus S Nampoothiri
THE PROCESS OF TËNTRIC INITIATION OR DÌKâËS
IN áËRADËTILAKA

Initiation is the process of continuing the lineage from guru to
the disciple, which is supposed to be started from Sad¡¿iva. It includes the advice of sacred and suitable mant¤a to the disciple and
the code of conduct to be practiced thereafter. It enriches the spiritual knowledge and wipe out the sins. D¢kÀ¡ is explained asÊ n˘¥™…Δ Y……x…Δ ™…i……‰ n˘t…i…¬ E÷Ú™……«i…¬ {……{…∫™… ∫…ΔI…™…&*

i…∫®……i…¬ n˘“I…‰ i… ∫…Δ|……‰HÚ… n‰˘ ∂…EËÚ∫i…xj…¥…‰ n˘ ¶…&**1
R¡ghavabha¶¶a in his pad¡rth¡dar¿a commentary explains it as-

n˘n˘… i… ™…∫®…… n˘Ω˛ n˘¥™…¶……¥…Δ ®……™……®…±…‰ EÚ®…« S… ∫…Δ I…h……‰ i…*
°Ú±…Δ S…i…÷¥…«M…«¶…¥…\S… ™…∫®……k…∫®……k…÷ n˘“I…‰i™… ¶…v……x…®…∫™……**2
By D¢kÀ¡ one get rid off all impurities which was connected
with m¡ya and karma. And the fruit of it is the attainment of
Catu¤va¤ga. (Dha¤ma, A¤tha, K¡ma and MokÀa). R¡ghavabha¶¶a
explains it as-

n˘“I……∂…§n˘¥™…÷i{… k…®……Ω˛ Y……x… ®… i…* n˘t…i…¬ I…™… ®…i™…x…™……‰Æ˙…th…«®……n˘…™…‰™…Δ x…Ø˚ HÚ&*
+i™…I…Æ˙∫……®™…… z…•…⁄˙« ™……i…¬' < i… ™……∫EÚ…‰HÚ‰ &**3
"As one lamp is lit at the flame of another, so the divine ¿akti,
consisting of mant¤a, is communicated from the guru's body to that
of áiÀya."4
á¡rad¡tilaka explains the fourfold d¢kÀas. They are Kriy¡vati,
Va¤¸amayi, Kal¡tma and Vedhamayi.

S…i…÷Ã¥…v…… ∫…… ∫…Œxn˘π]ı… GÚ™……¥…i™…… n˘¶…‰n˘i…&*
GÚ™……¥…i…“ ¥…h…«®…™…“ EÚ±……i®…… ¥…‰v…®…™™… {…**5
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Kriy¡vat¢ D¢kÀ¡
The primary process of Kriy¡vat¢ D¢kÀ¡ involves the cleaning
of body and mind. This is done by bathing with reciting of mantras.
After that the guru explains the process of uniting J¢v¡tma with
Param¡tma by the yogic method.
The disciple should follow the paths described by the Guru. With
a hum sound he should awaken the Ku¸·alini. The Ku¸·alini should
be arised to the heart lotus and it should be meditated there. Then it
should be risen to the face and later to the Sahas¤¡ra lotus. Guru
explains the cause and origin of the Universe and the process of
dissolution to the disciple.

M…∞¸{… n˘π]ı®……M…Êh… Ω⁄ƒ˛EÚ…Æ‰˙h… E÷Úhb˜ ±…x…“®…÷il……{™… i……Δ æ˛n˘™…EÚ®…±…M…i……Δ ¥…¶……¥™…
i…i……‰ V…“¥…Δ ®…÷J…‰ M…ﬁΩ˛“i¥…… ∫…Ω˛ª……Æ˙M…i……Δ ¥…¶……¥…™…‰i…¬*6
The disciple should meditate upon the origin, stability and dissolution of the universe. Mantras for meditating upon the dissolution
of Paµcabh£tas are explained by the Guru. The disciple should
strictly follow those mant¤as. The process of Pranayama with mantras are also explained. The disciple should perform the regular tantric
rituals including P¢thap£ja, M£rtip£ja etc. The Guru describes the
features of Ëdik£rma, Ananta, Var¡ha and Vasundhara. The rituals related with 'kumbha' for the Abhi¿eka is described then. After
that, the rituals for the first day of initiation is over.
The second day start with the worship of fire. It starts with the
birth of fire in Ëc¡rya Ku¸·a and continuing the samsk¡ras of fire.
Guru then explains the seven S¡twika tongues of fire. They are-

Ω˛Æ˙h™…… M…M…x…… Æ˙HÚ… EﬁÚπh……%x™…… ∫…÷|…¶…… ®…i……*
§…Ω÷˛∞¸{……% i… Æ˙HÚ… S… ∫……Œi¥…C™……‰ ™……M…EÚ®…«∫…÷**''7
Hira¸y¡, Gagan¡, Rakt¡, K¤À¸¡, Suprabh¡, B¡hur£p¡ and
Athirikt¡ are the seven 'S¡tvika' tongues. Guru also explains the
seven R¡jasa and T¡masa tongues.
After the rites of fire the Guru should unify the disciple's caitanya
with himself. Then he should purify the six Adhv¡s of the disciple.
The six Adhv¡s are mentioned as : Kal¡dhva, Tattv¡dhva,
Bhuvan¡dhva, Var¸¡dhva, Pad¡dhva and Mantr¡dhva. Guru should
also explain the six Adhv¡s. These Adhv¡s are mentioned as the
six steps to reach the Supreme entity áiva. After that the Guru should
place back the caitanya to the disciple's body itself. Guru ,after the

worship of the devata who is placed in the disciple's body, start to
provide knowledge to the disciple. At this time the disciple should
meditate upon the uniqueness of Guru, Vidya and Devata.

M…÷Ø˚ ¥…t…n‰˘¥…i……x……®…ËC™…Δ ∫…®¶……¥…™…x…¬ v…™……*
|…h…®…‰q˘hb˜¥…n¬˘¶…⁄®……Ë M…÷ØΔ˚ i…Δ n‰˘¥…i……i®…EÚ®…¬**''8
This Diksa ends by the salutation of disciple to Guru and Devata.
Kriy¡vati D¢kÀa is mainly ritualistic.
Var¸¡tmika D¢kÀ¡
The Var¸¡tmika D¢kÀ¡ is not so ritualistic like the Kriy¡vati
D¢kÀa. This is mostly conceptual based. It is knowledge oriented. It
is the process of imparting the knowledge of eternal reality. This
involves the true understanding of the mantras. All the letters are
PuruÀa and Prak¤ti Tattvas and the body of all beings are also the
same.

{…÷Δ|…EﬁÚi™……i®…EÚ… ¥…h……«& ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙®… {… i……o˘∂…®…¬**9
The Guru enlightens the disciple and unifies the caitanya present
in him with the Param¡tma and then dissolves all letters in the reverse order to the disciple's body. After that he should impart the
letters according to the order of S¤Àti. Thereafter the body of the
disciple becomes the Devata himself. And thus he reaches the Supreme state of Bliss. This process of initiation is not very long ,but
the prerequisite or eligibility to receive such an initiation is not so
easy. This D¢kÀa is very powerful that the disciple receiving it is
completely dragged to an another phase of life. The Guru who is
initiating should have a deep knowledge about the concept of áabda
Br¡hman and the fifty letters of the áakta school. á¡rad¡tilaka gives
the detailed study of the fifty letters, Mat¤k¡ny¡sa, Lipiny¡sa and
the deity in the form of M¡t¤k¡var¸¡s. He should also be well versed
in the tantric concepts of creation and dissolution. And finally, he
should have the spiritual potency and gravity for enabling the disciple to achieve the Supreme. á¡rad¡tilaka explains that the disciple who completes this D¢kÀa will become a God himself. He will
be free from the illusionary world of M¡y¡. He will be free from all
the bondages and chains of karma. The reality of the Nirgu¸a áiva
and Sagu¸a áiva is realized by the disciple. Sagu¸a áiva, ie, the
áiva along with the Prak¤ti is the cause of this Universe. By it's true
realization the disciple gets enlightened and immerse into the ever
enduring Bliss.
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Kal¡vat¢ D¢kÀa
The Kal¡vat¢ D¢kÀa is based on the concept that all bodies are
made of Paµcabh£tas. By the true knowledge of the five elements
one can get rid off the bondages and can wash out all sins. There
are five Kal¡s associated with the Paµcabh£tas. They are Niv¤tti
Kal¡, PratiÀ¶a Kal¡, Vidy¡ Kal¡, á¡ntikal¡ and áanty¡tita Kal¡.
The Guru initiates all these Kal¡s in the body of the disciple which
is made up of the five elements.

x…¥…ﬁk™……t…& EÚ±……& {…\S… ¶…⁄i……x……Δ ∂…HÚ™……‰ ™…i…&*
i…∫®……i…¬ ¶…⁄i…®…™…‰ n‰˘Ω‰˛ v™……i¥…… i…… ¥…‰v…™…‰ŒSUÙ∂……‰&**10
The Guru blesses the disciple by placing the Kal¡s in his body in
a particular order. The lowest portion of the disciple's body, starting
from feet to the knees is blessed up by the Niv¤tti Kal¡. Knees to
navel is blessed by the PratiÀ¶a Kala. Navel to throat is blessed by
the Vidy¡ kal¡. Throat to forehead is blessed by the á¡nti Kal¡ and
finally the forehead to center of the head is blessed by the á¡nty¡tita
Kal¡. Guru shall place the Kal¡s in the dissolution order.

∫…ΔΩ˛…Æ˙GÚ®…™……‰M…‰x… ∫l……x……i…¬ ∫l……x……xi…Æ‰˙ M…÷Ø˚&**11
In this D¢kÀa the flow of Ku¸·alini from Ëjµ¡ to Sahasr¡r¡ lotus is driven perfectly by the blessing of Guru. And thus the disciple
becomes auspicious and attains the transcendental Bliss. This D¢kÀa
is also not ritualistic and is conceptual based and is much faster than
the Kriy¡vati and Varnamay¢ D¢kÀas.
Vedhamay¢ D¢kÀa
This is the supreme among all the D¢kÀas. By the initiation of
this D¢kÀa one attains áiva immediately. The M£l¡dh¡r¡ lotus dwells
in the center of the disciple's body. It has four petals and one triangle is inside it. The Eternal Supreme Devi Ku¸·alini dwells here
shining like one crore lightning. Even the body of Ku¸·alini is
caitanya itself. The Guru meditates upon the Ku¸·alini of the Disciple.

i…i……‰ ¥…‰v…®…™…” ¥…I™…‰ n˘“I……Δ ∫…Δ∫……Æ˙®……‰S…x…“®…¬*
v™……™…‰ŒSUÙπ™…i…x……‰®…«v™…‰ ®…⁄±……v……Æ‰˙ S…i…÷n˘«±…‰**12
This D¢kÀa makes the disciple free from all bondages of universe. The Ku¸·alini crosses the six lotuses through the SuÀumn¡'s
Path.

Brahma is the presiding deity of M£l¡dh¡r¡ lotus with four petals .The letters from Va to Sa is inscribed on it. These letters should
be dissolved to this deity. And it should be united with the
Sv¡dhiÀ¶a¡na lotus. It has six petals and the letters Ba, Bha, Ma,
Ya, Ra and La are inscribed on it. This is dissolved to the presiding
deity ViÀ¸u. And it should be united with Ma¸ipura. Ma¸ipura lotus has ten petals and the letters are Úa, Úha, Ûa, Ta, Tha, Da, Dha,
Na, Pa, Pha. Rudra is the presiding deity of this lotus. So these
letters are dissolved to Rudra. This should be united with the An¡hat¡
lotus. It has 12 petals and the letters inscribed are Ka, Kha, Ga, Gha,
×a, Ca, Cha, Ja, Jha, Øa, Ùa, Ùha. The presiding deity is Isvara.
And the letters are dissolved in him. This should be united with the
Vi¿uddh¡ lotus. This has 16 petals and all the vowels from A to Ah
are inscribed on it. Sad¡¿iva is the presiding deity of this lotus. These
letters should be dissolved in him. It should be united with the Ëjµ¡
lotus. It has two petals and the letters are Ha and KÀa. This should
be united with Bindu. Then it should be united with N¡da. Afterwards it should be unified with N¡d¡nta. Again it should be united
with Unmani. Then it should be united with the face of ViÀ¸u and
finally it is connected with the face of Guru and hence the knowledge, Guru and disciple gets united.
á¡rad¡tilaka describes only about these four D¢kÀ¡s. While
Ì¿¡na¿ivagurudevapaddhati describes four D¢kÀa as Mantra D¢kÀ¡,
áiva D¢kÀa, áakti Diksa and ViÀ¸u D¢kÀa. V¡yav¢ya Samhita describes about three D¢kÀas as á¡mbhav¢, áakti, and M¡ntri.
âa·anvaya Mah¡ratna describes three D¢kÀ¡s as A¸avi, á¡kteyi
and á¡mbhavi. R¡ghavabha¶¶a in the Pad¡rthadar¿a commentary
of á¡rad¡tilaka describes about four more D¢kÀ¡s as Ë¸avi, á¡kteyi,
áambhavi and Ekadhaiva D¢kÀ¡s.
End Notes
1. á¡rad¡tilaka, pa¶ala 4, ¿loka 2.
2. Ed. & Translated by Malaviya Sudhakar. Dr., á¡rad¡tilaka- tant¤am with
the Sanskrit commentary pad¡rth¡dar¿a of R¡ghavabha¶¶a & 'áudha'
Hindi translation, Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishthan, Delhi, 2016, p.
235.
3. Loc.cit.
4. Avalon Arthur, Introduction to tantra¿¡stra, Jyoti Enterprises, New Delhi,
2019, p. 68.
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5. ST, pa¶ala 4, ¿loka 3.
6. Ed. & translated by Malaviya Sudhakar. Dr., á¡rad¡tilaka- tant¤am with
the Sanskrit commentary pad¡rth¡dar¿a of R¡ghavabha¶¶a & 'áudha'
Hindi translation, Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishthan, Delhi, 2016, p.
252.
7. ST, Pa¶ala 5, ¿loka 23.
8. Ibid., ¿loka 112.
9. Ibid., ¿loka 116.
10. Ibid., ¿loka 122.
11. Ibid., ¿loka 125.
12. Ibid., ¿loka 127.
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The Department of Sanskrit Sahitya is inviting learned research papers
for its Journal Pratyabhijñâ, Vol-VIII, Issue- II, 2021, from eminent scholars.
Please send your articles on or before 25th of December 2021. No articles, in any
case, will be accepted after the last date.
Please find the instructions given herein before sending your articles:
The articles must be a work of original research not published
hitherto in any other Journal/Book.
Topic of the article shall pertain to any field of Sanskrit research/
topics related to Sanskrit studies/Indological studies. (Analyticaland
critical studies from the point of view of Inter-disciplinary/
multidisciplinary approach in the fields of Ancient Indian History,
Socio-cultural life of Ancient Indian People, Vedas and allied Literature,
Epics and PurâGas, Religion, Philosophy, Archaeology, Arts, Theatre,
Epigraphy, Creative Literature, Linguistics, Literary Criticism, Grammar,
Translations of Sanskrit and Prakrit Works, Technical Literature,
Contemporary Relevance of Ancient Indian Knowledge and so on are
solicited).
The language of Articles may be Sanskrit or English.
English text must be in Times New Roman 12pts font.
DV1-Surekh in 16 pts is to be used for Dia-critic Roman.
International conventional method for transliterating Sanskrit
should be followed.
DV-Surekh in 16 pts is the font to be used for Sanskrit texts
(Devanâgarî).
Length of the articles could be up to 6 to10 pages in A4 size.
Articles are to be typewritten (DTP) only on one side, double spaced
with standard margins. Explanatory Notes are to be given in single
space. (Double space shall be maintained in between each two
Notes).
Papers must be submitted in Digital form (preferably e-mail). A hardcopy also has to be submitted.
In the first page of the article, title of the paper and name and address
of the author are to be given separately.
In the second page, an ‘Abstract’ of the article in not more than
100 words is to be given.
Digital copies of the Paper are to be sent through e-mail to
pratyabhijna2020@gmail. com.
CD and/or hard copy of the articles are to sent to The Editor,
Pratyabhijñâ, Department of Sanskrit Sahitya, Sree Sankaracharya
University of Sanskrit, Kalady, Keralam, PIN- 683 574.
Language of the article must be pure and clear. Articles with many
errors in language will not be accepted.
A uniform modern method of academic writing should be adhered to in
the articles.
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Consistency in the method of referencing should be followed in the
article.
All the names of the works referred to the articles are to be specified
with Italics.
Explanatory Notes/References/Bibliography shall be given at the end
of the article.
Endnotes should be numbered continuously through the whole
paper (not per page).
All references should be cited in superscript in the body in Arabic
numerals and corresponding details have to be provided at the end of
the article. In references to printed books, the conventional system
should used, under which the name of the author, the title of the book
and the place and year of publication page number with in the text
come in that order. Well-known abbreviations for journals should be
used, without further, explanation of the abbreviations. Use of forms
like ‘ibid’, ‘op.cit.,’ etc is recommended for saving space in the notes.
For quotations, arrangement of paragraphs, abbreviations,
bibliography, use of brackets etc. also standard uniform method must
be followed.
For the articles in Sanskrit also similar consistent method should be
pursued.
The papers which do not observe these guidelines will not be
entertained.
Research papers submitted by the scholars would be refereed by
selected eminent scholars in the field. Only such reviewed research
articles will be accepted for publication.
Only one copy of the journal will be given as gratis to the authors of
the articles published.
The number of articles in one issue is limited approximately to Twenty.

(Articles which donot follow the above instructions will not be accepted for
publications. So please strictly stick on to the above instructions.)
Address for correspondence:
The Editor
Pratyabhijñâ
Department of Sanskrit Sahitya
Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit
Kalady, Keralam, PIN- 683 574, Web. www. ssussahiti.in
E-mail: pratyabhijna2020@gmail. com.
Ph: 04842 46 33 80, Extn-207.
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